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We show how a fundamental assumption in the Dirac formulation of quantum mechanics, namely that the 
states of a physical system at a particular time are mathematically represented by unit vectors in Hilbert 
space, can be deduced from certain aspects of our experimental procedures and of the observed outcome 
of quantum mechanical experiments. Our assumptions have clear empirical meaning and the results hold 
true for any dimensionality of the system, without anomalies in low dimensions which exist in the two well
known axiomatic approaches to quantum mechanics. The propositional logic approach of Birkhoff and von 
Neumann does not work for quantum systems of dimension less than four and requires an assumption 
which does not have an empirical basis. Jordan algebra axioms, on the other hand, also lead to anomalies 
in low dimensions and, moreover, are formal and cannot be directly physically interpreted. In our work it 
was possible to avoid these shortcomings. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dirac in his classic work1 developed quantum theory 
starting from the basic assumption that the states of a 
physical system at a particular time can be mathe
matically represented by vectors in Hilbert space. The 
assumption holds true even in relativistic quantum 
mechanics and appears to be very deep and far-reach
ing. It is, however, rather formal since it is not easy 
to see how it can be related to the known empirical 
facts. 

Birkhoff and von Neumann, 2 with their work on the 
"propositional logic," were the first who attempted to 
build quantum mechanics from physically motivated 
rather than formal axioms. Plausible arguments led 
them to the conclusion that the set of experimentally 
verifiable propositions of a physical system form a 
complete, orthocomplemented lattice. Their proposition 
system is an unique direct union of irreducible proposi
tion systems and each of them can be imbedded into a 
projective geometry. The representation theorem3 then 
tells us that if the projective geometry G has dimension 
n::;, 3 there exists a linear vector space L over some 
field and a one-to-one correspondence between the ele
ments of G and the linear manifolds of L. The property 
of orthocomplementation defines a definite Hermitian 
form in the vector space L and restricts the field to a 
real, complex, and quaternionic field. The vector space 
L thus becomes a metric space with positive definite 
metric. 

Much work has subsequently been done4 to improve 
and complete the approach of Birkhoff and von Neumann, 
and especially to derive their axioms from physically 
more defensible assumptions. Two serious difficulties 
associated with their approach, however, remain. 
First, they must assume that the greatest lower bound 
exists for any, even an infinite, family of propositions. 
There is no empirical basis to support this assumption. 
The second difficulty is that the strong representation 

alThis work was initiated and in part performed when the 
author was at the Department of PhYSics and Astronomy, 
University of Maryland. 
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theorem mentioned above exists only for projective 
geometries of dimension n> 2 (in conventional quantum 
mechanics they would correspond to systems with a 
basis of dimension v = n + 1 > 3). In the case n = 2 the 
theorem becomes so weak that it is of little value8

•
9 

and when n = 1, there is no representation theorem at 
all. The axioms of Birkhoff and von Neumann therefore 
can say nothing about the one- and two-dimensional 
systems which, in fact, occur in nature (e.g., spin 
systems with j = ~ or 1), even if they are derived from 
the empirically well-based assumptions .10 

The Jordan algebra axioms, 11 on the other hand, 
which give a strong representation theorem for all finite 
dimensions, also lead to anomalies in low dimensions 
and, moreover, are formal and cannot be directly 
physically interpreted. 10 

Our goal will be to obtain the representation theorem 
for all dimensions from physically well-based assump
tions. We shall do this in two steps. First we introduce 
the states of a physical system as an abstract set over 
which one can define a topology on the basis of certain 
empirical observations. As we shall see, the require
ment that the observations in physics be communicable 
will have a profound effect on the topology, making it 
satisfy the second axiom of countability. One can then 
show that, with this topology, the set of quantum states 
is homeomorphic to a subset of the unit sphere in the 
complex Hilbert space. It will become clear that some 
of the vectors representing the states must be super
positions of others. 

QUANTUM MECHANICAL STATES AND THEIR 
TOPOLOGY 

There is a profound difference in our observations of 
classical and quantum physical systems. A classical 
system, after we carried through the measurements, 
is essentially still the same as it was before. Mea
surements perturb a classical system so little that we 
can normally neglect their effect on it. It is not so with 
quantum systems. Here a measurement usually perturbs 
the system strongly and in an uncontrolled way. The 
outcome of the measurement is thus unpredictable and 
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so is the change which the system itself undergoes in 
this process. A measurement like in classical physics 
can therefore give us hardly any information at all in 
the case of quantum systems. One therefore creates a 
large number of identical systems, performs the same 
measurement on each of them and then looks at the 
probability for a certain outcome of the measurement 
to occur. But how do we know that the systems are in
deed "identical"? We have no way of controlling the 
large number of the microscopic constituents of the 
apparatus which we use to prepare the system. Also 
there could be unknown "hidden variables" which we 
would need to specify. We call the systems "identical" 
simply because we prepare them using (macroscopical
ly) the same procedure. 

Thus, to be able to say anything at all about a quantum 
mechanical system and also to be able to communicate 
the observations to others, we must be able to specify 
uniquely the system which we investigate. We could not 
create "identical" copies of it otherwise. Suppose that 
we have assembled all the necessary equipment needed 
to generate the physical system which we want to study. 
Different states of the system must then correspond to 
different settings of the meters with which we control 
our instruments. If the states of the physical system 
are introduced as an abstract set 5, we can say that to 
each element of this set there corresponds a unique set 
of numbers which we read on our meters, that is, a 
point in R~, to be completely general. Later on we shall 
discuss this correspondence a little more in detail. 
Let us emphasize again that such a correspondence 
must exist since otherwise we would have no way of 
reproducing the state and therefore we could not per
form quantum mechanical measurements on it and we 
could not communicate our observations to others. 

Suppose now that we prepare our system in a state a 
by passing it through the appropriate apparatus, often 
called "filter." If the system so prepared is then made 
to pass through the filter corresponding to some other 
state b, we can either get our system in the state b or 
we can get nothing. It cannot be predicted which of 
these two possibilities will actually occur. Sometimes 
one occurs, sometimes the other. However, if the 
experiment is repeated many times, one finds that there 
exists the limit 

lim [n(a, b)/n 1'" pea, b), 

where n(a, b) is the number of those experiments which 
have for the outcome the system in the state band n is 
the total number of the experiments performed. The 
limit is, of cou rse, a function of both states a and b. 

There exists therefore, a function p, usually called 
transition probability, which maps the elements 
(a, b) E 5 X5 onto the points pea, b) E [0,1]. Transition 
probability has the well-known properties: 

(a) p(a,b)=1 <=> a=b, 

(b) p(a,b)=p(b,a). 
(1) 

Note that p(x ,y) = 1 means that x and yare indistinguish
able. One can further assume that if 1 - p(x, y) is 
"small" then x and yare "close," i. e., similar to each 
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other in physical properties, in particular that I p(z ,x) 
-p(z,y)1 is "small" for all z. Thus, one can assume 
that, in addition to the properties (a) and (b) given 
above, transition probability also has the following 
property: 

(c) Given an E > 0, there exists a 0 > 0 such that, for 
all z E 5, 

Ip(z,x)-p(z,y)1 <E ifl-p(x,y)<o. (2) 

For any a E S we can now define the family U(a) of sets 
U'(a) 

U.(a)={xlxES, I-p(a,x)<l/v}, v=2,3,4,···. (3) 

It is not difficult to show that the sets U(a) satisfy the 
three axioms of Hausdorff12: 

(HI) Every element XE 5 possesses at least one set 
in U(x) and is contained in all sets of U(x). 

(H2) The intersection of two sets of U(x) contains a 
set of U(x). 

(H3) If 3' is in the set V E U(x) then there exists a set 
WEU(y) such that We V. 

The first two axioms are obviously satisfied. To 
show that the sets U(x) satisfy also the third axiom, 
we choose a set U)a) e U(a) and a state b *- a such that 
bE U)a). We then have 

I-p(a,b)=I/v-E, where O<€<I/v. 

Because of the property (2) of the transition probability, 
there exists an integer p such that the inequality 

Ip(a,b)-p(a,x)1 <E/2 

holds true for all x which satisfy 

1 - p(b,x) < lip. 

This means that for all XE Up (b) we have 

1 - p(a,x) ~ 1 - p(a, b) +E/2 = l/v-E/2. 

Therefore, for any bE U)a) there exists a Up(b) such 
that 

Up(b) e Uvea), 

which was to be shown. 

Since the sets U(x) satisfy the axioms of Hausdorff, 
they form a fundamental system of neighborhoods (i. e. , 
a neighborhood basis) at each point XES and therefore 
define uniquely a topology in S. 12.13 We shall now show 
that this topology, call it T, has a countable basis, so 
that the set S of physical states satisfies the second 
axiom of countability.14 

We pointed out already earlier in this section that to 
each state of a physical system there corresponds a 
unique sequence of numbers, i. e., a unique point in 
R~. We came to this conclusion by imagining that we 
have all the instruments assembled which are needed to 
generate the system we want to study so that different 
states of this system then correspond to different 
readings on the meters. Even if infinite number of in
struments were needed, each of them having an arbi
trarily large (COUld be infinite) number of meters, the 
set of all the readings would still be countable and thus 
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could be represented by a point in R~. (This is because 
the union of a countable family of countable sets is 
countable. 15) We also pointed out that such a correspon
dence must exist since otherwise we would have no way 
of reproducing a state, and therefore we could not per
form quantum mechanical measurements. It is clear 
that a state can have physical meaning only if it can be 
characterized by a finite number of data or if it can be 
approximated by a state of such property to any desired 
degree of accuracy, It is also clear that we should be 
able to approximate any state, to any desired degree of 
accuracy, by a state characterized by rational numbers 
only. Let W be the set of all points in R~ which have 
different from zero only finite number of components, 
all of them being rational numbers, The set R+ is 
countable. The physical states which correspond to 
points in R+ form then a countable subset S+cS. It fol
lows, from what we just said about physical states, 
that for any aE S and an arbitrarily small € > 0 there 
must exist abE S· such that 1 - p(a, b) <€. 

The family of sets 

B~{U)x)lxES" v=2,3,4,"'} (4) 

with Uv(x) as defined in (3) form a basis of topology T 

in S, To show this ~ we choose an arbitrary set G e S 
which is open with respect to the topology T. For each 
point a E G there is a member of its neighborhood basis 
Uy(a) such that Uv(a)eG. Suppose that aiS+. We can 
find a basic set U4v (b) c B, where b is chosen so that 

1 - p(a, b) < 1/4v, 

Ip(a,x)- p(b,x) 1< 1/4v for all XEU4)b). 

Such a choice is possible because of the properties of 
the set S· introduced above, and because of the property 
(2) of transition probability, It follows then that 

aEU4)b) and 1-p(a,x)<1/2v for all x EU4)b) 

so that U4y(b) c U)a) , We have therefore the relation 

aEU4)b)CG. (5) 

If a E S+, a similar relation obviously exists. Thus, 
since G and a E G are arbitrary, the relation (5) implies 
that the family of sets B, defined in (4), form a basis 
of topology T. It is important to note that this basiS is 
countable since it is a union of a countable family of 
countable sets. 15 

The space of quantum states S is regular in the 
topology T. To see this, we note first that the closure 
Uv(a) of a set Uy(a) defined in (3) is contained in 

u:,(a)c{xl1-p(a,x)~ 1/v}. 

Indeed, for any point y such that 

1-p(a,y) = 1/v +€, E >0 

we can find a v' = v' (E) so that if x E Uv' (y), then 

/p(a,x) - p(a,y) / <E/2. 

This means that 1-p(a,x) > v+E/2 for all XE Uy,(y), 
that is, 
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The point y is therefore an exterior point of U)a), no 
matter how small E is. Clearly then, every neighbor
hood of a point x contains a closed neighborhood of x, 
that is, the space S is regular. 

We see that the well-known empirical facts about the 
quantum states, together with the requirement that our 
observations be communicable, enable us to define a 
topology T over the set of states S which has a countable 
base and which makes S into a regular space. 

QUANTUM MECHANICAL STATES AND HILBERT 
SPACE 

We shall now show that the space of quantum states 
S, with the topology T constructed in the preceding 
section, is indeed, homeomorphic to a set in Hilbert 
space. The problem of metrization of topological spaces 
that is, the problem of finding necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a topological space to be metrizable (i. e. , 
homeomorphic to a certain metric space), has been 
regarded as one of the basic and most important prob
lems in mathematics. The most general solution to 
this problem was given by Smirnov in 1951. 16

•
17 We 

shall base our work on his solution which, for our 
topology, can be simplified somewhat. 

In the preceding section we showed that topology T in 
the space S has a countable base B 

B={BJ, n=1,2,3,· .. , 

and that the space is regular. It is not difficult to show 
that every open set G in the space S is of type Fa' i. e. , 
it can be expressed as union of a sequence of closed 
sets, In fact, since S is regular, for every x E G, there 
exists a neighborhood Bn(x) belonging to the basis B, 

the closure of which is contained in G 

Bn(x) eG. 

It is therefore possible to find a subsequence B' ={ En'} 
<;;; B such that 

G = ~,Bn" Bn' E B' for all n' . 

G is therefore of type Fa. 

The space S is normal. To prove this, we select two 
disjoint closed sets C and D of the space S. For every 
point XEC we select a neighborhood Bn(x) belonging to 
the basis B, whose closure is disjoint from the set D 
and, analoguously, for every pOint y E D we select a 
neighborhood Bn(y) E B whose closure is disjoint from 
the set C. Such neighborhoods exist in view of the 
regularity of the space S. Furthermore, for every 
XE C and every yE D we can define the sets 

Clearly then the sets 

V= U V () and v= U V ( ) xEC n x yED n y 

are disjoint neighborhoods of the sets C and D. The 
normality of the space S is thus proved. 
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We can now construct a topological mapping of the 
space of states into Hilbert space H. Since S is normal 
and since every open set of the space S is of the type 
Fo' there exist16 continuous functions qn(x) satisfying the 
conditions 0,;; qn(xk 1 for aU XE S and vanishing at all 
points xES\Bn, and only at these points. With the help 
of the functions q (x) one can then define continuous, 

n ~ 

complex-valued functions ~n(x)' for example, by 

~n(x) =' 2- n (1 - aQn(X)/(1 + 1 al ), Ima> 0, 

s~ that F(x) '= L:n 1 ~n (x) 1 2 ,;; 2. The functions ~n (x) 
'" ~n(x)/p1/2(x) then satisfy the following conditions: 

(a) 0,;; 1 ~n(x)1 ,;; 1 for all XES and vanishing at all pOints 
XE S\Bn; and only at these points. 

(b) L:nl ~n(x) 12 = 1. 

This means that the family {~n(x)}, where x is an 
arbitrary point of the space S, is an element of the 
Hilbert space H, which we denote by j(x). In this way, 
we obtain a mapping j of the space S onto a certain sub
set j(S) of the Hilbert space H. We shall now prove that 
this mapping is one-to-one, In fact, if x and yare two 
distinct pOints of the space S, there exists a certain 
B containing the point x and not containing the point y. 
Then ~"(x);t0, but ~n(Y)=O, from which it follows 
thatj(x);t j(y). We show next that the mappingjis 
continuous, Let XES and E > 0 be chosen arbitrarily, 
and let N be a natural number such that 2- N <£2/8. We 
can select a neighborhood Ox of the point x so small 
that for every y E Ox the inequality 

I ~nj (x) - ~n/Y) I < E/nn 
is satisfied for all n j ,;; N. From this we have the in
equality 

~ 1~,<x)-~n(Y)12<E2/2. 
n"'N 

In accordance with the choice of the number N, we have, 
furthermore, 

The two inequalities together give us 

by which the continuity of j is proved, 

We shall finally prove that the one-to-one and con
tinuous mapping j is continuous also in the other direc
tion. Let the point ~ E j(S) and the neighborhood Ox of 
the point X= rl(~) be chosen arbitrarily. We select 
Bn E B such that x E En CO" and set E = 1 ~n(x)1 ;t O. Then, 
for every point T/ E j(S) such that p(~, T/) < E, we shall 
have 1 ~n(y)1 ;to, where y=r1(T/). This implies that 
YEBnCOx ' In other wordS, 

f"l[O(~,e)J COx, 

by which all the necessary proofs are completed. 

We have thus shown that the states of a quantum 
system are mathematically vectors in Hilbert space, 
more precisely, in 12 , Since the basis in this space is 
either finite or at most countably infinite, not all of 
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these state vectors can be linearly independent, that 
is, some of them are linear combinations of others. 
(No two state vectors are proportional to each other, 
though.) We have thus arrived at the celebrated "super
pOSition principle" for quantum states. The present 
derivation is based solely on a few well-known facts 
about our experimental procedures and about the ob
served outcome of experiments performed on quantum 
systems. The requirement that our observations be 
communicable is found to have a profound effect on the 
topology of quantum states, making it satisfy the second 
axiom of countability. In our analysis we are not limited 
in any way by the dimensionality of quantum systems. 
We mentioned already that the propositional logic ap
proach of Birkhoff and von Neumann does not work for 
systems of dimension less than four. None of the two 
approaches, however, seems to enable us to determine 
the Hilbert space completely. Propositional logic allows 
Hilbert spaces over real complex, or quaternionic 
fields. In our case, as can be seen easily, a homeo
morphism of the space of quantum states into a real 
Hilbert space is also possible. We do not know as yet 
what are all the possible Hilbert spaces allowed by the 
assumptions upon which our approach is based. Thus, 
the empirical basis for the complex numbers in con
ventional quantum mechanics remains still unknown. 
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The well-known limitations on the field of the quantum mechanical vector space, which, within the 
framework of the propositional logic of Birkhoff and von Neumann, can be obtained only for systems of 
dimension greater than or equal to four, are obtained here for all dimensions. The propositional logic fails 
to provide any information about the quantum systems of dimension less than four and, moreover, one 
does not know the empirical meaning of one of its basic assumptions. The Jordan algebra approach, on 
the other hand, which provides the same limitations on the field, also suffers from anomalies in low 
dimensions and is altogether formal rather than physical. In the present work, which is based on a recent 
study of the topological properties of quantum states, there are no low-dimensional anomalies and the 
assumptions have clear empirical meaning. 

INTRODUCTION 

Within both of the well-known axiomatic approaches 
to quantum mechanics, i. e. , the propositional logic, 1,2 

originated by Birkhoff and von Neumann, and the Jordan 
algebra,3 there exists possibility of determining partial
ly the quantum mechanical vector space. In the proposi
tional calculus, one first shows that an irreducible 
system of propositions can be imbedded canonically into 
a projective geometry. There exists then the represen
tation theorem which tells us that projective spaces of 
dimension> 2 (which in conventional quantum mechanics 
would correspond to systems with a basis of dimen-
sion d=n + 1> 3) can be represented by vector spaces 
over division rings. 4 If one analyzes which of the divi
sion rings fulfil the requirements involved by the rep
resentation theorem, one is left with real, complex, or 
quaternionic fields. 5 The original work of Birkhoff and 
von Neumann was later clarified and improved by 
many authors 0 (See, e. g., Ref. 2 and the works men
tioned therein.) However, a fundamental difficulty can
not be removed. 6 The representation theorem mentioned 
above exists only for systems of dimension c> 4 and so 
the propositional logic cannot tell us anything about the 
quantum mechanics of some systems which do occur in 
nature, e. g., spin systems with j = i and 1. 

The Jordan algebra axioms 3 lead to a much stronger 
representation theorem than the propositional logic. 6 

One obtains real, complex, and quaternionic vector 
spaces for all finite dimensions and a small number of 
low-dimensional "anomalies," namely, one non
Desarguesian plane (Cayley- Moufang plane) correspond 
ing to the Jordan algebra :V1~ for dimension n = 2, and 
the N-spheres for n = 1, corresponding to the Jordan 
algebras S N' The axioms, however, are formal rather 
than physical 0 

It was recently shown, 7 on the basis of the well-known 
empirical facts about measurements, that there exists 
a topology in the set of quantum states and that the 
space with such a topology is homeomorphic to a sub
set of the unit sphere in the complex (or real) Hilbert 
space. These results hold true for any dimensionality 
of the quantum system. There are no "anomalies" in 
low dimensions, and the assumptions have clear em
pirical meaning. The question not fully discussed so 
far is whether the homeomorphism of the quantum 
states into the complex (or real) Hilbert space is the 
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only one possible. We will continue the studies of 
the Ref. 7 by proving that such a homeomorphism can
not exist unless the Hilbert space is over real, com
plex, or quaternionic field. Even more can be shown to 
be true: A one-to-one correspondence between the 
quantum states XE: S and any sequences {[l(X) , f2(x)""}' 
wherefn, n = 1,2,0'., are continuous functions over S 
with the range in some continuous field F, is possible 
only if F is a real, complex, or quaternionic field. 

CONNECTEDNESS OF QUANTUM STATES 

First, let us us recall some of the important findings, 
obtained in the Ref. 7. Let S be the set of all quantum 
states of a physical system. Empirical observations 
lead us to the conclusion that there exists a function /), 
usually called transition probability, which maps the 
elements (Il, b) E S xS unto the points P(Il, b) E: [0,1 J and 
has the following well-known properties: 

(a) P (a , b) = 1 <=> 1/ = /J , 

(b) p(ll,b)=p(IJ,Il), (1 ) 

(c) given an E > 0, there exists a 5> 0 such that, for 
all ZE:S, Ip(z,x)-p(z,y)1 <E if I-p(x,y)<5. 

One can then show that the sets 

Un(a)={x:xES, l-,o(ll,x)<l/n}, >1=2,3,"', (2) 

form a fundamental system of neighborhoods (i, e., a 
neighborhood basis) at each point (l E S and therefore 
define uniquely a topology T in S. The requirement that 
our experiments be communicable, so that they can be 
repeated, makes this topology T satisfy the second 
axiom of countability. The assumptions, introduced 
above, have clear empirical basis and are sufficent 
to prove that the set of quantum states S, with the 
topology T, is homeomorphic to a subset of the unit 
sphere in the complex (or real) Hilbert space. These 
assumptions by themselves, however, do not seem to 
be complete enough to prove that homeomorphisms of 
S into the Hilbert spaces over other fields are impos
sible. We will now show that, together with another, 
apparently innocent property of quantum systems, they 
do restrict the field of the vector space to real, com
plex, or quaternionic numbers. 

To make clear what the essence is of some of the 
arguments, we will first discuss the simple case of 
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polarization states of a photon. We will then show that 
similar arguments can be made for any quantum sys
tem so that the subsequent analysis therefore will be 
of general validity. 

Let S be the space of all polarization states of a 
photon, with the topology T as introduced and described 
in Ref. 7 and above, and let A be the subspace of S, 
consisting of linearly polarized states only. A being a 
subspace of S means, of course, that its topology T A is 
the relative topologyB with respect to T. If aEAcS, 
then the following class V A (a) of subsets of A is a 
T A-local (i. e., neighborhood) basis at a E A B 

VA(a)={An Vn(a): Vn(a)E V(a)}, (3) 

where V(a)={Vn(a)} is the T-neighborhood basis at aE S, 
defined in (2L It is clear, of course, that 

An Un(a)={x:xEA,l-p(a,x)<l/n}, 11=2,3, .... (4) 

The elements of V A(a) we shall designate by U A,n(a). 

Recall now a simple, but very important empirical 
observation concerning the linearly polarized states: If 
our polarizer at the moment produces the state a, we 
can obtain any other state bE A by simply rotating the 
apparatus by an angle 1>b around the appropriate axis. 
(By 1>b I mean the smallest such angle.) Even more: To 
each 1>, ° "" 1> "" 1>b' there corresponds one, and only one 
state in A. Thus, when we rotate the polarizer from the 
state a to the state b, the corresponding quantity 1>/1>b 
takes on all the values from ° to 1 exactly once. These 
observations can be recast into a more formal language. 
A continuous function s of the unit interval 1= [0,1] into 
an arbitrary space X, i.e., 

s :1-X 

is usually called a path in the space X. It follows then, 
from what is said above, that for any two states a and 
b in A there exists a path s : I - A such that 8 (0) = a and 
s(l)=I>. The function s is continuous with respect to 
the relative topology T A' The subspace A is therefore 
pathwise connected. 9 Since A is pathwise connected, it 
is also connected. To see this, we pick an element 
Xo E A and choose for each element x E A a path 

s :1-A 
x 

such that s)O)=xo and sx(ll=x. As continuous image of 
a connected space I, 8)1) is a connected set for every 
xEA. Furthermore. xoEsx(I) foreveryxEA and 

A= U s (1), 
xEA x 

and, since the union of any family of connected sets with 
a common point is connected, it follows that A is con
nected in the relative topology T A' This, however, 
implies that the subspace A is connected also with re
spect to the topology T on S. since a subspace of any 
topological space (X, T) is connected with respect to T 

if and only if it is connected with respect to its own 
relative topology. B 

We have thus established that the topological space 
(S, T) of all polarization states of a photon contains at 
least one nonempty connected subset A, which is not a 
singleton. The same, however, can be said about the 
states of any quantum system. In principle, at least, 
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we can always rotate a quantum system about an axis 
and then use the arguments given above to show that the 
states which correspond to particular angles of rotation 
form a connected subset in the space of all states of the 
system. Other operations may also be possible which 
can be used to show that there are connected subsets 
within the space of quantum states. Rotations of the 
system, however, are always possible and, as we just 
showed, they are sufficient to establish the existence 
of connected subsets of quantum states. 

THE POSSIBLE VECTOR SPACES 

It remains now to show that, because of the connected 
subsets existing in the space of quantum states S, only 
certain one-to-one maps are possible over S. In the 
Ref. 7, it was found that to every quantum state XE S 
there corresponds a vector h(x) in the Hilbert space H, 
i. e., 

6 lin(x)lz=1, for every XES, (5) 
n 

and that this correspondence h is a homeomorphism. 
in' 11 = 1,2, , . " are continuous, complex, or real valued 
functions over S. Continuity of the functions in is nec
essary for the function h to be continuous. This can be 
seen easily. The neighborhood Sr[h(x)] of a h(x) in H is 
defined by 

Sr[h(X)]={h(Y)! [~lin(X) - in(y) IzJ/3 <r} . 
If h is continuous then for every neighborhood Sr[h(x) 1 
of h(x) E H there exists a neighborhood Ox of XES such 
that 

h(O) c S)h(x)). 

It follows then immediately that the functions in' 11 

= 1 ,2, ... , are all continuous. 

Being a homeomorphism, Iz is, of course, a one-to
one map. However, a one-to-one correspondence be
tween quantum states XES and the set of sequences 
{fr(x), iz(x),"'} wherein' 11=1,2,"', are continuous 
functions over S with their range in some continuous 
field F, can exist only if F is a real, complex, or 
quaternionic field. To show that this is indeed so, we 
first note that a topological field can only be either 
connected or totally disconnected. 10 Suppose first that 
F is a totally disconnected fieldo Single elements are 
then the largest connected sets in F. In the preceding 
section we found that there exist connected subsets in 
the space of quantum states S which are not singletons. 
Let A c S be one of these connected subsets. Since every 
continuous image of a connected set is connected, 9 it 
follows that each function in maps all elements of the 
set A into the same element an c F, i. e. , 

fn(A) =anE F. 

To every quantum state x E A there corresponds there
fore the same sequence {au ll:!, ••. } of elements in F. It 
is clear that a one-to-one correspondence between the 
quantum states XE S and the set of sequences {fl(X), 
f2(X) , ••• } cannot exist in tbis case. The values of the 
functions in' n = 1,2, .. " can therefore lie only in a 
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connected field. There are, however, only three con
tinuous connected fields: the real, the complex, and the 
quaternionic field. lo Herewith is our assertion proven. 

It was shown in the Ref. 7 that homeomorphism exists 
between the space of quantum states S and a subset of 
the unit sphere in complex Hilbert space. Here, we 
found that quantum states can be mapped homeomor
phically into Hilbert space only if this space is over a 
real, complex, or quaternionic field. Even more, a 
one-to-one correspondence between the states XES and 
any sequences {fl(X) , f2(x),'''}wherefn' n=1,2, .. ·, 
are continuous functions over S with the range in some 
continuous field F, is not possible unless F is a real, 
complex, or quaternionic field. These results hold true 
for any dimensionality of the quantum system. There 
are no irregularities in low dimensions as they are 
known to exist in other well-known approaches. Also, 
the assumptions upon which our considerations are 
based have clear empirical meaning. 

An interesting question emerges now naturally: Are 
the three possible quantum mechaniCS, i.e., the real, 
the complex, and the quaternionic quantum mechanics, 
equivalent? This question was already studied by a 
number of authors. (See, e. g., Ref. 2 and Refs. given 
therein.) So far it has been answered only partially. The 
real quantum mechanics was foundll to be, up to a 
superselection rule, equivalent to the complex quantum 
mechanics, at least for simple systems. It has also 
been found12 for the relativistic form of quaternionic 
quantum mechanics that it is equivalent to complex 
quantum mechanics in case of systems consisting of just 
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one particle. It is not known if the same is true in case 
of more general systems. 
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Symmetries of the stationary Einstein-Maxwell field 
equations. 1* 
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The Einstein equations for stationary axially symmetric gravitational fields are written in several extremely 
simple forms. Using a tensor generalization of the Ernst potential, we give forms that are manifestly 
covariant under (i) the external group G of coordinate transformations, (ii) the internal group H of Ehlers 
transformations and gage transformations, and (iii) the infinite parameter group K of Geroch which 
combines both. We then show how the same thing can be done to the Einstein-Maxwell equations. The 
enlarged internal group H' now includes the Harrison transformations, and is isomorphic to SU(2,1). The 
enlarged group K' contains even more parameters, and generates even more potentials and conservation 
laws. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The static axially symmetric class of vacuum gravita
tional fields was completely solved by Weyl in 1917. 
Even today it still represents the largest collection of 
realistic exact solutions of the Einstein field equations 
that we have available. The stationary axially symmetric 
fields are the ones which should logically be considered 
next, both from a mathematical and a physical point of 
view. The stationary field equations have indeed been 
the target of many recent interesting investigations. 
Despite their apparent simplicity, the equations have not 
yet yielded more than a handful of solutions. 

They have been found to contain a remarkable amount 
of symmetry and internal structure. Moreover, when 
the stationary Einstein-Maxwell equations are con
sidered, the symmetry group persists, and is con
siderably enlarged. In the belief that such a beautiful 
and unexpected structure cannot be a mere accident, we 
have tried to systematically explore this approach to the 
stationary problem. In as much as the symmetries may 
be used to produce new solutions from old ones, it is 
entirely possible that a complete understanding of the 
symmetry group may eventually prove the key to finding 
the general stationary solution. 

Since the existing publications on this topic have been 
somewhat compressed, one aim of the present paper 
is to give a simpler and more detailed discussion of our 
current understanding. We hope thereby to attract a 
wider interest to this important problem. 

2. NOTATION 

Stationary axially symmetric gravitational fields are 
spacetimes which contain two commuting Killing 
vectors. We may therefore choose the metric to be in
dependent of two of the coordinates, say Xl = t and x2 = cp. 
We require also that the spacetime possess "orthogonal 
transitivity. " Physically, this assumes the existence of 
a reflection symmetry, or motion reversal, 

(t,cp)-(-t, -cpl. 

Mathematically it means that the metric must be block 
diagonal, 
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ds2=dsi -ds;, 

dsi=fABd:xAdxB, A,B= 1,2, 

ds; =hIlNdxMdxN, M, N== 3,4. 

(2.1) 

To raise indices in a two-dimensional space we may 
use either the inverse metric (fAB)-l or the alternating 
symbol EAB = ± 1, and both choices have certain advan
tages. Unless otherwise stated, we will raise indices 
using ~B and (hMNt l

• When it becomes necessary to 
raise an index using (fAB )_1 or EM N, that index will be 
mar ked with a tilde. 

For example, since 

(fAB )_1 = - p-2~C~D fCD' 

where 

p2", _ det(fAB) 

we will have 

fAB = _ p2f ii, fABfBc = _ p20Ac. (2.2) 

To express derivatives we may use V2 , the two-dimen
sional covariant derivative associated with ds~. Thus 

V 2· V == h- l /2(h l /2hMNV M),N' 

However in two dimensions the expression h- l /
2hMN is 

conformally invariant. Therefore, we might also con
sider some other 2-metric ds; which is conformally 
related to ds;, 

(2.3) 

Then V2 "V=O and V 2
o V=O are equivalent. If deSired, 

we can also write the equations in terms of a 3-metric, 

ds~ = ds~ + p2dcp2, 

in which case 

(2.4) 

The simplest approach is to now choose lillN = 0AlN" 

Acting on a vector 

V = (V II) = (V3 , V4 ) 

the tilde operation becomes 

\7= (liM~NPVp)= (V4 , - V3 ) (2.5) 
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and satisfies 

V=-V, 

We can use it to define a second set of V"s, e.g., 

v2 = (04, - ( 3 ). 

For all scalars U we have the identity 

V'2 o (V2U)=0, V3o(p·lV3U)=0. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2,8) 

(2.9) 

The vacuum field equations fall into three groups: 
R AB , RAM' RI,{N' of which RAM vanishes automatically for 
our block diagonal metric. We find that 

(2.10) 

Hence this portion of the field equations may be written 
in the form of a vanishing divergence 

V'2' (p.lfABVJBC) = O. 

The remaining field equations are 

RMN = 0 = (2)RMN + V'2 V2lnp 

+ tp·'YBcfAD(V'JAB)(VJCD)· 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

They may be written in terms of the flat 2-metric ds;, 
using 

(2)RMN = OM N v~r 

and eventually lead to integrable equations for v2r, 
which can be solved once fAB is known. They are not 
needed in the rest of this paper. 

3. THE GROUP G 

The field equations Eq. (2.11) have been written in a 
form which is manifestly covariant under linear trans· 
formations l of the coordinates. One such transformation 
is the rescaling 

(3.1) 

The rest of the transformations form a three-parameter 
group G, isomorphic to 8L(2,R). For its three genera
tors we may take2 

t - t + acp, cp - ¢, 

t-t, cp - cp + bt, 

t - c t , cp - c-l cp. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

As is well known, 8L(2,R) is isomorphic to 80(2,1), 
the three-dimensional Minkowski group, and it is often 
convenient to recast the equations in language appropri
ate to 80(2,1). An 8L(2,R) symmetric tensor TAB is 
equivalent to 80(2,1) vector Ta' The correspondence is 
given by a connecting quantity a/B , analogous to the 
Pauli matrices, 

(3.5) 

80(2, 1) indices are raised and lowered by means of the 
metric tensor 

(3.6) 

In particular, to obtain the desired correspondence 
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we use the matrices 

ot' ~c~). .," ~C~, .t'~(~;) 
This implies the metric tensor 

The invariant norm of an 80(2,1) vector is then 

cab Ta Tb = f!CEBD TAB T CD ' 

2(T1 T 3 - T 2 T 2 )= 2(Tll T 22 - T l2 T l2 )· 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

We can now translate Eq. (2.11) into 80(2,1) language, 
putting 

fAB =faa"AB 

and using the relationship3 

(3.9) 

We are left with two terms which must vanish indepen
dently: the trace4 

(3.10) 

and 

V C = p.2E:.abCf a Vfb. (3. 11) 

For any scalar function U, we have the identity 

V'3. [p.lVU] = O. (3.12) 

Conversely, any conservation law 

V'3 oV =0 

may be regarded as the integrability condition for the 
existence of a potential U such that 

(3.13) 

Our field equations therefore imply the existence of a 
set of "twist potentials" ~,A C' 

p.lV<tl C = p.2fABVfBC, 

VIj!AC = -p.lfABVfBC' 

This equation can also be split into its trace, 

V'~ A =2Vp, 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

and a symmetric part, equivalent to an 80(2, 1) vector 

VI/!" = p.l£abcfb Vfc. 

Equations (3.14) and (3.16) may be inverted and 
solved for VfAB , 

V'fAB = p.lfA CVWCB' 

Vfa = - iP·\abjbVIj! C - fap·lV p. 

The inverted forms imply further field equations, 
obeyed by <tic, 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

V'3'[p·2fABVIj!BC]=O, (3.18) 

V'3'[p·2£.bjbV'Ij!C - 2p·2f. vp]= O. 

These are of course nothing more than the integrability 
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conditions for the existence of the original metric 
functions fAB' given IjiAC' 

In terms of complex Ernst potentials 

CAB=fAB+iIjiAB' (3.19) 

Eqs. (3.14) and (3.17) may be combined into a single 
complex equation, 

(3.20) 

4. THE GROUP H 

Following Lewis and others, 5 we now focus on a par
ticular parametrization for fAB' 

f11=f, fI2=-fw, f22=fw2-p2rl. (4.1) 

We have 

Vi = p-IVIji 1= 2 wrl Vf + Vw 

+ p-2f2w2VW - 2p-I WVp, 

v2 = p-IVIji2 = 2 (f-IVf 

+ p-2f2wVw) _ 2p-IVp, 

v3 = p-IVIji3 = p-2f2Vw. 

Because of the identities 

fav" = Vfa"v" = 0, 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

the three field equations V· va = ° are not algebraically 
independent. Any two of them suffice to determine f, w 

and hence the metric. E.g., for a=2, 3, 

Vs· [[-IVf + p-2f2wVw] = 0, 

Vs· [p-2f2Vw] = 0. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

In this f, w formalism the G covariance of the equa
tions is obscured, since the transformations of f, w 

under G are not especially simple. The reason for intro
ducing it is that it enables us to find a second invariance 
group H. We must now proceed in a way which is not 
G covariant, eliminating w from the field equations in 
favor of one of the iJ!a 's. 

Let Iji=ljil' Equation (4.4) is 

ViJ!= - p-If2Vw, Vw= pr2VIji 

and using this in Eq. (4.3) we obtain 

Vs· [[-IVf+ p-IwVIji] 

= V3 0 [[-IVf + p-1V(wi/J) - p-lIjiVW] 

= V3 0 [[-IVf + f-2IjiViJ!] = 0. 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

This result, taken together with the integrability condi
tion for w, 

(4.9) 

gives us a set of two divergence equations for the two 
variables f, iJ!. 

The close analogy of this pair with the original pair, 
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) was pointed out by Neugebauer and 
Kramer,6 who discovered that the mapping 

(4.10) 

transforms one pair into the other directly. What this 
means is that Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) also possess an in-
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variance group H, isomorphic to 80(2, 1). The images 
of fa under the map must form a 3-vector Fa under H. 
Removing an invariant factor p, they are 

FI=f-l , F2=f-l lji, (4.11) 

F3=rl(f2 + iJ!2), F"Fa=+ 2. 

The field equations, Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9), are now seen 
to be the a = 2, 3 components of an H covariant set 

V3 "va =0, va=£abeFbVFe· 

The a = 1 component, 

V3 ' [2FIiJ!Vf+ r 2W - f2)VIji] = 0, 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

can easily be shown to follow as an algebraiC conse
quence of the other two. 

While H acts linearly among the three particular ex
pressions Fa' it produces a nonlinear action onf,1ji 
themselves. Three particular symmetry transformations 
which may be taken as the three generators of Hare 

f-f, Iji-q;-G', 

f-[3f, 1ji-[3Iji, 

f - f , 
(1 _ ylji)2 + Yf2 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

The first of these is a gage transformation, originating 
in the fact that Eq. (4.7) defines Iji only up to a constant. 
The second is a rescaling, 7 and the third is the gravita
tional duality rotation discovered by Ehlers. d,9 

We continue to apply to H the same procedure we used 
for G. Equation (4.12) permits us to define a set of 
potentials \{fa which form an H vector, 

V\{fa = pcabe Fb V Fe' 

Inverting, 

V Fa = 1p-IcabePV\{fe, 

we find necessary field equations for \(fa, 

V 3 • [p-2 £abeFbV-Ir e] = 0. 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

However the potentials -Ita are not entirely new. We can 
show that a partial identification of -Ita with some of the 
previous variables is possible. Writing Eq. (4.17) out 
explictly, 

V-It I =pr2V Iji, 

V\{f2 = pr2(fVf+ iJ!VIji), 

V-It3 = pr2(2f</JVf+ W - f2)ViJ!), 

and comparing with Eqs. (4.4) and (4.3), we find 

V\{fl=VW, (4.20) 
V\{f2= V (wlji + iJ!2) + Vp. 

Recall that V~p=O. We let z denote the harmonic func
tion conjugate to it. Then 

Vp= - Vz 

and by a proper choice of the integration constants we 
can put 

(4.20 

Knowledge of \{fa is indispensable if these symmetries 
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are to be used to generate new solutions. It is the rela
tion between \If I and w that permits us to carry the action 
of H back to the original metric variables. For example 
under the Ehlers transformation, Eq. (4.16), we can 
now write 

(4.22) 

Discovery of an internal symmetry group like H takes 
great ingenuity if one must construct ab initio a non
linear transformation like Eq. (4.16). It is far more 
reasonable to begin by seeking variables such as Fa 
which make the action linear. 

We might mention here another possible approach to 
linearizing H. This approach requires greatly enlarging 
the number of variables. Equations (4.14)-(4.16) show 
that j, Ij; form a two-dimensional nonlinear realization of 
SO(2, 1). We will indicate how to convert this realization 
into an infinite-dimensional linear one. In terms of the 
Ernst potential 

e=j+ilj;, 

Eq. (4.16) is 

e 
e- 1 +iye' 

Expanding in a power series, 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

suggests that the set of functions {[", n = 1,2, ••• } forms 
the basis of a linear representation. In fact, when fur
ther infinitesimal transformations are applied to {en} we 
find 

(4.25) 

Comparison with a list of representations l0 of SO(2, 1) 
shows that {en} transforms according to D+(O), the tail 
of the scalar representation. 

As a further illustration of this approach, apply the 
Ehlers tranformation to Eq. (4.7), 

( 
Ij; _ y(j2 + 1j;2) ) 

'i1 (1 _ ylj;)2 + y2j2 

__ .l
j

2 'i1(w - 2Y'l!2 + y\lf 3) . 

- p ((1- ylj;)2 + Yf2)2 

Expand as a power series in y and equate coefficients. 
In this wayan infinite sequence of potentials is gene
rated, and corresponding to each one of them is a con
servation law. For example, from y, 
'i1(f - f2) = - 2po lf2(2ljJV W - V\lf 2) 

=> 'i13' [p.2f2(2Ij;VW - 'i1\lf2)) = 0. 

Of course these potentials will be functionally dependent; 
their main interest lies in the linear action produced 
upon them by H. 

To avoid any possible confusion which might arise, 
we would like to show how to translate our own approach 
to the one used by Geroch. 11 Geroch describes the 
Ehlers transformation as 

(4.26) 
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where 

(4.27) 

~"=~,, + 2;a" sinBcosB - ;!3" sin2B. 

In our notation, A is f, w is Ij;, and 

~,,=(j,-jw,O,O), 

a,,=(qJ,-wq+o/2'0,0), (4.28) 

!3,,=(j2+f-1, -W(j2+1j;2)+<¥3'0,0). 

We get Geroch's transformation with the choice of 
parameters 

y= tanB, !3= sec2B (4.29) 

performed in that order. 

5. THE GROUP K 

Since the preceding discussion of H was carried out in 
a non-G-covariant way, we must now consider what 
happens when the coordinate transformations of G are 
applied in combination with the internal symmetries of 
H. Conjugation with elements of G should lead to other 
internal groups, II = gHg-I, but it is not c lear a priori 
how many such groups exist. What is needed is a de
scription of the total symmetry group K of the stationary 
vacuum Einstein equations, in which the subgroups G 
and H have not been given preferential treatment. 

As Geroch has shown,12 the infinitesimal part of K 
can be built up by induction. The starting point is to 
write the infinitesimal transformations of H in a form 
which suggests their G-covariant generalization. Thus 
for the Ehlers transformation, we have, to first order 
in y, 

(5.1) 

and this suffices to determine the action on all three 
components of fa. The three transformations can be 
written together as 

r - r + 2y(j3ljp - Ca3 (jblj;b) + 2£ab3fbz). 

The parameter y is evidently the 3-component of a G
vector Ya' and the generalized form is 

(5.2) 

The number of subgroups conjugate to H is therefore 
three. We denote them Ha • 

As Geroch has also pointed out, one of these other 
subgroups (Hu corresponding to YI) could have been 
easily anticipated. HI will be obtained in place of H3 if 
we interchange the two Killing vectors. The transforma
tions of H2, on the other hand, are an essentially new 
and unexpected feature. Unfortunately they cannot be 
used for the practical generation of new solutions until 
they have been written down for finite values of the pa
rameters, and so far this has not been accomplished. 

Proceeding in similar fashion we obtain the transfor
mati on of iff' under H, 

iJf' -I/f' + yc(,/fl/f' - rja + 2£acb7Tb ) , 

where 7Ta is defined by 
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(5.4) 

We can also consider the action produced upon Fo' >Ito 
by the infinitesimal transformations of G. Under Eq. 
(3.2), 

f-f, w-w+a. (5.5) 

This too can be regarded as a gage transformation con
nected with the arbitrary additive constant in Eq. (4.7). 

Under Eq. (3.3), to first order in b, 

f- f+ 2bfw, 

w - w - b(w2 + p2r2) , 

if;-if;-2bif;2' 

and we find 

with no defined by 

vrro-C'ObC(>It V-It +p2FVF) 
-'" b c b c 

+ 4zV>lt°. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

A great deal more remains to be done to elucidate the 
complete structure of K, but in the present paper we 
will not pursue this topic further. We turn instead to the 
discussion of a more general problem. 

6. EINSTEIN-MAXWELL EQUATIONS 

Suppose now that the spacetime also contains an 
electromagnetic field, 

FIt_=A_,1t -AIt ,_' (6.1) 

If the spacetime is stationary and axially symmetric, 
then Fit_ is independent of t and qJ. We further assume 
that Ait can be chosen to be independent of t, qJ as well. 
The only surviving field components will be 

FAM == -AA,M' FMN=AN,M -AM,N' 

The Maxwell equations which remain to be solved are 

Fit-. ==O=(r--g Fit-) , ,- -
and fall into two sets. The first is 

0= (0 ptN)'N= V 2 ' (pptN)=> piN = Cp-l€MN. (6.2) 

Such a term in Fit- corresponds to a magnetic field in 
the cp direction, falling off as p_l. It would be produced 
by a line current along the symmetry axis, which is a 
situation we want to exclude. We assume C= O. and 
hence also AN == O. The final set of equations is 

0= (Ci FAM),Jj 

=V2'(pfABVAB) 

==> 0 == Va' (p-2fABVA B). 

Now we need the stress-energy tensor 

4rrT
It

_ == Fit flF_ a - tglt_F/ Fa~. 

we find that 
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(6.3) 

41TTAB =fACVAc ,VAB 

-toAJCDVAc .VAD• 

Making use of Eq. (6.3), this can be written as a 
divergence, 

4rrTAB =pV2 • [p_l(fAC AB VAc 

-toAJcDAcVAD)]. (6.4) 

Since Tit It = TA A = 0, the Einstein-Maxwell equations 
are 

RAB == - 8rrTAB. 

Using Eq. (2.10) we once again have a field equation in 
the form of a total divergence, 

V 2' [p-l(fAC Vf BC - 4fAC AB VAc 

+ 20A J CD Ac VAD)] = o. 
Equivalently, using the identity 

VA B - VBA==OABVCC' 

we can write it as 

v '[p-2(fACV'j 2 FACA VA 3 BC - '.I B C 

- 2fBCAAVAc)] = o. 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

As before, the field equations imply the existence of 
potentials B A' if; AB' 

VBA == - p-1fABVAB' 

Vif;AC == - p-l(fABVfBC - 2fA BAC VAB 

- 2fcBAA VABl. 

The inverse relations 

VAA =p-lfABVBB' 

1 - - -VfAC ==P-IAB(Vl/iBc + 2Ac VBB +2ABVBd, 

yield further field equations 

Va' [p-2fABVBBJ == 0, 

Va' [p-2fA B(VI/!BC + 2Ac VBB + 2AB V B c )]== o. 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

We also have the condition necessary to maintain the 
symmetry of f AC ' 

fAB(Vl/iBA + 2AA VBB + 2AB VBA)= O. (6.13) 

Just as in the vacuum case, a simpler form for the 
field equations can be obtained by introduction of 
appropriate complex potentials. Letting 

el>A==AA +iBA , 

Eqs. (6.7) and (6.9) can be combined, 

Vel> A == - ip-YA BVel> B' 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

To do the same for Eq. (6.8), we must first bring fAB 
outside the parenthesis. Let 

0AC == if;AC + 2AA Bc 

=> VOAC == - p-1fAB(VfBc - 2Ac VAB 

-2BcVBB )· 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

Equations (6.10) and (6.17) can now be written as one. 
Let 
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CAc=fAC + mAC' 

Then 

VCAC = - iP-r./AB(VC BC -2<J?c V<J? B *), 

VCAC - <J?c V<J? A * = - ipolfA
B (VCBC - <J?c V<J? B *). 

Alternatively in terms of the potential 

e; AC = CAC-<J? A *<J?c, 

ve; AC + <J? A *V<J?c = - ip-IfAB(Ve; BC + <J? B *V<J?c)' 

Finally, in terms of 

HAc =e;AC +EAcK , 

(6.1S) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

where K is given by Eq. (S.34), we obtain the Einstein
Maxwell equations in a most attractive form, analogous 
to Eq. (6.15), and the vacuum case Eq. (3.20), 

(6.24) 

These equations are all invariant under an enlarged 
external symmetry group G'. G' consists of the coordin
ate transformations G, plus the electromagnetic and 
gravitational gage transformations 

<J?A-<J?A+aA' 

CjAC -C;AC - aA *<J?c -<J? Aa* C - a* AaC + illAc , 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

where the arbitrary constants Q!AC and 0A are respec
tively real and complex. (These are the most general 
linear transformations of <J? A and C; AC that preserve 
fAC' ) 

7. THE GROUP H' 

Just as we did in the vacuum case, we now abandon G' 
covariance. We transform to an "internal" set of vari
ables, using only some of the BA , </JAC to eliminate some 
of the AA' fAC' 

Written out in terms of f and w, Eqs. (6.7) and (6. S) 
are: 

p-IVB 1 = - p-2f(VA 2 + wVA 1), 

p-lVB2= -rIVAl + p-2fw(VA2 + wVAI ), 

P-IV</Jll = p-2f2Vw + 4p-2fAl (VA2 + wVAI ), 

P-IV</J21 = - rIVf-p-2f2wVw+ 2rlAIVAI 

+ 2p-2f(A2 - wAI )(VA2 + wVAJ, 

P-IV</J12 = P-1VifJ21 + 2p-IVp, 

P-IV</J22 = 2rlwVf+ Vw + p-2f2w2VW 

- 2p-IWVp + 4f-IA2 VAl 

- 4p-::twA2(VA2 + wVAI), 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

and the vanishing of the divergence of each of these ex
pressions constitutes the field equations. Only four of 
them are independent. 

Restricting attention to the simplest ones, Eqs. 
(7.1)-(7.4), we can derive the following: 

p-IV(A2 + WAll = - f2(- fV BI + Al VifJl1 + 4Al
2V B I), 

p-IV(B2 + WBI) = - r2(jVAI + B IV ifJll + 4AIB IVBI ), 
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(7.7) 

(7. S) 

(7.9) 

p-IV(</J21 + W</Jll + 2BIA2 + 2wBIA I) 

= - r 2(JVf + ifJll VifJll - 2f Al VAl 

- 2f BI V BI + 4 </JllAl V BI + 2AI BI V</Jll 

+ SAIAIBIVBI )· (7.10) 

The vanishing of the divergence of each of these expres
sions constitutes a complete set of field equations for 
f, </JH' Au BI • 

We can return now to the complex potentials, and let 
<J? =<J?l and Cj =Cjl1 for short. Equations (7.7)-(7.10) 
become 

V 3 0 1J-2(jV<J? - <I{vCj + 2<J?*V<J? - Vf})] = 0, 

V3 olJ-2(VCj + 2<J?*V<J? - Vf)]= 0, 

V3 0 1J-2(JVCj - ifvn 

- in{vCj + 2<J?*V<J? - vf})] = 0, 

or equivalently 

fV2<J? = (VCj + 2<J?* V<J?) • V<J?, 

fV 2Cj = (VCj + 2<J?* V<J? ) • VCj , 

the form given by Ernst. 13 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

Equations (7.14) and (7.15) are invariant under the 
gravitational and electromagnetic gage transformations, 

(7.16) 

where Q! is real, and 

<P - <P + a ,Cj - C; - 2a* <J? - aa* , (7.17) 

where a is complex. [They follow from the arbitrariness 
of the integration constants in E qs. (7. 1) and (7. 3), and 
the definitions of <P, Cj.] 

As may be easily verified, the equations are also in
variant under a discrete symmetry 

(7.18) 

Under this involution, the gage transformations must map 
into still other symmetry operations, e. g. , C; _1 - C;_1 
+ iY, or 

<J?- <P 'Cj-~ 
1 + iYCj . 1 + iy(j 

(7.19) 

and 

<J?- <p+di , 
1 - 2c*<J? - cc*Cj (7.20) 

r.- C; 
':1 1 - 2c*<J? - cc*Cj 

Equation (7.19) is actually the Ehlers tranformation, but 
now it has been generalized to allow for the presence of 
an electromagnetic field. Equation (7.20) is the trans
formation discovered by Harrisonl4 that mixes electro
magnetism with gravity. 

Neither of them commutes with the gage transforma
tions. Consideration of the commutators leads to another 
two-parameter symmetry, 

(7.21) 

where Q! and {3 are real. It is a combination of the 
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Ehlers Gravitational F. 
~ ~~~~--~----~~----~~~~~~ I 

Gage Trans. 

F7 

FIG. 1. The generators of H, and their action on Fl' 

electromagnetic duality rotation and the rescaling of 
Eq. (4.15). Further commutators lead to nothing new. 
The continuous transformations of Eqs. (7.16), (7.17), 
and (7.19)-(7.21) therefore close on themselves to form 
a Lie group H' with eight real parameters. 15 A root dia
gram for the eight generators of H' is given in Fig. 1. 
H' is isomorphic to SU(2, 1), and contains the vacuum 
group H as an SU(l, 1) subgroup. 

The Ernst equations, Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15), are 
individually invariant under H', but the equivalent diver
gence forms, Eqs. (7.11)-(7.13) are not. The action of 
H' on them produces other divergence equations. It is 
therefore interesting to find all of the equations that can 
be generated in this way, and to write the entire collec
tion in a form which is manifestly H' covariant. We can 
most easily do this by discovering a set of variables on 
which the action of H' is linear. It is thus appropriate 
at this point to digress on some of the representations 
of SU(2, 1). 

8. SU(2, 1) FORMULATION 

SU(2, 1) is defined on a complex 3-space of variables 
u, v, w. It is the group of unimodular 3 x 3 matrices 
which leaves invariant the Hermitian form uu* + vv* 
- ww*. It has a complex three-dimensional spinor 
representation, typified by the pOSition vector 

u'" = (u,v,w). 

We may consider also complex conjugate spinors, 
such as 

uo.=(u"')* 

and we may raise and lower any index using the invariant 
Hermitian metric 

(8.1) 

Higher rank. objects such as T ",6Y may be reduced by 
means of T/",a, 0"'6' or the alternating symbol c",ar' 

The octet representation consists of objects P"'~ which 
are Hermitian and traceless. It can be written using 
connectil}g quantities Ai",~, i= 1, ... ,8 which generalize 
the Pauli matrices, 

(8.2) 
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The identity analogous to Eq. (3.9), 

Al /AJ aY = %glJ o",Y + dlJ~Ak"'Y + ijiJ~Ak(/ , (8.3) 

defines the matrices giJ, dm , and jlJ k. Here glJ is 
symmetric, diJk totally symmetric and traceless, and 
jlJk is totally antisymmetric. Octet indices are raised 
and lowered by means of giJ and its inverse. 

The explicit representation of Ail/ most convenient 
for our purposes is 

(101) (OOi~ (10-1) 
Al = 0 0 0 , ~ = 0 0 0 , A3 = 0 0 0 , -10-1 iOO 10-1 

(
010) (000) (010) A4= 0 0 0 , As= 1 0 1 , A6= 0 0 0 , 
0-10 000 010 

(
0 0 O~ (1 0 OJ ~= 10-1, Aa=0-20, 
000 001 

implying 

g13=2, g47=g56=-g22=1, g88=3, 

d138 = 2, d167 = d345 = - d228 = 1, d478 = d568 = - t, 

d256 = - d247 = ti, d888 = - 3, 

j123 = _ j247 = _ j256 = t, j167 = j345 = j478 = _ j568 = ti. 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

The linear representation of H' that we need will be 
an extension of the vector Fa' Eq. (4.11). Starting with 
the first component j_1, we let H' act, and thereby 
generate an octet of field variables 

F1 = j_1 , F5 = j_1<1> * , 
F2 = j-10, F6 = j_1<1>Cj* , (8.6) 

F3 = r1Cjg*, F7 = r 1<1>*Cj , 

F4 = r 1<1>, F8 = r1(f - 3<1><1>*). 

The field equations Eqs. (7.11)-(7.13) are then seen 
to be only the i = 2,3,6,7 components of a covariant set 
of conservation laws, 

(8.7) 

a direct generalization of Eq. (4.12). We will have an 
octet of potentials defined by 

p-1VlJ!i = - jiHFJ V Fk. 

Explicitly, 

p-1VIJ!1=r2(f(gVO - OVg) -tCjCj*(VO -J)], 

p-1VIJ!2=r2(fVg+ O(VO -J)], 

p-1VoIt3 = - y-2[VO - J], 

p_1V1J!4 =r2[ij((jV<I>* - <I>*V(j) 

- <I>*Cj(Vn - J)], 

p-1VoIt 5= (p-1VIJ!4)*, 

p-1VIJ!6= r 2 [ijV<t>* - <I>*(VO - J)], 

p-1VoIt 7 = (p_1VIJ!6)* , 

p-1VoIt 8= r 2 [<I><I>*VO + gJ], 

whereg=j-<I><t>*, 0=011 , and 
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The inverse relation, 

V Fi = 4p,ljiik F j V\lI k 

implies field equations for iJ! i' 

V 3 0 [p'2jiJk F j ViJ! k] = o. 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

Some interesting covariant relations which can now be 
derived are: 

gijFiFj =}, 

gij Fi ViJ! j = 0, 

d ijk FjFk = }Fi, 

r/ijkFj'ViJ!k =tViJ!i, 
- -

(8.13) 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 

(8.16) 

jijkViJ! j • ViF k = p2ji j kV F j • V F k. (8.17) 

The last of these implies the existence of another octet 
potential, 

Vl1 i =jijkiJ!j ViJ!k - p2jii kF jV Fk + 2zViJ!i, 

which is the enlargement of Eq. (5.9). 

(8.18) 

Comparison of Eqs. (7.7)-(7.10) with Eq. (8.9) shows 
that we may identify 

iJ!2= n 21 + wnu , 

iJ! 4 = iJ! 5 * = <t> 2 + w<t> 1 • 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

Since we began with just two complex field variables, 
not all of the eight components of Fi can be functionally 
independent. Hence the existence of nonlinear constraints 
like Eqs. (8.13) and (8.15) is not at all surprising. Fi 

is thus a rather special sort of octet, and this leads us 
to suspect that it can be expressed in terms of a simpler 
covariant object. Writing Fi in its equivalent spinor 
form 

Fi='\"'~F",~ (8.22) 

and using the identities 

,!ii j A. "'; A .y1, = 2 (7) ",1,7)Y il _ ~ 7) "'$7)Y 1,) , 
, J 

(8.23) 

r/ijk Aj ",il A/ O = 7)"';' \yil + 7)yil \ ",0 

- ; (7)"'~ V" + 7)YO Ai ",il), (8.24) 

we find that Eqs. (8.13) and (8.15) can be identically 
satisfied if we assume that F",bjactors, 

F",il=FJa, 

F",F'" = 1. 

The inverse of Eq. (8.22) is then 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

which enables us to determine F", up to a phase. Using 
Eqs. (8.4) and (8.6), we find 
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Fl = ~eiXrl /2(1 + Cj), 

F2 = e iXj'l /2ip , 

F3=~eiXrl/2(1-C;), 
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(8.28) 

Cj=F1 -F3, ip=~. 
Fl+F3 Fl+F3 

(8.29) 

Using the further identity 

jijkAi/AjYO A
kE

C 

=2i(0",c% ,o -0",° 0/ 0/) (8.30) 

in Eq. (8.7) gives the field equations also in terms of 

(8.31) 

Unfortunately the determination (and even the exis
tence) of the required phase remains problematic. 16 

Finally, we can extend the results of Sec. 5 to the 
Einstein-Maxwell case. Under an infinitesimal Ehlers 
transformation, the octet experiences 

Fl - Fl - 2yF2, F2 - F2 - yF3, 

F4 - F4 - iyF6 , F5 - F5 + iyF7, 

(8.32) 

and F 3, Fa, F 7, Fa remain unchanged. Similarly for iJ! i' 
From this we can deduce 

j- j+2yjn, 

w - w - 2y(n21 + wn), 

n - n - Y(C;C;* - 2n2), 

n 21 - n 21 - y(iJ!3 - wC;Cj* - 2nn21 ), 

ip - ip - iyipCj , 

ip2 - ip2 + y( - iiJ! a + 2ip n 21 + iWipCj*). 

This leads at once to the G-covariant generalization 

(8.33) 

To obtain the transformation of the remaining compo
nents of nAB we must appeal to the invariance of Eqs. 
(6.15) and (6.19). We find that new potentials are re
quired, all quadratic in the field variables: 

VK=ipc*V1>c, VL B =ipc*VHc B' (8.34) 

VMA =H* CA Vipc, VNAB =H* CA vHc B' 

[The integrability conditions 'V3 • (p'lV K) = 0, etc. are 
easily verified.] The results are 

HAB -HAB - iYXY HA:!I YB - iYA YNYB 

- iyX B(NAX + 21>"l-x + H AyHY x), (8.35) 

1>A -ipA -iyBCipBCjAC - iYACLC' (8.36) 

Under an infinitesimal Harrison transformation 

Fl - Fl - 2c* F4 + c. c. , 

F 2 -F2 -ic*F6 +c.c. , 

F4 -F4 +cFB +icF2 , 

Fa - Fa+ CF3' 

F B -FB -3c*Fa+c.c. , 

(8.37) 

where c. c. denotes a corresponding infinitesimal term 
in c. F3 remains unchanged, and F5 and F7 transform 
like F/ and Fa*. Hence 

j- j+ 2c*jip + c. c. , 

w-w-2C*(ip2+w<P 1)+C.c. , 
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Q-Q-ic*if!(j+c.c., 

Q 21 - Q 21 - ic* (if! 6 + 2i!M>2 - wifJ(j*), 

if! - if! + 2c*if!if! + crj, 

if!2 - if! 2 + 2c*if!if! 2 + C(if! 8 + iQ21 - wq 
+ 2if!if!2* + 2wif!if!*), 

leading to the generalization 

fAB - fAB + 2(c*CfcB if! A + c* aiACif!C) + c. c. 

Invariance of Eqs. (6.15) and (6.19) implies 

H AB -H AB + 2c*cH CBif! A - 2cAL B 

+2C*B(MA +2if!AK + H AXif!X), 

if!A -if! A + 2c*cif! c tl> A + cCHAC - 2cAK. 

*Supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant 
PHY76-12246. 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

lNonlinear transformations would produce t or ~ derivatives. 
2We are considering here only the local properties of the 
spacetime as determined by its line element ds2, and ignoring 
all questions of a global nature, such as the periodicity of the 
qJ coordinate. 

SWe are taking for the Levi-Civita symbols the values eabc 

=eall<: = ± 11 thereby avoiding many appearances of /2. The 
distinction between tensors and tensor densities is irrelevant 
here anyway, since the allowed transformations all have de
terminant unity. This notation implies that C abcGtJdGbeGcf 

=tC/fd' 
4Equation (3.10) may be identically satisfied by imposing the 
canonical coordinate condition x 3 = p. However we shall not 
make this restriction. 
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first interpretation is the more natural. The second will be 
used in the context of the combined group K. 
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Symmetries of the stationary Einstein-Maxwell field 
equations. 11* 
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From Einstein-Maxwell fields which are stationary and axially symmetric, we show how to construct an 
infinite hierarchy of potentials. The potentials form a representation of K', the infinite-parameter 
symmetry group of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. For flat space, the hierarchy is calculated explicitly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl (referred to as 1), we investigat
ed the Einstein-Maxwell field equations for spacetimes 
which are stationary and axially symmetric. Since we 
could not solve the equations, we attempted to learn 
as much as possible about them through their symmetry 
group. 

Considering first only the time like Killing vector, 
we found2 a symmetry group H' ~SU(2, 1). H' is gen
erated by Ehlers transformations3 and Harrison trans
formations4 along with several gauge transformations. 
Considering both Killing vectors Simultaneously, we 
found that H' was the beginning of an infinite parameter 
symmetry group K'. The vacuum subgroup K C K' had 
been discovered previously by Geroch. 5 

In the present paper we will examine in detail the 
structure of K'. USing the electromagnetic and gravita
tional fields, we show how to construct an infinite 
hierarchy of potentials. The action of K' on these poten
tials is then analyzed. In the last section we calculate 
the potentials explicitly for the simplest case possible: 
flat space. 

First we must summarize the notation and results 
of 1. We assume the metric 

(1. 1) 
A, B==1,2, M,N=3,4, 

where 1 AB' r are functions of x 3
, X4. 

We have6 

(1.2) 

where indices are raised and lowered using EAB == ± 1. 
We introduce the two-dimensional gradient operators 

(1. 3) 

For any 2-vector V, the equation V . V == 0 implies the 
existence of a scalar potential U: 

V=VU. (1. 4) 

The Maxwell equations are written 

(1. 5) 

where AA are components of the usual electromagnetic 
4-potential. USing Eq. (1. 4), we define another poten-
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tial B A : 

VB A = p-1lAx VAx 

<:::::::> VA A = - p-I 1 AXVBX' 

The complex combination 

IPA=AA+iBA 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

enables us to write the Maxwell equations in the simple 
form 

.., . -If x;'; vIPA==-tp A vIPx' (1. 8) 

Our next objective is to establish a remarkable fact: 
The Einstein-Maxwell equations 

(1.9) 

can be written in a form which is virtually identical to 
Eq. (1. 8), differing only in the presence of an extra 
index. The equations are 

(1. 10) 

Using Eq. (1. 4), we define </JAB such that V</JAB is equal to 
the bracket above. We also define 

&1 AB =<J!AB +2AABB• 

Then 

"1 AB =p-I /,/ (V&1xB + 2AB VBx - 2BB VAx), 

- -
V&1 AB =-p-l fAX(VfxB - 2ABVAx - 2BBVBx )' 

The complex combination 

[ AB == fA B + i&1 AB 

satisfies 

ve AB = - ip-I fAx (ve XB - 2IPB VIPx*) 

while 

e; AB =[ AB - IP'J,IPB 

satisfies 

(1.11 ) 

(1. 12) 

(1. 13) 

(1. 14) 

(1. 15) 

(Ve; AB + 'PA*V'PB)=- ip-IfAX(Ve; XB + IPX*V'PE). (1.16) 

At this point we make use of a quadratic potential K, 
defined by 

(1. 17) 

To show that Eqo (1017) does define a scalar K, we 
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need to verify the integrability condition 

V· (rpX*VrpX) =0 <=:> Vrpx*' VrpX =0. 

The lhs is manifestly real; but using Eq. (1. 8) and the 
symmetry of fAB' we can show that it must be imagi
nary. Hence it vanishes. The quantity 

(1. 18) 

casts the Einstein-Maxwell equations into the desired 
form: 

VH AB = - ip·1 fAxVHxB ' (1.19) 

We take rp A, H AB as the basic potentials for the electro
magnetic and gravitational fields, and Eqs. (1. 8), 
(1. 19), as our basic field equations. 

2. THE HIERARCHY 

We now notice that there are actually four expressions 
quadratic in the field variables, which lead to new 
potentials: 

VK=rpX*VrpX, (2.1) 

VLB=rpx*VHx
B, (2.2) 

VMA=H*XAVrpX, (2.3) 

VNAB =H*XAVHx
B• (2.4) 

The integrability conditions necessary for the existence 
of these potentials may be easily verified. The proofs 
follow the pattern we used for K; they hinge only on the 
symmetry of fAB and the fact that rp A' H AB satisfy 
Eqs. (1. 8), (1.19).7 

The next step is to show how these "potentials" can 
be used to construct more "fields," i. e " solutions of 
Eqs, (1.8), (1.19L Consider the following 
combination: 

(2,5) 

Multiplying by fAB, and using Eq. (1. 2), we find that RA 
does satisfy Eq. (1. 8), Similarly 

P AB = NAB + 2rp ALB + H ,AJIIP B 

may be shown to satisfy Eq. (1.19). 

(2.6) 

Now these fields may also be used in any combination 
to construct cubic potentials, e. g., 

VS=Rx*VrpX, VT=rpx*VRx , etc. 

In fact it is now abundantly clear that an infinite hierar
chy of fields and potentials is involved, and we turn to 
the complete description, 
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Suppose we have an infinite sequence of fields $ A.> 

/tAB' n=I,2, ... ,with 

1 1 
rpA=rpAl HAB=H AB , 

all obeying the same field equations: 

v$ A == - ip·1 fAx V~x, 

vii AB = - ip-l fAxv /t XB' 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

From the fields we define four families of potentials: 

mn m n 
VMA= H1.AVrpX, 

mn m n 
VNAB==H'l:AVHxB' 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2,13) 

Conversely, from the potentials we construct solutions 
of the field equations, 

"+1 In In n 
rpA =i(MA + 2rpA K + H AX rpX), (2.14) 

"+1 1n 1" " 
H AB =i(NAB + 2rpALB +H AXH X

B), (2.15) 

thereby providing a recursive definition of the original 
fields. 

Several properties of the potentials follow quite easily 
from their definition. Integration by parts on Eqs, 
(2.10), (2.13) leads to 

(2,16) 

(2.17) 

mn Itm m 71 

NAB -N:A=H'l:AHX
B• (2.18) 

Also, we can obtain recursion relations between adja
cent potentials by inserting Eqs. (2.14), (2.15) into 
Eqs. (2.10)-(2.13): 

m,n+1 m+1,1'1 m1 In ml n 

K - K =2iK K+iLxrpX, (2,19) 

nt, 71+1 m+l. n ml In ttll n 

LB - LB =2iK LB +iLxHX
B, (2.20) 

m,n+l tn+I, n ml In ml n 

MA - MA =2iMAK+iNAX rpX, (2.21) 

m,n+l m+l," ml In ml n 

NAB - NAB = 2iMALB +iNAXHX
B • (2.22) 

To this point, we have, of course, been using the 
restriction m, n ~ 1. However, for some purposes it is 
useful and quite natural to define an extended set of 
potentials, in which the integers m, n may also be zero 
or negative, 

Equations (2,14), (2.15) will hold for n=O provided 
we define 

10 

K=- ii, (2.23) 

(2.24) 
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But, then, from Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) we may identify 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Thus both fields and potentials become incorporated into 
the same extended hierarchy, leading to a considerable 
simplification. Equations (2.14), (2.15) themselves are 
now nothing more than special caSes of Eqs. (2.21), 
(2.22). Equations (2.16)-(2.22) will hold for all values 
of m, n, provided we define 

1-P, P P.l-p 

K =- K =1i, 

P,-P -P,P 

NAB =- NAB=€AB' (2.28) 

where P'" L All other quantities with m, n "" 0 are as
sumed to vanish. 

If desired, Eqs. (2.19)-(2.22) may now be written 
in an even simpler form, in which only quadratic terms 
appear. For example, Eq. (2019) is equivalent to 

ms 2-8,rt ms I-S,," 

O=L:(2iK K-LxMX), 
s 

where s is summed over all integer values, positive 
and negative. 

3. THE GROUP K' 

The infinitesimal transformations Y A B and cAdis
cussed in I are also the beginning of an infinite family 
of transformations comprising the symmetry group K/. 
The other ones may be constructed by repeatedly form
ing all possible commutators, until closure is obtained. 
It turns out in this way that there are three classes of 
transformations in K/: )JAB' ~A' and 9, where k is any 
integer, - 00 < k < +00, The infinitesimal parameters 
hB are real and symmetric, gA are complex, and & 
are real. 8 The corresponding action they produce on the 
hierarchy is as follows: 

mn mn k m, l1+k k ms It-sfn 

LB - LB +YXB L x +yXY(L: Lx N yB ), 
s 

mil mn k m+k,n k ms k-s,f'l 
MA -MA +y AX M x +yXY(L: NAX My), 

s 
mn mn k m+/':t,n k m,n+k 

NAB- NAB +y AX N XB +YXB N AX 

k mn mn k m+h-l,n ms II-s,n 

cA:K-K+c*Xl Mx +2i(L:K Mx)l 
s 

h 1ft, n+lt .. l m.s k=s, n 
+ c X

( Lx - 2i(~ Lx K)}, 
s 

mt1 mn k m+,,-l,11 ms k-s." 
LB-LB+c*X( NXB +2i('£K NXB )} 

• 
J2 '"' n+k k ms k ... s. n 

-2ic*B K +c X[_2i(6 Lx L B»), 
s 

mn mn k ms "-s,,, k m+Ja,n 
MA -MA +c*X(2i('£ MA Mx») +2icA K 

s 
~ ""n+Jt-l ms lI-s,n 

+C X ( NAX - 2i(L: NAX K)], 
• 
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(3.2) 

k 1M mn k m+k, n k nit n+k " mS k"s+l. n 
u:K-K+ia K -ia K -2O'(L:K K), 

8 

(3.3) 

The action produced on the fields follows automati
cally from Eqs. (2.25), (2.26). All of the above sum
mations are assumed to run only over positive values 
of s. This has been done in order to display explicitly 
those terms which are linear. If negative values of s 
.are included, the linear terms may be absorbed into 
the sums, making the entire transformation formally 
quadratic. On the other hand, for k "" 0, all of the terms 
which are genuinely quadratic vanish, leaving linear 
transformations. What we have to deal with is a non
linear realization of an infinite parameter Lie aZgebrr/. 9 

The commutators are 

k I k+1 k+1 k I 
[a, e ] = c , C A = 3ia e A, 

k I k+1 
[y, 'Y J == y, 

k+l k I 

Y AB =2yX (AYB)X' 
k I k+1 k+ I k I 

[c,Y]== C, CA=cxYAx, 

k I k+J .. l k+,-l 

[e,c]= 'Y + 0', 

k+l-l k Z k I 

a = c x C * x + c *x ex' (3.4) 

A root diagram for K' is given in Fig. 1. It is seen to 
be a natural enlargement of the SU(2, 1) diagram for H' 
given in 1. In fact, the transformations of K' immediate
ly surrounding the origin are precisely those special 

11. 
cases we have met before: e Aoand y AB are the HarrIson 
and Ehlers transformations; cA and·f AB are the elec
tromagnetic and gravitational gauge transformations; 
g. is the electromagnetic duality rotations; and Y AB is an 
infinitesimal rotation in the (Xl, x2 ) plane. 10 

For many purposes we would be interested primarily 
in vacuum fields. The potentials K, rBl MA as well as 
the fields rp A may then be discarded, leaving only '}:fAB 
and /tAB' The subgroup K C K' which preserves vacuum 
consists of the ~ AB alone . 
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2 -2 
\Y Y/ 

--~~--------------~--------------~--------------~--------------~~ 
FIG. 1. Root diagram for K'. 
The figure extends indefinite
ly to the left and right. 12 2' 

I~ ~, 

Our inclusion of electromagnetism throughout this 
work has been an enormous help rather than a hin
drance. It has revealed a striking interrelationship 
between electromagnetic and gravitational fields that 
could not possibly have been anticipated. Moreover, 
the Maxwell equations and Harrison transformations, 
being simpler than their gravitational couterparts, 
have served as a useful guide. 

4. FLAT SPACE 

As an illustration, and as an essential first step in 
J,Wderstanding the potentials, we would like to construct 
NAB explicitly for the simple case of flat space, in 
cylindrical coordinates. They will be functions of the 
coordinates p and z. 

" 1M 
The nonvanishing quantities HAB and NAB are related 

by 
mn m n 

VNAB=H*XA VH X
B, (4.1) 

"+1 In n 

H AB =i(NAB +H Axff'B)' (4.2) 

In differential form 

"+1 n n 

VH AB =i(H AX + H*XA) VH X
B + iHX B V flAX' 

n n n 

=-2ifA
X VHAX+ljJxxVHAB+iHxBVHAX' (4.3) 

For flat space, 

fAB ~ (~ _:) • • AB ~ (g ~,) . (4.4) 

Inserting these into Eq. (4.3) with A = 1 leads to an 
equation which can be immediately integrated, giving 

n+l n n 
H lB = 2ifl2B + 2zH1B • (4.5) 

For A=2, we get 

n+l n n n 

V H2B = 2ip2VH1B +2 zVfl2B +2ipfilB Vp. (4.6) 

We try to satisfy Eqs, (4.5), (4.6) by means of the 
following ansatz: 

n n 

fill =pn-lan_1(X), fI2l =ip"bn(x), 

n 

fI12 =ipnan(x), 
n 

fI22 = - pn+lbn+l (x), 
(4.7) 
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where 

X=z!p. (4.8) 

From Eqs. (4.5), (4.6) we obtain necessary recursion 
relations among an' bn: 

an = - 2bn + 2xan_1, 

(n + 1) bn+l =2nan_l +2nxbn, 

b~+l = 2a~_1 + 2xb~. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Further manipulation leads to more recursion rela
tions and a differential equation: 

b~ =2(n -1) bn-l , 

2n(1 + x 2
) bn+l = (n + 1) xbn+l - nfln , 

(1 +X2)fl; - (2n-1)xa~+n2an=0. 

The latter serves to identify fln' bn as "modified 
Gegenbauer polynomials"ll 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

an(x) = inc~-n)(ix), (4.16) 

(4.17) 

Despite the contrary appearance, fln and bn are both 
real. They are polynomials of degree nand n - 2 
respectively. 

mn 
The next step is to calculate NAB from Eq. (4.1). Our 

n n n n 

ansatz has made HlU fI22 real and fl12' fI21 imaginary, 
and imposed the relations 

(4.18) 
mn 

These immediately lead to conditions on NAB: 

mn rn+l, n mn m. n+l mn m+l, "+1 

N21 = - i Nu , N12 = i Nll , NZ2 = Nlll (4.19) 

mn 
so that it is sufficient to calculate just Nll : 

mn m n m n 

V Nll =Hll VHZl + H21 VHll 

=ipm+n-2Inam-lbn + (n -1) bman-J Vp 

+ ip",·n-l[a b' + b at J Vx m-l n m n-l • 

The necessary integrability condition must be satisfied 
identically; and it is, by virtue of the recursion rela-
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tions (4.12)-(4.14). Thus, 

N =i m+n-l fnl1mdlbn+(n-l)bml1n_l] 
11 p L m+n-l (4.20) 

A most important question to resolve is which, if 
any, of the transfortpations of K' preserve asymptotic 
flatness. For finite YAB' Eq. (3,1) is symbolically 

11k k+j k 2k+l 
H-H+yH+(y)2 H+ .. •• (4.21) 

Since the potentials for Minkowski space itself are 
polynomials in p and z of ever increasing degree, one 
might suppose that all of the ~, k'" 1, would necessarily 
violate asymptotic flatness. However, this conclusion 
is not justified, Equation (4.21) is effectively a power 
series in (~pk) for small y. We cannot draw any con
clusions from it regarding pk large until the series has 
been explicitly summed. 
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Stability of solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes 
equations 
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The purpose of the paper is to consider the effect of the viscous terms of the compressible Navier-Stokes 
equations in situations where significant variations of the flow variables occur only over many mean-free 
paths. Under these conditions it is shown that the magnitude of the viscous terms is comparable to the 
addition in the inviscid equations of a forcing term which is small relative to appropriately normalized 
initial data. The appropriate normalization is discussed. Stability, in terms of a stability parameter, is 
defined relative to such perturbations. A large value of the stability parameter implies that the solution is 
ill-conditioned. Application of the results proceeds in the following manner. Let V(t,x,y) be a given 
solution to the Navier-Stokes equations. Let V( t, x, y) be the corresponding solution to the inviscid 
equations. Let M be the maximum deviation that occurs between V and V. From V, one obtains an € 

which represents an upper bound on the magnitude of the viscous terms. If M is not significant, then it is 
clear, without any further analysis, that the viscous terms are not significant. If M is significant, one 
proceeds to obtain a lower bound on the stability parameter It, namely It ~ M/E. If E is small, it is now 
possible to conclude that the solution V is ill-conditioned. (If € is large, the analysis remains valid, but no 
useful information is obtained.) Two particular applications are made. The first considers the known 
solutions to shock wave structure equations (particularly the case of the weak shock). The second considers 
solutions to the incompressible equations. It is shown that in many situations the use of the time-dependent 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is unjustified. 

I, INTRODUCTION 

The Navier-Stokes equations, as a model for fluid 
flow phenomena, are based on the hypothesis that the 
flow is a continuum. When significant variations of the 
phenomena under consideration occur over distances of 
a few mean-free paths, this hypothesis becomes ques
tionable. Thus, it is generally agreed that the use of 
the Navier-Stokes equations can be justified on physi
cal grounds only if significant variations do not occur 
over a distance of only a few mean-free paths. 1-3 

The purpose of this paper is to consider the effect of 
the viscous terms in situations where significant varia
tions occur only over many mean-free paths. The 
Navier-Stokes equations can be obtained by introducing 
second order terms into the inviscid (Euler) equations 
of hydrodynamics. These second order terms affect 
the solution in two ways: 

(1) The required boundary conditions, in order to 
determine a unique solution, may be changed. 

(2) The flow profiles internal to the flow may be 
changed simply because the equations are modified. 

It is not the purpose of the present paper to discuss the 
first point (this is not to say it is unimportant). Rather, 
the intent is to show that, in an internal region of the 
flow where Significant variations occur only over many 
mean-free paths, the viscous terms provide only a 
small perturbation on the forces described by the in
viscid equations. In Sec. III, using a simple order of 
magnitude analysis, the following is shown: If a particu
lar solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equa
tions is such that significant variations of the flow vari
ables occur only over distances of many mean-free 
paths, then the magnitude of the viscous terms is com
parable to the addition in the inviscid equations of a 
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forcing term which is small relative to appropriately 
normalized initial data. 

The appropriate normalized variables are discussed 
in Sec, II, Also definitions of stability and a stability 
parameter, the latter being essentially a condition 
number, are introduced in Sec. II. 

To apply the result to a given solution of the com
pressible Navier-Stokes equations, one proceeds as 
follows. Let V(t, x, y) be the given solution to the 
Navier-Stokes equations, and let V(t, x, y) be the solu
tion obtained with the inviscid equations. (Note that 
the analysis requires both V and V to be known. ) Let M 
be the maximum deviation that occurs between V and Vj 
that is, M=maxt.r)LV- VII, where the norm is a usual 
vector norm. From V, using the estimate of Sec. III, 
one obtains an E which represents an upper bound on the 
magnitude of the viscous terms. There are now several 
possibilities. The first possibility is that M is inSig
nificant; in this case, without further analysis, one con
cludes that the viscous terms are insignificant. A sec
ond possibility is that the solution V is not stable rela
tive to E perturbations, where E is the value obtained 
above; if E is small, then of ~,ourse little physical sig
nificance can be attached to V. In the third case, that 
M is significant and V is stable, the results of Sec. II 
produce a lower bound on the stability parameter A, 
namely A ~ M/E. If E is small, one now concludes that 
the solution V is ill-conditioned. (It should be noted 
that in some situations, such as a strong shock, E will 
be large. In these cases the analysis remains valid, 
but no useful information is obtained regarding the solu
tion V.) 

In Sec. IV two applications are considered. First, 
known solutions for shock wave structure equations 
(particularly for the case of weak shocks) are examined 
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in order to see that such solutions are compatible with 
the analysis of the present paper. The second applica
tion is to solutions of the incompressible equations 
(particularly the Poiseuille solution), under the assump
tion that such solutions constitute close approximations 
to solutions of the compressible equations. Assuming a 
typical flow situation, it is shown that these solutions 
give rise to a very large stability parameter. Conse
quently, one must judge these solutions to be highly ill
conditioned. 

Obtaining an estimate for the magnitude of the viscous 
terms is an important part of the analysis. The esti
mate of Sec. III, as noted above, puts the viscous terms 
in the form of a forcing function which is then added 
directly to the inviscid equations. Intuitively, it is more 
informative to express the second order viscous terms 
as first order terms. In such a form the viscous terms 
can be compared directly to terms of the inviscid sys
tem; in particular, if one has a solution (either analytic 
or numeric), the estimates of the present paper can be 
checked by simple numerical calculations. A procedure 
for expressing the viscous terms as first order terms 
is described in the Appendix. This procedure was not 
adopted in the main body of the paper because the re
mainder of the analYSis becomes considerably more 
complicated. 

II. STABILITY AND NORMALIZED VARIABLES 

Hyperbolic differential equations of the following form 
will be considered first. 

Wt=AWx+F, W(O,x)==:<I>(x), 

where 

(1) 

F =F(t, x, W), A =A(t,x, W) = (al j ) is an nXn matrix, 

By hyperbolic one means the following: There exists a 
region R =>(O,xo, cf>t(xo),.'" cf>n(xo» of 2 +n space such 
that in R, A has n real eigenvalues {At. .•. ,An} and there 
exists a real matrix M for which MAM-t =D 
=diag{At,.,.,An}, where AI=A;(t,X, W) andM 
=M(t,x, W), It is also assumed that the aij are twice 
differentiable in all variables, D is continuous, and M 
can be chosen to be continuous. 

The following norms will be used: 

II wll =maxlwJI, 

IIAII ~m~[~ la"I], 

(2a) 

(2b) 

II Will( t) ==: max II W(t, x) II· 
XE.1(t) 

(2c) 

Let V(t, x) be the solution to Eq, (1) corresponding to 
initial data cf> (x) and let 'iT(t, x) be the solution to Eq. (1) 
with initial data (fJ(x). Fundamental existence theo
rems4•5 establish stability relative to perturbations of 
initial data. Thus, there exist positive constants C, 0" 
and tt such that for II;P - cf>II/(O) < 0, II 11 - VIII(t)';; Co 
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for 0 < t.;; tt. where the intervals I(t) depend continuous
lyon i. These results do not give information concern
ing the magnitude of C, The value of C is important, 
for, if C is large, it may be that Eq, (1) is well-posed 
in the usual mathematical sense, but ill-conditioned in 
the usual sense of linear algebra, (This "degree of 
amplification" is also discussed by Homsy. 6) 

A primary difficulty in estimating C is that its value 
depends on the scaling of the variables, This can be 
illustrated by the following example, 7 

Example 1: Let A = C~ _~2), where e is a positive con
stant and W=(;). Assuming initial datap(O,x) and 
u(O,x) the solution can be written as, 

u(t, x) = Mu(O, x - ei) +u(O, x + et)] 

+ (e/2)[p(0, x - et) - p(O, x + et)], 

p(t, x) = (1/2e )[u(O, x - et) - u(O, x + et)] 

+ i[p(o, x - el) + p(O, x + el)]. 

Although continuously dependent on initial data, the 
solution can be sensitive to perturbation if e is either 
large or small. The difficulty here is that perturba
tions of u and p do not have effects of comparable mag
nitude (if e is not near 1), Thus, u and p are not "con
sistent" quantities in terms of perturbation. In this 
examp~e, the diff~ulty is removed I?r scfllng the varia
bles, u = u/ e and p = p, This gives Wt =A Wx , where 
- 0 ~ ~ 
A==: CC -Oc) and W= ($). The solution is, 

'if(t, x) = i[u(O, x - et) + u(O, x + et)] 

+ i[p(O,x - ei) - p(O, x + et)], 

p(t, x) = i[u(O, x - ei) - u(O,x + et)] 

+ i[p(O, x - et) + p(O,x + ei)]. 

This scaling problem was considered in Ref. 7. One 
result obtained there is as follows: Suppose in Eq. (1), 
that A is constant and F'" 0; suppose A is irreducible 
(that is, independent permutations of rows and columns 
cannot produce a form (~1 :2), where Mt and M3 are 
square matrices and ° is a tero matrix); suppose also 
that A has distinct real eigenvalues; then, a smallest 
value of the constant C (called the condition number K) 
could be obtained for a best normalization of W (say, 
W=rWwhere r is diagonal); ifA=rAr-t, K=IIMII 
'II ,'Vrtll for some M which satisfies MAM-t =D 
= diag{At, ... ,An}. The scaling of W is such that equal 
perturbations of the components of the initial data have 
roughly equal effects (as indicated in the previous 
example). 

For purposes of the present paper, one requires 
stability relative to perturbations of the matrix A and 
the vector F, The results provide an estimate for the 
corresponding constant C in the case of global stability, 
where perturbations are measured relative to normal
ized variables. The following definitions and Theorem 
1 establish local stability and show that, in the non
linear case, the local condition number of A and the 
local normalized variables are still the pertinent quan
tities, In the following, V(t, x) will represent a solution 
to Eq, (1), and 11(t, x) will represent the solution to 
Eq, (1) where {Jr, (p,i} replaces {A, cf>,F}. Also, it is 
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assumed that V is in normal form at the point 
(0, xo, cp(xo». 

Definition 1: At any point of R, let MAM"1 =-D 
{ } - -- t - _....w - } =- diag Xi' ••• , Xn and let MAM" =-D = di~lX1' ..• , Xn • 

Then {A, ¥,F} is an E perturbation of Eq. (1) if, 

(1) aj } are twice differentiable, 

(2) 1I15-DII<E, 

(3) 'it can be chosen so that II Xl-Mil"" E, 

(4) II ¥ - ~ II"" E9 

(5) IIF - F II"" E. 

Definition 2: Eq. (1) is locally E stable at (0, xo) with 
stability parameter X, if for some t1 > ° there are inter
vals I(t) continuous in t for 0"" t "" i1 and with X...llE 1(0), 
such that for all E perturbations of Eq. (1), II Vet, x) 
- V(t, x)lll{t) "" EA for ° "" t "" t1 and x E I(t). 

Theorem 1: Let E be such that for any E perturbation 
of Eq, (1) the following holds: For some tt> 0, there 
exists open intervals I(t), continuous in t for 0"" t "" t1 
and with XoE 1(0), such that Vet, x) exists for 0"" t "" t1 
and XE let). Let Ao =A(O, xo, ~(xo» and let Ao have condi
tion number K. Let MoAoMot =Do = diag{At, 0 •• ,Xn} 
where II Mo II =- II MOt II =vK. Then, Eq. (1) is locally 
E stable at (0, xo) with local stability parameter X, where 
A =K + Rt (E) + tR2(E) + tR3(t, el, where lim. ~oR1 (E) = 0, 
limt ~OR3(t, e:) = 0, R2 arises from F(O, xo, <fJ(xo», Rl 
arises from nonlinearities in the matrix M, and R3 
accounts for other nonlinearities. 

Proof: Let V.(t, x) = Vet, x) - V(t, x). Then (V.)t = Vt - Vi 
=A(t,x, V)Vx-A(t,x, V)Vx+F(t,x, V)-F(t,x, V) 
=A(t,x, V)(V,)x+[..4(t,x, V)-A(t,x, V)]Vx+(F-F). 
Considering Vas known, one obtains, 

·(V.)t=A*(t,x, V.)(V,)x+F*(t,x, V.), (3a) 

where lim<=o II F*II == 0. Let Ao =A*(O, xo, V.(O, xo» 
=..4(0, xo, ¥(xo» and let MoAoMo~1 =150 = diag{Xt, .•• '~n}' 
Let 

Then the linearized form of Eq. (3a) can be written 
as Wt=15oWx+Go and has the solution Wj(t,x) 
= z!;j(x + Xjt) + g,t. The solution to Eq. (3a) can now be 
written as, 

- ~t V.(t,x) =Mo W(t,x) +H(t,x), (3b) 

where the solution is valid in I(t) given by the choice 
of E, and H(t, x) is of order greater than 1 in t and of 
order at least 1 in E. Thus, 

II V.(t, x) II"" II Mo·tll[ liz!; II + t II Go II J + IIH(t, x) II 

"" IIMo~tll[IIMoIHv.(O,x)11 +tIIGoIIJ+ IIH(t,x)ll, 

or, 
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II V.(t, x) Ill(t) "" II Motll·11 Mo II [II V(O, x) - V(O, x) 111(0) 

+ t I/F(O,x, $) - F(O, x,~) 1/ ]1(0) + //H(t,x) "1(t). 
Thus, 

/I V.(t, x) IIl<t) "" (/I Mot"./I Mo /I + tR2(E) + tR3(t, E)]e. 

(3c) 

It remains to estimate II Mot II ·11 Mo II. Let 

K - max {IIM(O, xo, ~(xo» - M(O, xo, 4> (xo»lI} 
t - 11~(xo) - ~(xo)1I 

over all ~ and ¥ satisfying 1I~(xo) - ¥(xo)11 "" E. It can be 
assumed that II Mo II = II lIfo·tll. 

Mo - Mo =M(O,xo, ~(xo» - M(O, xo, cP'(xo» 

=M(O, xo, ~(xo» - M(O, xo, $(xo» 

+ M(O, xo, cP'(xo» - .1(1(0, xo, ¥(xo» 

or 

II Mo - Mo II"" K111 ~(xo) - ¥(xo) II + IIM(O, xo, ¥(xo» 

- M(O, xo, ¥(xo» II"" (Kt + l)E. 

Thus, 

II Mo II = liMo - (Mo - Mo) II"" II Moll + II Mo - Moll"" vK +E(l +K1). 

This gives 

IIMo~tll·IIMolI"" [vK+E(l + K t »)2 =K +E(2vK)(1 +Kt ) 

+ E2(1 + K t )2 =K + Ri(E). 

Substituting into Eq. (3c) one obtains A=K + Rt(E) 
+ tR2(E) + tR3(t, E), with the properties given by the 
theorem. 

Remark: As noted earlier, Theorem 1 implies that 
the local condition number is essentially unchanged by 
the nonlinearities of the equation. Consequently, even 
for the nonlinear case, the local (linear) normalization 
is still appropriate. 

Next, consider the more general equation, 

(4) 

where (x, y) is in a closed bounded set S in 2~space and 
t ~ 0, where W(O, x, y) =- cp(x, y), where F 
=F(f,x,y, W, Wxx , Wyy , W,), and where boundary con
ditions are as required for the particular problem. 
In regard to Eq. (4), the effect of perturbations of 
A, B, and F on steady-state solutions are to be 
considered. 

Definition 3: Let T be the domain t ~ ° and let S* 
= SX T. Let Vet, x, y) be the solution to Eq. (4) in S*. Let 
Vet, x, y) be the solution to Eq. (4) in S* where {A, ii, P} 
replaces {A, B, F}. Then, Vet, x, y) is an asymptotically 
E stable solution to Eq. (4), with parameter A, if 
II V-V II"" EX in S* for all {A', ii, F} which are E perturba
tions of Eq. (4). 

Remark: E perturbation is in the same sense as in 
Definition 1. Also, if a lower bound for A is large, then 
V(t,x,y) will be said to be an ill-conditioned solution 
[although Eq. (4) might still be well-posed in the usual 
mathematical sense]. 
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Example 2: Let u t = cu:y: in R, where C is a positive 
constant. Let u(t, 1) == l/J(t) where lim, ... l/J(t) =:: 0'= const. 
The solution is constant on the lines x + tc == const, or 
lim, ... u(t, x) = a for all x. If c> 0 and I~(t) -l/J(t) 1 .,; e, 
then lu(t, x) - u(t, x) 1 .,;eX(t), where limt~ .. X(t) == 1. Thus, 
the solution is asymptotically e stable for 1 e I.,; et < c. 
The value of X depends on el' 

Example 3: Let A be as in Example 1. Each compo
nent of W, u and p, individually satisfies a wave equation, 
or the system may have solutions which are periodic 
in time. Such solutions will not be asymptotically stable 
(gtren any X> 0 and e arbitrarily small, maxo .. :y: .. t II V(t, x) 
- V(t, x)11 ~ eX for t sufficiently large). However, sup
pose the equation is transformed to Wt ==DWr , where 
W=MW, W=("£C), w==(:!), andD=(-g ~). Suppose the 
following boundary conditions are given: Wt(t, 0) == at 
= const and W2(t, 1) == 0'2 = const. Then, as in Example 2, 
the solution is asymptotically stable. 

Example 4: Ut =u:y:x + 2{3ux + e, 0 < x < 1, and t> O. e and 
(3 are constants, u(O, x) =f(x) and u(t, 0) =u(t, 1) = O. The 
solution can be written as u(t, x) = - U(x) + b~=t Cn 
x exp(- (3x)(sinnlTx) exp(- (32t) exp(- n2rr2t), where c" 
= 2 f:[f(X) + Vex)] exp({3x) sinnrrx dx and 

V(x) -..i.. [x _ 1 - exp(- 2{3X)] 
-2{3 1-exp(-2J3)' 

(Note that at (3 == 0, Vex) reduces to (£/2) x(x - 1), which 
is the correct value. ] The solution is locally stable and 
asymptotically stable with respect to both e and (3. 

Example 5: Suppose Vet, x) is a solution to Eq. (1). 
Suppose in a neighborhood of (O,xo), F(t,x, V)=A.V:y:. 
Thus, V(t,x) is a solution to Wt ==AW:y: where A =A +A •• 
Let Vet, x) be the solution to Wt =A Wr , where V(O, x) 
== YeO, x). Then if Eq. (1) is locally e stable, then by 
Theorem 1 II V - V II .,; eX near (0, xo). 

Example 6: Suppose Vet, x) is an e asymptotically 
stable solution to Eq. (1) such that for all (t,x) F=A,V 
where IIA. VII .,; E. Then, by Definition 3, Eq. (1) with 
F'" 0 must have a solution Vet, x), satisfying the same 
boundary c~nditions and initial conditions as Vet, x), 
such that IIV - V II.,; eX for all x and t. 

In applications to the Navier-Stokes equations, the 
situation will be as in Examples 5 and 6. The given in
formation will then be used to obtain a lower bound on 
the stability parameter X. This is the thrust of the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 2: Let V(t,x,y) be an asymptoticallye stable 
solution to Eq. (4) such that in S* at least one of the 
following two estimates hold: 

(i) F =A. V:y: + B. Vy where A. and B. constitute e 
perturbations of A and B, 

(ii) II F II .,; e. 

Let Vet, x, y) be the solution of Eq. (4) with F;: O. Then, 
X ~ (1/e)maxs* II V - VII. 

Proof: By Definition 3 V exists and II V - iT II .,; eX in S* • 

Remark: If the lower bound for X, produced by 
Theorem 2, is large, then the solution Vet, x, y) will 
be said to be ill-conditioned. If the bound is small, 
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then the analysis remains Valid, but no useful informa
tion is obtained. 

III. AN ESTIMATE FOR THE VISCOUS TERMS OF 
THE COMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 

An important part of the analysiS is of course involved 
in obtaining an estimate for the viscous terms of the 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. It is significant 
that little precision is required in this aspect of the 
problem. That is, the following lemma, which is used 
to estimate the viscous terms, is a simple result. 

Lemma 1: Letf(x) be differentiable in an interval I 
of the x axis. For any A> 0 associate e(A) > 0 such that 
the following conditions hold whenever 1 Ax! < A and 
x+Ax in I: 

(al If(x + Ax) - f(x) I.,; e, 

(b) [f(X + Ax) - f(x) _ df (x) I.,; e. 
Ax dx 

Then, (df/dx)(x) =et(x)/A where let(x) l";e(l +A). 

Proof: From (b), 

df ( ) ='>'f A) + f(x + Ax) - f(x) 
dx x qX, Ax' 

where IE 1< e. From (a), 

df (x) =€ + f(x, A) 
dx A' 

where If 1 < €, or 

d/ (x) = fl(X) 
dx A 

where let I.,; 1~I+Alrl.,;e(l+A). 

Using Lemma 1, the viscous terms will now be ex
pressed as a perturbation, in the form of a forcing 
term, of the inviscid system. It is perhaps intuitively 
more satisfying to see the viscous terms expressed as 
a perturbation of the matrix which defines the inviscid 
system, A procedure for accomplishing this is given 
in the Appendix. 

The one-dimensional equations can be written as 
follows: 

ilW ilW at =-A ax +F, (5) 

where 

F= 

u p 0 

1 
u 

(2M + X) (au) 2 + (~) 
pCv ilx pCv 

u 
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P = pressure == pep, T), 

p=density, 

u =x component of velocity, 

T = temperature, 

t = time coordinate, 

x == distance coordinate, 

Cv = specific heat, 

jJ. = coefficient of shear viscosity == const, 

X == coefficient of bulk viscosity == const, 

k = coefficient of thermal conductivity = const. 

The following quantities will also be used: 

2jJ. +X 
T = the mean-free path = --- , 

pCs 

P:= ~ (2jJ. + X) = Cv~TCs , 

b _ (2j.J. +X) S _ (2j.J. +X)cspcs = pc~ 
- P T - p(2j.J. + X) p' 

2 ap P ap 
cs = ap + p2c

v 
aT· 

Remark: The definition of T corresponds generally to 
that used in fluid mechanics. 8,9 P: is essentially a 
Prandtl number. However, the Prandtl number is de
fined normally in terms of cp , rather than cv' 

Suppose a twice differentiable solution Vet, x) to Eq. 
(5) is given about any base point (to, xo). Let A == T and 
let I be an interval of the x axis containing xo' Apply
ing Lemma 1 successively to the case where f = a2u/ 
ax2, au/ax, and a2 T /ax2, one obtains 

a2u -~ 
a?- T' 

( au)2 == ~ au 
ax T ax' 

a2T _ E3 
~-T' 

where El is the variation of au/ax, E2 is the variation 
of u, and E3 is the variation of aT/ax. F can now be 
written as follows: 

F= 

o 

(2jJ. +X)~ 
pT 

au + ( k) 
ax pCv 

+~) =F •• 
P* r 

(6) 

Thus, the solution V(t,x) of Eq. (5) also solves the fol
lowing equation in a neighborhood of (to, xo), 
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aw oW at =-A ax + Fe(t,x). 

F. does not depend on W because F was evaluated in 
terms of the known solution V. 

(7) 

Remark: It has been assumed for simplicity that the 
viscous coefficients are constant. For example, in the 
variable case the second component of F could be esti
mated as follows: 

~ {(2j.J. + X) au) == ~ (2jJ. + X) 
ax ~ ax T ' 

where E =E;/(2j.J. + X) and E1 is the variation of (2j.J. + A) 
x (au/ax). (See the Appendix. ) 

Theorem 3: Let E1' E2, E3 be as defined in Eq. (6). 
Let 

* _ (~~ I I PC v] E - max , ,E3 P 
Cs cs 

Let 

E=E* max [1 ~ + ~ laul] 'p: c. ax 
Then, in a neighborhood of (to, xo), the viscous terms 
constitute an E perturbation of the equation a w/at 
=-A(aw/ax). 

Pyoof: The result follows from Definition 1, after it 
is shown that E* is in terms of normalized variables. 
The following was established in Ref. 7. The normalized 
variables for oW/at==-A(aW/ax), where A is given by 
Eq. (5), are w=rw, where r==diag{1/pi31, l/c., 
pcv/Pi32} is evaluated at the base pOint (to, xo). The 13, 
and the condition number are defined as follows: 

2a 2 
131==1+ (l+a)(K-l)' 132 =1+ (l+O')(K-l)' 

PPT _ _4_0:_'.,.,. O'p - a --.,-
p - pre;, , - (1 + a )2 , 

and K=condition number ==1[3 + (1 +4il)1/2]. (The 
fac tors 13/ are such that 1 '" i3i '" 3. ) 

Now one needs only to note that Eq. (7) can be written 
as, 

1:.. r a w = _ A *r a w + 1:.. r F 
c s at ax Cs ., 

where 
u 

1 0 -
Cs 

1 ap u A* = -rAr-1= -
c. ap Cs 

0 1 u -
Cs 

and 
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Remark: 2 <;; K <;; (3 + v5)/2 - 2.62, or the inviscid sys
tem is well conditioned in the sense that it has a small 
condition number. 

Remark: ... he Ej represent, for the corresponding 
quantities, the relative deviation that exists over a dis
tance 'T. In general, the Ej need not be small. For ex
ample, in the case of a strong shock, the Ej would be 
quite large. 

Consider next the two-dimensional equations, 

aw =-A aw -B aw +F at ax ay , 
where 

u p 0 0 

u 0 

A= 0 0 u 0 

0 L 0 u 
pCv 

v 0 P 0 

0 v 0 0 

B= 0 v 

0 0 L 
pCv 

+~ [2 (au) 2 +2(av) 2 + (av + au) 2]. 
pCv ax oy ax ay 

Let 

P* = CvP'TC s 
T k ' 

2 
b = PCs • 

P 

(8) 

(9) 

Letting V(t,x,y) be given solution to Eq. (8), Lemma 1 
will now be applied to the various terms of F. 

'2~ + 1\) a2u 2~ + ~ _ ,--p- 7JXf = -----p:;:-- Et = EtCs, 

where from Eq. (9) 

I 1 1
- 1 ( 1\ + ~) a2

v 1\ + ~ -
El <;; El, -- -a a = -- E2 = E2C s, 

P X Y p'T 

1!: a2u ~ _ ~ a2v 
p ~ = p'TE3=E3C., P a?"=E4C" 
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= (L) (~) (2~ + ~) € au 
pc. P PCs'T 9 ax 

P (b) au - - - E9-
- pc. Cs ax 

- E- b--( P) (1 au) 
- 9 pCv C s ax ' 

2~ + 1\ (av) 2 _ (E L) b (1- av) 
pc. oy - 10 pc. C s oy , 

~ eV
) 2 ( P) PC. ax = Eit pc. b( ~ 

Cs 

av) 
ax ' 

~ cur ( P) (1 pc. ay = Et2 pc. b Cs 

au) ay , 

2~ au av = L [~ au + ~ av] 
pc. ax ay pCv Cs ax Cs ay 

~ av au =-.L [~ ov +~ au] . 
pCv ax ay pCv Cs ox Cs oy 

Thus, the solution V(t, x, y) of Eq. (8) also solves the 
following equation in a neighborhood of (to, xo, Yo), 

aw aw aw Tt=-A-ax-B ay +F,(t,x,y). (10) 

As in Eq. (7), F, does not depend on W because F was 
evaluated in terms of the known solution V. The follow-
ing theorem can now be stated. 

Theorem 4: Let {Ej } be as defined above. Let 

E*=max [~'U7 8' pc. IE l'i=7 8] c
s

' "p j. , , 

and let 

E = E* max [ 3, ;: + 8b Ii ] , 

where 

Then, in a neighborhood of (to, xo, Yo) the viscous terms 
constitute an E perturbation of the equation a wlat 
= -A(a w/ax) - B(awlay). 

Proof: One needs only to note that the normalized 
variables can be taken as tV = r w, where 

r -d' [_1_ 1- ~ ~] - lag f.l' , , f.l • 
P"'t Cs C s p,.,z 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

The previous analysis provides a technique for esti
mating the stability parameter of an asymptotically 
stable solution to the compressible Navier-Stokes equa
tions. In order to apply the results, one needs to ex
amine the given solution over distances of one mean-
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free path. This examination produces an E, such that a 
linear approximation to the flow variables and their 
derivatives is accurate to within this E. By Theorem 4, 
the viscous terms roughly provide an E perturbation of 
the inviscid equations. By Theorem 2, it is then possi
ble to obtain a lower bound on the stability parameter. 

It is perhaps worthwhile emphasizing that by measur
ing over distances of a mean-free path, the equations 
simplify in form in a rather remarkable fashion. That 
is, Eq. (10) is exact in the neighborhood of the base 
point and indicates that if the Ej are small, then the 
viscous terms are small. 

There are two areas where versions of the compres
sible Navier-Stokes equations have been studied ex
tensively, namely shock wave structure and boundary 
layers, In general, these solutions exhibit steep 
gradients (significant variation occur over small dis
tances) and also exhibit pronounced viscous effects. 
Such solutions are in agreement with the results of the 
present paper. The Ej of Eq. (10) will be large. How
ever, there are also solutions in which viscous effects 
are important, but in which significant variations occur 
only over large distances. One such case, that of weak 
shocks, will be analyzed in detail in order to see how 
such a situation is compatible with our results. As an 
application of the analysis, solutions obtained from the 
incompressible equations are considered as possible 
candidates for apprOXimations to asymptotically stable 
solutions of the compressible equations. 

A. Shock wave structure equations 

It is well known that the thickness of strong shock 
waves is on the order of a few mean-free paths (see, 
for example, Ref. 10). Before considering a full set of 
equations, it is of interest to examine the case of a 
single equation in order to see directly how the analysis 
proceeds. The pertinent equation is the following11 : 

where, from the continuity equation, pu = const. 

After an integration, one obtains 

p ru2 + ! p _ ~ dU] = const. L p p dx 

Suppose now that, in the vicinity of the shock, u and 
du/ dx can be approximated to within € over distances 
less than or equal to T, where T = the mean-free path 
= J.l/pC., i. e., in terms of Lemma 1, 

I u(x + T) - u(x) I ~ E, 

lu(x+ T; - u(x) _ ~: (x) I ~€. 
Then, from Lemma 1 du/dx=E1(X)/T, where JE1J 
~ E(l + T). Thus, 

J.l du 
P dx =E1cs' (11) 

Note that the above analysis can always be made. How
ever, interesting conclusions, regarding the relative 
importance of the viscous terms, can only be obtained 
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in the case that E1 is small. If E1 is large, as would be 
the case for a strong shock, Eq. (11) produces no use
ful information. 

Consider next the one-dimensional steady-state shock 
structure equations for the case of a Prandtl number 
= i. The equations are, 10 

pv=m =const, 

p+mv- (2J.l +A)v'=const=c1, 

mCvT - kT' +C1v - mv2/2 =const, 

where ( ), = (d/ d~)(), ~ = uwt - x, U w = wave velocity 
= const, and v = U w - u. 

If the Prandtl number =H(2J.l +A)/k]cp=f, then the 
solution can be written in the form, 

m(y + 1) 
(2J.l+A)V'= 2 (v-v~)(v-v+~), 

yv -

kT'=_2mc;(Y+l) (T_~-_'£) (T+~-T) 
Y v + v _~ v + v +~ 

(12) 

where ± 00 denotes the value at x = ± 00. One can now 
demonstrate analytically, without using Lemma 1, that 
estimates of the form of Eq. (6) are valid. 

Assume now that the solution of Eq. (12) is the steady
state limit of an asymptotically E stable. solution to Eq. 
(5), where € is given in Theorem 3. Then, Eq, (5) has a 
solution IT(t, x) valid for 0 ~ t ~ 00 and x(t) ~ x ~ 00. Sup
pose this solution to be generated by boundary conditions 
simulating a piston moving into a stationary fluid with 
velocity Uo 12; thus, x(t) =x(O) + uot. Also, lim t _"" V(t, x) 
= solution of Eq. (12) in some neighborhood of the 
moving shock wave. Next consider the inviscid equations 
with the same boundary conditions and with initial data 
= Vet, x) for any t. Under these conditions it is known 
that the inviscid equations will have a solution, V(t, x), 
which in a relatively short period of time will develop 
a discontinuity. Thus, for t large, ma.x,.IIV(t,x) - V(t,x)1I 
~ I uo/c s - 0 I ~ 1. 

From Theorem 2 one can now calculate a lower bound 
for the stability parameter A, namely A ~ l/E. In the 
case of a weak shock, E is small or A is large. This in
dicates that the solution is ill-conditioned: such a con
clusion is in agreement with the physical behavior of a 
weak shock. In the case of a strong shock, where E is 
large, one can only conclude that A is larger than a 
small number. Thus, although the analysis remains 
valid, it produces no useful information. 

B. Solutions of the incompressible equations 

It should be noted that the results of this paper are 
not valid for the incompressible equations. The esti
mate of the viscous terms according to Lemma 1 can 
still be accomplished. However, the inviscid time
dependent incompressible equations are not hyperbolic 
and thus the normalized variables and Theorem 1 would 
not be applicable. There exist many calculations, with 
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, that 
exhibit viscous effects in regions where Significant 
variations occur over many mean-free paths. Results 
of the present paper indicate that for the compressible 
case such solutions could be asymptotically stable only 
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if the stability parameter were very large, This would 
indicate that the solution is ill- conditioned. (In fact, 
many of these solutions appear to be such that small 
perturbations of initial data produce large variations 
at later times, ) 

As a specific example, consider the case of water 
flow. In the study of Ref. 13, the following properties 
were chosen: 

p = Po + c~ (p - Po): equation of state, 

Cs =4820 ft/sec: speed of sound, 

IJ.=7X10-4Ib, mass 
ft. sec ' 

A=-(2/3)fJ., 

_ 62 4 lb, mass 
Po -, ft, 3 

With these assumptions, the energy equation is un
coupled from the system, The mean-free path is cal
culated as, 

T=~ ~3, 1X10-9 ft. 
PCs 

In Ref. 13, the problem was that of flow through a tube 
of radius R = O. 02 ft, The intention was to produce rela
tively smooth profiles, and it is immediately clear that 
significant variations would occur only over thousands 
of mean-free paths, 

The incompressible equations have been extensively 
used to model water flow in a tube. The classical 
Poiseuille flow gives a parabolic velocity distribution 
with at least the qualitative behavior (namely, curved) 
that is expected 

Suppose now that Poiseuille flow is a good approxi
mation to an asymptotically stable solution of the com
pressible Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, the 
following is assumed: 

There exists a solution of Eq. (8), V(t, r, z), valid 
for 0.; t.; 00, 0'; r'; R, 0.; z .; 00. The solution is deter
mined by inflow conditions at z = 0, a nonslip boundary 
condition at the wall, and V(O, r, z) = 0, 13 For t?- to let 
E(tO) be the estimate for the viscous terms for V(t, r, z) 
given by Theorem 4, Let E be the estimate for the vis
cous terms for the Poiseuille solution given by Theorem 
4. Then, for to sufficiently large and z > z*, for some 
z*, E(tO) ~ E. 

Remark: Transformation to cylindrical coordinates 
does not affect the estimate of Theorem 2. 

As noted above, E will be small. Next, assume that 
V(t, r, z) is asymptotically E stable. Then, the inviscid 
equations must have a solution V(t, r, z) satisfying the 
same boundary conditions as V(t, r, z) and having initial 
conditions V(O, r, z) = V(to, r, z) for any to. It is expected13 

that V(t, r, z) will approach "plug" flow for t large. 
Whether or not the flow actually becomes discontinous, 
one can conclude that \lV(t,r,z)- V(t,r,z)II?- lo(t) 
- Urn"" I where lim t -"" o(t) = 0 and u",,,,, = maximum velocity, 
Thus, from Theorem 2 the stability parameter A must 
be such that A?- Iu",ax - o(t) I/E. Because E is very small, 
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one must conclude that the solution is highly ill
conditioned. 

There is experimental evidence to indicate the 
existence of pipe flow with a curved but relatively 
smooth profile (having stability parameter much less 
than that given above), The problem is to find a theore
tical model that can predict such profiles while main
taining appropriate stability properties. The results 
of the present paper indicate the following alternatives: 

(a) Either the inviscid compressible equations can 
predict these kinds of profiles (in which case the solu
tion would not tend to plug flow, as postulated above), 
or 

(b) A mathematical model different from the time
dependent compressible Navier-Stokes equations is 
required. 

It should also be made clear that it is not possible to 
conclude, from the above analysis, that Poiseuille flow 
gives incorrect steady-state values. Rather, one con
cludes that Poiseuille flow cannot be the steady-state 
limit of a well-conditioned solution to the time-depen
dent equations. 

As noted earlier, there exist many calculations, with 
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, in which 
the viscous effects are pronounced and yet significant 
variations occur only over many mean-free paths. The 
analysis of the present paper indicates that the use of 
the time-dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations in these situations is totally unjustified. How
ever, it is conceivable that the solutions to the steady
state equations, perhaps fortuitously, have physical 
significance. 

It is of interest to note that even in the capillary tubes 
studied by Poiseuille our results indicate that the vis
cous terms of the compressible equations are small. 
For, the smallest tube that POiseuille considered was 
with radius R =0. 0015 cm,14,15 or R-15, 600 mean-free 
paths. Thus, the variation of the flow variables over 
one mean-free path would still be quite small. 

The follOWing, in order to complete the discussion 
of the water flow prOblem, considers the possibility of 
viscous effects in the energy equation, P: and b of 
Eq, (9) are neededo Let 

c v =l BTU/lb, mass OR, 

7 = 2 0 X 10-4 BTU 
R 0 ft, sec OR ' 

Pressure = 1 atmosphere, 
or Po= (2116) (g) = (2116,0)(32,2). 

Then, 

p*=i ).Lcv =i (7,ox10-4)(1) '='4 67 
T 3 k 3 2, 0 x 10-4 ' 

and 

b = pc; ~ (62.4)(4820)2 ~ 2 13 x 10+4 
P (2116,0)(3202)' , 
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In the problem of ReL 4, the maximum velocity was 
1 ft./sec, 

lui I b I 2.13 X 10+4 
C

s 
b 9;! C

s 
9;! O. 482X 10:t4 9;! 4.4. 

Thus, for both the one-dimensional and two-dimen
sional cases, the effect of the viscous terms is again 
small. 

APPENDIX: THE COMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES 
EQUATIONS WITH THE SECOND-ORDER TERMS 
EXPRESSED AS FIRST-ORDER TERMS 

The purpose of the Appendix is to describe a pro
cedure for expressing the second-order viscous terms 
as first-order terms. Such a procedure would seem to 
be more "natural, " and, as noted in the Introduction, is 
intuitively more satisfactory, That is, the effect of the 
viscous terms is more directly displayed by Eq. (15) 
than Eq. (7); the viscous terms are displayed as first
order terms in Eq. (15) and as forcing terms in Eq. (7). 

The second-order terms are expressed as first
order terms by applying the following lemma. 

Lemma 2: Letf(x) be differentiable in an interval 
I of the real axis. 

For any ..:l > 0 associate E> 0 such that the following 
conditions hold whenever l..:lxl~..:l and x+ l..:lxl in I: 

(a) I f(x + ..:lx) - f(x) I ~ E I f(x) I, 
(b) If(x+..:lx)-f(x) _ df(x)I~EI df(x)j. 

..:lx dx dx 

Then, 

df = E1(X) f( ) 
dx ..:l x, 

Proof: From (b), 

f(x + ..:lx) - f(x) _ d f ( ) = -( A) d f ( ) 
..:lx dx x EX, .... X dx x , 

where IE' I ~ E, or, 

df (x) _ f(x + ..:lx) - f(x) 
dx - ..:lx(1 +E) 

From (a), 

df f(x,..:lx) 
dx (x) = ..:lx(1 + €) f(x) , 

where I~ I ~ E. 

Thus, 

Idfj E I()I ordf=~f() dx ~ ..:l(1 _ €) f x, dx..:l x, 

The vector F of Eq. (5), for the case of variable vis
cous coeffiCients, becomes 
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F= (13) 

Suppose a twice differentiable solution, Vet, x), to 
Eq. (5) is given. Choose a base point (to, xo)' Let T=..:l 
and let I be the interval (xo - T, Xo + T). Applying Lemma 
2 successively to the case where f= (2J.J. + ~)(ou/ox), 
f=k(oT/ox), andf=u, one obtains, 

a (2J.J. +~) au) = ~ (2J.J. +~) au 
ax ax T ax' (14) 

a Ik aT) = ~ k aT au = ~ u. 
ax ~ ax T ax' ax T 

Substituting these terms into the modified Eq. (5), 
one obtains, 

aw =_ (A*) aw 
at ax ' 

where 

u p 0 

A*= Cs(~ - (1) ~ ap 
p aT 

0 L (1-E3b~) pCv cs 

(15) 

Note that Eqs. (14) are exact expressions. By contin
uity, it can be assumed that EI =E1(t,X). Thus, if Eq. (15) 
has a solution, V(t,x), with initial data at to taken from 
the given solution, then in some neighborhood of 
(/o,xo), V(t, x) = V(t,x). 

Note that the matrix A* of Eq. (15) is written in terms 
of normalized variables. It remains to show that this 
matrix is an E perturbation, for some E of the same mag
nitude as the {E j }, of the matrix A *. This can be estab
lished in a straightforward fashion, although the alge
bra becomes tedious (bounds can be obtained on the per
turbed eigenvalues and the perturbed diagonalizing 
matrix). 

For the two-dimensional case, vector F of Eq, (8) 
becomes, 

1 a ( au) 1 a ( av) F2 = - - (2J.J. +~) - + - - ~-
p ax ax p ilx ay 

1 a [ (ov au)] +-- J.J. -+-P oy ax ily , 

F -! ~ [IJ. (ov + ou\] +! ~ (~ au) 
3- p ax ax ay) pay ax 

+ ! ~ (21J. +~) av) 
p ay ay , 

F - ~ ~ (k aT) + ~ ~ (k aT) 
4 - pCv ax ax pcv oy oy 

~ (au av) 2 J.J. [ (au) 2 +- -+- +- 2 -
pCv ax ay pCv ax 

+ 2 (av) 2 + ( av + au) 2] . 
oy ax oy 

(16) 
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The same argument can be carried out, except for 
the terms which arise from the tangential shear term 
in F4 [that is, (ov/ClX)2 + (ou/oy)2]. It turns out, because 
of the two equal eigenvalues in A and B of Eq. (8), that 
with these terms not identically zero, the resulting 
matrices cannot in general be diagonalized. Thus, with 
the possible exception of the tangential shear term in 
F4, the viscous terms provide an E perturbation of the 
matrices A and B. 

Finally, one other difficulty arises in the use of 
Lemma 2, namely the use of a relative error. In re
gions wherej(x) or df/dx is small, this condition will 
not be meaningful. 
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The Fermi method of quantizing the electromagnetic field 
as a model for quantum field theory 
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In a previous paper we demonstrated that the Fermi method for quantizing the electromagnetic field had 
a rigorous C·-algebra version. Here we investigate some properties of our formalism and show (a) that the 
Fermi method provides an example of spontaneous symmetry breaking in a quantum field theory, (b) that 
it raises some interesting questions about automorphisms of Weyl systems, and (c) that it provides a 
prototype for higher-spin zero-mass field theories. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent work has demonstrated that the three proce
dures of heuristic field theory, Gupta-Bleuler, radia
tion gauge and the Fermi method, all have rigorous 
versions, 1-3 each of which from the viewpoint of 
Wightman field theory, 4 suffers some defect. The most 
highly developed of these, the indefinite metric formal
ism,1 has a clearly stated axiomatic formulationS which 
makes evident the departure from the usual field theory 
axioms. 4 However Segal has argued2 that his radiation 
gauge proposal (which appears not to have received the 
attention it deserves) represents from a physical view
point the minimal necessary modification of massive 
field theory. Most of the difficulties of zero mass the
ories can in fact be traced to the insistence on a field 
which transforms in a manifestly covariant way. Our 
modern understanding of relativistic invariance, 6,7 

suggests that this demand stems from historical pre
judice (albeit a prejudice with material benefits). Segal's 
scheme retains Poincare invariance while dropping the 
requirement of manifest covariance. In a previous pa
per3 we revived the Fermi method (to which we refer 
the reader for a detailed discussion, see also however 
Refs. 8 and 9) and showed that, in a sense, it is the 
natural generalization of the quantization methods which 
have been used for the scalar fields (as distinct from the 
ad hoc character of Gupta-Bleuler). Furthermore, it 
is important to emphasize that in Ref. 3 we were able 
to show that the radiation gauge theory of Segal could 
be deduced from the Fermi method. 

Since the Fermi method attempts to retain manifest 
covariance it deviates from a Wightman theory4 in other 
respects. These peculiar features of the Fermi method 
were discussed in part in Ref. 3 and it is the purpose 
of this paper to explore them in more detail. We begin 
in Sec. 1 with a summary of Ref. 3, noting in particular 
that the Fock representation of the CCR algebra for the 
vector potential (which provides the rigorous version 
of the Fermi method) contains a noninvariant vacuum. 
To overcome this we introduced in Ref. 3 a covariant 
representation for the Fermi method and in Sec. 2 of 
this paper we show to what extent this covariant repre
sentation is a model of spontaneously broken symmetry. 

An important question in the C*-algebra approach to 
field theory is whether certain automorphisms of the 
algebra of observables (in particular the time evolution) 
are in some sense inner. Since the algebra of obser
vables for the electromagnetic field is "smaller" than 

the Fermi CCR algebra (which is the algebra for the 
full four-component vector potential) we need to deter
mine how the time evolution "restricts" to the obser
vable algebra. This problem is tackled in Sec. 3 and the 
analysis extended to all automorphisms of the Fermi 
CCR algebra induced by the Poincare group. This makes 
contact with more general questions on automorphisms 
of the Segal/ManuceaulO CCR algebra. Part of this 
problem is to determine the behavior of the radiation 
gauge states (for the one-particle theory) under Lorentz 
transformations, a question previously investigated by 
Bender. 11 Our approach, being adapted specifically to 
the Weyl algebra formalism, differs from his in that 
we do not write down the transformation law for radia
tion gauge explicitly. Rather, we write it in a form 
which enables us to demonstrate that the Poincare 
transformations for radiation gauge actually define auto
morphisms of the whole Fermi CCR algebra. 

Finally in Sec. 4, we prove a theorem which con
strains the Weyl algebra formalism for zero mass the
ories, showing in particular that there is a Fermi 
method only for certain higher spin tensor fields. 

1. THE FERMI METHOD 

We begin with the following space of real valued solu
tions of the wave equation. Let 5 (R4, R4) be the Schwartz 
space of ~ valued COO functions F of fast decrease on 
Minkowski space. Let D denote the Green's function of 
the wave operator, that is, 

DD=O, 

D(x, 0) = 0, :t D(x, t) I toO = - o(x). 

Define the space Mo to consist of all functions </> on 
Minkowski space taking values in ~, of the form F * D 
where FE 5(~, ~). (Here convolution is defined com
ponentwise </>" =F" * D, /l = 0,1,2,3.) Then Mo is a 
space of smooth real valued solutions of the wave equa
tion. We can define a symplectic form on Mo by 

B(</>, </>') = - J cJ3x[</>" (x)<i>~ (x) - 1>" (x)</>~ (x)]. (1. 1) 

The Poincare group acts on Mo by 

(1.2) 

where a is a translation and A a Lorentz transforma
tion. The symplectic form B is well known to be in-
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variant under these transformations, Further, Mo is 
also invariant. 

In Ref. 3 a rigorous, C*-algebra version of the Fermi 
method for quantizing the electromagnetic vector poten
tial was presented, We summarize the essential fea
tures of that paper. 

Every element of M 0 may be written as 

1 ftflk{ . CPI' (x, t) =~ 2k $1' (k) exp[ - t(kt - k' x)] 

+ $1' (k)* exp[i(kt - k, x)J}, (1.3) 

where k= Ikl and $1' is a C-valued function on 

The C4 -valued functions rp form a complex pre-Hilbert 
space with inner product 

($, $')F =f~k [$(k)*ip' (k) + cfo(k)cf~(k)*], (1.4) 

(For the zeroth component the complex conjugation ap
pears on the second variable because the form is se
squilinear with respect to J F .) This inner product 
arises by modifying the complex structure on Mo from 
the Lorentz invariant one of multiplication by i to the 
structure JF given by 

[g=diag(- 1, - 1, - 1, 1) is the metric tensor and we 
write 

cp(k) = (cp(k), CPo(k))]. 

(1. 5) 

Now J F does not commute with Lorentz transformations 
and so the inner product (1. 4) is not invariant. Neverthe
less we have, after transferring B across to the mo
mentum space picture, 

(1.6) 

We complete Mo in the norm defined by (1. 4) to give a 
Hilbert space M, say. Henceforth we will drop the $ 
notation and write cp for the elements of M, 

By (1. 6), B is the imaginary part of the scalar pro
duct (1.4) and so we are in a position to apply Manu
ceau's varianf o of Segal's Weyl algebra formalism. 12 

We denote by Ac(M) the C*-algebra of the canonical 
commutation relations over (M, B) and refer the reader 
to Refs. 3, 10, or 13 for its precise definition, A dense 
subspace of Ac (M) is spanned by the functions ° '" on M 
where 

o",(cp') = 1 if cp = cp' and zero otherwise, 

Multiplication of the functions 0", is given by 

In the usual way, 12,3 we consider generating function
als p: M - C such that 

(i) p(o) == 1, 

(ii) p(Acp + cp') is continuous in AE R for all cp, ¢' EM, 
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(iii) for every finite sequence {Cj} in C and {¢j} in M, 

Then define states Ep on Ac(M) by 1:IAlo", -p(L:;A1¢1) 
1 

to give via the GNS construction, a cyclic representa-
tion 7rp of Ac(M) with cyclic vector 0 such that 

p(A) = (0, 7rp (A)O) 

for all A E Ac(M). 

The Fock representation of Ac(M) is given by the gen
erating functional p(¢) = exp(- t II¢ II}), which is clearly 
not invariant under pure Lorentz transformations (i. e., 
boosts) because of the noninvariance of II II F • Thus the 
Fock representation contains a noninvariant vacuum 
(the cyclic vector 0 given by the GNS construction). 
Furthermore, one can show3 that only the subgroup H 
of the Poincare group conSisting of translations and 
spatial rotations is unitarily implementable in the 
Fock representation. 

To overcome this difficulty we introduced in Ref. 3 a 
new covariant representation of Ac(M). Before describ
ing it we digress on a technical point. It will be con
venient to use both the C*-algebra Ac(M) introduced by 
Manuceau10 and that of Segal, 12 in what follows. The 
connection between them is found by noting that if J is 
the family of all complex linear finite dimensional sub
spaces of M on which B is nondegenerate, then Ac(M) 
is the inductive limit of the C*-algebras Ac(F), FE J 
where F is equipped with the symplectic form obtained 
by restriction of B. 10 In Segal's formulation the C*-al
gebra of the CCR's W (M, B) is defined as the C*-induc
tive limit of the algebras W (F, B), FE J, where W (F, B) 
is the weak closure of Ac(F) in the weak topology of the 
Schrodinger representation. Clearly therefore, there is 
a continuous injection of Ac(M) into W (M, B) and, using 
the characterization of phYSical representations by 
generating functionals, there is a 1-1 correspondence 
between the physical representations of each algebra. 

If (a, A) is a Poincare transformation then we denote 
by eta, A) the corresponding automorphism of Ac(M) 
defined via 

e(a,A)oq, = O(a,A)</>' 

If we inject Ac(M) into W (M, B) then we will denote the 
elements in W (M, H) corresponding to the o</> by W(¢). 
Thus eta, A) is the automorphism of W (M, H) given by 

eta, A) W(¢) = W«a, A)¢). 

The norm given by (1. 4) is invariant under the action of 
H and these transformations are unitarily implemented 
in the Fock representation, however the Lorentz boosts 
cannot be unitarily implemented. We therefore introduce 
the homogeneous space, 

x={PER4Ip~_p2=1, Po>o} 

of the Lorentz group. Let p - A (p) be a map which 
assigns to each p E X Lorentz transformation A (p) map
ping p = (0,0,0,1) to p. [Note that we write four vectors 
as (p, p 0)' ] We choose p - A (p) to be measurable with 
respect to the Lorentz invariant measure dJ.!. on X. 

Let Pp be the generating functional 
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pp(rp) =exp(- illA(P)-lrpll;). 

[pp satisfies (i) and (ii) trivially while (iii) follows 
from the invariance of B under Poincare transforma
tions. ] Then using the GNS construction there is a 
Hilbert space Kp and a representation 7fp of ~c(M) and 
U! (M, B) in Kp with cyclic vector Op such that 

pp(A) = (Op, 7fp(A)Op) 

for all A E ~c(M) or W (M, B). We will write Wp(rp) for 
7fp(c5</». We note that the representations 7fp are all in
equivalent [this follows from the fact that the automor
phisms e(o, A(P» are not implementable in the Fock 
representation, see Shalel4 ]. 

We form the direct integral 

K = fxKp dJ.l(P) 

of these Hilbert spaces. We note that in the Hilbert 
space Kp the translation subgroup of the Poincare 
group can be unitarily implemented, while a Lorentz 
transformation is unitarily implemented if and only if 
A(P)-lAA(P) is a spatial rotation. [This is because 
pp(Arp) =Pp(rp) if and only if 

II A (P)-lArpll=IIA (p)-l rp II.J 

The elements of K are equivalence classes of Jl-mea
surable functions F on X such that F(P) E Kp and 
satisfying 

J~IIF(p)II~dJl(P) <00 

where II lip denotes the norm in Kp. Following Shale, 14 

we define a map Y.,A: Kp -K (.,A)p ~ K Ap for each Poincare 
transformation (a, A) by 

(1. 7) 

[noting that the vectors 11p(A)Op, A E W (M, B) are dense 
in Kp. ] It follows by Theorem 6. l(b) of Shalel4 that 
Y.,A is unitary for each (a, A) and that 

Y.,AWP(rp)Y;~A = WAP«a, A)rp). (1. 8) 

Now, a representation 11 of ~c(M) [and W (M, Ell is 
defined in K by 

(1.9) 

while a representation U of the Poincare group is defined 
by 

(1. 10) 

It was observed in Ref. 3 that there are no subspaces of 
K invariant under both these representations. Further
more we have the relation 

Thus the Poincare transformations are unitarily im
plemented in this representation of W (M, B). 

We note finally that 

rp, rp' _(A(P)-lrp, A(p)-lrp')F 

is an inner product on M which has B as its imaginary 
part. Thus the representations pp are "Fock-like. " We 
may think of them as being associated with the complex 
structure 
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2. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING 

The covariant representation (1.9) of the CCR 
algebra exhibits all the features of a spontaneously 
broken symmetry in a field theory-but in this case the 
symmetry broken is Lorentz invariance. That is, the 
decomposition of (1. 9) into irreducibles, each with a 
unique vacuum, destroys the Lorentz covariance. 

The representation U of the Poincare group acting in 
K can be thought of as an induced representation. This 
is because the properties of Y.,A endow K with the struc
ture of a Hilbert Poincare bundle (in the terminology of 
Varadarajan6

). That is, 

Ya,A: Kp -K(a,A)p , 

and in the fiber Kp, (a, R) -Ya,R is a unitary represen
tation of the subgroup H. [This is because e(a, R) is 
unitarily implemented in K~.l U is therefore the repre
sentation of the Poincare group induced by the repre
sentation a, R-Y.,R of H in Kp. 

The behavior of this covariant quantization of the 
electromagnetic potential as a spontaneously broken 
symmetry may be seen more clearly by analyzing the 
"vacuum" and "one-particle spaces". We take H 0 to be 
the subspace of K defined from functions F of the form 
F(P) = c(P)Op where c(P) is a complex number for each 
PEX, 

Ix !c(P)i2dJl(P) <00, 

and the subspace Hl is taken to consist of the direct 
integral of the one-particle spaces in each Kp. Hl can 
be constructed directly as follows. For each rp E M we 
write 

7f(W(rp» = expiR(rp) , (2.1) 

where R(rp) is self-adjoint and may be regarded as the 
second quantized version of the potential rp. The annihila
tion and creation operators are defined by 

(2.2) 

The domains of these operators are the direct integrals 
of the domains of the corresponding operators ap(rp), 
ap(rp)*, and Rp(rp) in each Kp. Explicitly we have 

(R(rp)F)(P) = Rp(rp)F(p), 

where expiRp(rp) = 11p(W(rp» and F(P) lies in the domain 
of Rp(rp) for Jl-almost allp EX. Similar expressions hold 
for a(rp) and a(rp)*. 

If F is a function of the form F(P) = c(P)Op, c(P) 
E C, then F defines an element of K in the domain of 
R(rp). The one-particle space Hl consists of the linear 
span of {R(rp)FIFE H 0, rp EM}. 

The various "vacuum states" Oc where 0c(P) 
= c(P)Op each satisfy a(rp)Oc = 0 for all rp E M. If c(P) 
is nonzero for J.l-almost all p then nc is a cyclic vector 
for the representation 7f. (If not, we could consider the 
subspace K' of K generated by {7f(W(rp»12c I rp EM}. Then 
in the central decomposition of 11, K' decomposes as 
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K' = J xK; d/l(p) 

with K; s Kp. The subspaces K; are invariant for /l
almost all p E X under {Wp (<p) I <p EM} and hence are 
either zero or equal to K/>. Since c is nonzero /l-almost 
everywhere, then K; =Kp for /l-almost all p. Thus 
K' =K and ne is cyclic.) 

We note that the vacuum expectation values have the 
expected form for a free theory 

and 
(ne, R(<Pl)R(<P2)ne) = i J 1 c(P) 12 

X (A(P)-lrpb A(P)-lrpz> d/l(p). 

Next we observe that the one-particle space is isomor
phic to a direct integral over X of Hilbert spaces Mp 
where Mp is the completion of Mo in the norm 

Ilrpll~p = B(rp, A(P)JF A(P)-Irp) 

for rp E Mo. Let 

In = JxMpd/l(P). 

The map between;n and Itl is given by 

R(<p)ne -(1/12)/, 

where/(p)=c(p)<p and <pEMo. Note that 

11(1/12)!l12 =i J Ic(PWllrpll~p d/l(p) 

=IIR(<p)neI1 2 

so this map extends to an isometry oflY} with H l • 

LetTo={kE.wlk2 =0, ko>O}. We may now regard the 
elements of HI as equivalence classes of C4-valued 
functions F defined on X xro and such that 

J F(p, k)*A(p)-1*A(p)-lF(P,k)d/l(p)d3k/2k <00. (2.3) 

The representation U leaves the spaces H 0, H 1 invariant 
for: 

U(a, A)R(<p)ne = R(a, A)rp)n(a,A)C E Hl , 

where [(a, A)c ](P) = c(A -lp). Thus on the functions p, k 
- F(p, k) we have 

[U(a, A)F](P, k) =exp(id"k,JAF(A-lp, A-1k). (2.4) 

That this representation is unitary on H 1 can be verified 
directly using (2. 3). Restricting this representation to 
the translation subgroup we observe that the energy
momentum spectrum lies in the cone 

V+={kE~lko;;'o, k 2 ;;.O}, 

from which we deduce that the covariant representation 
7T of the CCR algebra satisfies the energy-momentum 
spectral conditions. Finally we remark that (2.4) can 
be decomposed into irreducibles although the argument 
is tedious. One obtains a direct sum, over the four 
helicities of the vector potential, of a direct integral 
of zero mass, continuous spin representations of the 
Poincare group. It is not clear what the physical mean
ing of this could be. 

We summarize the observations of this section as a 
proposition. 
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Proposition: (i) The field operators R(<p), <p E Mare 
densely defined in K and are self-adjoint. 

(ii) The Poincare group is unitarily implemented, 
i. e., 

U(a, A)R(rp) U(a, 1\)..1 =R«a, A)<p) 

and the spectral condition is satisfied, 

(iii) The representation 7T of the Weyl algebra of the 
CCR on K is cyclic. There is an invariant "vacuum 
subspace" H 0 whose elements ne satisfy 

a(rp)ne==o for all <pEM. 

3, AUTOMORPHISMS 

A general question which arises in C*-algebra 
approaches is whether the automorphisms of the algebra 
of observables (in particular the time evolution) are in 
some sense "inner." In the Fermi quantization of the 
electromagnetic field one starts with an algebra .le(M) 
which treats each component of the vector potential as 
an independent object. The physical algebra of observ
abIes is constructed as follows. Take N to be the closed 
subspace of M defined by the functions satisfying 

k"rp,,(k)=O 

and T to be the closed subspace defined by the functions 
of the form 

rp,,(k) = k,,</J(k), 

where </J is a C-valued function on X~, We note that, 
wi th the complex structure J F on M, Nand T are real 
(but not complex) linear subspaces. Form the algebra 
.le(T) [resp . .le(N)] as the C*-algebra of .le(M) generated 
by the elements 0 ¢> such that <p E T (resp. <p E N). The 
"physical photons," being those with transverse com
ponents, form the subspace S of M defined by the 
conditions 

rpo=O, k.<p(k)=O. 
S is a complex linear subspace and we associate with 
it the algebra .le(S) in the same way as with .le(N) and 
.le(T). Clearly S is not Poincare invariant and conse
quently .le(S) is not invariant under the corresponding 
automorphisms of .le(M). Since N=SffiT (Hilbert 
space direct sum), the map f:jAjO ¢>j - f:Ajo ¢>Ij where <p~ 
= S-component of <p~ E N is well defined. In Ref. 3 it 
was shown that this map extends to a C*-algebra homo
morphism of .le(N) onto .lc(S), thus defining an algebra 
.le(N)/I isomorphic to .le(S), We interpret .le(N)/! as the 
algebra of physical observables. The ideal! is gen
erated by those elements f:jAjo¢>j (rpj E T) such that 
LAi =0. Any automorphism of .lc(N) which leaves these 
elements invariant defines in the obvious wayan auto
morphism of .le(N)/!. The automorphisms 8(a, A) are 
examples of such implying that .le(N)/! is Poincare 
invariant, 

Now the automorphisms 8(a, A) of .lc(M) cannot be 
expected to be "inner" for the phYSical algebra .le(N)/I. 
However we know that there exists a representation of 
the Poincare group by automorphisms of .le(N)/I. What 
we shall do below is show how these automorphisms 
can be extended to all of .lc(M). 

We need to distinguish the Lorentz invariant complex 
structure on Mo from that which gives rise to the inner 
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product on M. This is because it is the Lorentz invari
ant complex structure which arises in the analysis of 
automorphisms. For example, time translations are 
given by 

(Tt<P)(k) =exp(itk)<p(k). 

Thus we define J s<P = i<p. We have the representation 
(1. 2) of the Poincarll group by operators which are 
bounded and real linear but do not commute with J F. 

Thus we need to write (1. 2) as 

(3.1) 

At this point we digress to make contact with the 
heuristic formulation of the Fermi method. We note 
that in the Fock representation the generators of time 
translations, as defined via (3.1), is the formal 
operator 

H. = f ~~ [ao(k)*ao(k) + 6 ja/k)*aj(k)], 

where the "operators" aj.l(k) are not related to the anni
hilation and creation operators (2.2) by simply smearing 
with test functions. Their precise definition is a 
technical matter and we will not need to go into it in 
this paper (see however Ref. 8 ). Note that H. can 
nevertheless be given meaning as a quadratic form on 
Fock space just as in the case of the scalar field. 15] 
Now H. is not the energy of the electromagnetic field. 
This is given formally by 

f d 3k 
HF = 2!?"l- ao(k)*ao(k) + 6 Jaj(k)*a J(k)]. 

It is interesting to note that H F is the formal generator 
of the second quantized version of the one-parameter 
group on M, 

(Tf <P )(k) = exp(J Ftk)<P(k). 

Thus we see a further reason for introducing the Fermi 
complex structure J F-it gives rise to the second quan
tized version of the classical expression E2 + B2 for 
the energy of the electromagnetic field. 

In the Fermi norm M is a tensor product 

C40L(X~, d~/k) 

of Hilbert spaces, where C4 has the complex structure 
given by the operator - ig. The representation (3.1) 
acts on this tensor product by 

(a, A)v@I/I=Av@V(a,A)I/I, v E C4 

with 1/1 E L2(X~, d~/ k) and 

[V(a, A)I/I ](k) = exp(ikj.laj.l )1/1 (A-1k). 

Now V is a continuous unitary representation of the 
Poincare group on the complex Hilbert space L2(X~, ~k/ 
k). Hence by a theorem of Nelson16 there is a dense 
subspace f) of L2(~, d~/ k) consisting of analytic 
vectors for the Lie algebra of the Poincare group. If 
X is a generator of the Poincarll group in the represen
tation (3.1) then we have 

X=Ax+X, 

where Ax is a 4 x 4 ~atrix (in the Lie algebra of the 
Lorentz group) and X is a differential operator (we in-
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elude operators 01 multiplication by complex valued 
functions of k in X). For 1/1 E f) , 

=~n ~~ 116n(~)A~v0xn-kl/ill 

<S 6 n ~~ 6n(~) IIAiv 1lllXn-kl/ill 

This last expression is finite by the fact that 1/1 is 
analytic. We denote by f)' the space (l;4@1). This proves: 

Lemma 3.1: M contains a dense subspace f)' of vec
tors which are analytic for the generators of the Poin
care group. 

Lemma 3.2: The projection P T from Manto T is the 
real linear operator of multiplication by the matrix func
tion of k, 

K(k)ij=ik ik/k2
, i,j=1,2,3, 

K(k)oo = 1, K(k)oj =K(k) jO = k/ k, j = 1,2,3, 

and satisfies 

(3.2) 

Proof: Direct calculation gives the first part of the 
lemma while (3.2) follows because P T is self-adjoint 
(as an operator on M) with respect to the real linear 
inner product 

<P, 1/1- B (<P, J FI/I). 

Lemma 3.3: P T leaves the space [)' of analytic 
vectors invarianL 

Proof: Let <P be an element of f)', Then by Lemma 
3.1 it is sufficient to consider the components of PT<P, 
each of which has the form 

(PT<P)j.I: k-kj.l~vkv<Pv(k)/~· 

Thus we can define the map 

r<Pv(k) =y(k)<Pv(k), 

where y(k) = kjJ. kv/k2 and it is now sufficient to show 
that r<pv is analytic. Let Xo denote th~t part of X arising 
from the Lorentz Lie algebra. Then Xo is a differential 
operator and we define 

yn(k)=(X~)(k), n=0,1,2,·o., 

Because Xo is homogeneous of degree zero a brief 
calculation reveals that 

Iyn(k) I <S 1 for all k EXO and n = 0,1,2,3, .... 

Thus it follows that 

Xnrrl-. =Lt (n)r<nlin-I'" '+'v 1=0 l '1" 

where r<nl denotes the operator of multiplication by 
yn(k). Now, 
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which is finiteo Hence rcpv is analytic for X completing 
the proof. 

Remarks 304: The projection P N and P s onto the sub
spaces Nand S respectively also leave f)' invariant 
as they are given by multiplication by a matrix valued 
function of k with the same properties as K(k). 

Now let X be an arbitrary element of the Poincare 
Lie algebra in the representation given by (3.1). Con
sider the operator 

(3.3) 

By Lemma 3.3 and Remark 304 this operator has a densE 
set f)' of analytic vectors. Before discussing its proper
ties we disgress to consider the simpler case where X 
is a generator of the translation subgroup. In this case 
X is just multiplication by a scalar valued function of 
k, say w(k), and so commutes with 1-PT and PNo 
Hence (303) reduces to Zx=XPs=PsX as (1-P T)PN 
=P s' Now XP s is self-adjoint as an operator on the 
complex Hilbert space M and so we can write, using 
the spectral theorem, 

VtCP =exp(j stXP s)cp. (304) 

Similarly we define 

wtCP = exp[J stX(1 - P s»)cp. 

Thus we have factorized the operator exp(J stX) into 
the product VtlV t =wtVt . This factorization corresponds 
to the decomposition of M into the subspace S of physical 
photons (one-particle) states, and its orthogonal 
complement. 

We now establish a relation analogous to (3.4) for 
general X. 

Lemma 3.5: The operator Zx defined by (303) on j)' 
is essentially self-adjoint. 

Proof: We note firstly that we can write 

(1-PT)XPN=(1-PT)JF(JFXJF)(1-PT)JF 

because 

J F(1-P T)JF=-g(1-PT)g=-PN and J}.=-l. 

But now by (3,2), 

B«1 - PT)J FCP, 1/J) = - B(cp, (1 - PT)J F1/J) 

for all CP,1/JEj)'. Further, as exp(tJ sX) is a one-param
eter group of symplectic automorphisms, it follows 
that 

B(J sXcp, 1/J) = - B(CP, J sX¢) 

and hence 

B(J~JFCP,Ij!)=B(CP,J~J F1/J), 

for all cP, Ij! E' f)'. Consequently 

B«l-PT)XPNCP, 1/J) =B(cp, (1-PT)XPNl/J). 

for all cP, Ij! E' f)'. Hence in order to prove that Zx is 
symmetric on f)' it remains only to check that Z x 
commutes with J F • Now we recall that X leaves Nand 
T invariant while J F consists of multiplication by - ig. 
Thus if we write each cP E f)' as 

cP = CPT' + CPs + CPT' 
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where CPs, CPT and CPT' are the components of cP in S, T, 
and the orthogonal complement of N, respectively, and 
we use the relation gPTg=PT• , it is easy to check that 

ZxgCP = (1 - PT)XCPs 

(note that g acts as the identity on S)o Further, 

gZxCP =g(l-PT)XCPs= (1-PT)XCPs 

as (1-PT)XCP S C:OS, Thus Zx andJF commute on f)' and 
Z x is therefore symmetric 0 But f)' is a dense subspace 
of M consisting of vectors analytic for Z x' Hence by a 
theorem of Nelson16 Z x is essentially self-adjoint. 

Corollary 3.6: The map t-exp[Jst(1-PT)XPNJ is a 
strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group of 
operators on M. 

Theorem 3.7: For each one-parameter subgroup of 
the Poincare group which, in the representation (3.1), 
has generator X, we can define a strongly continuous 
one-parameter unitary group t - v t of operators on 
M, with generator (1-P T)XPN such that 

(a) vt coincides on N/ T with the action of exp(tJ sX), 

(b) v t acts trivially on T and hence defines an auto
morphism of the quotient algebra Ac(N)!L 

Proof: (a) For cP + T F N/T we have 

(1-P T)XPNCP + T= (1 -PT)Xcp + T =Xcp + T, 

from which (a) now follows, 

(b) If cP t' T then XPNCP ==Xcp '= T, Hence 

(l-P T)XPN CP=O 

and the asse rtion follows from previous remarks, 

In accord with the notation of Sec. 1, 1To denotes the 
Fock representation of A)M) on Ko> Let N, T, 5 and 
5· denote the weak closures of 1To(Ac(N)), 1To(Ac(T)), 
1To(Ac(S» and 1To(Ac(S·» respectively (here S· is the 
orthogonal complement in M of S). 

Lemma 3.8: The commutant of N is T. 

Proof: From Manuceau (Ref. 10, 304,1) there is a 
unitary operator U from Ko to H;') H. where H (resp, 
H~) is the Hilbert space carrying the Fock representa
tion of Ac(S) lresp. Ac(S~»), which sets up a spatial 
isomorphism of 5 with B(H)':<Jf)l and Y with ([1 Z;B(Hl ), 

respectively, B(H), etc., denote the bounded operators 
on H, etc Thus 5' ~ (B(H)Z;([J' =([lgB(H.)~5·. As 
5·( 5' this means 5'=5~o ThusN'=5',: T' 
= 5 ~,' 1'. To prove that N' = T it remains only to 
show that T is maximal Abelian in 5.L 0 Clearly, we 
need only show therefore that the image To of T in 
B(H.) under the above spatial isomorphism is maximal 
Abelian in B(H .L)' 

Recall the notation of Lemma 3.5 where we introduced 
the subspace T' of ~ such that Tffi T' =S·. Now as JFT' 
= T we have S· = T' 'di JF T'. Thus T' and T play the role 
of the real and imaginary subs paces of S· with respect 
to the Fermi complex structure JF • It then follows by 
a fairly well known procedure12 that the Fock represen
tation of Ac(S!) may be constructed on L2(T', dv), where 
dv is the canonical Gaussian cylinder measure on T' 
(as a real Hilbert space), by defining: 
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(V(¢)F)(IjJ) = exp[iB(¢, 0) ]F(0), dJ E T, IjJ E T', 

(U(¢1)F(IjJ)) = exp[ - B(¢b JF 0) - ~B(¢b JF ¢1) ]F('p + ¢1), 

¢1 E T', IjJE T', 

where FE L2(T', dv). The vacuum, in this realization, 
is the constant function and is cyclic for To as the linear 
span of the functions w - exp iB(¢, JIjJ), (1jJ E T I

, ¢ E T) is 
dense in L2(T', dv)o Hence To is maximal Abelian as 
required. (More on this may be found in Ref. 17.) 

Corollary 3.9: T is the center of Iv. 

Theorem 3.10: Let t - i3 t and t - G t be the one-param
eter groups of automorphisms of C.c(M) corresponding 
to I-l't and t - exp(tJ sK), respectively. Then G t and f3 t 

induce the same automorphism of C.c(N)/I. In any cyclic 
representation of C.c(M) arising from a generating func
tional on M, t - f3 t is implemented by a one-parameter 
unitary group which in the Fock representation, lies in 
N. 

Proof: It remains only to verify the assertion in the 
last sentence, the rest following from previous results. 
Now as l't is unitary for all t E R, 1- f3 t is implemented 
by a one-parameter unitary group in any cyclic repre
sentation of C.c(M). 11 Thus in the Fock representation 
1T 0, this group is implemented by t - Vt , say. But /' t 
acts trivially on T, so f3 t acts as the identity on C.c(T) 
and hence V t lies in the commutant of 1To(C.c(T)). That 
is V t EN by Lemma 3.8. 

Remarks 3.11: (a) This theorem shows in what sense 
t - f3 t is an "inner" automorphism. In particular, for 
the free time evolution dJ - exp(JsfXPs)¢ (where X is 
multiplication by k), the corresponding automorphism 
group t - f37 of C.c(M) will be unitarily implemented in 
any cyclic representation 1T. Thus we can work with its 
generator, the physical Hamiltonian, as an operator 
on the Hilbert space in which 1T(C.c(M)) acts. This fact 
has already been exploited in perturbation theory cal
culations based on the Fermi method. 18 

(b) The problem discussed above, of determining 
whether a given automorphism is in some sense inner 
for the algebra of observables, is of course of more 
general interest (cf. Kadison19

). Note that the above 
analysis shows that in the direct integral decomposition 
of Iv produced by "diagonalizing" its center T (see Ref. 
3), the Poincare automorphisms are also "diagonalized. ' 
This is important for any discussion of Poincare trans
formations of the Fermi physical states. 3 

Proposition 3.12: The automorphism groups f - f3 t 
of Theorem 3. 11 are unitarily implemented in the co
variant representation 1T [defined by Eq. (1. 9)] by one
parameter unitary groups in 1T(c.c(N)) " . 

Proof: For each representation 1fp, p E X, we have 
(Theorem 3.11) a one-parameter unitary group t - Up(t) 
implementing the automorphism group t - f3 t • The op
erator Ut on K given by 

(UtF)(p) = Up(t)F(p) 

clearly implements t - i3 t in the covariant representa
tion. Now the proof of Lemma 3.8 carries over to the 
representations 1Tp [as tl)ese are Fock representations 
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associated with the complex structures c.(p)JF c.(p)-l] 
and so Up(t) E 1Tp(C.c(N))" for all t E R and all P EX. Hence 
Ut E 1T(C.c(N)) " as required. 

Proposition 3. 13: The map X - Z x ~ !J I is a Lie alge
bra homomorphism. 

Proof: Clearly X - Z x is linear so it remains to prove 

[Zx, Zy]=ZLX,Y]' 

To demonstrate this it is sufficient to show that ZxZy 
=Zxy. Now recall the notation of Lemma 3.5. If ¢ 
E!J' we have 

ZxZy¢ = (l-PT)XP sY¢s 

= (l-PT)XY¢s - (l-PT)X(l-Ps)Y¢s. 

Now (1- Ps)Y¢s E T and so X(l- Ps)Y¢s E T. Thus 

ZXZyrP = (l-PT)XYrPs = ZxyrP, 

completing the proof. 

The above argument actually implies more. In fact 
we have 

[(1- PT)XPN]" = (1 - PT)X"PN 

so that 

exp(tJsZx ) = (l-PT) exp(tJSX)PN + (1- P s). 

Thus we can write 

exp(tJ sZx) ~ s= (1 - P T) exp(tJ sX) . PN~ S. (3.5) 

Now for each (a, A) in the Poincare group let a(a, A) 
be the operator on S given by 

(3.6) 

Thus for each one parameter subgroup t - (a(t) , A(t)) 
of the Poincare group (3.5) shows that a(a(t), A(t)) is 
a unitary operator on S. Since the Poincare group is 
generated by its one parameter subgroups, we have 
a(a, A) unitary on S for all elements (a, A) of the 
Poincare group. This proves 

Theorem 3.14: The map (a, A) - a(a, A) defined by 
(3.6) is a unitary representation of the Poincare group 
on S. 

This theorem (which is implicit in Ref. 3) has conse
quences for the radiation gauge quantization of the elec
tromagnetic field. We note that a induces a represen
tation of the Poincare group by automorphisms of c.c(S), 

We conclude this section by noting that many of the 
above arguments and results carryover to more gen
eral situations involving the Weyl algebra formalism. 
Whenever the physically observable algebra is "em
bedded" in a larger algebra then this question of relat
ing the automorphisms of the two algebras will arise 
(for example in a theory with a gauge group). In the 
case of the electromagnetic field this problem really 
arises from the gauge freedom implied by the 4-vector 
potential. 

4. GENERAL THEORY OF ZERO MASS FIELDS 

The arguments and results of this and our preceding 
paper3 are suffiCiently general to be applicable to higher 
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spin tensor fields. We leave the generalization of the 
preceding results [in particular the construction of 
I:.)N), .\(5), and c..c(N)/I=c..c(5)] to the reader. The 
arguments of this section are intended to point out the 
applicability of the Weyl algebra formalism in other 
zero mass theories. 

Consid~r the space .5 0 of C~ functions on X~ taking 
values in some complex vector space V which carries 
an irreducible tensor representation of the Lorentz 
group (finite dimensional) and satisfying 

(a) every f E .s 0 is of fast decrease (together with all 
its derivatives) as I k I _ 00, 

(b) every f E.s 0 vanishes at the origin. 

On 50 we can impose a skew-symmetric form as 
follows" Every tensor representation of the Lorentz 
group preserves a matrix 1) such that 1)* = 1), 1)2 = 1 
(say 1) = - gQiJ - gQiJ ••• <3 - g). Define 

(cp, 1)Cp') = Ix
o 

cp(k)*1)cp'(k) dk./k (4.1) 

for <D, cp' E.s Q. Now write 

B(cp, cp') = ;i [(cp, 1)cp') - (cp, 1)Cp') J. 

Then B is a Skew-symmetric nongenerate form on .s o. 
Consequently we can form the algebra c..cCS 0) for the 
CCR's defined by B. Clearly (cp, 1)¢') cannot be positive 
definite. A positive definite form analogous to the Fermi 
inner product may be defined by 

(<D, cp') = B(cp, Jcp') + iB(¢, cp'), (4.2) 

where J cp = - i1)cp is a non- Lorentz invariant complex 
structure on 50' Thus for every tensor field there ex
ists a Fermi method, viz., form the completion !vI of 
So in the norm defined by (4.2) and construct c..c(M) and 
its representations. 

In general a zero mass tensor field contains re
dundant components just as for the electromagnetic 
potential. These redundant components are eliminated 
by supplementary equations and gauge conditions, 
neither of which make sense as operator conditions on 
the quantized fields. To make sense of them one needs 
to interpret them as defining subalgebras or quotient 
algebras of c..c (!vI). 

Now a physical zero mass particle has only two heli
city states corresponding to helicities ± s say (s = 0, ~, 
1, t ... ). This follows by a group theoretical argument 
by choosing an appropriate subspace of !vI (or quotient 
space of a subspace) which carries a unitary represen
tation of the Poincare group equivalent to the direct 
sum of a zero mass helicity + s and a zero mass heli
city - s representation. It is the purpose of wave equa
tions and gauge conditions to choose this "physical 
space." 

There is however a constraint placed on zero mass 
theories which is a consequence of the fact that, when
ever the tensor representation of the Lorentz group in 
V is irreducible, the corresponding manifestly covari
ant representation of the Poincare group on 5 0 is in
decomposable. 20 This constraint follows from the 
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Theorem 4.1: Let U be an indecomposable represen
tation of a group G by bounded operators on a Hilbert 
space H (real or complex). Let 1) be a bounded self
adjoint (resp. skew-adjoint) operator such that ~ = 1 
(resp. ~ = - 1) and the form 

f,f - (j, 1)f') 

satisfies 

(Ugf, 1)Ugf') = (j, nf') 

for all f,j' E Hand g E G. If U is not irreducible we 
suppose that H' is a vector space direct sum (possibly 
infinite) of closed subspaces of H, each of which carries 
an irreducible subrepresentation of U. Then 

(j,1)f')=O for allf,!' EH'. 

Proof: Note firstly thatf'!' - (j, 1)f') is nondegenerate. 
Now let H 0 be an irreducible (closed) subspace of H. 
Let 

Then H 0 is a closed G-invariant subspace of H and so 
the irredUCibility ofHo impliesHonH&=(O) orH o. Now 
it is not difficult to show (cf. KreinZ1) that the ortho
gonal complement in H of the closure of H 0 + H 0 is 
1)(j-{onH'o>' Hence if HonH'o=-(o) thenH=HotfJHo a 
Hilbert space direct sum of invariant subs paces of H. 
Now we have assumed that H is not decomposable and 
neither Honor Ho is zero, thus we must have H 0 nH'o 
=Ho. 

Now let Hl be a second irreducible (closed) subspace 

of H. The considerations of the previous paragraph also 
apply to Hl . Form 

(a vector space direct sum) and 

H~ ={f' EH I (f, 1)f') = 0 for all fE Hz}. 

By the above argumentH2nH~*(O). So letfEHznH;' 
and write f uniquely as the sum fo + ft. where fo E H 0 

and It EHl . As 

(j, 1)f~)=O for all f'oEHO 

we have 

(jt, 1)fo) = 0 for all f'o EH Q. 

The set of allfl EHl such thatf1 EHo is an invariant 
subspace of Hl . Suppose it is the zero subspace. Then 
f = fo E H 0 and by the irreducibility of H 0, Hz n H 2. =H o· 
But if It' E H 1 then ft' E H { and further (jt', 1)fo) = 0 for all 
fo E H 0 as H 0 cH 2,. This implies that Hz n H 2. contains H 1> 

a contradiction. Thus Hz n H 2. contains elements of H 1 

and, being G invariant, therefore contains all of H l' A 
similar argument to the above gives 1-10 ~H2' H~ imply
ing thatHznH2=H z. 

An induction argument gives the result for any finite 
vector space direct sum of irreducibles. One assumes 
that it is true for k irreducibles Hlo ... ,Hk , and shows 
that the (k + 1 )th irreducible is in H; for each i by the 
argument of the previous paragraph. Since H k+l cH ~+l 
we have the result. 
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Infinite direct sums are dealt with as follows. Apply 
Zorn's lemma to obtain a maximal null direct sum of 
irreducibles say H", (null meaning H ",cH~). Suppose 
HI is irreducible and is not contained in H "'. Form 
H ",+1 =H", +Hl (vector space direct sum). HI can be 
shown to be inH'o for every irreducible Hot;;;H",. Thus 
H ",+1 nH'm+l =H ",+1, a contradiction. Thus any maximal 
direct sum of irreducibles is null, completing the proof. 

This result shows that if the "physical fields" of heli
city ± s form an invariant subspace of M (and conse
quently are equivalent to the direct sum of two unitary 
irreducible representations of the Poincare group) then 
there is no Poincare invariant form on S 0 which is non
degenerate on the phYSical subspace. Consequently there 
is no physically sensible Fermi Weyl algebra formalism 
for this case (the obvious "Weyl algebra" being Abelian 
on the physical subspace). 

These considerations apply to the antisymmetric 
tensor form of Maxwell's equations, 

klJ. FlJ.v = 0, klJ. pa + kP F"IJ. + k"PIJ. = 0, 

as the solutions to these equations carry a representa
tion of the Poincare group which can be shown to be 
equivalent to a direct sum of irreducibles. The above 
theorem also applies to any zero mass tensor theory 
which does not include gauge conditions. 

Conversely, if the physical components of a tensor 
field span a subspace of Soon which some Poincare 
invariant symplectic form (derivable from an inner pro
duct on 5 ° by means of a complex structure J) is non
degenerate, these physical components cannot form a 
Poincare invariant subspace of 5 o' Hence gauge condi
tions are essential in such a theory. 

We see therefore that in a zero mass tensor theory 
to which a Fermi Weyl algebra formalism is applicable 
there are two alternative procedures: 

(a) a Fermi method in which ac(M) is constructed and 
certain subalgebras and quotient algebras specified as 
physical, 

(b) a Segal "radiation gauge" formalism in which the 
symplectic space M is taken to be a quotient space of a 
subspace of So, specified by supplementary and gauge 
conditions. 

The considerations of Ref. 3 imply that the features 
of (b) can be extracted from (a). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have observed that the Fermi method of quantizing 
the electromagnetic 4-vector potential provides: 
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(a) an example of spontaneous symmetry breaking in 
a field theory, 

(b) a problem in the analysis of automorphisms of 
Weyl systems which may be of more general interest, 

(c) a unitary representation of the Poincare group 
for the radiation gauge formalism, 

(d) a prototype for higher spin zero mass quantum 
field theories. 
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A contour integration technique is developed which enforces the initial conditions for wavepacket
potential scattering. The expansion coefficients for the exact energy eigenstate expansion are automatically 
expressed in terms of the plane wave expansion coefficients of the initial wavepacket thereby simplifying 
what is usually a tedious, mathematical process. The method is applicable regardless of the initial spatial 
separation of the wavepacket from the scattering center. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we present a formalism which, although 
specifically designed to treat the potential scattering of 
a wavepacket when the packet is initially at a finite dis
tance from the scattering center, is applicable also if 
the wavepacket is within the potential well. Thus decay
ing states are included in the analysis. 

The basic idea is analogous to the Regge pole analysis 
in that the discrete sum over bound states is replaced 
by a contour integration. We show that given an initial 
wavepacket 

I/J(x, 0) = J dpa(p) exp(ip. x), 

a contour C, in the complex I p I plane, can be found 
such that 

I/J(x, t) = J dpa(p) cp(p, x) exp(- iEt) 
c 

(1) 

(2) 

is a solution to the time dependent SchrOdinger equation 
if 

cp(p, x) = [1 + R(x, p)] exp(ip . x) (3) 

is a solution to the stationary state Schrodinger equation 

(4) 

The wavefunction I/J(x, t) is made the unique solution of 
the time dependent Schrodinger equation by choosing the 
contour so that the singularities of R(x, p) are excluded, 
giving 

J dp a(p) R(x, p) exp(ip . x) = 0, 
c 

thereby satisfying the initial condition, Eq. (1). 

(5) 

The analysis is particularly applicable for initial 
wavepackets that are localized to a finite region of space 
outside of a finite range potential V. For this case a 
contour C which satisfies the condition Eq. (5) can al
ways be found. In the case where the wavepacket is 
inside the range of the potential, which includes the in
finite range potential, a contour can still be found but 
in addition the amplitude a(p) must be modifed from that 
of the plane wave coefficients. 

The connection to other formalisms, in particular 
the Lippmann-Schwinger formalism, is made by noting 

a)Work performed for the V. S. Energy Research and Develop
ment Administration under Contract No. W-7405-eng-82. 
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that R(x. p) may be written as 

R(x,p) = (E - H + i1))-l V. 

However, in their formalism the initial wavepacket 

(6) 

must be considered at an infinite distance from the scat
tering center for the solution to be exact. In this limit 
C becomes the real I p I axis since there are no bound 
state contributions to the initial wavepacket. 

The usefulness of the analysis presented here lies in 
the fact that the initial wavepacket is expanded in terms 
of plane wave coefficients rather than the expansion co
efficients for the exact eigenfunctions of the Hamil
tonian-a procedure which is usually long and tedious. 
As will be shown, the connection between the plane wave 
coefficients and the exact expansion coefficients is made 
simply by "straightening" out the contour. 

The formalism is first developed for the one-space
diemensional case and then generalized to three space 
dimensions. 

ONE SPACE DIMENSION 

A. Wavepacket properties 

To facilitate the discussion of the scattering of wave
packets from one-dimensional potentials, it is neces
sary to know the analytic properties and the asymptotic 
behavior of the plane wave coefficients, a(p). The type 
of wavepacket that is to be considered can be represent
ed by the Fourier integral 

x(x, 0) = (21T)-1 /2 J.:dp a(p) exp(ipx), (7) 

where 

COMPLEX x PLANE 

¢ 
--~~~-4----~--~---

FIG. 1. Contour integration in the complex x plane. 
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X(x, 0) = 0, !xl > 0, (8) 

and a(p) is presumed centered about p = 0. In general, 
the integration in Eq. (7) can be replaced by a closed 
contour integration in the complex p plane along the 
real p axis returning along an infinite arc either in the 
upper or lower p plane depending on the range of x. The 
behavior of a(p) for large p, which can be determined 
from the reciprocal Fourier transform 

a(p) = (21T)-1 /2 i: dx X(x, 0) exp(- ipx), (9) 

must be known to determine this range. The integral of 
Eq. (9) can be replaced by the contour integration shown 
in Fig. 1, where the path of integration which damps 
most rapidly is along the lines of constant phase 

1> = - phase(ip). (10) 

The leading terms in the asymptotic expansion of a(p) 
then become the Laplace transforms, 

a(p) '" (21T)-1 /2 exp(ipo) JO~exP(i<l» dz x(z - 0, 0) exp(- ipz) 

+ (21T)-1 /2 exp(- ipo) L:
xP

(i<1» dz X(z + 0,0) exp(- ipz). 

(11) 

Contributions from singularities such as the pole shown 
in Fig. 1 damp exponentially to zero relative to the lead
ing terms for large p. The first term of the asymptotic 
expansion is 

a(p) '" (21T)-1 /2(ipt1[exp(iop)X(- 0, 0) 
Ipl - "" 

- exp(- iOP)x(O, 0)], (12) 

as obtained by expanding X in the integrands of Eq. (11) 
about z = 0. If this expression is used in the integrand 
of Eq. (7) for large p, it is clear that for x> ° the con
tour can be closed in the upper half p plane whereas for 
x < 0, the contour can be closed in the lower half p 
plane. In either case, the result of the integral is zero 
because of the condition imposed by Eq. (8). Thus a(p) 
has no Singularities in the entire finite p plane. This 
conclusion can also be seen directly from Eq. (9) since 
the analytic properties of a(p) are the same as those of 
exp(ipx) as long as the integral exists. 

A wavepacket that is centered about the point x=xo 
rather than at the point x = 0, and whose momentum is 
centered about Po rather than zero is 

(13) 

as obtained from Eq. (7) by displacing both x and p. 

B. The step potential 

As a first example to illustrate the analysis in a sim-

( 
1 32 ~ 

- 2m a>? + V(x) J C(J.(P, x) = EC(J.(P, x) (15) 

with solutions 

C(J.(P, x) = a(p - Po) exp(- ipxo) exp(ipx) + b(P) exp(- ipx), 

x~o, 

and 

C(J.(P,x)=c(p)exp(ip'x), x;" 0, (16) 

where 

p' = (P2 + 2m Vo)l /2, E = (p2/2m). (17) 

Since the wavefunction and its derivative are continuous 
across the step, 

c(P) = 2p(p + p')-l a(p - Po) exp(- ipxo) , 
(18) 

b(P) = (p - p')(P + p~-l a(p - Po) exp(- ipxo), 

for all p. Even for complex p, Eqs. (16) and (18) rep
resent a solution to the SchrOdinger equation which is 
continuous across the origin. 

Then, according to Eq. (2), the wavefunction at any 
time tis 

and 

I/J(x, t) = (21T)-1 /2 J dp a(p - Po) exp(- ipxo) 
c 

x{l + (p _ p ')(P + p ')-1 exp(- i2px)} 

x exp[i(px - Et)], x ~ ° 

I/J(x, t) = (21T)-1 /2 J dp 2p(p + p')_l a(p - Po) 
c 

Xexp(-ipxo)exp[i(p'x-Et)], x;" 0, (19) 

where C must be chosen so that the initial condition ex
pressed in Eq. (13) is satisfied, that is, 

COMPLEX P PLANE 

0) 
i(2mVo)1/2 

e 

, 1 2 1/21 ' 1 2 1/21 p=-(p +2mVo) ---- p= (p +2mVo) 

-S-i (2mVo)1/2 

b) 

ple way, consider a wavepacket, initially represented c) 

by Eq. (13) with Xo < - 0, incident upon a step potential 

V(x) = 0, x < 0, 

=- Vo, x >0. (14) 

The Schrodinger equation is FIG. 2. Contour integration in the complex p plane. 
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Ie dp a(p - po)(p - p/)(P + p'J-l exp[- ip(x + Xo)] = 0, x"'" 0, 

Ie dp a(p - Po)2p(P + p')-l exp[i(p' x - pXo)] = 0, x? O. 

(20) 

The only singularities in c(P) and b(P) different from 
those in a(p - Po) are the branch points due to p' located 
at 

p=±i(2mVo)1/2 (21) 

as shown in Fig. 2. The phases shown in the figure 
are chosen to make p' real and positive when p is real 
and positive. With this choice, Eq. (18) corresponds to 
the usual plane wave results for real, positive p. The 
initial condition is automatically satisfied if C is taken 
along the real p axis and over the cut as shown in Fig. 
2(a) as is readily verified from Eqs. (12) and (20) by 
closing the contour in the upper half-plane. Thus, Eq. 
(19) represents a unique solution to the time dependent 
Schrooinger equation 

( 
1 il

2 
) • (ill/l(X, t») 

- 2m a?+ V(x) I/I(x, t) =t -ilt- (22) 

with Eq. (13) as the initial condition. 

It should be noted that by choosing C to satisfy the 
initial conditions, I/I(x, t) has automatically been ex
panded in terms of a complete set of bounded, stationary 
state solutions. For real p > 0, the integration along C 
corresponds to a superposition of the usual plane wave 
results. Along the cut, the integration represents a 
superposition of damped exponential solutions for x < 0 
and a superposition of standing waves for x > 0 corre
sponding to the "bound" states of a semi-infinite square 
well. This follows from Eq. (19) since along the cut 

1/2 
I/I(x, t) = - 2i(271)-1 /2(m VO)-l 10 (2mV 0) (d I pi) I pp' I 

Xa(i Ip I - Po) exp[ Ip I (x + Xo)] exp[i( Ip 12 /2m)t], 

x"'" 0 

and 

I/I(x, t) =- 2i(mVoJ-1(271)-1 /2 I
o
C2mV O)1/2 (dip I) Ip la(i Ipl- Po) 

x exp( Ip I x o) exp[i Ip 12 /2m)t][ Ip' I cos Ip' I x 

+ Iplsinlp/lx], X?O, (23) 

where x o"'" 0 and Ip/l =(2mVo- IpI2)1/2. 

For real p < 0, the transmission and reflection co
efficients given in Eq. (18) remain unchanged because 
p' also changes sign along the negative p axis. This part 
of the solution represents two plane waves incident upon 
the step potential one from the left and the other from 
the right, giving rise to that part of the initial wave
packet which corresponds to wavelets traveling to the 
left. 

C. The general finite range potential 

Let the finite range potential be represented by 

V=O, X? a, x"'" 0, 
(24) 
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v = V(x), 0"'" X"'" a, 

and let the wavepacket be incident from the right so that 

I/I(x, 0) = (271)-1 /2 i:dp a(p - Po) exp[ - ip(x - xo)], 

(25) 

The most convenient form for the solutions of Eq. (15) 
is 

CPa =a(p - Po) exp[ - ip(x - x o») + b(P) exp(ipx) , x? a, 

CPa = a(p - Po)f-(P, x) exp(ipxo) + b(P)f.(P, x), 0"'" x"'" a, 

CPa=c(p)exp(-ipx), x""'O, 

where 

f.(P, x) =f(±P, x). 

(26) 

(27) 

The usual boundary conditions at x = a are satisfied 
if 

f.(P, a) = exp(± ipa), 

(28) 
(df.(P, a)/da) =± ip exp(± ipa), 

so that in terms of two linearly independent solutions 
Yl and Y2, 

f(P, x) = [exp(ipa)/w(p) X[y[(P, a) - iPYl (P, a)lV2(P, x) 

- [y~(P, a) - iPY2(P, a)]Yl (p, x)}, (29) 

where 

(P) I I, dV 
w = Y1Y2 - J'lY2, Y = d~ . 

The boundary conditions at x = 0 are satisfied for 
all p if in Eq. (26) 

b(P) = - a(p - Po) exp(ipxo)(ipL _ + L ~)(ipL • + L ~)-1, 

c(P) = 2ipa(p - Po) exp(ipx 0) (ipL. + L ~)-1 , 

where 

L.(P) = limf.(p, x), L ~(P) = limf~(p, x). 
x-O x-O 

(30) 

(31) 

The function L .(P) is analogous to the Jost function for 
the case of s wave scattering. 1 The solution to Eq. (22) 
with Eq. (25) as the initial condition is 

I/I(x, t) = (271)-1 /2 1 dp a(p - Po) expi(pxo - Et)[exp(- ipx) 
c 

- (ipL _ + L ~)(ipL • + L ~J-l exp(ipx»), X? a, 

I/I(x, t) = (271)-1 /2 1 dp a(p _ Po)2ip(ipL. + L ~)-1 
C 

xexp{-i[p(x-xo) + EtJ), X""'O, 

and 

I/I(x, t) = (271)-1 /2 1 dp a(p - Po) expi(pxo - Et) 
c 

Xcp(P,X), o "",x"'" a, 

where 

cP(P, x) =f_(P, x) - (ipL _ +C)(iPL. +L :)-If.(P, x). 

(32) 

(33) 

The contour C must be taken over the poles, which oc
cur because of the zeros of (ipL. + L .), as shown in Fig. 
2b) or equivalently as shown in Fig. 2c). 
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To see that this contour actually satisfies the initial 
conditions, the asymptotic properties of the integrands 
of Eq. (32) must be examined for large Imp> O. This 
is most easily accomplished from the integral equation 

rp(p, x) == 2ip(L; + ipL ,)"1 exp(- ipx) 

+ 2mp-1 Jox dx' sin(p(x - x') ]V(x')rp(P, x'). 

(34) 

Following the iteration procedure used by Newton, Z 

it is easy to show for a?- x?- 0, and II = Imp> 0, that 

rp(p, x) !i; C 2ip(L ~ + ipL ,)"1 exp[lIx 

+ C Ip 1-1 Jo" I Vex') I dx], 
(35) 

I sinp(x - x') I -'" C exp[lI(x - x')], x> x', 

where C is a positive number independent of x or p. 
Consequently as Ip 1- 00, Imp> 0, it follows from sub
stitution into Eq. (34) for the quantities in Eq. (35), that 
rp(P, x) approaches its unperturbed value 

lim rp(p, x) = 2ip([ ~ + ipL ,)-1 exp(- ipx). (36) 
Ipl_e 

Because of Eqs. (28) and (33), the Wronskian of 
rp(p,x), as defined in Eq. (34), with!. and!_, evaluated 
at x == a, gives 

([ ~ + ipL J([ ~ + iPL.>-t 

= - m(ip)-l 10" dx' V(x')rp(P, x') exp(- ipx'), (37) 

and 

2ip(L : + ipL ,)-1 

= 1 + m(ip)-l 10" dx' V(x')rp(P, x') exp(ipx'). (38) 

Substitution for the asymptotic limit of rp from Eq. (36) 
into Eqs. (37) and (38) gives 

lim ([ ~ + ipL ,) = 2ip, Imp > 0, 
Ipl-e 

lim ([ ~ + ipL J([ ~ + ip[.)"1 - exp(- 2ipa), Imp > O. (39) 
Ipl-e 

As a result of these asymptotic conditions, Eqs. (35) 
and (39), at t=O for xo?- a+ Ii, the contours of Eq. (32) 
shown in Fig. 2b) can be closed in the upper complex 
p plane so that the only contribution arises from the 
initial wavepacket as required. 

As in the previous section, the choice of the contour 
results in the expansion of </J(x, t) in terms of a complete 
set of stationary state solutions. For real p > 0, the 
integration along C corresponds to a superposition of 
the usual plane wave results. The sum of the residues 
from the bound state poles is a superposition of bound 
state eigenfunctions, exponentially damped for x > a 
and x < O. For real p < 0 the interpretation is similar 
to that given for the step potential. 

II. THREE·SPACE DIMENSIONS 
A. Spherically symmetric potentials of finite range 

The discussion of the previous section is readily ex-
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tended to the consideration of spherically symmetric 
potentials 

V = VCr), r-'" a, 

V==O, r?-a. 

The radial part of the solution then is 

rpl(P, r) == (2pr)-1 exp[i(1T/2)(Z + 1)] 

X [jl_(P, r) - exp(- irrl)Srfl.(P' r)], 

(40) 

r-'" a (41) 

where 

a l:J.arp 
r-z ar ~ - Z(Z + 1)r-2c,ol + 2m[E - VCr) ]rpl == 0, 

and Sl is the S matrix defined by the ratio of the J ost 
functions, 3 

SI =(JI (P)/] I (p)]exp(irrl), (42) - . 
and 

where jz (pr) is the spherical Bessel function and h~1) 
and hl(Z) spherical Hankel functions. 4 

The boundary conditions at r == a are satisfied if 

(pa)"l!I.(P, a) =hl(1)(pa) exp[i(rr/2)(l + 1)], 

(pa)-l!1 _ (p, a) == h l(2)(pa) exp[ - i(1T /2) (l + 1)]. 

Therefore, 

limA (p, a) == exp(± ipa) 
a .. GO :i:: 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

in parallel to the usual asymptotic boundary conditions 
for potentials of infinite range. 

As shown in the next section in Eqs. (67) and (68) the 
incident wavepacket 

</J(x, 0) == J dp a(p - Po) exp[ip . (x - xv)] (47) 

can be expanded in the form 

</J(x, 0) =6 i:p2 dp j, (Pr)alm(P, Po, Xo) Y1 m(X), (48) 
I,m 

(49) 

where r= Ixl. For a finite wavepacket </J(x, 0) there is 
a Ii such that 

</J(x, 0) = 0, Ix- Xo I ?- 6. (50) 

Therefore, the asymptotic properties of al,m can be 
obtained from 

a, m(P, Po, xo) 

(51) 
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in parallel to the arguments leading to Eq. (12). The 
exponential behavior for large p then is 

lim alm(p, Po, xo) - p-3 expip( I Xo I ± 6). 
p~ ~ 

The wavefunction for all time t is therefore 

</J(x, t) = (2r)-1 6 exp[i(rr/2)(Z + 1) ]YI,m{:Y) 
I,m 

x Ie p dp al m (p, Po, XO)[ll_ (pr) 

- exp(- irrl)S, fz.(pr)] exp(- iEt), r'-; a 

and 

</J(x, t) = ~ Ylm(X)[J.:p2 dp jl (pr) 
I,m 

x al,m(P, Po, xo)exp(- iEt) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

where the contour C is the same as that shown in Figs. 
2b) and 2cl. 

The asymptotic behavior of SI and 'PI have been in
vestigated extensively by NewtonS and found to be es
sentially the same as the corresponding quantities given 
in the previous section for the one-dimensional case. 
Consequently at t = 0, since I Xo I »a + 6, the contour in 
Eqs. (53) and (54) can be closed in the upper half p 
plane so that the only contribution arises from the ini
tial wavepacket. 

Again the choice of the contour results in the expan
sion </J(x, t) in terms of a complete set of stationary state 
solutions, the bound state contributions arising from the 
poles due to the zero's of the Jost functionsJI.(p). 

B. The general finite range potential 

This result is readily generalized to the general 
three-dimensional potential of finite range if it is as
sumed that the corresponding S matrix has the appro
priate asymptotic properties for large Imp> O. The gen
eral scattering solution outside the range of the poten
tial can then be taken to be 

</J(x,f)= r dpa(p-po)exp[-i(p'xo+Et)] . e 

X{l + [E - H]-lV} exp(ip . x), (55) 

If exp(ip· x) is expanded in terms of spherical Bessel 
functions and Legendre polynomials in the usual 
fashion 

</J(x, t) =.0 YI m(ij{ J.:p2 dp jl (pr)alm(p, Po, xo) 
I,m 

x exp( - jEt) + J p2 dp [try + E - H]-l Vjl (pr) 
e 

(56) 

where C again excludes the singularities in the upper 
p plane and where the sign of 1) is chosen so that the 
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contour can be closed in the upper half of the p plane 
thereby enabling the initial conditions to be satisfied. 

C. Potentials with infinite range and completeness 
relationships 

The result expressed in Eq. (56) could just as well 
apply for potentials of infinite range since the term in 
brackets is a general stationary state solution. In par
ticular, if the potential goes to zero strongly enough for 
large r, such as a superposition of Yakawa potentials, 
the S matrix goes to unity along the infinite arc in the 
upper half of the p plane, 6 

lim SI(P)=1. (57) 
Ipl ~ ~ 

It then follows from the symptotic properties of 
alm(p, Po, xo) and Green's function that the contour can 
be completed in the upper half p plane thereby eliminat
ing the second term of Eq. (56) as required to satisfy 
the initial conditions. 

For potentials that do not go to zero sufficiently 
rapidly for large r, the S matrix is not well defined off 
the real p axis or it may take on values such that the 
contour cannot be closed in the upper half of the p plane 
for all values of r. In this event, or, if the wavepacket 
is inside the potential well, it is necessary to expand 
the initial wavepacket directly in terms of a complete 
set of states. 

However, the techniques described earlier can still 
be used to obtain this expansion. For example, the com
pleteness relationship can also be written as a contour 
integral. 

~ p2 dp 'PI (p, r)'PI (- p, r') 

(58) 

where C is a particular choice of contour which is de
scribed below. The function 'PI(P, r), defined in Eq. 
(41), is now assumed to apply for all r, and 

'PI (- p, r) = (2pr)-1 exp[ - i(rr /2)(Z + 1)] 

X [/I.(P, r) - (JI/JI)/I_(pr)]. (59) 

The proof of Eq. (58) can be seen more directly after 
substitution for 'PI (±p, r), 

1 p2 dp 'PI(P, r) 'PI (- p, r') 
e 

= (4rr't1 Ie dp(JI.(p,r)-(JI)JI.lfz.(p,r)] 

x [[I.(P, r') - G I./J 1)/1_ (p, r')] 

= (4rr ') -l{ ~ dp Idp, r')[/1 _ (p, r) 
1 

- (JI_IJI)II.(P, r)] + lC2 dPII.(P, r')[/I.(p, r) 

- (J I/JI )/I_(P, r) Jr. (60) 

It is well known that II" (p, r) is analytic everywhere 
in the upper (lower) half p plane7 and that 'PI (±p, r) is 
analytic everywhere8 in the upper (lower) half p plane 
except for poles of branch points on the positve (nega
tive) imaginary p axis. Consequently, C1 is chosen as 
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shown in Fig. 2b) and C 2 is chosen so that it goes under 
the singularities on the negative imaginary p axis. Thus 
by changing p to - p in the second term of Eq. (60), 

.t p2 dp CfJz(P, r)CfJz(-p, r') 

= (2rr,)-1 Ie dPfz.(P, r')[fz_(p, r) - Gz/Jz)fz.(P, r)]. 

1 (61) 

For large Ip I, Imp' 0,7 

lim [fz.(P, r)/Jz.(p)] 
Ipl - '" 

= [(21 + 1)! ! J-1 pZ expi[pv - (7T/2)Z], 

lim [J I (P)fl (p, r) - J I (P)fz (p, r)] 
Ipl .. oo + - - + 

= - 2ip-l (2Z + 1)! ! sin[pr - (7T/2)Z]. (62) 

If r' "r, these asymptotic properties allow C 1 to be 
closed in the upper half of the p plane, excluding all 
singularities thereby causing the right-hand side of Eq. 
(61) to vanish. The same result is obtained if r '. r', 
since the original integral is symmetric to an inter
change of r' and r as can be seen from the first equality 
in Eq. (60). That the integral is the delta function given 
in Eq. (58) then follows directly from the asymptotic 
properties given by Eq. (62). Furthermore as a result 
of Eq. (61), 

Ie dPfl.(P, r'}[fl_(p, r) - GZ/JZ)fl.(P, r)] 
1 

(63) 

This expression can now be used to expand an arbi
trary wavepacket in terms of the stationary state solu
tion CfJz(p, r). Thus from Eqs. (41), (48), and (63), 

= 1.:p2 dp a1 ,m(P, Po, xo) 

x Io "'(r' dr' /r)6(r - r')jz (pr') 

(64) 

with 

a1 m(P, Po, xo) j '" r' dr' jz (pr')fl (kr') , ° • 
= (7Tkj"1 exp[- i(7T/2)(l + 1)] 

x j "'r' dr' l/Jl m(r',O)fl (k,r'), o ' • (65) 
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where it is assumed that l/J(x, 0) is zero for x = ° so that 
the term containing 6(r + r') in Eq. (63) can be ignored 
for all values of r'. Since CfJz (k, r) is the stationary 
state solution, regular at the origin, it follows that the 
solution as a function of time is 

X CfJz (k, r) exp( - iEt). (66) 

This expansion theorem has a simple form for the 
free particle case. The function CfJz (kr) then reduces to 
jz (kr) and fz.<k, r) is proportional to h (1 )(kr) as defined 
in Eq. (45). Thus the initial wavepacket l/J(x, 0) can be 
represented by 

I/J(x, 0) = 2::) yz m(x) 1.: k2 dk u1 m(k)jz (l?Y) 
I,m 

with 

alm(k) = (k7T)-l Io'" y2 dr h? )(kr) 

X I dn ytm(.;:)l/J(X, 0). 

CONCLUSIONS 

(67) 

(68) 

The formalism presented here removes the necessity 
for conSidering the initial wavepacket at an infinite dis
tance from the scattering center at an initial time t 
= - 00. As a result, final states can be obtained for times 
large compared to the interaction time but not neces
sarily infinite. Therefore, decaying states can be read
ily examined using this formalism rather than the time 
dependent formalism previously developed9 which de
pended explicitly upon an initial interaction time to. 
There seems to be no conceptual difficulty in extending 
the concepts developed here to relativistic theories and 
to quantized field theories since the restrictions on the 
S matrix which are normally assumed are sufficient to 
ensure that the contour can be closed in the upper half 
of the P plane. 

iRoger G. Newton, Scatterinf[ Theory of Waves and Particles 
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966), Chap. 12, Sec. 12.1.2, 
P. 340. 

2See Ref. 1, P. 331. 
3See Ref. 1, p. 373. 
4Leonard I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1955), 2nded., Chap. 4, pp. 77-9. 

5See Ref. 1, Chap. 12. 
6See Ref. 1, P. 347. 
lSee Ref. 1, p. 37:3. 
8Marvin L. Goldberger and Kenneth M. Watson, Collision 
Theory (Wiley, New York, 1964), Chap. 8. 

9C. L. Hammer and T. A. Weber, J. Math. Phys. 8, 494 
(1966). 
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Causally symmetric spacetimes are spacetimes with J +(S) isometric to J ~(S) for some set S. We 
discuss certain properties of these spacetimes, showing for example that if S is a maximal Cauchy surface 
with matter everywhere on S, then the spacetime has singularities in both J +(S) and J ~(S). We also 
consider totally vicious spacetimes, a class of causally symmetric spacetimes for which I + (p ) = I ~ (p ) = M 
for any point p in M. Two different notions of stability in general relativity are discussed, using various 
types of causally symmetric spacetimes as starting points for perturbations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of symmetry is basic to physics. Sym
metry in general relativity is usually based on a local 
one-parameter group of isometries generated by a 
vector field: a Killing vector field. In this paper I shall 
develop a notion of symmetry which is based on the 
global causal structure of spacetime. The reasons for 
analyzing spacetimes with causal symmetries are in 
part the same as the reasons for considering space
times with Killing symmetries: First, the spacetimes 
having such symmetries mimic important known fea
tures of the actual universe while simplifying the 
problem of solving the field equations; and second, the 
mathematical Simplicity of such spacetimes allows them 
to be used as easily understood examples of exotic 
spacetime structures-structures which may form a 
part of the actual universe. 1 

I shall discuss both applications of symmetries in 
this paper. After setting down the definitions and 
basic relations between the various types of causal sym
metries in Sec. 2, I shall show in Sec, 3 that all time 
symmetric universes which contain matter everywhere 
are singularity symmetric. That is, these universes 
have Singularities both to the past and to the future of the 
spacelike hypersurface about which the universe is time 
symmetric. Many writers believe2- 4 that the actual 
universe is closed, and the evidence suggests5 that it is 
isotropic and homogeneous. This implies the existence 
of a surface of time symmetry, Thus if we assume that 
this surface of time symmetry is a Cauchy surface, 
then it follows that the universe can exist for only a 
finite time. In general, Sec. 3 will be devoted to a 
discussion of the conditions which must be imposed on 
a spacetime in order to make it singularity symmetric, 

In Sec, 4 I shall briefly discuss some of the proper~ 
ties of totally vicious spacetimes, the class of causally 
symmetric spacetimes for which ]+(p) =]-(p) =M, the 
entire spacetime, for any point pin M. These space
times provide a counterexample to a theorem by Hawk
ing and Sachs: A causally simple spacetime is stably 
causal. 

Causally symmetric spacetimes have one advantage 
over Killing symmetric spacetimes. Causal symmetries 
are quite amendable to analysis by the global techniques 
developed by Hawking and Penrose, and using these 
methods it is easy to prove that many of the properties 
of these spacetimes are "stable." I have placed "stable" 

in quotes because there are two notions of stability 
used in general relativity. First, a spacetime property 
is said to be stable if it still occurs when the initial 
data is perturbed. Second, a property is said to be 
stable if it perSists when the metric is changed slightly 
at every point in the spacetime. I shall make these dif
ferent notions of stability more precise in Sec. 5, 
showing that the singularity symmetry of some of the 
spacetimes considered in Sec. 3 is a stable property in 
the first sense, and that the total viciousness of the 
spacetimes of Sec. 4 is a stable property in the second 
sense. 

The notation of this paper is the same as that of 
Hawking and Ellis, 6 hereafter denoted HE, I shall as
sume that the cosmological constant is zero, 

2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RELATIONSHIPS 

The three basic causal sets, J+(S), r<s), and D+(S) 
give rise to the following three definitions of symmetry: 

Definition: A spacetime (M' ,g) will be called causally 
symmetric about a set S if J+(S) is isometric to J"(S), 
written 

J+(S) ""J- (S). 

Definition: A spacetime (M' ,g) will be called chrono
logically symmetric about a set S if 

]+(S) "'i(S). 

Definition: A spacetime (M', g) will be called Wuchy 
symmetric about a set S if 

u(S) "'D"(S), 

Since all spacetimes have the above symmetries if S 
=M, some restriction will have to be placed on S for 
the definitions to be useful. In Sec, 3, we will require 
S to be a partial Cauchy surface, and on this structure 
we can define another notion of "Cauchy" symmetry: 

Definition: A spacetime (M',g) is called time sym
metric if there exists a partial Cauchy s_urface at each 
point of which the extrinsic curvature Xa& vanishes. 

This is the definition of time symmetry as given by 
Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler. 7 There are other defini
tions of time symmetry in the literature. 8 For example, 
in Harrison, Thorne, Wakano, and Wheeler we find the 
following definition of time symmetry: "A spacelike 
hypersurface is said to be a hypersurface of time sym-
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metry when the dynamical history and the 4-geometry 
on the future side of this hypersurface is the time
reversed image of the dynamical history and the 4-
geometry in the past. 9" As I interpret this statement, 
the above authors claim that a spacelike hypersurface 
S is a surface of time symmetry if the spacetime is 
both Cauchy symmetric and causally symmetric about 
S. (The time reversal of the dynamical history gives 
rise to the Cauchy symmetry and the time reversal of 
the 4-geometry gives rise to the causal symmetry.) 
Note, however, that neither D+(S) :::;D-(S) nor J+(S) 
~.r(S) imply Xab=O. For example, let S have the 
topology R3 and let (x, y, z) be a Euclidean coordinate 
system on S, with initial data set (h.b , Xab ) on S (h. b is 
the metric on S). Then if h.a (X, Y-o-z) = h'b (x ,y , - z) and 
xab(x ,y,z) = - X.b(X ,y, - z) with X'b * 0 except at pOints 
for which z =0, we can evolve this data so that V(S) 
:::;Ir(S) and J+(S):::;J-(S). In other words, this initial data 
set is globally time symmetric [i.e., J+(S):::;J-(S) and 
n+(S)==Ir(S)] but not locally time symmetric [i.e., for 
any point p in S with z * 0, we have J+(p) not isometric 
to J-(p)]. 

Furthermore, X'b = 0 on a partial Cauchy surface S 
does not imply any of the three causal symmetries. 
For example, remove the point (x = y = z = 0, t =+ 1) 
from Minkowski space. In the resulting spacetime the 
hypersurface t=O has X.b=O, but V(S) is not isometric 
to Ir(S). We do, however, have the following: 

Proposition 1: If the spacetime (M ,g) is time sym
metric about S and if D(S) '" V(S) U Ir(S) is the maximal 
Cauchy development from S, then V(S) '" D-(S). 

This result follows immediately from the existence 
and uniqueness of the maximal development from S, 
proven in Chap. 7 of HE. In a similar manner, we 
prove 

Proposition 2: If S is a time symmetric Cauchy sur
face, then S is causally symmetric about S. 

In the next section we will show that Singularities 
develop both to the past and to the future of a maximal 
hypersurface10 S provided there is matter present 
everywhere on S. Intuitively, the notion of "matter 
present everywhere on S" means "the energy denSity is 
nonzero at each pOint of S." We can make this intuitive 
notion precise via one of the following conditions: 

Definition: The weak ubiquitous energy condition is 
said to hold on a set S if Tab V"0' > 0 for all timelike or 
null vectors V" at each point p in S. 

Definition: The strong ubiquitous energy condition is 
said to hold on a set S if (T'b - tgab T)Va~ > 0 for all 
timelike or null vectors V' at each pOint p in S. 

All observed matter fields obey both of the above con
ditions at a point p if Tab* 0 at p. However, there are 
certain fields which are often used as approximations 
to actual fields that do not satisfy one or both of the 
above conditions if T'b * O. For example, a null fluid 
moving entirely in the va direction would give Tab V' Vb 
=0 with Tab*O. Furthermore, a massive scalar field 
could violate the strong ubiquitous energy condition 
while satisfying the weak ubiquitous energy condition 
(see p. 95 of HE). Since it is unlikely that the matter at 
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a given point would consist entirely of radiation moving 
in'one direction, and since a massive scalar field with 
Tab * 0 could violate the strong ubiquitous energy con
dition only at such extremely high densities that we can
not trust the matter equations, it is reasonable to as
sume that the above energy conditions hold at a point 
p whenever Tab *0 at p. 

The condition Tab * 0 for all p EO M was apparently 
originally proposed by Aristotle (nature abhors a 
vacuum), and later defended by numerous authors, 
among them Leibniz, who supported it with an argu
ment which is cogent even in the world view of general 
relativity: At any point in spacetime we expect there 
will be a little randomly oriented radiation present, 
even in what would otherwise be a perfect vacuum. The 
microwave background radiation, for example, is ex
pected to be present everywhere in spacetime, except 
perhaps where there is matter to shield it out. This 
random background radiation would be sufficient to 
satisfy both of the ubiquitous energy conditions; even 
in radiation shielded regions there would be quantum 
mechanical zero-point radiation which would in itself 
be sufficient to satisfy the condition. Thus the above 
ubiquitous energy conditions seem to be eminently 
reasonable conditions to impose on the whole of space
time, though for our purposes we will need to impose 
them only on an initial spacelike hypersurface. 

3. SINGULARITY SYMMETRIC SPACETIMES 

We will now show that any spacetime which is time 
symmetric about a spacelike hypersurface S (or more 
generally, for which S is a maximal hypersurface) and 
which has matter everywhere on S has singularities 
both to the future and to the past of S. The first two 
theorems will apply to the case in which S is compact, 
and they require no global causality assumption. The 
third theorem, which handles the noncompact case, 
will require a causality assumption: S is required to be 
a Cauchy surface. The first theorem is really a special 
case of the second. It is included separately for two 
reasons. First of all, it facilitates comparison with a 
similar theorem by Brill and Flaherty, 11 and second, 
since its conclusions depend explicitly on the initial 
data and not on a more general global generic condition, 
it will be used to prove the stability of a class of 
singularity symmetric spacetimes. 

Theorem 1: Suppose that a spacetime (M ig) contains 
a maximal spacelike hypersurface S which is compact 
and edgeless. Then there is at least one timelike 
geodeSic which is incomplete to the future of S, and at 
least one timelike geodesic which is incomplete to the 
past of S, provided: 

(1) the Einstein equations hold on (M ,g); 

(2) the strong energy condition holds on (M, g); 

(3) the strong ubiquitous energy condition holds on S. 

Theorem 2: Suppose that a spacetime (A1,g) contains 
a maximal spacelike hypersurface S which is compact 
and edge less. Then there is at least one timelike 
geodesic which is incomplete to the future of S, and at 
least one timelike geodesic which is incomplete to the 
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past of S, provided: 

(1) the Einstein equations hold on (M,g); 

(2) the strong energy condition holds on (M ,g); 

(3) on every timelike geodesic y with y n S"* cp, there 
are points p, q in J+(S) and J-(S) respectively such that 
at p and q, vaVbV[cRdla~[8 ViI"* 0, where va is the unit 
tangent vector to y. 

Proof: Clearly Theorem 1 is a special case of 
Theorem 2, for let p = q be a point in y n S. Then 
Rab V·Vb > 0 at p = q by conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 
1. But this implies VaVbV[CRdlab[8 VfJ"* 0 at p = q (see p. 
540 of Ref. 12), so condition (3) of Theorem 2 holds. 
Thus we need only prove Theorem 2. (The proof is a 
modification of the proof of Theorem 4 in HE, p. 273.) 
It can be shown (HE, pp. 204-5) that there exists a 
covering manifold if to M such that each connected com
ponent of the image of S is Adiffeomorphic to S and is a 
partial Cauchy surface in M. If there are incomplete 
timelike geodesics both to the future and to the past of 
anyone connected component S of the image of S, then 
there will be incomplete timelike geodesics both to the 
future and to the past of S in M. Therefore, the proof 
can be carried out in M. We first show that any time
like geodesic y which intersects $ orthogonally will 
have a point conjugate to S both to the future and to the 
past of $, provided y can be extended that far. Recall 
that a point p on y is said to be conjugate to $ along y 
if there is a Jacobi field along y which is not identically 
zero but vanishes at p and satisfies the initial condition 

V4 ;b = x"b (3.1) 

at S (HE, pp. 96-100). The Jacobi fields along y(t) 
which satisfy the above initial condition can be written 
(HE, p. 99) 

za =Aa8(t)Z8/
q

, 

where 0', t1 = (1,2,3), t is the proper time along y(t) 
(with t=O at q], and q is the point at which y intersects 
S. At q, Aa8 is the unit matrix, and the point p will be 
conjugate to S along y(f) if and only if the determinant 
of A"8 vanishes at p. If we define 

r:= det(A"'B)' 

8- ~ dx 
- x dt ' 

U =A-I l£ A l.~ 8 
"'B ,,(Bdt ",),,-Ju"8' 

(3.2) 

then it can be shown (HE, pp. 96-101) that A"'B satisfies 

(3.3) 

where 2u2=u",BuaB ~O. Using 8= (3/x)dx/dt, (3.3) can 
be written 

d2x 
dt2 +F(t)x=O, (3.4) 

where 

(3.5) 

Since x 3 = det(A"'B)' det(AaB) will be zero at p if and only 
if x=O at p, At q, we have (HE, p. 100) 
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e=~a=xaa=i ~: =0. 

Thus, showing that any future-complete timelike geode
sic y(t) orthogonal to S has a point conjugate to S to the 
future of S is equivalent to showing that the solution to 
(3.4) which satisfies the initial conditions 

dx 
x=l, dt =0, 

at t=O has a zero in (0, +00), 

(3.6) 

By conditions (1) and (2), F(t) ~ 0 in [0, + 00), and 
condition (3) implies that there exists a value tI in 
[0, + 00) for which F(t) > O. Thus, from Eq. (3.4), we 
have a value t2 for which 

j t2 

~I =- F(t)x(t)dt<O. 
t2 0 

(3.7) 

Since F(t) ~ 0, this means implies a zero of x for some 
t in [0, + 00). A similar argument shows that any past
complete timelike j:eodesic y(t) or!hogonal to 5 has a 
point conjugate to S to the past of S. 

By Proposition 7.24 of Penrose,t3 the location of the 
first conjugate point to S on y varies continuously with 
the point at which y intersects Sand y. Thus the proper 
time length to the first conjugate point of S along !he 
future-directed timelike geodesics orthogonal to S is a 
continuous function defined on S, provided all 'Yare 
future complete. Thus it attains its maximum value b 
on the compact set S: if if were timelike geodesically 
complete }o the future of S, there would be a point con
jugate to S on every future-directed geodesic orthogonal 
to S within a proper time distance b. But to every point 
q E V(S) there is a future-directed geodesic orthogonal 
to S which does not contain any point conjugate to S be
tweenSandq(HE, p. 217). Let{3:Sx[O,b]-Mbethe 
differentiable map which takes a point PES a proper 
time distance t E [0, b J along the future-directed geodesic 
through p orthogonal to S. Then (3(S x [0, b]) would be 
compact and would contain n+(S}. Since the intersection 
of a compact set and a closed set is compact, this im
plies that n+(S) and hence W(S) would be compact. 

Consider now a point qE W(S). The function d(S,q) 
would be less than or equal to b, since every past
directed nonspacelike curve from q to S would consist 
of a (possibly zero) null geodesic segment in W(S) 
followed by a nonspacelike curve in V(S), [See HE, p. 
215 for the definition of d~, q).J Since d is lower semi
continuous, there would exist an infinite sequence of 
points rn E n+(s) converging to q such that d(S, r) con
verged to d(S, q). There would correspond to each r n 

at least one element f3"l(r) ofSX[O,bJ. Furthermore, 
" there would be an element f3"l(p, t) which would be a 

limit point of the f3"1 (r ) since S x [0, b J is compact. By 
" A continuity we would have t=d(S,q) and (3(p,t)=q. Hence 

to every point qE W(S) there would be a timelike geode
sic of length d(S, q) from S. Now let qI E H+ (S) be a point 
to the past of q on the same null geodesic generator A 
of H+(S), If we were to join the geodesic of length 
d(S, ql) from S to qI to the segment of A between ql and 
q, we would obtain a nonspacelike curve of length 
d(S, ql) from 5 to q which could be varied to give a longer 
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curve between these endpoints (HE, p. 112). Thus the 
function a(S,q), with qE n+(S) , would stric~ly decrease 
along every past-directed generator of H+(S). Now these 
generators have no past endpo~nts (HE, p. ~ 203). But 
this contradicts the fact that a(S, q), q E H+(S), would 
have a minimum on the compact set n+(S) since a(S,q) 
is lower semicontinuous in q. Thus some future-directed 
timelike geodesic orthogonal to S must be incomplete. 
A similar argument with the past-directed geodesics 
orthogonal to S will show that there is at least one 
timelike geodesic from S which is incomplete in the past 
direction. 0 

Condition (3) of Theorem 2 is a very weak condition to 
impose on a spacetime. We can have V"V'lfcRclldbr.Vn 
= 0 along y n J+(S) only if Rob va V' vanishes at every point 
of y n J+(S), and then only if the .Weyl tensor is related 
in a very particular way to y (Ca~CdVbV" =0) at every 
point of yn J+(S). Hawking and Penrose have pointed out12 

that for any physically realistic spacetime, this would 
not even occur at any point of any y! 

In order to prove Singularity symmetry about a maxi
mal noncompact spacelike hypersurface, we will need 
to impose stronger conditions on the spacetime than 
were necessary in the compact case. We shall need a 
causality assumption-S will be assumed to be a Cauchy 
surface-and we shall need to assume that the matter 
density is bounded away from zero for some finite 
proper time for all observers which travel on geodesics 
hitting 5 orthogonally. A stronger initial condition on 
the matter than that imposed in the compact case is a 
necessary condition for singularity symmetry: There 
are spacetimes for which Tab Va Vb > 0 everywhere on a 
maximal Cauchy surface S and which is singularity
free. An example would be a static, spherical star 
which carries an electric charge. Thus the following 
theorem will not apply to asymptotically flat spacetimes. 
However, we would expect its condition (3) to hold for 
a spacetime for which the matter density is roughly 
constant on S. 

Theorem 3: Suppose that (M, g) contains a maximal 
Cauchy surface S. Then there is at least one time like 
geodesic which is incomplete to the future of S, and 
at least one timelike geodesic which is incomplete to 
the past of 5, provided: 

(1) the Einstein equations hold on (M,g); 

(2) the strong energy condition holds on (M, g); 

(3) there exist positive constants a, b such that 

for every timelike geodesic segment yn .]+(5) and 
yn J-(5). where y is a geodesic intersecting S ortho
gonally and the proper time t along y is zero at S. 

Proof: We first show that every future-directed time
like geodesic y orthogonal to 5 has a conjugate point to 
S within a proper time distance (a + 3/87Tb). Suppose 
not. Then we have x >0 in this interval and 
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dx I = -f a F(t)x(t)dt 
dt t=a 0 

= - 8; fo' (Tab - ~gabT)vavt' + ~;2)x at 

811 i a 
1 87T ( ) ~ - - x(a) (Tab - 2gab T )Vavt' dt ~ - aX a b. 

3 0 

Since dx/ dt ~ dx/ dt I t~a for aU t ~ a before the first 
zero of x, there must be a zero of X within a distance 
c of t = a, where c is defined by 

dx I =-
dt t=a 

x(a) 
c 

Thus 

x(a) [ ] 3 
c- - ~ - x(a)/ - (87T/3)x(a)b = 81Tb • - dx/dtl t •• 

Hence a zero of x occurs within a distance (a + 3/81Tb) 
from S, and this means a pOint conjugate to 5 along y. 

From this result and the fact that to each point 
q E D+(S) there is a future-directed timelike geodesic 
orthogonal to S of proper time length d(S, q) which does 
not contain any point conjugate to S between Sand q, it 
follows that there is in D+(S) no future-directed time
like curve from S with proper time length greater than 
(a + 3/81Tb). However, all future-directed timelike 
curves from S remain in D·(S) since 5 is a Cauchy sur
face. Furthermore, all timelike curves intersect S. 
Thus, all timelike geodesics are incomplete in the 
future direction, and their lengths from 5 are less than 
or equal to (a + 3/81Tb). A similar result holds for the 
past direction. Since the maximum proper time distance 
from 5 in either time direction is (a+ 3/87Tb), no time
like curve has a length greater than 2(a+3/81Tb). 0 

We have also proven: 

Corollary: All time like geodesics are both future and 
past incomplete, and no timelike curve has a proper 
time length greater than 2(a + 3/81Tb). 

Note that Theorem 3 and its Corollary apply to all 
spacetimes with a maximal Cauchy surface 5. If S is 
compact and conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 1 hold, then 
conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 3 hold. 

4. TOTALLY VICIOUS SPACETIMES 

Definition: A spacetime (M ,g) will be called totally 
vicious if I+(q)n I"(q)==M for some point q in M. (Notice 
that if I+(q) n I-(q) ==M is true for one point q in M, it 
will be true for all points q in M; every point in M can 
be connected to every other point by both a future
directed and a past-directed timelike curve.] 

The GOdel universe, the Kerr- Newman solution with 
a2 + e2 > m 2 (a* 0), and Minkowski space with the hyper
planes t =0 and t = 1 identified, are examples of totally 
vicious spacetimes. Totally vicious spacetimes are 
causally and chronologically symmetric about any point 
and any set in the spacetime. One property of such 
spacetimes is given by: 

Proposition 3: A totally viciOUS spacetime is causally 
simple. 
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Proof: Recall that a spacetime is said to be causally 
simple if for every compact set K contained in M, 
J+(K) and J-(K) are closed (HE, p. 206). Let q be a point 
in K. Then we have r(q) =M=r(K) =J+(K) , so J+(K) is 
closed. Similarly, J-(K) is closed. Hence, totally 
vicious spacetimes are causally simple. 0 

This proposition constitutes a counterexample to a 
theorem of Hawking and SachS14

: A causally simple 
spacetime is stably causal. The stable causality con
dition is said to hold on (M", g) if there are no closed 
timelike lines in both the metric g originally placed on 
M and in all metrics g' on M which are "near" g. 
(For a precise definition of "near" see Sec. 5.) Clearly 
totally vicious spacetimes are not stably causal. 

The proof of the Hawking-Sachs theorem as given by 
those authors assumes that causally simple spacetimes 
are distinguishing [a spacetime is said to be distinguish
ing if for all points q and p, ]-(q) =i(p) or r(q) =J+(p) 
implies q = p]. However, this condition is not included 
in the usual definition of causally simple, which is 
apparently the one used by Hawking and Sachs. Proposi
tion 3 is really a defect in the usual definition of 
causally simple, for we have 

Proposition 4: A spacetime (M" ,g) which contains 
closed timelike lines but which is not totally vicious is 
not causally simple. 

Proof: Since (M", g) contains closed timelike lines, 
there is a point q E M for which J+(q) n i(q) '* 0. Since 
(M" ,g) is not totally vicious, j+(q) uj-(q) is nonempty. 
Suppose j+(q) '* 0 and let p E j+(q). If (M ,g) were simply 
causal, then j+(q)=E+(q)=J+(q)-J+(q), so q-<p, but not 
q« p. However, we have q« q and q-< p, which imply 
q« p. Similarly, we can deduce a contradiction between 
the assumptions j-(q) '* 0 and causal simplicity. Thus 
if (M",g) were causally simple, j+(q)UJ-(q) would have 
to be empty, and this is impossible. 0 

5. STABILITY 

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are two notions 
of stability in general relativity. The first is the con
tinued existence of a spacetime property under pertur
bations of the initial data. To be more precise, 

Definition: A spacetime property will be said to be 
D stable (for development stability) about a spacelike 
hypersurface S with initial data (h~b' X~b' +~Il) if the 
property exists in all spacetimes maximally developed 
from initial data (hab , Xab, >lJ(j) in some neighborhood of 
the initial data (h~b' X~b' >lJ~Il) on S in the original space
time, where >lJ (I) denotes the other fields and their 
derivatives on S. We use the original metric h~b on S to 
define a distance function and hence a topology on the 
space of initial data on S. (I. e., we use the C~ open 
topology on this space-see HE, p. 198 and Ref. 15 for 
more details.) All sets of initial data are required to 
satisfy the constraint equations. 16 (All hab are required 
to be positive definite.) 

We have: 

Theorem 4: Singularity symmetry is aD-stable 
property of the initial data described in Theorem 1. 
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That is, given a compact maximal space like hyper
surface S with Rab V"Vb > 0 everywhere, we can perturb 
the initial data slightly (so that S is no longer maximal, 
but still I Xaa I < €, for some € >0) and still obtain incom
plete timelike geodesics both to the past and to the future 
of S. 

Proof: A change in the metric will change Rab V"Vb , 

but it still will be bounded away from zero on S for a 
change sufficiently small. Then there is an € > 0 such 
that when Xaal <€, every timelike geodesic intersecting 
.) orthogonally still has a point conjugate to S both to the 
past and to the future of S, provided every geodesic is 
both past and future complete. The existence of a geo
desic which is incomplete to the future of S and one 
which is incomplete to the past of S then follows as in 
the proof of Theorem 2. 0 

Similarly, we can show that singularity symmetry 
still occurs if we relax the maximal hypersurface con
dition of Theorem 3 to I X· a I < € on S for some € > 0, the 
precise value of € being determined by the constants 
a and b. However, it is not possible to prove D stability 
with the initial data of Theorem 3 because we do not 
know if S would still be a Cauchy surface when the initial 
data is perturbed; it is not known if global hyperbolicity 
is a D-stable property about an S with the initial data 
of Theorem 30 It probably is not; an arbitrarily small 
amount of electric field added to Schwarzschild initial 
data can convert the resulting spacetime from 
Schwarzschild to Reissner-Nordstrom, and the former 
is globally hyperbolic while the latter is not. 

The second notion of stability in general relativity is 
the continued existence of a spacetime property under 
arbitrary, sufficiently s mall variations in the metric. 
To make this notion precise, we follow Geroch17 and 
introduce a topology on the collection Cj of all Lorentz 
metrics onM. Letg~b,gabECj. We will writeg~b<gab 
if every vector which is timelike or null with respect 
to gr!b is timelike with respect to gab. That is, the light 
cones of gab are "larger" than those of !f.b. The set of 
gab ECj such that g~b <gab <gab forms a basiS for a 
topology for C;? the CO open topology (ReL 15, HE, p. 
198). 

Definition: A property of spacetime is said to be G 
stable (for global stability) if given any M, the collection 
of Lorentz metrics on M which have the given property 
forms an open set in C; . 

Theorem 5: Total viciousness is a G-stable property 
of spacetime. 

Proof: Let (M" ,g) be a totally vicious spacetime. 
Clearly any metric gab with gab < gab is also totally 
vicious; if we "expand" the light cones at each point, 
then any closed timelike line in gab is also a closed 
timelike line in i.b' To show that there exists a metric 
g~b with gr!b <gab for which (M,g') is totally vicious we 
proceed as follows. Suppose there is no such metric 
g ~b' Then there exists a point p E M through which no 
closed timelike line passes for any g~b <gab' For if 
there were no such point p then the chronology violating 
sets would cover (M", g ~b) for some g ~b < gab' But the 
set of points at which the chronology condition is violated 
is the disjoint union of open sets of the form ]+(q,g~b) 
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n r(q,g~b)' q EM (HE, p. 189). Thus if these sets 
covered M they could not be disjoint unless they con
sisted only of one set; i. e., r(a ,g!b) n r(q ,g !b)=M. 

However, the existence of such a point p is impossi
ble, because given any closed timelike line y (timelike 
in g4b) through p, there is always a metric g~b with 
g~b <gd for which y is still everywhere timelike. (Given 
a time like curve y of finite proper time length, we can 
always "shrink" the light Cones at aU the points of y 
such that y is still everywhere time like. ) 

We have a contradiction, and so there must exist a 
totally vicious spacetime (M ,g') with g;b <ga/)o 0 

Totally vicious spacetimes are in a real sense mirror 
images of stably causal spacetimes: Both classes are 
G stable, and both are defined by closed timelike lines
the former by their presence, and the latter by their 
absence. 
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Asymptotic behavior of integral and integrodifferential 
equations 
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Long time behavior of integral and integrodifferential equations is studied. Some of them are 
generalizations of the models for the transport of charged particles in a random magnetic field; the 
solution of the homogeneous integrodifferential equation has an algebraic-logarithmic decay for long times. 
whereas the solution of the inhomogeneous equation has a slower logarithmic decay. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Equations of integral and integrodifferential type 
occur in various applied fields; see, for example, Refs. 
1-4. 

In this work, long time behavior of certain integral 
and integrodifferential equations is studied. Some of 
them arise as generalizations of the models for the 
transport of charged particles in a random magnetic 
field. Models with particular kernels have been investi
gated in Ref. 1. 

Other integral equations with monotonic increasing 
kernels are studied; papers in the pase· s have consi
dered equations with monotonic decreasing kernels. 
Other integrodifferential equations studied in this work 
are of a form similar to that in Ref. 3, but not under 
the requirements that the kernel in the trnasformed 
equation be in L1[O, 00) and that the initial value of the 
solution be sufficiently small. 

2. INTEGRAL AND INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL 
EOUATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF CHARGED 
PARTICLES IN A RANDOM MAGNETIC FIELD 

In Ref. 1, a model for the cosmic ray flux F(t; a) is 
given to be the integrodifferential equation 

. r 1 
F(t; a) = - a(t) - a } 0 1 + (I _ T) F(T; a) dT, 

I> 0, 0'- 0, 

F(O;a)=l, 

where the source a(t) represents the density gradient 
and a is a small parameter. When a = 0, the homo
geneous integrodifferential equation can be written in 
the form of a Volterra equation of the second kind, 
namely, 

f(t; a) = 1- alot In(l +t - T)f(T; a) dT. 

Consider more generally the equation 

f(t; a) = 1 - a lot K(t - T)f(T ; a) dT, 

where a is a small position parameter. [For simplicity, 
the argument a will be dropped from the various func
tions from now on; for example, f(t; a) will be written 
as f(t). Also K * f will be used to denote the convolution 
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integral of K and f. ] The following theorem is on the 
long time behavior of the solution for fixed a. It would 
be assumed that all involved derivatives of K(t) are con
tinuous for 0.; t < 00 • 

Them'em 2.1: If (1) K(t) > 0, t > 0, (2) a/(t + b) 
.; K' (t) .; c / (t + d), where a, b, c, d are positive constants, 
(3) _a/(t+b)2';K6 (t) <0, and (4) K"(t)/K'(t) is non
decreasing [i. e., InK'(t) is a convex function], then 
j(t) - - 1/aabt(lnt)2 as t - 00. 

Proof: The proof is in the same spirit as that in Ref. 
1. In a previous paper, 6 it was shown that 

f(t) == 2 Re[b11
sot ] + l(f), 

where So is a pole of [D(S)]-l, 

D(s) =s(l + aR'(s», 

K(s) is the Laplace transform of K(t), 

b1 == lim [(s - so)/D(s)], 

and 

5- 50 

l(t) = - a fo" exp(- xt)B(x) dx, 

B(x) = abe-x /G(x), 

G(x) =={x + aabe-x[lnx + Y + e2(x)] 

- aK(O) + ax8(- x}}2 + (aab1Te-X)2, 

Y is the Euler constant and e2(x) = fox[(e Y - 1) /y] dy, 

8(s) is the Laplace transform of (J(t), 

0.; (J(t).; c In(l + t /d) - a In(l + l/b). 

Now 

I(t) = - a fo" dx ab exp[ - (t + l)x l!G(x), 

G(x) =g2(x) + (aabe-x)2, 

g(x) =x + aabe-Xh(x) - aK(O) + ax8(- x), 

h(x) == lnx + Y+ fox [(e Y 
- l)/y] dy. 

Letz=l+t, J.l.1=1/zlnz, J.l.2=(lnZ)/z, ~=zx; 

then 

1=/1 +12+/3, 

where 
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f 
"2" abe-~ 

II = - az-l "1. G(~Z-I) d~, 

I - f "1 ab exp(- zx) d 
2-- a 0 G(x) X, 

I - f ~ ab exp(- zx) d 
s- - a G( ) X. 

"2 X 

Estimate for 12: Differentiating G(x), we get 

G'(x) =2g(x)g'(x) - 2a2a2bZ1T2exp(_ 2x), 

where 

g'(x) = 1 + aab exp(- x)h'(x) - aab exp(- x)h(x) 

+ aB(- x) - axB'(- x) 

= 1 + aab/x - aab exp(- x)h(x) + aB(x) - aX9'(_ x). 

As x- 0 +, g(x) - aab Inx and g'(x) - aab/x, so that G'(x) 
< 0 for sufficiently small x and G(x) ~ G(J..I.l) for 0 ~ x 
~ J..I.l for sufficiently large z. Therefore, 

aab f "I IIzl ~ G(J..I.l) 0 dx 

J..I.l _ 1 « 1 
aab(lnJ..l.l)Z aabz(lnz)3 aabz(lnz)Z 

as z_oo. 

Estimate for Is: Since G(x) "" (aab 1T exp(- X))2, 

1 1" [13 1,,: aab 1f2 "z exp[- (z - 2)xldx 

_ 1 « 1 
aab 7T2Z Z aabz(lnz)""2 

as z_oo. 

Estimate for II: Note that 

1 
11 =- aabz(Inz)2 

1 I 
aabz(lnz)Z 12 

1 
+ aabz(lnz)z[l- exp(- J..I.IZ) + exp(- J..I.2Z )], 

where 

Since for ~Z-1 small, G(~z-1)-[aabln(~z-1)l2, itfol
lows that I G - a 2a2b21n2z I /G = 0(1) as z - 00 uniformly 
on [J..I.IZ, J..I.2zl and 

Also since exp(- J..I.1z) ~ 1- J..I.tZ, 

[1- exp(- J..I.tz) + exp(- J..I.2Z)]": 1/1nz + l/z = 0(1) 

as z_oo. 

Estimate for I(t): From the estimates for 110 12 and Is, 

we get 

I(t) -- 1/aabz(lnz)2 

- - 1/ aabt(lnt)2 as t _ 00, 

f(t) - - 1/ aabt(lnt)Z as t _ 00. 
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Consider now the inhomogeneous integrodifferential 
equation with constant source term aCt) = ao and kernel 
K1(t), 

F(t) = - ao - etKl * F, 

the following theorem is on the large time behavior of 
the solution F(l). It would be assumed that all involved 
derivatives of K1(t) are continuous. 

Theorem 2.2: If (1) a/(t+b)":K1(t),,: c/(t+d), where 
a, b, c, d are positive constants; (2) a/(t + b)2,,: K{(t) < 0 
and (3) Kf{t) /K1 (t) is nondecreasing (i. e., 10gKl is con
vex), then F(t) - - a 0/ aab Int as t - 00 

Proof: The proof is in the same spirit as that in Ref. 
1. By quadrature, ~ F(t) can be expressed in terms of 
the solution f(t) to the homogeneous integrodifferential 
equation, 

F=f- atf 

=f-a07, j(t)=fotj(T)dT, 

=f - ao* (7(00) - .4 "f(T) dT). 

By a Tauberian theorem, 7 - ~ 

f(oo) =f(O +), 

where j (s) = L[r(t) ; s 1 is the Laplace transform of f(t). 

But 

J(s) = l/s(l +K(s)), 

where K(s) = L[K(t); s 1 is the Laplace transform of the 
kernel K(t) in Theorem 2.1, namely, 

K(s) =K(O)/s + abKo(bs) + e(s), 

where 

Ko(x) =L[ln(l + t); xl 

== (eX /x)E1 (x), Edx) = .c" dt/te t ; 

therefore, 

](s) = 1/[s + etK(O) + aa exp(bs)E1 (bs) + ase(s) l. 
Since El (z) = - Inz - Y + e1 (z), where el (z) is analytic, 
it follows that 

-
f(s)-1/-aalns-O ass-O+, 

and 7(00) = o. 
By Theorem 2.1, the following is true: 

f(t) - - 1/ aabt(lnt)2 as t _ 00; 

therefore 

~ ""f(T) dT - - 1/ aab Ie ~ dT /T(lnT)2 as t - 00 

= - 1/ aab(lnt). 

Hence F(t) - - ao/ aab(lnt) as t - 00. 

Remark: The solution of the inhomogeneous integro
differential equation has a slower logarithmic decay, 
whereas the solution of the homogeneous integrodiffer
ential equation has an algebraic-logarithmic decay for 
long times. 
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3. OTHER INTEGRAL AND INTEGRODIFFERENTIAl 
EQUATIONS 

In this section, long time behavior of the solutions 
to other integral and integrodifferential equations with 
monotonic increasing or decreasing kernels is studied. 

Consider first the following integral equation with 
positive increasing kernel K(t): 

f{t) = ¢U) -K* f· 

It would be assumed that all involved derivatives of 
¢ (t) and K(t) are continuous for 0 "" f < 00 . 

(3.1) 

Theorem 3.1: If (1) K(f) > 0, K'(t) > 0, K"(t) < 0, 
(2) a2? 4b, where a =K(O), b =K'(O), and (3) ¢(oo) is 
finite, then f(t) - 0 as f - 00 . 

Proof: The equation is f(t) = ¢ (t) - K * f. 
Consider the equation with source term 1, 

I{(t) = 1- K*g. 

By equivalence theorem, 6 

g(t) = exp(- Yf) - L*I{, 

where L(f) = (a - y) exp(- Yf) +K' * exp(- yf), yany con
stant. Since L'(f) = (y2 - aY + b) exp(- Yf) +K"* exp(- Yt), 
bychoosingY=[a±(a2_4b)I/2l!2, we get L(t»O, L'(t) 
< O. Now let zp(t) = exp(- Yt); clearly zp'(t) E L 1[0, 00). 

It is shown in Ref. 6 that if K(t) > 0, K'(t) > 0, K"(t) 
< 0, and a2? 4b, then the solution g(t) is bounded. 

Consider now the following two cases. 

Case 1: K(oo) =00: Since fo~ L(t) dt= -1 +K(OO)jy, 
L <i L 1[0, 00) and by Theorem 1,2 g(oo) = O. 

Case 2: K(oo) <00: Since fo~L(t)dt=-l +K(oo)jy, L 
E L 1 [0, 00) and by Theorem 1,2 

g(oo) = zp(oo)/[l_ fo ~ L(t) dt] = o. 
So in any case, g(oo) = O. 

The original equation is 

f(t) = ¢(t) - K* f; 

by the convolution theorem, 8 f(t) is related to g(t) by 

f(t) =g(t)¢(O) + ¢' * g(t), 

so thatf(oo) =g(oo)¢(O) +g(oo)[¢(oo) - ¢(O)]= o. 
Integrodifferential equations of the form 

j'(t) = - mf(t) - .( k(t - T)f(T) dT, f(O) =fo, (3.2) 

where m is a constant, can be transformed into integral 
equations of the form (3.1) studied in Theorem 3.1. It 
would be assumed that all involved derivatives of k(t) 
are continuous for 0"" t <00. Long time behavior of Eq. 
(3.2) with positive decreasing kernel k(t) is investigated 
in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: If (1) k(t) > 0, k'(t) < 0 and (2) m 2 

? 4k(0), m > 0, thenf(t) - 0 as t_oo. 

Proof: The equation is 

!(t)=-mf(t)- tk(t_T)f(T)dT, f(O)=fo. 
~o 
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It can be written in the form 

f(t)=fo- CK(t-T)f(T)dT, 
• 0 

where 

K(t) = m + fot k(T) dT. 

To apply Theorem 3.1, note that K(t) > 0, K'(t) = k(t) 
> 0, K"(t) = k 'ttl < 0, a = m here, b = k(O) and so a2 ? 4b; 
by Theorem 3.1 with ¢U) =fo, we obtain f(oo) = O. 

Consider next the integrodifferential equation (3.2) 
with negative kernel k(t). Under certain additional con
dition, similar conclusion can be obtained. 

Theorem 3.3: If (1) k(t) < 0 and (2) m? - fo~ kU) dt, 
then f(t) tends to a constant as f - 00. {In fact, if K(t) 
<i L 1[0, 00), where K(t) =m + ft k(T) dT, thenf(t) - 0 as 
t_oo. And if K(t) E L 1[0, 00), then limt_~f(t)[l- fo~K(t) dt] 

=fo.} 

Proof: The equation is 

j'(t) = - mf(t) - f/ k(t - T) dT, f(O) =fo. 

As in Theorem 3.2, let K(t) = m + fJ k(T) dT; then 

f(t) = fo - fot K(t - T)f(T) dT. 

To apply Theorem 1 in Ref. 2, note that K(t) > 0, 
K'(t) = k(t) < O. The source term here is constant and 
so its derivative is in L 1 [0, 00). Finally the fact that 
K(t) > 0, K'(t) < 0 and the source term is constant im
plies that f(t) is bounded, see Ref. 6. By Theorem 1 in 
Ref. 2, if K(t) <i L 1 [0, 00), then 

limf(t) =0; 

if K(t) E L 1 [0, 00), then 

limf(t)[l- fo~K(t)dt]=fo. 
t-~ 

Remark: The assumptions that m + fot k(T) dT are in 
L 1[0, 00) and fo is sufficiently small are not required in 
Theorems 3. 2 and 3. 3. They are in the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5 in Ref. 3. 
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Group-theoretical foundations of classical and quantum 
mechanics. I. Observables associated with Lie algebras 
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This paper is a first attempt to explore the relationship between classical and quantum mechanics from a 
group-theoretical point of view. We deal here with the algebraic aspects of the sets of classical and 
quantum observables in the framework of the algebraic structures associated with finite-dimensional Lie 
algebras. In particular, we investigate the canonical structure of the quotient fields predicted by the 
Gel'fand-Kirillov and Vergne conjectures in order to study the types of observables that emerge from a 
given Lie algebra. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, I group-theoretical methods have 
been applied for the mathematical foundations of classi
cal mechanics. Many of the results that have been ob
tained are similar to the corresponding quantum ones. 
The analysis of this fact is essential for a deeper un
derstanding of both classical and quantum mechanics, 
On the other hand, the passage from one to another con
text provides an important mathematical framework 
which includes for example the theory of "geometric 
quantization" and is related to important problems as 
the relationship between the Gel'fand-Kirillov2 and 
Vergne3 conjectures. 

The aim of this series of papers concerned with the 
group- theoretical foundations of classical and quantum 
mechanics is to build up a unified formalism for the 
construction of the classical and quantum mechanics 
associated with a connected Lie group q. In particular 
we shall apply the method to the Galilei, POincare, and 
Weyl Lie groups. 

Paper I deals with the problem of the determination 
of classical and quantum observables associated with a 
given connected Lie group q. It turns out that the natu
ral mathematical tool for this analysis is the theory of 
algebraic structures associated with Lie algebras. In 
this context, symmetric and enveloping algebras4 play 
an important role. We give in Sec. 2 a short review of 
its more important properties, and we introduce the 
concept of "characteristic dimensions" of a Lie algebra 
G. In a forthcoming paper we shall see how the charac
teristic dimensions of the Lie algebra of a connected 
Lie group q allow us to know the degrees of freedom of 
the elementary systems associated with q and the num
ber of parameters required for labeling them. Section 3 
is devoted to the description of the Gel'fand-Kirillov 
and Vergne conjectures on the rational structures as
sociated with algebraic Lie algebras. In Secs. 4, 5, 
and 6 the above considerations are applied to the ex
tended Galilei, POincare, and Weyl Lie algebras 
respectively. 

2. RATIONAL STRUCTURES 

Henceforth G will denote any finite-dimensional Lie 
algebra over the field lR (real numbers) with the com
mutations relations 
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[A", ,AB] = 6 c~BA~ 
jJ. 

in a given basis B = {A",}f. We consider now the follow
ing rational structures associated with G over the field 
a:: (complex numbers). 

A. The symmetric algebra and its quotient field 

The complex symmetric algebra4 S of G is the poly
nomial ring a::[af, .•• ,aN] in N commutative variables 
{a",}f. The quotient field D(S) of S is the field 
a:: (at, ••• , aN) of rational func tions in the variables {a",}f. 
The POisson bracket of two elements ht, h2 E D~) is de
fined by 

{ } " ~ ~~ hbh2 = L..J c"Ba~., ., • 
",B,v va", vaB 

The field D(S) equipped with the Poisson bracket defines 
a Lie algebra. Evidently S is a Lie subalgebra of D(S). 

There are two important subsets: 

SI =={p ES/{p,p/}=O, Vp' ES}, 

D(S)1 =={h E D(S)/{h, h' }= 0, Vh' E D(S)}, 

which are the invariants in Sand D(S) respectively under 
the adjoint action of G. 

B. The enveloping algebra and its quotient field 

The complex enveloping algebra4 U of G is the set of 
all (noncommutative in general) polynomials in N ele
ments {A,,}f satisfying the relations 

A"AB -ABA" = i6 c~BAv' 
~ 

It is a well-known facti that U is a Noetherian ring 
without zero divisors. Then, one can construct its 
quotient field, denoted f)(lj); the elements of f)(lj) are 
of the form uv-1 with U, v E U and v 1= O. Any pair of 
fractions rl, r2 E[)(U) can be reduced to a common de
nominator; therefore, it is possible to define on f)(lj) all 
required operations to make [)(lj) a noncommutative 
field. If u and v 1= 0 are two elements of U such that uv 
=vu, then it follows that uv·1 =v·tu; in this case we shall 
denote u/v ==uv-I =v-1u. 

The commutator of two elements rf,r2Ef)(U) is de
fined in the usual form [rj,r2]=rtr2-r2rt. For instance, 
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if u, V E V and v'" 0, we get [u, v·l
] = - v·t[u, v]v·l • One 

can show that 1) (lj) is a Lie algebra and V a Lie subalge
bra of 1) (V). Given rt> r2 E1)(lj), we define the anticom
mutator by [rt> r2]+=rtr2 +r2rj. 

Now, the sets of invariants in V and 1)(lj) under the 
adjoint action of G are given by 

VI ={u E V I[u, u'] = 0, yu' E U} 

1)(lj)I ={r E1)(lj) I [r, r'] = 0, Yr' E1)(lj)}. 

The elements of VI are the familiar "Casimir invari
ants" of G. 

C. The characteristic dimensions 

Let MG be the matrix with elements (MG)"'B=L:"c~Ba". 
We write 

r(G) =suprankMG• 
(ai'0eo, aN} 

By definition r(G) is always an even integer (rank of an 
antisymmetric matrix). Let dimG be the vectorial 
dimension of G; we define the characteristic dimensions 
of G by the integers: 

n(G) =1r(G), s(G) = dimG - r(G). 

We call n(G) and s (G), respectively, canonical and cen
tral dimensions of G. 

It is known4 that SI and VI are isomorphic algebras; 
therefore, maximal algebraically independent sets in 
SI and VI have an equal number of elements T. In the 
same way4 D(S)! and 1)(lj)I are isomorphic fields, we 
denote T' the common number of elements of their 
maximal algebraically independent sets. We have the 
following theoremS: 

Theorem 1: (i) T~T'~S(G) for every Lie algebra G. 

(ii) If G is an algebraic Lie algebra, then T' =s(G). 

(iii) [G,G]=G~T=T'==S(G). 

In general, equality between T, "/"', and s (G) will not 
be accessible, because of the existence of non rational 
invariant functions over the adjoint action of G. 

D. Representations 

From the algebraic point of view, the natural spaces 
for the representations of the symmetric algebras are 
the spaces COO(V) of complex valued COO-functions de
fined on real symplectic manifolds V. It is well known 
that COO(V) equipped with the Poisson bracket {, }v as
sociated with V defines a Lie algebra. By a represen
tations of S we shall mean a linear mapping P - iJ from 
S to the COO-functions in some symplectic manifold V 
which has the following two properties: 

(i) fJ:2 =Pt P2 for all Pl,P2 E S. 

(ii) {p7,·h} == {Pt>P2}V for all Pt>P2 E S. 

Given h ==Pt!P2 (Pl,P2 E S) in D(S), we shall denote by h 
the function iJJl)2. Clearly, not every h in D(S) leads to 
a function h in COO(V). 

Let K be a linear subspace of a complex Hilbert space 
H. We denote by O(K) the set of linear operators A:K 
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- K. By a representation of V we shall mean a linear 
mapping u - U from V to O(K) in some dense domain K 
such that ~2 ==UjU2 for all ut> u2 E V. This condition im
plies that [~]=[Uj,U2]K denotes the commutator of 
two elements in O(K). Given r =ujuij (Uj, U2 E lj) in 1)(lj) 
such that u2 is an invertible operator on K, then we 
shall denote by r the operator ujui j defined on K. 

By the nature of their representations, it is evident 
that Sand D(S) are algebraic structures of classical ob
servables. On the other hand, V and 1)(V) form algebra
ic structures of quantum observables. 

3. CANONICAL VARIABLES 

Let n, s be two nonnegative integers, we shall denote 
by Dn•s the field ([(xt> ••• ,xs,ql> ••• ,qn,Pj, ••• ,Pn) of 
rational functions in 2n + s commuting variables XI' ••• , 

xs, ql"'" qn. PI' ..• , Pn' The field Dn, s has a Lie algebra 
structure associated with the Poisson bracket given by 

{j } -6E1L~ ~?h... 1>12 - ; aqj apj - apj aq;' f1>h E Dn• s • 

Similarly, we shall denote f)n s the noncommutative 
field generated over the field ([ (Xt, ... ,Xs ) by 2n ele
mentsQj,···,Qn' Pj, ••. ,Pn , satisfying 

QjPj - PjQj = aji> Q;Q j - QJQj =PjPj - pJp; =0. 

The commutator of two elements rl, r2 Ef)n.s is defined 
by [rj, r 2] =rjr2 - r2rj. 

Given a Lie algebra G the algebraic differences be
tween their associated quotient fields D(S) and f)(lj) are 
parallel to those between the fields D n• s and1)n.s' We 
write D(S) Z Dn,s if there is a field isomorphism cp: D(S) 
- Dn,s such that cp({h l , h2}) = {CP(h l ), cp(h2)} for all hi' h2 
in D(S). On the other hand, we write f) (lj) Z f)n s if there 
is a field isomorphism ¢: f)(U) -f)n s' In this 'case the 
algebraic character of ¢ implies th~t ¢([rt, r2]) = [¢(rt, 
¢(r2)] for all rl' r2 in1)(U). 

Gel'fand and Kirillov2 have established a conjecture 
on the relationship between the quotient field 1) (V) as
sociated with an algebraic6 Lie algebra G and the stand
ard fields f)n,s. Vergne3 has formulated a corresponding 
conjecture that can be applied to the quotient field D(S). 
These conjectures can be described in the following 
terms: 

{

D(S)ZD 
G algebraic ~ _ n,S 

f)(lj) - f)n,s 

(A) 

(B) 

nand s being the canonical and the central dimensions 
of G respectively. 

The conjecture (B) was verified by Gel'fand and 
Kirillov2 for GL(n), SL(n), every nilpotent G, and in a 
modified form for G semisimple. 1 Joseph8 has proved 
it for G solvable. The conjecture (A) was verified by 
Vergne3 for the case G nilpotent. On the other hand, 
Abellanas and Martinez Alonso9 have showed the failure 
of the corresponding versions of these conjectures for 
the real quotient fields associated with real algebraic 
Lie algebras. This fact is related to the nature of the 
field lR of real numbers which is not algebraically 
closed. 

Example: Let G be the SU(2) Lie algebra, with the 
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commutation relations 

[Aj,Aj]=EjjkA k (i,j,k=1,2,3). 

then n(G) =s(G) = 1. The quotient field D(S) is generated 
by three commuting variables {ajH with the Poisson 
brackets {aj,aj}=Ejjkak• If we adopt the following 
coordinates: 

where a,. =al ±ia2, we see that these coordinates 
satisfy 

{q,p}=l, {x,p}={x,q}=O. 

On the other hand, the variables {aJr can be found from 
{x, q ,p} via the relations 

a+=q, a_=(x+q2p2)/q, a3=iqp. 

Then, it is evident that D(S)",DI • I • 

We now turn our attention to the quotient field /)(U), it 
is generated by three elements {AI}r with the commuta
tions relations [AI ,Aj] =EjikAk. If we choose 

Q =A+, P =A3(iA+tl, X = ~[A+,AJ+ +A~, 

where A,. =AI ± iA 2 , we have 

[Q,P]=l, [X,p]=[X,Q]=O. 

Also, the generators {Al}i can be found from {X, Q, p} 
via the relations 

A+=Q, A_=Q-1(X + (PQ)2 +PQ), A 3=iPQ. 

Then, we conclude that /)(lj) '" /)1.1' 

4. NONRELATIVISTIC MECHANICS 

Here the relevant Lie algebra is the extended Galilei 
Lie algebra generated by {/YJ,fI, P,K,9} with the com
mutation relations 

Ul j ,Kj ] =EwKk' [9 j, Pj] =E jjk P k , [,9 1',9 i] =EiJk,9 k' 

[KI , Pi] =- OiJ/YJ, [Kj,fI] =- Pj; 

all other commutators are zero. Now, the characteris
tic dimensions of G are n(G) = 4 and s(G) = 3. 

A. Classical observables 

The quotient field D(S) is given by the field 
<I:(m, h, p, k, j) of complex rational functions in the com
muting variables {m, h, p, k, j} with Poisson brackets 

Vj, kj}=EiJ~k' {jj,Pj}=EWPk, {jj,jj}=Ewjk' 

{kj,Pj}=-OiJm, {kj,h}=-Pj' 

It is well known5 that the set of rational invariants 
D(S)I is given by the subfield generated by the elements 

xl=m, x2=h- p2/2m, x3=[j+(k/m)Xp]2. 

If we define 

q=-IVm, s=j+(l/m)(kXp), 
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we find the following Poisson brackets: 

{jj,qj}=Ejj~k' {qi>Pj}=OiJ, 

Vj, S j}= {Sj, S j} =EjjkS k, 

{qj, qj}= {qj, Sj} = {pj, Si}= O. 

In terms of the variables {Xl' x2, q, p, s} we have the 
relations 

k=-Xlq, j=qXp+s, X3=S2. 

It is evident that q and s have the algebraic properties 
of the position and spin observables respectively in 
classical nonrelativistic mechanics. We also note that 
the quotient field D(S) is equal to <t(xj, x2, q, p, s). On the 
other hand, s has null Poisson brackets with 
{xl, X2, q, p} and, according to the example discussed in 
Sec. 3, <I:(s)",D1• 1• Then we find D(S) ",D4• 3• 

In this context, it is easily proved that D(S) does not 
admit an element with the algebraic properties of a time 
observable. Indeed, given t E D(S) such that 

{h,t}=l, {P,t}=O, 

these relations imply that {x2' t} = 1, which contradicts 
the fact that x2 belongs to D(S)I. 

B. Quantum observables 

Now we consider the quotient field/)(lj): It is useful 
in quantum mechanics to use the complex basis 
{M,H, P, K,J} with the commutation relations 

[J j , K j ] = iEiJkKk, [J j , Pj] = iEiJ~k' [J j , J i ] = iEiJkJk' 

[Kj,P j ]=- iOiJM, [Kj,H]=- iP j ; 

all other commutators are zero. The subfield /)(U)I of 
rational invariants is generated by the elements 

X 1 =M, X2=H-p2/2M, X3=[J+(1/M)KXpF. 

We define 

Q=- K/M, S=J + (l/M)KXP. 

Their commutations relations are 

[J;, Qj] = iEjjkQk, [Qj, Pj] = iOji> 

[Jj , S j] = [Sj, Sj] = iEjJk5k' 

[Qj, Q J] = [Qj ,5j ] = [pj,Sj] = 0, 

and we can write 

which are in agreement with the algebraic properties 
of the position and the spin observables in quantum non
relativistic mechanics, 

It is easily seen /)(lj) '" /)4.3 and furthermore that 
/)(U) does not admit an element with the algebraic prop
erties of a time observable. 

5. RELATIVISTIC MECHANICS 

The relevant Lie algebra in relativistic mechanics is 
the Poincare Lie algebra. We choose the basis 
{fI, P,K,,9} with the commutation relations 
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[91 '/(JJ = EjJJ(~, [9 I, Pj] =EjJkPk, [91,9 j} =Eiik9 k' 

f!<j,Pi]=-Ojjf!, [KI,f!]=-P, [l<i,l<j]=-~ljk9k' 

and all other commutators are zero. The characteristic 
dimensions are n(G) = 4 and s(G) = 2. One can provelO 

that D(S) ""D4•2 andD(U) "'D 4•2 , but we shall see now that 
the physical position and spin observables are outside 
of these quotient fields. 

A. Classical observables 

The quotient field D(S) is generated by ten variables 
{h, p, k, j}. Let wI-' be the Pauli-Lubanski quadrivector 
(-jp, -hj+pXk), and letm=(h2_p2)1/2. In terms of 
the generators of D(S) the physical position and spin ob
servables in classical relativistic mechanics l1 can be 
written 

__ ~+ pXw w (wp)p 
q- h mh(h+m)' S=-m+mh(h+m)' 

It is straightforward to verify the following relations: 

{ij,qJ}=Elikqk, {q;, Pj}= 0lj, 

{ji' S j} = {s i' S j} =EljkS k, 

{ql' qj} = {q;,s j}= {PI' s j}= 0. 

Also we have 

h2=m2+p2, k=_qh+ sxP j=qXp+s. 
h+m' 

However, since m <I D(S), the components of q and s 
does not belong to D(S). Therefore, it is necessary to 
consider more general algebraic structures than the 
field D(S). For example we can construct a suitable 
algebra S* as follows. Let Sm be the extended symmetric 
algebra <t[m, h, p, k, j], where m is a new variable such 
that nt E S~, and let L be the two-sided ideal generated 
by the element m 2 - h2 + p2 in Sm' We can define the 
quotient algebra S* =S,jL. This algebra is a commuta
tive integral domain12 ; therefore, we can construct its 
quotient field D(S*). Obviously the components of q and 
s are elements of D(S*). We also note that there are two 
independent invariants in D(S*) given by m and S2. 

It is easy to check that D(S*) does not admit an ele
ment with the algebraic properties of a time observable. 
Indeed, given t satisfying 

{h,t}=I, {p,t}=O, 

we obtain {m 2,t}=2h, which is absurd as m2 ED(S*)I. 

B. Quantum observables 

Let {H, P, K, J} be the generators of the enveloping 
algebra U. As before we consider an extended structure 
U M' with a new generator M such that M E U~, and we 
define the quotient algebra U* = U M/ L, where L is the 
two-sided ideal generated by the element M2 - H2 + p2 in 
U M' The modified enveloping algebra U* is an Ore 
ring2,12; Then there exists a quotient field f)(U*) asso
ciated with U*. In this field we can define the elements 

1 [IJ PXW W (WP)P 
Q=-"2 K'Ii • + MH(H+M) , S=- M +MH(H+M) ' 

where W is the spatial part of the Pauli-Lubanski 
quadrivector WI-' = (- JP, -HJ +PXK). Performing 
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some routine calculations, we get 

[Ji,Qj]=iEjJkQk, [QI,Pj]=iolj , 

Pi,Sj] =[Si,Sj] =iE WSk' 

[Qi,Qj]=[Qj,Sj]=[Pj,Sj]=O. 

Moreover, we have the relations 

2 2 2 l[Q] SXP H =M +P, K=-"2 ,H .+H+M' J=QXP+S. 

Obviously, Q and S have the physical meaning of the 
position and the spin respectively in quantum relativistic 
mechanics. 

The invariants in f)(lj*) are generated by M and S2. 
Also, it can be proved using the same arguments as in 
the case of D(S*) that there are no time observables in 
f)(U*). 

6. OBSERVABLES ASSOCIATED WITH THE WEYL 
GROUP 

The Weyl group Lie algebra is generated by 
{f), pI-' ,/I11-'~ = - IYtl-': Il, v = 0,1,2,3} with the commutation 
relations 

[/I1~P ,/I11-'~] = - <g>-I-' /I1P~ + g"~ /I1~I-' - g"I-' /11~~ - gA~ /I1PI-') , 

[/11~, pI-'] = - (g~I-' P -ft'I-' P~), [f), pI-'] = - pI-', 

where gl-'~ is given by gOO =1, glj =_ oli, gOI =gIO. Its 
characteristic dimensions are n(G) = 5, s(G) = 1. 

A. Classical observables 
The quotient field D(S) is generated by the variables 

{d,pl-' , ml-'~ = - m~I-'}. The invariants are generated by the 
element w2/p2, where wI-' is tEI-'~~Pml-'~pp. If we define13•14 

rl-' = (l/p2)(dP" + ml-'·p.) , wI'· = (1/p2)E"~~ p~wp, 
we have the following Poisson brackets relations: 

{d,rl-'}=rl-', {m~P,rl-'}=- (gAI-'rP-gPl-'r~), 

{PI', r·}=gl-'~, {r" ,r·}=wl-'·/p2. 

The Poisson brackets of r" with {d,pl-', ml-'·} give the 
behavior of a space-time observable under Poincare 
transformations and dilatations; nevertheless, we have 
that the different components of rl-' have nonzero Poisson 
brackets. However, if we define 

ql-' =rl-' + iwl-' /p2, sl-'· =wl-'~ + (i/p2)(pl-'w· - p~wl-'), 

we find that 

{d,ql-'}=ql-' , {m~P,q.}=- (gA~qP _gP~q~), 

{pI-', q.}=gl-'~, {ql-', q~}= {s"~, qP}={sI-'· ,pp}= {sl-'~, d}= 0, 

{mAP, sl-'·}= {sAP, sl-'~}= - (g~I-'sP ~+ ft'·s~I-' - ft'''s~· - gl-·sPI-'). 

On the other hand, we obtain 

d=qp, m"~=ql-'p~-q·pl-' +S"~. 

Therefore, q" is a relativistic space-time observable, 
and sl-''' is a relativistic spin tensor, but they are not 
real variables. 

We see thatD(S)=<t(q",p",s"~); furthermore, 
<t(ql-',p") ",D4• 4 , andsl-'~verifies that 

sl-'· - (1/2i)€"~~Ps sl-'·s -_ 4w2/p2 - )..P' ~.,- , 

where the first equation shows that <1:(sl-'·) =<t(Sij). 
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Since {so} generates an SU(2) Lie algebra, it is clear 
that a:(sl'~):::::Dt,t. Therefore, we conclude that D(S) 

:::::DS,t. 

B. Quantum observables 

The analysis of f)(U) is completely analogous to the 
one we carried out for D(S). In terms of the complex 
basis of G we definet4 

RI' =HD,P/p2]. + (1/2P2)[MI'~,P~]+, 

WI'~ = (1/p2)€I'~APPAWp, 
QI' =RI' + iWI' /p2 , SI'~ = WI' ~ + (i/p2)(pI'W~ - P~WI'). 

It is straightforward to verify the following commutation 
relations: 

[D, QI']=iQI', [MAP, QI'] =_ i~I'QP _gPI'QA), 

[pI', Q~] =igl'~, [QI', Q~] = [SI'~, QP] = [SI'~, pP] =[SI'~, D] = 0, 

[MAP,SI'~] = [SAP, SI'~] =_ i~I'SP~ +gP~SAI' _ gPI'SA~ - g"~SPI'). 

Also, we have 
D=HQI' ,Pl']+' MI'~=QI'P~- Q~PI' +SI'~, 

and it is easily seen thatf)(U):::::f)s,t· 
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Nonlocal interactions: The generalized Levinson theorem 
and the structure of the spectruma) 
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Fredholm theory is applied to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for nonlocal potentials without 
spherical symmetry. For a specified large set of trace-class interactions it is proved that when, for real bFO, 
the Fredholm determinant vanishes, k 2 is the energy of a bound state. The point k = 0 is examined and 
t he analog of the distinction between zero-energy bound states and zero-energy resonances for local central 
potentials is found. A generalized Levinson theorem is proved. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

In a recent paper1 the distinction between s-wave 
zero-energy resonances or "half-bound" states and 
zero-energy bound states for higher angular momenta, 
well known for the Schrodinger equation with a local 
central potential, was generalized to the case of local 
noncentral potentials. For a large class of such inter
actions it was also proved that there are no positve
energy exceptional points. As a result, a generalized 
Levinson theorem followed in its full generality, in
cluding the possibility of an extra t 1T for a "half-bound" 
state. 

In the present paper we carry out a similar kind of 
analysis for a large class of nonlocal interactions. We 
find that all the essential results hold in this case too. 
Again there may be "half-bound" states of zero energy 
and they enter similarly into the generalized Levinson 
theorem. However, in the present case there may be 
positive-energy bound states, i. e., eigenvalues em
bedded in the continuous spectrum" We, nevertheless, 
show that there can be no exceptional points of the sec
ond kind on the real axis, except at the origin. 

Levinson's theorem was first generalized to nonlocal 
interactions by Jauch. 2 Other work on such a generali
zation includes papers by Gourdin and Martin,3 Martin, 4 

Ida,5 Bertero ('t al. , 6a Buslaev, 6b Horwitz and 
Marchand,7 Wollenberg, B Dreyfus, 9 and Bagchi et at. 1 0 

Their results are more restrictive in their assump
tions than those of the present paper, and none deals 
with the full generality of the point E = 0. The manner 
in which the bound states of positive energy enter into 
the generalized Levinson theorem has been a matter 
of some controversyB and we discuss this in Sec. 7. 

The assumptions on the interaction that are used in 
this paper are stated at the beginning of Sec. 2, in 
(2.2), (2.6), and (2.8). We do not assume V to be in
variant under rotations. The paper is organized in 
parallel to Ref. 1, which we shall refer to as 1. 

2. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

We assume that the interaction term V in the 
Schrodinger equation 

HUJ=(- 6.+ V)0=/?20, 

where H is regarded as acting in L2(JR?), is an operator 

alSupported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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in the trace class. The necessary and sufficient condi
tion for this is that there exist two Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators V1 and V2 such that 

V=V1 V2 • (2.1) 

Their kernels will be denoted by Vi (x, y), i = 1,2, and 
V(x, y), sothat 

V(x, y) = J (dz) V1 (x, z) V2(z, y) (2.2) 

and 

If we define for almost all x 

Ui(X) = U (dy) I Vi(x, y) 12]1/2, 

/' i(X) = [ r (dy) I Vi{y, x) 12]1/2, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

then (2. 3) is equivalent to IIi, l'i E L2{R3), i = 1,2. In 
addition, we will assume that Ui, l'i c= L 1 (R3) and that 
Ixl IIi, Ixl Vi E L1{R3). In other words, our assumptions 
are (2. 2) andll 

lIi,l'iEL1{R3)rIL2(R3), Ixlui,lxll'iCL1{R31. (2.6) 

Some results, as will be noted, will have a more con
ventional form if we make the somewhat stronger as
sumption that there is a function U1 (I x I) such that 

Ixl ZU1 E L1{0, 00), Ixl3u1 E Ll(O, 00), li1{X)": 1/1{1 xl). 

(2.6') 

We note that (2. 2) implies by Schwarz's inequality that 

(2.7) 

It will also be assumed that V is self-adjointl2 V = Vt
, 

and that time-reversal invariance holds, i. e., that V 
is real, 

V{x, y) = V(y, x) = V*{x, y). 

As in I, the starting point of the analysis is the 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation 

zfJ= 1)0 + GVzfJ, 

where 

zfJo (k, x) = exp{ik . x) 

and13 

G{k' x )=_ exp{iklx-yl) 
, ,y 41T I x - y I 

Copyright © 1977 American Institute of Physics 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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Letting V2 act on (2.9) gives, by (2.1) 

cp=CPo+Kcp, 

where 

and 

K = V2GV1 • 

Explicitly 

CPo(k, x) = J (dy) V2(x, y) exp(ik. y). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Because of (2.6) this defines CPo for every real k as a 
function of x in L2(JR?). It is shown in Appendix A that 
for Imk ~ 0, K is in the Hilbert-Schmidt class, 

trK~ < 00, (2.13) 

that trK exists, and that 

J (dx)(dy) exp(ikok . X)Vl (x, y)cp(y) = O. (2.21) 

For nonexceptional values of k, (2.10) has a unique 
solution cp E L 2(R3). We define 

(2.22) 

where 

(2.23) 

Then ljJ satisfies (2.9) and since by Schwarz's inequality 

(2.24) 

it follows that 

I I.::f ~ ljJs(k,x) ~ C (dy) Ix-yl . (2.25) 

Thus, although ljJ is not necessarily a continuous func
tion of x, it follows from (2.6) and Sobolev's inequality16 

lim trK = lim trK~ = O. (2.14) that integrals of the form 
Ikl ~.. Ikl ~ .. 

As a consequence, Fredholm theory is applicable to 
(2.10) for Imk = 0 and the Fredholm determinant1~ 

D(k) =det(1- AK) \),:1 (2.15) 

exists for Imk ~ 0 as an absolutely convergent power 
series in A. Furthermore 

lim D(k) = 1 
Ikl ~ ~ 

for Imk ~ O. Since also (see Appendix A) 

oK o~ tr- __ <00 

ok ok 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

and troK/ok exists for Imk ~ 0, each term in the power 
series expansion of D is an analytic function of k and 
therefore D(k) is an analytic function, regular in the 
open upper half-plane. On the real axis, D(k) is conti
nuous and differentiable. The self-adjointness of V 
leads to 

(2.18) 

The Fredholm alternative assures us that if k = ko is 
an eXceptional point, 

D(ko) =0, (2.19) 

then the homogeneous form 

(2.20) 

of (2.10) has a solution cp E L2. If ko is real, then (2.10) 
has a solution cp E L2 if and only if CPo is orthogonal to 
all solutions cp' of the equation 

CP'=~cp'. 

Assumption (2.8) implies that then 
-V2 cp'* = V1cp, 

where cp= V2GV2CP'* E L2(R3) solves (2.20). Hence 

(cp', CPo) = (lJ!o, V1CP), 

and the necessary and sufficient condition for (2.9) to 
have a solution when (2.19) holds is that for the15 R in 
(2.9), 
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J (dx)ljJ'* (k, x)j(x) 

are absolutely convergent for every j E L" (R3), 1 <f q 
<f t [If we make the stronger assumption (2.6'), then 
ljJs(k, x) is continuous. ] 

The function ljJ can be written in the form 

. exp(ik I x I ) ~ ( ) 
ljJ(k,x)=exp(tk·x)+ Ixl T(x,k)+Rx, (2.26) 

where 

T(k', k) =- i7T/(dX)(dY) exp(- ikR' .x)V(x, y)ljJ(k, y). 

(2.27) 

As I x 1- 00 the remainder R(x) is shown in Appendix B 
to be o( Ix 1_1

) in an average sense, that is, 17 

(2.28) 

[If we assume (2.6'), then R(x) =o( I x 1-1 ). ] Equations 
(2.25) and (2.6) imply that for every nonexceptional 
real k, T(f?, k) is well defined as a continuous function 
of fi and ii', and that the generalized optical theorem18 

holds. 

3. NEGATIVE-ENERGY BOUND STATES 

For Imk > 0 the operator GV is in the Hilbert-Schmidt 
class. Hence the situation is exactly as in the local case, 
described in Sec. 3 of I. There is a one-to-one corre
spondence between negative eigenvalues k~ at which 
there are nontrivial L2 solutions of the homogeneous 
form of (2.9), 

(3.1) 

and zeros ko of D(k) in the upper half-plane. Because 
the spectrum of H is real, D(k) has no zeros in Imk > 0 
except on the imaginary axis. It follows from the analy
ticity of D(k), together with (2.16) and (5.11)-(5.13) 
below, that the number of negative eigenvalues must be 
finite. The multiplicity of a zero of D(k) at k = ko equals 
the degeneracy of the eigenvalue k~. 19 
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4. REAL EXCEPTIONAL ko *' 0 

If ko*O, Imko=O, is an exceptional point (2.19), then 
there exists a solution cp EO L2 of (2.20) which is of the 
form cp = Vz<J;, and <J; satisfies the homogeneous form of 
(2.9). It can be written in the form 

<J;(x) = - [exp(ik o I xl )/4711 xl] 

x J (dy)(dz) exp(- ikj: . y) V(y, z)<f!(z) + R(x), (4.1) 

where R(x) EO L2(JR3) , as is shown in Appendix C. There
fore, <J; EO L Z(Jl3) if and only if for almost all it 

J (dy)(dz) exp(ikon . y) V(y, z)<J;(z) = 0. (4.2) 

As in I, ko is called an exceptional point of the first 
kind if there is a solution <J; of (3.1) for which (4.2) holds 
for almost all n; if there is a solution of (3.1) for which 
this is not true, then ko is called an exceptional point 
of the second kind. Thus, if and only if ko * ° is an ex
ceptional point of the first kind, k~ is a positive eigen
value, i. e., a bound state in the continuum. In contrast 
to the local case in I, such bound states cannot be ruled 
out in the present situation. Their degeneracy is equal 
to the" multiplicity" of the corresponding zero of D. 
(See Appendix D for a proof and the appropriate defini
tion of "multiplicity" in this case.) Because K is com
pact, this multiplicity is necessarily finite. It follows 
from this, together with (2.16) and (5.11)-(5.13) below, 
that the number of positive-energy bound states is finite. 

We note that (4.2) is identical with (2.21). Conse
quently a bound state in the continuum does not prevent 
the existence of a scattering solution of (2.9). This solu
tion will not be unique, but comparison of (2.27) with 
(4.2) shows that T(k', k) will nevertheless be unique for 
almost all directions. Thus the T matrix is a continu
ous function of k, ii, and ii', even at ko. 

Now suppose that ko is an exceptional point of the 
~econd kind, so that (4. 2) fails for a set of directions 
n of positive Lebesgue measure. That this is impossible 
is proved exactly as in I by means of the optical theo
rem. 20 We therefore have the following theorem. 

Theorem: If the interaction V satisfies (2.2), (2.6), 
and (2.8), then the set of real exceptional points of the 
second kind contains at most the point k = 0. 

An implication of this theorem is that the singular 
continuous spectrum of the Hamiltonian H is empty. 
(This result is not new. It is equivalent to the theorem 
of Kato mentioned in Ref. 16.) 

5. THE POINT k = 0 
The procedure here is exactly as in Sec. 5 of I, and 

we will not repeat all of it. If 

D(O) =0, 

then there are solutions cp EO L2 and X EO L2 of 

Kocp = cp, 

BoX=X, 

where 

Bo=_AVA, 
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(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

and Go and Ko are G and K for k = 0. To every solution 
X of (5. 3) there corresponds 

cp= VzAx 
which solves (5.2), and 

(cp, cp) = (X, A ~AX). 

But 

(5.6) 

tr(AV~)2 =tr(GoV~)2", (/<dX)(dY) Ui~~~(t r <"" 

by the Sobolev inequality and (2.6). Consequently cp of 
(5.6) is in L 2(Jl3). Conversely, if cp EO L 2(JR3) solves 
(5.2), then 

X=AV1 CP 

solves (5.3), and 

(X, X) = - (cp, V1 Go V1 cp). 

But 

tr(V1GoVd2
",(j(dX)(dY) ~I~~~(r) r <"" 

(5.7) 

by (2.6) and the Sobolev inequality. Thus X EO L2, and 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between nontrivial 
L 2_s olutions of (5.2) and (5.3).21 

We then define 

<J;=-AX=G OV1 cp (5.8) 

and it obeys the homogeneous equation 

<J;=GoV<f!. 

It is not identically zero, and (2.25), as well as the 
discussion following it, apply to it. 

(5.9) 

The remaining arguments of I, Sec. 5, go through 
exactly as before. The necessary estimates are given 
in Applendix E. We state the results as follows. 

If (5.1) holds, then there are only the following three 
possibilities: 

Case 1. Equation (5.3) has n ~ 1 linearly independent 
nontrivial solutions and all of the solutions I/! of (5.9) 
that correspond to them by (5. 8) obey the analog of 
(4.2) for ko=O, 

J (dy)(dz) V(y, z)<J;(z) = o. (5.10) 

Then 1 is an n-fold degenerate eigenvalue of GoV, zero 
is an n-fold degenerate eigenvalue of H, and k = 0 is an 
exceptional point of the first kind. The number n is 
necessarily finite. The behavior of D in the vicinity of 
k = ° for Imk ~ 0 then is 

(5.11) 

where c is real and c * 0. The Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation (2.9) now has a well-defined solution for k = 0 
and the scattering cross section is finite. 

Case 2. Equation (5.3) has exactly one nontrivial 
solution X, and the function I/! that corresponds to it 
by (5.8) does not satisfy (5. 10). Then 1 is not an eigen-
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value of Go V, zero is not an eigenvalue of H, we call 1jJ 
a half-bound state, and k = 0 is an eXceptional point of 
the second kind. The behavior of D near k = 0, Imk '" 0, 
is in this case 

D(k) =ick + o(k), (5.12) 

where c is real and c*-O. Equation (2. 9) now has no 
solution for k = 0 and the scattering cross section is 
infinite. 

Case 3. This is a combination of cases 1 and 2. Equa
tion (5.3) has n + 1> 1 linearly independent nontrivial 
solutions such that the 1jJ's that correspond via (5.8) to 
the first n of them satisfy (5.10), but the 1jJ that cor
responds to the last, does not. Then 1 is an n-fold de
generate eigenvalue of Go V, there is an n-fold degener
ate bound state of zero energy, and in addition there is 
a half-bound state. The point k = 0 is now an exceptional 
point of the first and second kind. The behavior of D 
near k = 0, Imk '" 0, now is 

D(k) = ick2n+l + o(k2n+1 ), (5.13) 

where c is real and c *- O. Equation (2.9) now has no 
solution for k = 0 and the scattering cross section is 
infinite. 

As for the resolvent (k2 
- H)-1, or the complete 

Green's function, we note (as in I) that in cases 2 and 
3 it diverges as k-1 at k - O. 

6. THE DETERMINANT OF THE S matrix 

The S matrix is defined by 

ik 
S=1+-T 

2lT 

as an integral operator on the unit sphere, where the 
kernel of T is given by (2.27). As in I we now derive 

detS=D*/D. (6.1) 

The extra exponential term of I (6.4) now does not arise 
because D is the unmodified Fredholm determinant. 
Since for large I k I, Imk = 0, 

2
k trT=-21. ~dx)(dy) VI (x,y)1 sinl?lx-yl +0(1) (6.2) 
IT mi\ x-y 

and by the Sobolev inequality and (2.6) this remains 
finite as k- oo , (6.1) is consistent with (2.16) and the 
exponential factor of I (6.4) is not needed. 

Note that (6. 1), (5. 12), and (5. 13) show that if k = 0 
is an exceptional pont of the second kind (cases 2 or 3), 
then 

detS(O) = - 1, 

whereas otherwise 

detS(O) = 1. 

We define 

1](k) = argD(k) 

uniquely in the first quadrant by specifying 

lim 1](k) = 0 
Ikl- .. 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

as we may by (2.16). Because D is analytic and has no 
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zeros in the open first quadrant, 1] is continuous there. 
On the real and imaginary axes D is continuous; hence 
so is 1], except for the points at which D = O. If there 
is an n-fold degenerate positive-energy bound state at 
k = ko > 0, then D has an n-fold zero there and 1] has a 
downward discontinuity of lTn. We may define the phase 
6(k) on the positive real axis so that 

6(k) = - 1](k)(rnod IT) (6.7) 

and is continuous for all 0 < k < 00. If we require 

(6.8) 

then it follows that 

6(0) = lim 6(k) = - lim 1](k) + lTn+, (6.9) 
k-O+ k-O+ 

where n+ is the number of positive-energy eigenvalues, 
each counted as many times as its degeneracy. 

Equations (6.1) and (6.7) lead to 

detS = exp(2i6), (6.10) 

which, together with (6.8) and its continuity defines 6 
uniquely in terms of S for all 0 ~ k < 00. 

7. THE GENERALIZED LEVINSON THEOREM 

Since (2.16) forces D to be real on the positive imagi
nary axis we can immediately state the value of its 
phase 1] at k = E, arrived at via the first quadrant to the 
right of the imaginary axis. If 11_ is the total number of 
negative-energy bound states (including their degen
eracies) so that D has n_ zeros (including their multi
plicities) on the positive imaginary axis, and if D has 
an no-fold zero at k = 0, then by (6.6) 

E .. 0+ 

According to (6.9) it follows that 

6(0) = IT(n+ + n_ + ~no). 

This can be written 

6(0) = IT(n + ~q), 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

where 12 is the total number of bound states (including 
their degeneracy and including those of positive, nega
tive, and zero energy), and q = 1 if there is a half-bound 
state at k = 0; q = 0 otherwise. 

We remark that the generaliZed Levinson theorem 
(7.3) looks somewhat different from its statement by 
some other authors. 8 The question of whether the posi
tive-energy bound states are to be included on the right
hand side has been a matter of some confusion. We em
phasize that (7. 3) is based on a definition of 6 that makes 
it continuous for all 0 < k < 00. That such a definition is 
possible follows from the continuity of D, which we 
have proved. That it is desirable follows from the fact 
that a positive-energy bound state at ko is not at all re
cognizable from the scattering near k Q• As we have 
seen in Sec. 4, it has no effect on the T matrix. 

That the positive-energy bound states must be in
cluded in (7. 3) in the way they are can be recognized 
heuristically as follows. Assume first that V is such 
that there are no positive-energy bound states, but that 
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there are some sharp resonances. We then change V so 
as to maneuver the resonance zeros of D onto the real 
axis. In this limit, what previously was a sharp upward 
change of 6 by 1T at each resonance becomes an upward 
discontinuity. We now redefine 6 to be continuous. Then 
the redefined phase must differ at E = 0 from the old 
value 1T(n_ + iq) by n+1T, and we get (7.3). 

APPENDIX A 

We first want to show (2.13). We have 

trKKt = j(dX)(dY)(dZ)(dX')(dY') (dt) V2(z, x) Vt(x', z) 

Xv( t)V*(t ,)exp(iklx-yl-ik*lx'-y'l) 
I y, I ,y 161T2Ix_yllx' _y'l 

(AI) 
The integral will be shown to be absolutely convergent 
and hence the order of integrations is immaterial. For 
the z and t integrals we have by Schwarz's inequality 

I J (dz)Vi(z, x)Vt(x', z) I ~ Ui(X')Vi(X). 

Thus (AI) becomes, for Imk'" 0, 

trKKt ~ (fidX)(dY)~~7~t~ (~D 2. 

Since (2.6) implies that V2, ul E L6/5(R3
) the Sobolev 

inequalitl6 implies that the right-hand side is finite, 
and (2.13) follows. 

The above argument shows that the (x, y) and the 
(x', y') integrands in (AI) are in Ll. We then merely 
change variables, 

x-y=X, x+y=Y, 

and are able to conclude from Lebesgue's lemma that 
the right-hand side of (A 1) vanishes as ReI? - ± 00. As 
Imk - 00 the same result follows from Lebesgue's domi
nated convergence theorem. Thus the second part of 
(2.14) . 

We have 

1 (, exp(ikly-zl) 
trK = - 41T } (dx) (dy)(dz) V2(x, y) I y _ z I VI (z, x). 

Therefore, for Imk'" 0, 

I trK I '" -.l/(dy)(dZ) V2(y)UI (z) < 00 

41T Iy- z I 

again by the Schwarz and Sobolev inequalities. The same 
argument as above then allows us to conclude that trK 
-° as Rek - ± 00 or as Imk - 00. Thus the first part of 
(2.14). 

Equation (2.16) follows from (2.14) because each 
term in the power series expansion of det(l - AK) uni
formly tends to zero. 

Next we consider 

tr aa~ = 4~i j (dx)(dy)(dz) V2(x, y) exp(ik I y - z I) VI (z, x) 

and hence for Imk'" 0, by Schwarz's inequality, 

I tr ~~ I ~ 4~ !(dy)(dz)v2(y)UI (z) < 00 
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by assumption (2.6). Similarly, 

oK oKt 
trak"aJ? 

= (4~) 2j(dX)(dY)(dZ)(dX')(dY')(dZ') V2(z, x) vt(x', z) 

x Vl(y, z')vt(z', y') exp(iklx- yl- ik* lx' - y'l) 

'" (4~) lj(dX)(dY)vz(X)Ul(y)] z < 00 

by (2.6). 

APPENDIX B 

The remainder R(x) in (2.26) consists of two terms, 
R=RI +Rz, 

Rl (x) = - 4~f (dy) (dz) exp(ik I x - y I ) 

XVI(y,z)<p(z)CX~YI-I!I)' 

R2(x) = - 41T~ x Ij(dY)(dZ) VI (y, z)<p(z) 

x [exp(ik Ix- yl) - exp(ik(lxl - x 'y))]. 

For the first term we have by (2.24) 

IxllRI(xll ~c j(dYlUI(Ylllyl~~1-11 

'" c j(dYl IYII~I~y~ I . 
If we assume (2.6'), then the fact that 

1 f - -11Th if I x I > I y I , 
41T dvlx-yl = 1 TYT if Ixl < Iyl, 

(B1) 

readily leads to I x I Rl (x) = 0(1) as I x I - 00. On the other 
hand, if we assume only (2.6) then this may be true 
only in an average sense, 

J (d~~) I xii R1 (x) I ~ CJ (dy) I yI1l1(Y)[ (d~Yl Ix- yl-l 

= c((~ xl (dy) I y I Ul (y) I x 1_1 + ,~: (dY)Ul (y)) 

=0(1). 

In R2 we use the estimate 

lexp(ilkllx-yl)-exp[ilk!(lx!-x'y)]! 

lyl2 
~C 

Ixl + Iyl + lyl2 

and (2. 24) to get 

Roger G. Newton 
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APPENDIXC 

We want to show here that in (4.1) REL2(R3). We 
have R = Rt + R2, where RI and R2 are given in Appendix 
B. We proceed as in Appendix A of I. From (2.24), 

1 Rt (x) 1 ~ C j(dY)UI (y) II x ~ Y I -TiT I· 
Therefore, by Schwarz's inequality, (A6) of I, and (2.6) 

In R2 we use (2.2) and (B2), 

f 1 lyl2 
IR2(x) 1 ~ C (dY)UI(y)TXT Ixl + lyl + lyl 2 ' 

Therefore, by Schwarz's inequality, (A9) of I, and 
(2.6) 

J (dx) 1 R2(x) 12 ~ C[ J (dY)UI (y) 1 Y 1]2 < o(). 

APPENDIX D 

(Cl) 

(C2) 

We want to examine here the question whether the 
degeneracy of a positive-energy bound state equals the 
multiplicity of the corresponding zero of D(k) at a real 
value of k, at which D need not be analytic. The proof 
for negative eigenvalues is as follows: For Imk > ° 

d d 
dk InD = dk In det(l - G V) 

dG 
=-tr(l-GV)-l dk V=trgGV, 

where 9 = (k2 
- H)-I. Hence if D(k o) = 0, 

lim (k-ko) d~lnD=n 
k -kO 

(Dl) 

if n is the degeneracy. If D is analytic at ko, it follows 
that 

D(k) = (k - ko)n[c + 0(1)] 

near k =ko. 

For real ko, (Dl) still follows for k - ko via the upper 
half-plane. Consequently 

where g(k) = 0(1) as k - ko. Therefore, 

InD = In(k - ko)[n + f(k)] + c + 0(1), (D2) 

where f(k) = 0(1). We can therefore assert that the zero 
of D at k = ko is of order n in the sense that near k = ko, 
for Imk > 0, 

D(k) = (k - ko)m(k)[c + 0(1)], 

where m(k)=n+o(l). 

(D3) 

Equation (D2) shows that, as k goes around ko from 
ko - € to ko + € in the upper half-plane along a semi
circle of vanishjng radiUS, the phase of D(k) changes 
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by - n'/T. This is the essential result needed for the 
proof of Levinson's theorem. 

APPENDIX E 

In this Appendix we will supply the estimates needed 
to duplicate the contents of I, Sec. 5, that is, the es
timates of I, Appendix B. 

We have 

!cd )(d )(d )(dt) I vex, y) Vet, z)lji(x)lji(z) II y - t I px y z l+lklly-tl 

~ C J (dy) (dt) 1 y - t 1 V2(y)UI (t) < 00 

by (2.24) and its analog, and (2.6). Equation (I. B2) 
follows. 

We also have 

fid )(d )(d )(dt) I vex, y) Vet, z) ~I(X) Iji(z) 1 I k I I y - t 12 
X Y Z 1+ Iklly-tl 

fi Iklly_tl2 
~ C (dy)(dt) 1 + I!? I I y _ t 1 VZ(y)Ul (t) 

~C[ ( (dy) (dt) (Iyl +ltl)V2(y)UI(t)lkl l
/

2 

) Iyl +1 tl <lkl-1 /2 

+ [ (dy)(dt)( 1 y j + j t j h'2(Y)z~1 (to J lyl+ltl)lkl-1f2 J 
=o(l)ask-O, 

by (2.6). Equation (I. B4) follows. 

APPENDIX F 

We want to give here a simple derivation of the gen
eralized optical theorem, i. e., of the unitarity of the 
S matrix, that does not depend on the nature of the spec
trum of H = - ~ + V. 

Inserting (2.9) in (2.27) yields 

- 4rrT(k', k) = (Iji~?), Vljik) 

= (1/!t" VI/it) - (1/!t" VGt V1/!k)' 

where k' =!?k', and hence 

But 

( t ik r ~ [ ] 
G - G lex, y) = - 2(2rr)2 J dk exp ik· (x - y) 

and hence 

T(k', k) - T*(k, k') = ~:fdk"T(l~" k")T*(k, k"). (Fl) 

The special case of k = k' is the optical theorem. 

This derivation shows that, at a given value of k, the 
unitarity of the S matrix depends on the existence of a 
solution to (2.9) only. It does not depend on any kind of 
completeness of the spectrum of H. 
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We develop the Hamiltonian hypersurface dynamics of the gravitational field derivatively coupled to 
general tensor sources. The closing of constraints follows from the independence of the hypersurface action 
on the path in the space of embeddings. The derivative coupling breaks the DeWitt supermetric in Riem ( ... ). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In our previous papers, 1,2 we have proposed a geo
metrical language enabling us to describe field dynamics 
in a spacetime manifold as dynamics of hypertensor 
fields in hyperspace. Along these lines, we have de
veloped a general theory of tensor fields propagating on 
a given Riemannian background. 3 

We now want to apply the same techniques to the 
Dirac-ADM dynamics of a free gravitational field, and 
to build up the hypersurface formalism for the gravita
tional field derivatively coupled to tensor sources. 
While nonderivatively coupled sources were soon 
embraced by the Dirac-ADM theory, 4 it was long doubt
ed5 whether the derivatively coupled sources can be 
treated in the same way. Our explicit construction shows 
they can, but at the same time draws attention to some 
unexpected features of the resulting formalism. In 
particular, the derivative gravitational coupling de
stroys DeWitt's "Riemannian structure" in the con
figuration space Riem( .... ) of gravitational variables. The 
significance of the breakdown is discussed in Sec. 5. 
Hamiltonian dynamics of tensor sources interacting with 
gravity is now independently studied by Fisher and 
Marsden; see Ref, 6 for a preliminary discussion of 
their method, 

Our construction is carried on the same general level 
as the Belinfante-Rosenfeld analysis of the relationship 
between the symmetrical and canonical energy-momen
tum tensors. The Lagrangian potential A of the source 
fields is left arbitrary, so that we are able to treat 
source fields described by nonlinear equations. On this 
general level, we are concerned neither about the posi
tive definiteness of the field energy, nor about the 
difficulty to keep the spin of a Pauli-Fierz field pure 
under the derivative gravitational coupling. We did not 
set out to resolve these difficulties, but we show that 
they can be spelled out and discussed within the frame
work of Hamiltonian hypersurface dynamics. 

In hypersurface dynamics, the field equations natural
ly split into the initial value constraints and the 
Hamilton equations, The initial value constraints are 
preserved by Hamilton's equations in the course of 
dynamical evolution by virtue of the closing relations 
between the constraint functions. Our work thus sep
arates the initial value problem from the evolution 
problem in the Cauchy problem for the gravitational field 
derivatively coupled to tensor sources. The Cauchy 
problem for nonderivatively coupled fields has been 
treated in full detail (see Bruhae for an excellent dis-
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cussion), but its extension to fields with nonderivative 
coupling looks far from straightforward. The main com
plication is again the breakdown of DeWitt's "Riemannian 
structure:,' implying that source-field variables ex
pliCitly enter into the evolution operator determining the 
development of the metric. 

Because the present paper is the last one in a se
ries , 1-3 we freely quote our previous results and use 
the old notation without explanation. The sections and 
equations of Refs. 1-3 are referred to by prefixing the 
Roman numerals I, II, III before the section and equa
tion numbers; for notation, consult the Sec. 1.2. 

The material is organized into five sections, including 
this Introduction. In Sec. 2, we review the Dirac-ADM 
rearrangement of the Hilbert action in the hypertensor 
formalism. In Sec. 3, we couple the gravitational field 
to arbitrary tensor sources and cast the total action 
into the hypersurface form, The derivative gravitational 
coupling leads to a source contribution which must be 
added to the gravitational momentum to complete it into 
a true momentum canonically conjugate to the metric. 
The situation closely parallels the standard treatment 
of a charged particle moving in an electromagnetic 
field, We show in detail how the hypersurface action 
generates the appropriate proj ections of the Einstein 
law and of the field equations of the sources. In Sec. 4, 
we derive the Poisson brackets between the constraint 
functions from the independence of the hypersurface 
action on the choice of path in the space of embeddings. 
The derivation is Simpler than for generalized 
Hamiltonian dynamiCS of the fields on a given 
Riemannian background, because the geometrodynami
cal action is in "an already parametrized form." 
Finally, in Sec, 5 we analyze the complications caused 
by the elimination of A multipliers in the passage from 
the first-order to the second-order formalism. There 
we see how the derivative coupling precludes the intro
duction of a supermetric in Riem(-) independent of the 
source-field variables, 

2. GRAVITATIONAL ACTION 

Einstein's law in the vacuum can be obtained by vary· 
ing the HUbertB action 

with respect to the spacetime metric gaB(X), We shall 
show now how to bring the Hilbert action principle into 
an equivalent Dirac-AD~ hypersurface form. 
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For this purpose, we pick up a curve e(t) in the space 
of embeddings t, connecting an initial embedding 
~ = e(f) with a final embedding ~ = e(~). The deformation 
t -vector tangent to this curve is 

N = de(t) = NXO + NaxO 
dt E.Lx ax' (2.2) 

its components with respect to the normal hyperbasis 
{O.Lx,Oax} being the lapse function N(x) and the shift vector 
Na(x) (see Sec. L 4L On each embedding e, the space
time geometry g induces the intrinsic geometry 
g(x)[e] and the extrinsic curvature K(x)[e]. Along the 
embedding curve e(t), the extrinsic-curvature is con
nected with the rate of change gab(x)[e(t)] = ONgab(x)[e(t)] 
of the intrinsic geometry gab(x)[e] by the formula 

(2.3) 

The integrand of the Hilbert action (2.1) can be ex
pressed as a functional of the hypertensors galJ(x) [e], 
Kab(x)[e], N(x)[e], Na(x)[e] along the embedding curve 
e(t). Referring back to Eq. (n.8.3) for the projected 
form of the Riemann curvature scalar 4R, and using the 
equation 

ONg 1/ 2=-IfN+IJa,a (2.4) 

for the rate of change of the space volume density g1/2, 
we get 

14g 11/2 4R=Ngl/2 4R=Ng1/2[-E(KabKab_~)+R] 

- 2E(g1/2g abN,b).a - 2E{fSN'),a + 2EONIf· 

(2.5) 

The action SI contained in a space region m between 
the initial and final embeddings e and e is obtained by 
integrating the expression (2.5) ,1 2 

s·[ ~ [e(t)], N[e(t)], N[e (t)]] 

+ I daa(-2E,!!'abN.b-2EKNan 
am 

+2E I W(x)[e] -K(x)[e]). 
xEm 2"'" 1 

(2.6) 

The term in braces is the hypersurface gravitational 
Lagrangian o~g. The last three terms in Eq. (2.5) 
yielded the boundary terms in the action (2.6); one taken 
over the spatial boundary om with the surface element 
daa (see Eq. (III.5.15)], and another one over the initial 
and final embeddings. 

The extrinsic curvature in Eq. (2.6) is thought to be 
expressed through N, Na, and /lNgab by means of Eq. 
(2.3), so that the action becomes a functional of the 
variables N, N a , gab along the embedding curve. There 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the spacetime 
metric g",~(X) and the hypertensors N(x)[e(t)), 
Na(x)[e(t)), gab(x)[e(t)], 

N(x)[e(t)] = En", (x, flee> (X, t), 

N"(x)[e(tl] = e~ (X, flea (X, t), (2.7) 
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gab (x)[e(t)] = g"B (e(x, t))e~(x, t}e~(x, O. 

Because the Hilbert action (2.1) evaluated for a space
time metric g"B(X) is numerically equal to the hyper
surface action (2.6) evaluated for the proj ections (2.7), 
we get correct field equations by varying the action 
(2.6) with respect to the hypertensor variables (2.7). 

While Nand N" enter the hypersurface action merely 
as Lagrange multipliers, gab occurs there together with 
its rate of change 6 Ngw Introducing the momentum 
7Tab (x}[eJ canonically conjugate to the metric gab(x)[e], 

7T"b(x) = O(O~I) = E {fSab (x) -K(x)gab(x» (2.8) 
/l (l!Ngab (x)) v 

[cf. Eq. (II. 8 . 7)], we can cast the action (2. 6) into 
canonical form. The geometrodynamical Hamiltonian is 
formed by applying the Legendre dual transformation to 
the Lagrangian form (2.6) of the action, taking into 
account Eqs. (2.3) and (2.8), 

m 

+ I daa (2Eg ab N, b + 2EKNa) 
am 

= I (NHK + NaHK.) 
m 

+ I daa(2Eg ab N'b +2g-1/ 2(7Tg-i 7Tog)V). 
am 

(2.9) 

The gravitational super-Hamiltonian HK and supermo
mentum HKa, 

HK = - EGab cd 7Tab 7T"d - ,!!'1/2R, 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

are identical with the expressions (II. 8 .12) and 
(n. 8 .13) we have found earlier by the direct rearrange
ment of the Einstein tensor. We thus arrive at the well
known Dirac-ADM form of the gravitational action, 

t 
=I; dt{ I(7Tab/lNgab-NHK_NaHKa) 

1 m 

+ fda (_2Eg abN _2g-1/ 2(7Ta_7TO a)v)} . a ,b b b 
am 

+ I (7T(X)[~ J - 7T(X)[~]). 
m 

(2.12) 

Similarly as in Sec. III. 5, where we have studied a 
tensor field propagating on a given Riemannian back
ground, we now disregard boundary terms; the 
discussion may be found, e.g .• in the references in10 

m. 
Varying the action (2.12) with respect to the canonical 

variables gab(x)[e],7Tab (x)[e], we obtain the Hamilton 
equations. We write them as variational equations in 
hyperspace, explicitly splitting the normal dynamics 
from the tangential dynamics, following the pattern of 
Eqs. (III. 6.5) and (III. 6.6), 
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0Nga~(x)(e] = [gab (x) ,HI" r IN''' , 

ON 77"b(x)(e] = (7Tab (x), W .. , ]N'" , 

0Ngab (x)(e] = (gab (X), H'cr' ]Ncr , 

o N7Tab (x)( e] = (7T ab (x), HI' cr' ]N"x' . 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

As discussed in Sec. 11.5, the tangential equations 
(2.14) merely reproduce the Lie-derivative change of 
the dynamical variables, On the other hand, t he normal 
equations (2.13) carry the true information about the 
dynamical evolution of geometry. 

Varying the action with respect to the Lagrange 
multipliers Nand N", we obtain the initial value 
constraints 

(2.15) 

Their presence indicates that the canonical variables 
gab' 7Tab carry implicit information about the embedding 
variables e"', p"" the whole scheme resembling the 
generalized Hamiltonian dynamics of spacetime hyper
tensors discussed in Sec. III, 7. We have analyzed this 
particular aspect of the geometrodynamical formalism 
in an earlier paper. 10 

3. SWITCHING ON THE SOURCES 

In Ref. 3, we have studied the dynamics of tensor 
fields propagating on a given geometrical background. 
We now couple these fields to geometry by adding the 
field action SI/> to the Hilbert gravitational action SI, 

(3.1) 

Our units are chosen so that the coupling constant 2K 
= 167TGc·3 = 1; the Einstein gravitational law then 
becomes 

(3,2) 

The factor ~ on the right-hand side of Eq, (3.2) is to be 
remembered when interpreting the projected terms. 
The field action SI/> is taken in the first-order form 
which, similarly as for the fields propagating on a given 
background, substantially simplifies the hypersurface 
projections. The price to pay are the A multipliers 
which enter the Hamiltonian formalism; their elimina
tion is discussed in Sec, 5, 

To follow the joint dynamics of geometry and tensor 
sources, we must cast the total action (3,1) into the 
hypersurface form. The rearrangement of the source 
action SI/> brings no surprises, It proceeds exactly as 
if the background was fixed, which allows us to take 
directly the results of Secs. III. 4-III, 6. For the rep
resentative case of a covector field, the hypersurface 
form of the source action is [see Eq. (III,5,13)] 

+ I daa(NPI/> a + N" fo a
b
), 

am 
(3.3) 

o 

The field super-Hamiltonian HI/> and supermomentum 
HI/>a are given by expressions (IlL 5. 16)-(III.5.21). At 
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the present moment, we want to stress that the field 
supermomentum does not depend on the geometrical 
variables gab' K ab , while the field super-Hamiltonian 
depends on them in a very special way; it is linear in 
the extrinsic curvature for fields with derivative gravi
tational coupling, 

(3.4) 

and the term with extrinsic curvature drops out for 
fields with nonderivative gravitational coupling (see 
Sec. III. 11) . 

The importance of these observations becomes ap
parent when we pass from the source action to the total 
action (3.1) and try to cast it into the Hamiltonian form 
with respect to the gab. The Hilbert action sg is easily 
rearranged into the hypersurface from (2.6). However, 
when we try to define the momentum pab(x)[e] canonical
ly conjugate to the metric gab (x)(e], 

pab(x) = O(ONS) ___ 1_ O(ONS) 
O(ONgab(x» - 2N(x) oKab(x) 

1 (O(ONSe ) 6(ONS<l») 
= - 2N(x) oKab(x) + 6Kab (x) , (3.5) 

it becomes painfully obvious that not only the gravita
tional action se, but also the source field action Sl/> con
tributes to pab(x}(el. This contribution amounts to pab(x) 
and comes directly from the extrinsic curvature term 
2pb Kab in the field super-Hamiltonian (3.4), 

To describe the situation, let us use the old symbol 
7T ab for the momentum (2.8) stemming from the Hilbert 
action sg. Because this action characterizes the gravi
tational field without interaction with sources, we will 
call 7Tab the gravitational momentum. On the other hand, 
the momentum pab canonically conjugate to the metric 
gab determines the dynamics of geometry coupled to 
sources within the Hamiltonian scheme and deserves 
thus the name of geometrodynamical momentum. We 
see from Eq. (3.5) that the geometrodynamical mo
mentum p.b differs from the gravitational momentum 
7Tab by the term pb constructed from the source-field 
variables and attributable to the derivative gravitational 
coupling, 

(3.6) 

Unfortunately, in one respect the proposed terminol
ogy is misleading. It is the gravitational momentum 
7Tab which is purely geometrical, being constructed from 
the extrinsic curvature in the standard way (2.8), and 
it is the geometrodynamical momentum pab which is 
extrageometrical, containing a contribution pab from 
the sources. 

The reason why the source-field momentum is the 
same for the field interacting with geometry as for the 
field propagating on a given geometrical background is 
obvious: The gravitational action SI" does not contain any 
source-field variables, In contrast with this, the 
source-field action SI/> contains the geometrical vari
abies. Therefore, when proj ected into the hypersurface 
form, it exhibits the term - 2N pab K'b linear in the 
geometrodynamical velocity (5 Ngao. This term then leads 
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to the difference between the geometrodynamical and 
the gravitational momentum. 

The whole situation closely resembles the Hamiltonian 
dynamics of a charged particle moving in an electro
magnetic field. Here, the momentum p canonically con
jugate to the position q of the particle also differs from 
the mechanical momentum 1T_= mq by the term eA con
taining the vector potential A of the electromagnetic 
field. This term can be traced back to the interaction 
term e Aa qa (linear in the particle velocity tla) in the 
particle Lagrangian, Similarly as our source term pab 

can be traced back to the interaction term pabliNgab 
(linear in the geometrodynamical velocity liNgab ) in the 
field Lagrangian. 

With the field action So already in the canonical form 
(3.3) in the source-field variables, and the geometro
dynamical momentum (3.6) at our disposal, it is easy 
to bring the total action (3. 1) into the canonical form 
with respect to the remaining dynamical variable gab' 
The Hamiltonian is again obtained from the hypersur
face Langrangian B~ = B~' + li~0 by the Legendre dual 
transformation, 

pabxBNgabx + 1f~xBN¢~x + rr"xBN¢ax -{iNS 

= f {pabliNgab - Ngl/2( - Ei,KabKab -~) + R) 
m 

+ r doa{ (2Eg ab N.b + 2EKN") - (NP0 a + N' po \)} 
am 

=J(NH+NaH.l 
m 

+ J dOa{(2EgabN.b + 2g-1/2(~ - ~1fBg )~) 
am 

_ (NP0 a + Nb(P0 a
b 

_ g-1/2 pg))}, (3.7) 

in course of which the extrinsic curvature Kab gets 
eliminated by means of the inverted Eqs. (2.8), (3.6), 

Kab = EG ab Cd(PCd - pad). (3.8) 

Collecting the terms, we get the total super
Hamiltonian and supermomentum 

H=HK+H0, 

H =_2pb +H0 a a 11;1 a· 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

The super-Hamiltonian H is the sum of the gravita
tional super-Hamiltonian (2.10) and the field super
Hamiltonian H0. Note that H0 is not identical with the 
super-Hamiltonian H0 of the field propagating on a given 
background, because the term 2pabKab is missing in 
H0. Remember also that it was H0 and not fj0 which we 
have identified in Eq. (III. 8 .14) with the 11 projection 
of the symmetrical energy-momentum tensor, 

(3.11) 

Similarly, the gravitational super-Hamiltonian HK was 
identified in Eq. (III. 8.11) with the 11 proj ection of the 
Einstein tensor, 

(3.12) 
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the factor ~ reflecting our choice of units [cf. Eq. (3.2)]. 
However, 1fab in the gravitational super-Hamiltonian 
must not be confused with the momentum pab canonically 
conjugate to gab' It is to be considered merely as an 
abbreviation (3.6). Through the substitution (3.6), the 
derivative gravitational coupling finds its way into the 
total super-Hamiltonian, in spite of its seemingly addi
tive form (3.9). This is again completely analogous to 
the situation of a charged particle moving in an electro
magnetic field. 

o 

In Sec. II.5, we have learned that H0 a generates the 
appropriate Lie-derivative change of the source-field 
variables ¢~, 1f\ ¢a' 1fa under the tangential deforma
tion of an embedding, and - 2p~ Ib generates the appro
priate Lie-derivative change of the canonical variables 
gab' pab. This explains the additive form of the total 
supermomentum (3.10). This form is geared to the 
purposes of the canonical formalism. However, in com
plete analogy with a different split (3.9) of the super
Hamiltonian, we can write the supermomentum Ha also 
as the sum 

(3.13) 

of the gravitational supermomentum (2.11), which is 
directly related by Eq. (II. 8.11) to the 1 II proj ection 
of the Einstein tensor, 

(3.14) 

and that part, H0 a' of the field supermomentum, 
o 

H0 a=H0 a - 2~ Ib' (3.15) 

which is directly related by Eq. (III. 8 .15) to the 1 II 

projection of the symmetrical energy-momentum 
tensor, 

(3.16) 

This split of the supermomentum is useful when com
paring the supermomentum constraint with the 1 II pro
j ection of the Einstein law (3.2). 

Having now the Hamiltonian (3.7), we can write down 
the final form of the hypersurface action, 

S[gab' pab; ¢u 1f~ , ¢a, 1fa;A ~b , A ab;N, N"] 

t 
= J~ dt{ J (pabBNgab + rrlBN¢~ 

1 m 

+ J doa( - 2Eg ab N.b - 2g-1/ 2(1f ~ - ~1fB~)Nb 
am 

+ J(1f(x)[e]-1f(x)[ej). 
m 1 2 

(3.17) 

For completeness, we have included all the boundary 
terms, though we do not want to discuss them here in 
detail. 

Let us see now how the hypersurface action (3.17) 
generates the appropriate projections of the field equa
tions and of the Einstein law of gravitation. All vari
ables which we have written down in the functional de-
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pendence of the action (3.17) are to be varied indepen
dently. We will discuss first the variation with respect 
to the source-field variables CPJ.' rr, CPa' rra, Xu, Xa&. 
Because 

(3.18) 

in view of Eqs. (3,6) and (3.8), we get the relation 
o 

o(It> ••• A)HI!.; flXOd=O(It> ••• A)HI!.! fixed (3.19 ) 

which implies that equations for the tensor sources of 
the gravitational field are the same as if the source 
fields were propagating on a given gravitational back
ground. This applies to the Hamilton equations as well 
as to the A equations, The Hamilton equations can again 
be written as variational equations in hyperspace, Eqs, 
(III. 6. 5)-(III. 6.6), with H, Ha playing the role of B, Ba' 
The A equations have the explicit form (111010.2); 
replacing the extrinsic curvature by the geometro
dynamical momentum pab, they read 

They will serve us to eliminate the X multipliers in 
Sec. 5. 

Next, varying the lapse function and the shift vector, 
we get the constraints 

H=O=Ha. (3.21) 

Due to the additive nature (3.9) and (3.13) of the con
straint functions, H, Ha, and the identification (3.11), 
(3.12), (3.14), and (3.16) of the projections of the 
Einstein tensor and the symmetrical energy-momentum 
tensor, Eqs. (3.21) are easily seen to yield the 11 and 
1 II proj ections of the Einstein law (3.2). 

Finally, vary the geometrodynamical variables pab, 
gtJb' The variation of pab leads back to its connection 
(3,8) with the extrinsic curvature. It remains to be 
shown that the variation of gab reproduces the II II pro
jection of the Einstein law. Of course, we know that 
this variation gives the Hamilton equation 

ONpab(x) = [ptJb(x),Hx']N" 

= [pab(x),HKx']N" + [pab(x) ,Hit> ,,,,IN'' . (3.22) 

In the Poisson brasket with HK"", we can keep 1i fixed 
instead of keeping p fixed, picking up an additional 
term, 

[p'&(x), HI (X' )] 

OHI(x') I 
= - ogab (x) ;; tlxed 

OHK(x') I Op'd(x') 
=- ogab(x) ;uxod- 2EGcdef(x')71"f(x') Og.b(x) 

= [rrtJb(x),HI(X')[g,1i]]-2Kcd ~pcd o(x',x). 
- uglfh 
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(3.23) 

We then use the geometrokinematical identity (11.8.19), 

o Nrr'b (x) = [rrtJb(x) ,HI" ",' [!, 1i]J.N" + fr N, (3.24) 

to introduce the Gab proj ection of the Einstein tensor 
into our game. Putting Eqs. (3.6), (3.22), (3.23), and 
(3.24) together, and isolating gab on one side, we get 

GabN=.!.(_2 oHIt>", N"-20 p"b_4K Oped N). 
v 2 ogab N cd og'b 

(3.25) 

This is just the ab projection of the Einstein law (3.2), 
the terms in the bracket giving the N'['b component of 
the symmetrical energy-momentum tensor according to 
Eq. (III. 8.17). We have thus directly verified that the 
hypersurface action (3.17) generates all projections of 
the Einstein law of gravitation. 

This concludes our proof that the action for the gravi
tational field derivatively coupled to tensor sources 
can be given a hypersurface form. When sources are 
described by the first-order action, the resulting 
formalism closely resembles the situation of a charged 
particle moving in an electromagnetic field. The elim
ination of the A multipliers, however, introduces a 
number of complications which we will discuss in Sec. 
5. 

4. CLOSING OF CONSTRAINTS 

In Sec. 111.12, we have studied the Poisson brackets 
between the constraint functions E and E. of the general· 
ized Hamiltonian dynamiCS of tensor fields propagating 
on a given background. We concluded that these Poisson 
brackets are expressible as certain universal combina
tions of the original constrainot functions N, N. and of 
the X equations generated by H. This ensured the pres
ervation of the initial value constraints from one embed
ding to another. 

In geometrodynamics with tensor sources, we again 
encounter initial value constraints-Eqs. (3.21). The 
new constraint functions, Hand Ha , are quite different 
from the old constraint functions, Ii and Ii •. In par tic -
ular, they depend on the geometrodynamical variables 
gtJb' p'b instead of on the hypersurface variables e", p". 
However, the Poisson brackets between H and H. are 
the same combinations of H, Ha and of the new X equa
tions as the Poisson brackets between Ii and Ii. were of 
lI, N. and of the old X equations. 

There is a good reason why the Poisson brackets 
have the same structure whether the sources are or are 
not coupled to geometry; in each case, the structure 
follows from the fact that the hypersurface action does 
not depend on the path e(t,x) in C when the spacetime 
fields are kept fixed. The only difference is that s:(x) 
is included among the dynamical fields in geometro
dynamics. Incidentally, this Simplifies the evaluation 
of the Poisson brackets, since the lapse function and 
the shift vector are conSidered as independent variables 
from the beginning, while in the field theory on a back
ground they are added to other variables later, during 
the "parametrization process." 

We will now show how the structure of the Poisson 
brackets between the geometrodynamical constraint 
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functions H, Ha follows from the invariance of the total 
action 5 under the change of path, For definiteness, 
we will carry out the proof for the typical case of single 
scalar field interacting with gravity, (The scalar field 
has nonderivative gravitational coupling, but the dif
ference between derivatively and nonderivatively cou
pled fields has no bearing on our argument,) The gen
eralization to tensor fields is straightforward and pro
ceeds as in Sec, III.12, Our derivation also gives the 
Poisson brackets between the gravitational super
Hamiltonian HK and supermomentum HKa in pure geo
metrodynamics; we only have to put the scalar field 
variables equal to zero in the final result, These Pois
son brackets, (4.18)-(4.20), do not contain any,\ 
multipliers, pure geometrodynamics being treated by 
us from the beginning in the second-order form. Sim
ilarly, we can bring geometrodynamics with arbitrary 
tensor sources into second-order form, by eliminating 
,\ multipliers from the constraint functions, The modi
fied constraint functions then close in the same univer
sal way as the gravitational constraint functions HK, 
HKa' 

Our derivation is based on the equivalence of the 
spacetime action with the hypersurface action. We thus 
start from the spacetime action of the scalar field in
teracting with gravity, 

5[q:",\" .g"aJ = '~1d4X 14g Il/2(4R +,\ "q:,.", - 1\(q:",\" ,g",a». 

(4.1) 

To cast it into the hypersurface form (see Secs. 2 and 
III. 11 A), we choose a path e'" (t, x) in {, repres ent the 
spacetime fields by their hypersurface projections, 
introduce the field momenta, and perform the Lengendre 
dual transformation 

5[f[ab,pab;q:" 7T;,\a ,N,Na] 

t 
= I t2 dt I (pab I5 Nf[ab + 7TO N q:, - NH - NaHa) 

1 m 

+ boundary terms, (4.2) 

Conversely, to return from Eq. (4.2) to Eq, (4.1), 
we define the field momenta pab(x)[e], 7T(x)[e] in terms 
of the field velocities I5 Ngab (x)[e], /}Nq:,(x)[e] from the 
first set of Hamilton's equations 

(4.3) 

If we eliminate the field momenta from the hypersurface 
action (4.2), it becomes numerically equal to the space
time action (4.1), Let us emphasize that Eqs. (4.3) do 
not play the role of field equations in our argument, but 
express the Legendre dual transformation which connects 
the hypersurface action (4.2) with the spacetime action 
(4,1). This connection holds for arbitrary fields q:,(x) , 
f[",a(X) , not only for the extremal fields satisfying the 
field equations, 

We know that the spacetime action remains the same 
if we vary the path e'" (t, x) keeping the spacetime fields 
g",a(X) , q:,(X) , ,\"(X) fixed. Such a variation l5e"'(t,x) 
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=M"(t,x), induces the variation 15 M of the hypersurface 
prOjections gab(x)[e], N(x)[e] , N"(x)[e], q:,(x)[e], ,\a(x)[e], 
and through Eqs. (4.3), of the field momentapab(x)[e], 
7T(x)[e]. The hypersurface action (4,2), being numerical
ly equal to the spacetime action (4.1), remains un
changed by this variation, 

(4.4) 

The identity (4,3) expresses the path independence of 
the hypersurface action. 

The symplectic form appeared in Eq. (4.4) through 
integration by parts. Because N is the deformation 
vector along the original path e(t,x), its action on an 
arbitrary functional F[e] of e is given by the time 
derivative, 

(4.5) 

This enables us to integrate certain terms by parts with 
respect to time, like in the expression 

t n dt I pab(j MO Ngab 
m 

e t 

= I[pab(x)[e jl5Mfrab (x)[e m -n dt I I5NPab(j~ab' 
1 1m 

At this point we assume that the path e is not varied at 
the two faces, e and e, of the spacetime sandwich, so 
that the boundafy terihs drop out. 

The changes I5 MN, (jMNa of the lapse function and the 
shift vector under the change M of the path e are easily 
specified. To start with, the change of the deformation 
{-vector N is given by the formula (see Fig. 1) 

I5 MN =NM= MN + [N,M]. (4,6) 

Taking its components with respect to the normal 
hyperbas is, 

I5MN(x) = MN(x) + [N, M]LX , 

I5 MN"(x) = MN"(x) + [N, M]ax, 

and using Eqs. (1.6.19)-(1,6,20) for the {-vector Lie 
brackets, we get 

.... '-_ ... ----

_--7-elf .4f} 

elf} 

FIG. 1. Change of the deformation [-vector N under the dis
placement M(t) of the path e(t). From the vector quadrangle in 
the picture, oMN(t) ~ limL>.t.o(~)-1 (M(t+~) - M(t))= NM. 
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oMN(x) =NM(x) + N,.M a -M,aNa , 

IiMNa(x) =NMa(x) +E(NM,a _N,aM) _[N,M]a. (4.7) 

Recalling Eq. (4.5), we can integrate the terms -l':lH 
-.WaHa by parts with respect to time, 

t - f~ dt f (H(x)NM(x) + Ha(x)NMa(x» 
m 

1 
t 

= f2 dt f ~'li(x)ONH(x) + Ma(x)1i NHa (x» , 
t m 
1 

bringing the identity (4.4) into the form 

OMS = f~ dt f{OMPabON gab -IiNpa~li~ab 
t m 
1 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The variations 0NH(X), ONHc(x) and OMH(x), OMHc(X) in 
Eq. (4.9) can be written down term by term, 

o H( ) = oH(x) ° + oH(x) O __ flabx' + oH(x) 6 cf>, 
N X 0" Ngabx' opabx' Nr O,j.. N x 

habr '+'x' 

Rearrange first the multiplier terms 

(NORA a - N6 M"Aa ) ~~ 

(4.10) 

which appear in the integrand. The change of Aa is given 
by the kinematical equation (II. 2.6), 

(4.11) 

in which gl/2Al may be identified [see Eq. (111.11.5)] 
with the scalar field momentum. Interchanging the role 
of M and N, we get 

(NIlRAa -NOMAa) ~~a 

- - - - GH ={Eg-1 / 2 7T(NN,a - NM,a) + M[N, A]a - N[M ,AJa} GAa' 

(4.12) 

Next, replace the field velocities 6Ngab , ONcf>, 
6ygab' OMcf> by the field momenta, supstituting for them 
the expressions (4.3). The remaining terms then neatly 
combine into Poisson brackets and the identity (4.9) 
becomes 

t n dt f f {M(x)N(x')[H(x),H(x')J 
1 xEm x'Em 

+ M(x)Nb(X')[H(x) ,Hb (x')] 
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+ Ma(x)N(x')[Ha(x) , H(x')] 

+ Ma(x)Nb(x')[Ha(x) ,Hb (x') J} 

+ f~ dt f 1(N,aNa - Njl1.a)H 
1 m 1 

+ (E(N,aM _NM,a) + [N,Mja)Ha 

+ (Eg- 1 / 27T(MN,a _ NM,a) + M[N,-;' Ja 

- N[il ,~]a) ~~f= o. (4.13) 

With this, all integrals are explicitly expressed as 
some bilinear combinations of N, N a and M, M a • 

We now only use the arbitrariness of N, Na and M, Ma, 
implying that all coefficients of this bilinear combina
tion must vanish _ This yields the desired Poisson 
brackets, 

[H(x) ,H(x')] 

= -E {(Ha(x) +Ia(x)o,a(x'x') - (x- x')}, 

[Ha(x) ,H(x')] =H(x)o,a(x, x') 

aH 
- -(x')Ab(x')o (x' x) GAa ,b' , 

[Ha(x),Hb(x')]=Hb(x)o,a(x,x') - (ax- bx'), 

with 

ra=g-1/2 7Tg ab aH 
1 GAb' 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

As anticipated, the Poisson brackets (4.14)- (4. 16) 
have the same structure as the corresponding Poisson 
brackets (III.12.31)-(III.12.33) for the generalized 
Hamiltonian dynamics of the scalar field propagating on 
a given background. Putting the scalar field variables 
equal to zero, cf>=0, Tr=O, Aa=O, our derivation shows 
that the gravitational super-Hamiltonian HK and super
momentum HK. close according to the formulas 

[Hg(x) , W(x') J = - E(HK a(x)o,.(x, x') - (x - Xl», (4.18) 

[Wa(x) , W(x')] =HK(x)o,a(x, x'), (4.19) 

(4.20) 

Equations (4.18) and (4.19) were shown to coincide with 
the contracted Bianchi identities in Sec. II. 10. 

As we have already mentioned, the closing relations 
(4.18)-(4.20) are also valid for the constraint functions 
* H, * Ha obtained by eliminating the A multipliers from 
the constraint functions H, H •. These are counterparts 
of the closing relations (IILI2.45)-(III.12.47) in gen
eralized Hamiltonian dynamics of tensor fields on a 
given background. The elimination process runs exactly 
as in Sec. III.12, so that we do not need to discuss it 
here. 

The relations (4.14)-(4.16) ensure that the initial 
value constraints (3.21) will hold on a deformed embed-
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ding, if they hold on the original embedding together 
with the A equations aH/aA a = O. This is a necessary 
consistency test for Hamiltonian geometrodynamics with 
tensor sources in first-order form. Similarly, the 
closing relations (4.18)-(4,20) ensure that the initial 
value constraints (2.15) in pure geometrodynamics are 
preserved in course of the dynamical evolution, 

5. ELIMINATION OF A MULTIPLIERS 

Our main result about the Hamiltonian structure of 
geometrodynamics with tensor sources was the additive 
form (3.9) of the total super-Hamiltonian accompanied 
by the additive form (3.6) of the gravitational momen
tum. These two implied that, however complicated the 
source-field super-Hamiltonian may be, the total 
super-Hamiltonian is always a quadratic function of the 
geometrodynamical momentum pab. Moreover, the 
coefficients of the quadratic form in pab are the com
ponents of DeWitt's supermetric (2.10), constructed 
entirely from the gravitational variables gab' Unfortu
nately, these statements are true only for sources 
described by the first-order formalism. This formal
ism is characterized by the presence of A multipliers 
in addition to the dynamical degrees of freedom of the 
source field. At the end, we want to eliminate these 
nondynamical variables from the action. This can be 
done, but the detailed and possibly complicated struc
ture of the field super-Hamiltonian then creeps into the 
pa .. dependence of the total super-Hamiltonian. The A 
multipliers thus serve as a barrier which we put be
tween the source-field variables and the geometro
dynamical momentum. We must understand now the 
complications which arise when the barrier is put down. 

For definiteness, consider again a covector field ¢a' 
A aB, The AU, A aL projections become the field momenta 
1T, 1Ta, but the ALb and Aab projections remain in the 
hypersurface action (3,3) as Lagrange multipliers. 
They enter the action only through the translation part 
H, of the super-Hamiltonian, while the tilt super
Hamiltonian Hf and the supermomentum Ha are A 
independent, 

To eliminate the A multipliers, we return to A equa
tions (3.20). Generically, these equations determine 
ALa, A ab as functions of the dynamical field variables 
¢L~ 1TL, ¢a' 1Ta and the geometrodynamical variables 
gab' pab • Substituting these functions into the super
Hamiltonian H+, we get the modified super-Hamiltonian 
* H which correctly generates the dynamics of the 
canonical variables ¢L' 1T.L, CPa' 1T

a , gab' pab (cf. Sec. 
IlL 10) . Because H f does not depend on A, we need to 
discuss only what the elimination of multipliers does to 
the structure of * H, . 

1, At a very general level, describe p by a Lagrangian 
potential A which is not necessarily a quadratic func-
tion of 'i, This means that the field equations for p 
propagating on a given background are nonlinear and 
the field super-Hamiltonian H~ is not a quadratic func
tion of the field momentum 1T. Let the field be deriva
tively coupled to gravity. While ped is a linear function 
of the multipliers ALb and Aab , the expressions aA/aAab 

are definitely nonlinear in AJ.b and A ab. The multipliers 
determined from Eqs, (3,20) will thus be some non-
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linear functions of the geometrodynamical momentum 
pab. When we substitute them into H" * H, will cease to 
be a quadratic function of the geometrodynamical mo
mentum. This shows that the nonquadratic structure of 
the field potential A induces through the derivative 
coupling a nonquadratic structure of the super
Hamiltonian *H in the geometrodynamical momentum, 

2. Traditionally, one works only with Lagrangian 
potentials A which are quadratic functions of~, Even 
more specifically, one restricts A to quadratic forms 
of both ~ and cP, which ensures that the equations for ¢ 
propagating on a given background g are linear and -
homogeneous. What can be said about the structure of 
*H after such fields are derivatively coupled to gravity? 

First, it is obvious that the derivatives aA/aAJ.b and 
aA/aA ab are linear both in the multipliers and in the 
field momenta 1TL , 1Ta • The expression ped is also a linear 
function of the multipliers and of the field momenta, so 
that Eqs. (3,20) determine the multipliers as some 
linear (though nonhomogeneous) functions of the field 
momenta and the geometrodynamical momentum pab. 
Notice, however, that the coefficients of the momenta 
pab , 1T

L
, 1T

a in these linear functions will depend on the 
field coordinates ¢L' CPa. because ¢L' CPa are present in 
the ped - ped terms in Eqs. (3.20). 

With our choice of A, the field super-Hamiltonian 
H~ is a quadratic function of the field momenta and the 
multipliers. After the multipliers are eliminated from 
H~. it becomes a quadratic function of the field mo
menta and the geometrodynamical momentum, with 
cross terms arising between 1T L

, 1Ta, and pab , and the 
coefficients depending not only on the metric gab' but 
also on the field coordinates ¢ L' ¢a' The same thing 
happens to the gravitational super-Hamiltonian HK, 
since pab becomes a linear nonhomogeneous function of 
the momenta 1TJ., Ti a , pab , with coefficients depending on 
CPJ.' CPa' J{ab after the elimination of multipliers, 

Briefly, denoting by P A = {pob , 1TJ., na} the collection of 
momenta, *H, has the general form 

(5.1) 

in which the coefficients *C AB , * A B , and * V depend on 
the metric gab' the field coordinates ¢J.' CPa' and the 
space derivatives of these variables. In particular, the 
supermetric *C AB does not have the block form [cf. Eq. 
(5.3)] which is characteristic for the fields with non
deri vative gravitational coupling, The" Riemannian 
structure" which *C AB imposes on the total configuration 
space fI" = {gab, ¢J.' CPA} does not thus induce a ¢L' ¢a
independent "Riemannian structure" in the configuration 
space Riem("") of the graviational variables. This seems 
to indicate that, when gravity is derivatively coupled 
to sources, not only the source-field variables, but the 
gravitational variables as well, may propagate off the 
light cones determined by the spacetime metric JI.' 

One can trace these complications back to the space
time form (3.2) of the Einstein law of gravitation, To 
identify the hyperbolic operator which governs the 
propagation of the gravitational variables, one tries to 
isolate in Einstein's law all second-order derivatives of 
the metric with respect to time. It seems to have been 
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largely overlooked in the literature on the Cauchy prob
lem that such derivatives can occur not only in the 
Einstein tensor Ga6, but also in the symmetrical ener
gy-momentum tensor T,,6. The canonical energy
momentum tensor 8"a, to be sure, depends only on the 
first derivatives of the metric, but the Belinfante
Rosenfeld spin energy-momentun tensor sail.;,. contains, 
in general, the second derivatives of the metric, be
cause the spin tensor s"~ itself contains the first deriva
tives (See Sec. I1I.3 for the definitions of these ob
jects from the field Lagrangian; in the second-order 
formalism, X variables become expressed through the 
first covariant derivatives of the cP variables and con
tain thus the first derivatives of the metric.) Moreover, 
from the construction of s~ it is obvious that the sec
ond derivatives of the metric have the fields 1! in front 
of them as coefficients. Including these terms into the 
hyperbolic operator, it becomes obvious why the con
cept of gravitational supermetric independent of the 
source fields breaks down. 

One can get the explicit form of the coefficients *G AB , 

* AB, * V in concrete cases. One of the simplest ex
amples is the covector field described by the 
Lagrangian potential 11.== - tA a6Aa8 , which was studied 
in Sec. 111,10. One can see in detail that the super
metric does not have the block form, but the expressions 
are fairly complicated and we will not write them down 
in detail. 

3. The whole situation vastly simplifies for fields 
with nonderivative gravitational coupling. As discussed 
in Sec. 111,11, pab =0 for such fields and the extrinsic 
curvature drops out of the hypersurface Lagrangian. In 
a covector case, CPl and Alab ] together play the role of 
Lagrange multipliers. Varying them, we get Eqs. 
(I1I.1L21), (1I.1L22), 

aH all. 
g-1/2 a>.lab] == - CPla.b] + aA labl =0, 
aH _ a ~_ 
aCPl -E7r la+ acp -0. (5.2) 

Generically, these equations determine the multipliers 
CPl' Alabl in terms of gab and the dynamical field vari
ables CPa' 7r". However, the gravitational momentum 
pab == 7rab does not enter into this solution. The modified 
super-Hamiltonian * H. thus has the form 

*H, = HK(gab , 7rab ) + *H~(CPa' 7T a
). (5.3) 

Here, HK is the standard super-Hamiltonian (2.10) for 
the free gravitational field. There are no cross terms 
between the gravitational momentum 7Tab and the field 
momentum 7T a • The gravitational super-Hamiltonian HK 
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is a quadratic form of 7Tab , with DeWitt's supermetric 
constructed entirely out of the metric gOb" The con
figuration space of the gravitational variables thus has a 
"Riemannian structure" independent of the sources. 
This holds even if the super-Hamiltonian of the source 
itself is nonquadratic in the field momenta. When A is 
taken as a quadratic form of the field variables AIai31 , 

¢", the field super-Hamiltonian * H~ also becomes 
quadratic in the field momentum. The coefficients of 
this quadratic function, however, depend on gab' so that 
the configuration space of the field variables CPa never 
acquires a "Riemannian structure" of its own, indepen
dent of the metric. This means, of course, that the 
field variables always propagate on top of geometry. 

Our conclusion is that one can build a consistent 
Dirac-ADM scheme for geometry derivatively coupled 
to general tensor sources described by a second-order 
formalism. However, quite apart from the usual dif
ficulties with pure spin and positive definiteness of the 
field energy, other unpalatable features of the derivative 
gravitational coupling appear in the hypersurface for
mulation. They are connected with the loss of DeWitt's 
"Riemannian structure" in the space of gravitational co
ordinates, and disappear only for fields with nonderiv
ative gravitational coupling. 
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A brief introduction to product integration is given. The theory developed is used to give a simple and 
rigorous analysis of the asymptotic behavior (r-<oo) of positive-energy solutions of the radial Schriidinger 
equation. Absence of positive-energy bound states is proved for various classes of potentials. It is shown 
that E = 1 is the only positive energy for which the Wigner-von Neumann potential can have a positive
energy bound state. The results proved imply (as will be shown in a later publication) existence of the 
Mclller wave matrices for the potential V(R) = (sinr)/r and various related potentials. A brief discussion 
is given to justify the WKB approximation which gives the wavefunction asymptotically for large positive 
values of the energy E. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to give a derivation, 
using product integrals, of some properties of the ra
dial Schri:idinger equation. Most of the results proved 
are already known in one form or another, but new 
results are proved about potentials of the Wigner-
von Newmann type1 and some associated potentials. The 
use of the product integral allows a swift presentation 
with a single underlying idea and very simple proofs. 
In the first section we review the concept of product 
integration and some facts about product integrals. 

I. PRODUCT INTEGRALS 

Notation: Rand <r denote the real and complex num
bers respectively. <rn is the set of n x 1 matrices with 
entries in <r, and <rnxn is the set of n x n matrices with 
entries in <r. If 

we write 

For BE <rnxn we put 

and 

IIBII = sup IIBepl1 
"E(f'n 
II ¥>Il =1 

~ B n 

expB=6, 
n=on. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

We take for granted various standard properties of <rn 
and <rnxn. All statements about matrix-valued functions 
(concerning continuity, differentiability, etc.) are to 
be understood entrywise. 

If A : [a, b]- <rnxn is a function, the product integral of 
A over [a, b] can be defined if A is (entrywise) Lebesgue 
integrable~,v1n this work we consider only functions A 
which are continuous, since we shall be concerned with 
differential equations of the type 
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dU 
dx (x) =A(x)U(x) , U(a) = Uo, (4) 

where Uo belongs either to <rn or <rnxn. In such equations, 
it is natural to assume that A is continuous. We now 
sketch the definition of the product integral for a con
tinuous function A. 3 As motivation, we consider the 
problem of determining the value U(b) from the initial 
value problem (4). [We note that U(b) is uniquely deter
mined by (4) since by standard arguments the solution 
of (4) is unique. ] If A were a constant function, the an
swer would be 

U(b) = exp[A(b - a) ]Uo (5) 

since the solution U(x) of (4) is clearly exp[A(x - a)]. If 
A is not constant, a plausible method of constructing 
an approximate value for U(b) is the following: Let 
P ={so, Sb ••• , sn} be a partition of [a, b], with As; 
=Sj - SI_l' Let /l(P) denote the mesh of P (length of its 
longest subinterval). Now A is continuous. Thus if /l(P) 
is small, all the values taken by A in any subinterval 
[s 1_10 S j] will be close together. Given the value U(a) 
= U(xo) , we can compute an approximate value for U(x1 ) 

by assuming that, in the interval [so, Sl], A takes the 
constant value A(Sl)' The result [analogous to (5)] is 

U(Sl) o::exp[A(sl)Astl U(so). (6) 

An approximate value for U(S2) is found by assuming 
that, in [Sb S2], A takes the constant value A(S2): 

U(S2) 0:: exp[A(s2)As2]U(Sl) 0:: exp[A(S2) As 2] 

X exp[A(Sl)AstlU(so). (7) 

Continuing this process, we arrive at an approximate 
expression for U(b): 

U(b)=U(Sn)O::{~l eXP[A(S;)AS;]}U(So)' (8) 

It should be noted that, in the product on the right-hand 
side of (8), the order of the factors is important, be
cause the various A(sj) in general will not commute. 
By construction, in this product smaller values of S 

occur further to the right. We shall refer to such a 
product as a Riemann product for A. 

Now, if the mesh of P is very small, it is reasonable 
to suppose that the approximation made above is quite 
good. One is then led to conjecture that 
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n 

U(b) = lim n exp[A(sj)A.sj]U(so). (8') 
,,(P)~o j,1 

This is indeed correct. 3 In fact, the limit of the Riemann 
product exists independent of the initial condition Uo, and 
defines the product integral of A over [a, b], denoted 
n~ exp[A(s) dS]: 

Definition 1: Let A: [a, b]-Cnxn be continuous. With 
notation as above, the product integral of A over [a, b] 
is defined by 

b n 

n exp[A(s) ds] = lim n exp[A(sj)A.s i ]. (9) 
,,(P)~Oi4 

Thus Eq. (8) becomes 
b 

U(b) =n exp[A(s) ds]U(a). (10) 

We shall not prove existence of the product integral 
here. (The interested reader can consult Ref. 3.) We 
now discuss some facts about product integrals. First, 
if x, y E [a, b) with y < x, then n~ exp[A(s) ds] can be de
fined by partitioning [y, x] as we previously partitioned 
[a, b J. If U is the solution of (4), we find the equation 
analogous to (10): 

x 

U(x) =n exp[A(s) ds]U(y). (11) 

Equation (11) states that n~ exp[A(s) ds] is the propa
gator for Eq. (4). Certain properties of n~ exp[A(s) ds J 
follow immediately from this fact, namely: 

Property 1: Let A : [a, b) - <rnXn be continuous. If x, y 
E [a, b) with x> y, then 

d x x 
-d n exp[A(s) ds) =A(x) n exp[A(s) ds]. 

x Y Y 

(12) 

Property 2: Let A: [a, b) - <rnxn be continuous. If x, y, Z 

E[a,b]withx>y>z, then 
x x y 

n exp[A(s) ds) =n exp[A(s) ds]n exp[A(s) dS]. (13) 

These properties can also be obtained directly from the 
definition of the product integral. Equations (12) and 
(13) correspond to the following properties of the usual 
Riemann integral: 

d fX 
dx y A(s) ds =A(x) (14) 

and 

IX A(s)ds= IX A(s)ds + fY A(s)ds. (15) 

One useful facet of the theory of product integration is 
the strong formal analogy between this theory and the 
usual theory of Riemann integration, as just illustrated. 
Careful reasoning based on this analogy leads to con
jectures about properties of product integrals, which 
usually turn out to be true. One must only remember 
that, in making this analogy, sums in ordinary integra
tion go over to products in the present theory. Likewise 
the additive neutral element 0 goes over to the multi
plicative neutral element I (the identity matrix) and the 
additive inverse - B goes over to the multiplicative in
verse B-1 • 
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Property 3: Let A: [a, b] - <r.x. be continuous, and let 
x, y E [a, b) with y < x. Then n~ exp[A(s) ds] is nonsingula,r. 

Proof: Using familiar rules of matrix calculation, we 
compute the determinant of n~ exp[A(s) ds]: 

Letting P denote a partition of [y, x], we have 

detflexp[A(s)ds)= lim detn exp[A(sj)A.s j] 
,,(P)~o i4 

n 

= lim n detexp[A(sj)A.s i ] 
,,(P)~Oi4 

n 

= lim n exp[trA(sj)A.s j ] 

"(P)~O 14 

= exp[~X trA(s) ds] '" O. 

This proves the result. 

(16) 

Property 3 allows us to make the following definition, 
analogous to that in the ordinary theory of integration: 

Definition 2: Let A : [a, b] - <rnxn be continuous and let 
x, y E [a, b] with x.,: y. We define 

x 

n exp[A(s) ds] =1 (17) 

and 

~ exp[A(s) ds] =( ~ exp[A(s) dS)) _1 (18) 

Using Definition 2, it is easy to show that 

Property 4: Properties 1, 2, and 3 are valid for any 
x,y, Z E[a, b). 

If the family {A(s) Is E [a, b]} is commutative {A(s)A(s') 
=A(s')A(s) for all s, s' E [a, b]}, then the product integral 
of A can be evaluated explicity: 

Property 5: Suppose A is continuous on [a, b] and 
{A(s) Is E [a, b]} is a commutative family. Let x, y E [a, b). 
Then 

IT exp[A(s) ds] = exp[j/ A(s) dS]. (19) 
Y 

Proof; We give the proof for the case y < x. (The gen
eral result follows immediately.) Letting P denote a 
partition of [y, x] and using the assumed commutativity, 
we have 

x n 
n exp[A(s) ds) = lim n exp[A(sj)A.s;] 

,,(P)~O/4 

= exp[~X A(s) ds). 

This proves the result. 

In our later work it will be useful to have certain 
bounds on product integrals, which we now obtain: 

Property 6: Let A be continuous on [a, b], Let x,y 
E [a, b] with y .,:x. Then 
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lin exp[A(s) ds]11 ~ exp[J:x IIA(s)llds]. (21) , 
Proof: If y =x, Eq. (21) is obvious. If Y < x, let P 

denote a partition of [y, x]. Then 

lin exp[A(s) ds ]11 = lim II ii exp[A(s I) ~s 1]11 
~ (P)-O i=1 

n 

~ lim fl Ilexp[A(s;l~si]11 
~(P)-Oi.1 

n 

~ lim fl exp[IIA(si)ll~sl] 
~ (P)-O 1.1 

= lim exp(t IIA(Si)ll~si) 
~(P)-O i=1 

= exp[f/IIA(s) lids]. 

This proves Property 6. 

Property 7: Let A be continuous on [a, b]. Let x, y 
E [a, b] with y ~ x. Then 

lin exp[A(s) ds] - III "" exp[r IIA(s) lids] - 1. 
y , 

Proof: Because of Eq. (12) and the fact that 
fl~exp[A(s)ds] is the identity, we have 

x s 

fl exp[A(s) ds] =1 + JX A(s) fl exp[A(u) du] ds. , y, 
Using the bound from Property 6, we find 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

lin exp[A(s) ds] - III ~ fyX IIA(s) II exp[LS IIA(u)11 du] ds 
y 

where the last inequality is elementary. This proves 
Property 7. 

(25) 

There are certain very useful rules for manipulating 
product integrals which will be the basis for our later 
analysis of the Schrodinger equation. These are 

Property 8 (the sum rule): Let A and B be continuous 
on [a, b], and let x,.V E [a, b]. Let 

x 
p(x) =fl exp[A(s) ds]. (26) 

Then 

n exp[A(s) + B(s)] ds =P(x) n exp[p-1 (s)B(s)P(s) ds]. 

(27) 

Proof: The two sides of (27) agree when x =y, and 
(considered as functions of x) they satisfy the same dif
ferential equation, as a brief computation shows. In
deed, if F(x, y) denotes either side of (27), then 

dF 
dx (x, y) = [A (x) + B(x) ]F(x, y), F(y, y) =1. (28) 

The uniqueness theorem for the initial value problem 
(28) shows that the two sides of (27) are equal, proving 
the sum rule. 

It is sometimes useful to be able to make a similarity 
transformation on the integrand of a product integral. 
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If T is a constant nonsingular matrix, then directly from 
the definition of the product integral and the formula 

T-1eB T= exp(T-1BT) (29) 

one finds 

x x 

r-1 fl exp[A(s) ds]T =fl exp[T-1A(s)T ds] (30) 

(exercise for the reader). We shall also have occasion 
to use a "similarity transformation" in which T is not 
a constant: 

Property 9 (the similarity rule): Suppose that T: [a, b] 
- <Cnxn has a continuous derivative T'. Also suppose that 
T(x) is nonsingular for all x E [a, b]. Let A be continuous 
on [a, b]. Then for x, y E [a, b] we have 

T-1 (x) n exp[A(s) ds ]T(y) 

=n exp[{T-1 (s)A(s)T(s) - T-1 (s)T'(s)}ds]. (31) 

Proof: Multiply both sides of (31) on the left by T(x). 
The two sides of the resulting equation agree when 
x = y and satisfy the same differential equation. As in 
the proof of the sum rule, we find that the two sides 
agree for all x E [a, b], completing the proof. 

In studying asymptotic behavior of solutions of differ
ential equations of the type (4), we will need some in
formation on improper product integrals: 

Definition 3: Let A : [a, 00) - <Cnxn be continuous. We 
define the improper product integral fl: exp[A(s) ds] by 

00 x 

fl exp[A(s) ds] = limfl exp[A(s) ds] (32) 
x-co a 

provided the indicated limit exists. 

An improper product integral can be singular. [Take 
A(s) = - I for all s. By Property 5 we have 

n exp[A(s) ds] = exp[ - I(x - a)] - 0.] (33) 

We are interested in conditions under which fl: 
xexp[A(s) ds] exists and is nonsingular. Under these 
conditions, the solution U(x) of (4) will have a nonzero 
limit as x- 00 if U(a) '" O. 

Property 10: Suppose that A : [a, 00) - <C nXn is continuous 
and that A E L1(a, 00), i. e., 

J 00 IIA(s)llds < 00. 
a 

(34) 

Then fl: exp[A(s) ds] exists and is nonsingular. 

Proof: Let x, y E [a, 00] with Y "" x. Using the multipli
cative property (Property 2) and the bounds from 
Properties 6 and 7, we have 

x , 

IIfl exp[A(s) ds] - fl exp[A(s) ds]1I 
a 

= II(~ exp[A(s) ds] - I)~ exp[A(s) ds ]11 

x , , 

"" Ilfl exp[A(s) ds] - Illllfl exp[A(s) ds ]11 

~{exp[.f/ IIA(s)11 ds]- 1} exp[.f: IIA(s)11 ds]. (35) 
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Because of (34) the second factor on the right-hand 
side of (35) is bounded. Also because of (34), the in
tegral gIlA(s) II ds can be made arbitrarily small by 
taking x and y large enough, and this shows that for 
large enough x and y the first factor on the right- hand 
side of (35) will be as small as desired. Thus IT~ 
xexp[A(s) ds] has the Cauchy property and hence con
verges as x - 00, To see that the limit is nonsingular, 
we compute 

~ x 

detIT exp[A(s) ds] = limdetIT exp[A(s) ds] 

= lim exp[ 1/ trA(s) ds] 
x~~ 

(36) 

where existence of f.~trA(s) ds is implied by (34). This 
proves Property 10. 

Corollary: Suppose that A and B are continuous func
tions from [a, 00) to 0:",,". Suppose that IT;exp[A(s)ds] 
exists and is nonsingular and that BE Li(a, (0). Then 
IT;exp[{A(s)+B(s)}ds] exists and is nonsingular. 

Proof: Let 

x 

P(x) =IT exp[A(s) ds]. (37) 
• 

By the sum rule, we have 

IT exp[{A(s) + B(s)}ds =P(x) IT exp[p-i(s)B(s)P(s) ds]. 
• • 

(38) 
By hypothesis, the first factor on the right-hand side 
of (38) has a nonsingular limit as x- 00. If the same 
can be shown for the second factor, the corollary will 
be proved. By Property 10, the second factor has a 
nonsingular limit if P~lBPE L1(a, 00). Since BE L1(a, (0), 
we will have p~l BP EL l (a, 00) if P and p_1 are bounded 
on [a, (0). But this is an easy consequence of the fact 
that P(x) is continuous (even differentiable) on (a, 00) and 
has a nonsingular limit as x - 00. Thus the corollary is 
proved. 

In the analysis of potentials of the Wigner-von 
Neumann type, we shall need the following more deli
cate convergence theorem2: 

Property 11: Suppose that A: [a, 00) - o:"X" is continuous 
Suppose that the improper integral 

imp f ~ A(s) ds = lim t A(s) ds 
a b"QO a 

exists. [This can occur through cancellations even if 
A ri L 1(a, 00).] Write 

H(x)=imp .CA(s)ds. 

Suppose that HA EL l (a, 00). I. e., suppose that 

f ~ IIH(s)A(s)1I ds < 00. 

• 
Then IT; exp[A(s) ds] exists and is nonsingular, 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Proof: By the multiplicative property (Property 2) it 
is clearly enough to show that IT;oexp[A(s) ds] exists 
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and is nonsingular for some b ~ a. By inspection, H(x) 
- 0 as x - 00, so we may choose b so large that IIH(x) II 
~ t for x ~ b. Then 

II [I + H(X)]-i II ~2 for X? b. (42) 

Let 

x 

p(x) =IT exp[A(s) ds] (43) 
b 

and 

Q(x) = [J + H(x) ]P(x). (44) 

Since J + B(x) - J as x - 00, existence and nonsingularity 
of a limit for P(x) is equivalent to the same properties 
for Q(x). Now since H' = - A we have 

Q'(x) =-A(x)P(x) + (J +H(x»A(x)P(x) 

= H(x)A(x)P(x) 

=C(x)Q(x), 

where 

C(x) = H(x)A(x)[I + B(x) ]_1. 

From (45) and (11) we obtain 

x 
Q(x) =IT exp[C(s) ds]Q(b). 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Now by (41) and (42) it is clear that C E Ll(b, 00). Thus 
IT~exp[C(s)dsl has a nonsingular limit IT. as x-oo. Then 
Q(x) converges to IT.Q(b). Q(b) is nonsingular by (44) 
and nonsingularity of [J + H(b)] and P(b). So IT.Q(b) is 
nonsingular, proving Property 11. Property 11 can be 
generalized in various ways, as we remark in a subse
quent paper. (In particular, it is enough that the com
mutator [B, A] belong to L1.) However, we shall not 
need these generalizations here. 

II. THE RADIAL SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

In this section, we use product integrals to study the 
asymptotic behavior of stationary-state positive-energy 
solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation. We adopt 
units in which 11 = 1 and the mass m is t. We begin by 
writing down the three-dimensional Schrodinger equation 
with a central potential. In our units, this equation has 
the form 

(48) 

In this equation, Do is Laplace's operator and V is the 
operation of multiplication by a real-valued function 
V(r), where r denotes the distance from the origin. In 
order to guarantee that - Do + V is self-adjoint on an 
appropriate domain in L2(lR3

), it is necessary to make 
further assumptions on V. A typical assumption is that 
V is a Kato potential (i. e., V = Vi + V2, where Vi is 
square-integrable over lR3 and V2 is bounded on R3). 
This assumption guarantees the desired self-adjoint
ness. 4 However, once we have passed to the radial 
SchrCidinger equation, as we shall do below, all the 
statements we shall prove hold independent of the as
sumption that V is a Kato potential, and we shall there
fore suppress this assumption in stating them. When we 
later use our results on the radial Schrodinger equa
tion to make statements about the nonexistence of posi-
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tive-energy bound states for the Hamiltonian - A + V, 
we will enforce the requirement that V be a Kato poten
tial. In order to use the theory of product integration 
developed above, we assume that V(r) is continuous on 
(0,00). (This allows bad behavior at the origin.) 

Separating radial and angular variables in (48) as 
usual, we obtain for each nonnegative integer 1 the ra
dial Schrodinger equation with angular momentum 1: 

R"(r) + (2/r)R'(r) ={V(r) + [Z(l + 1)/~]- E}R(r) 

(r> 0). 

If we make the usual sUbstitution 

R(r) = x(r)/r 

and set 

W(r) = V(r) + 1 (l + 1) /~, 

Eq. (49) becomes 

x"(rl=(W(r)-E)x(r) (r>O). 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

Clear ly the point r = 0 is a singular point of either of 
the Eqs. (49) or (52). To achieve boundedness of R near 
0, one must [in view of (50)] choose a solution of (52) 
which approaches zero as r- O. However, we shall not 
be much concerned with this condition, because our in
terest is to give the asymptotic form of any solution of 
(52). Introducing the matrix function 

cp(r) = (x(r) ), (53) 
x'(r) 

Eq. (52) can be rewritten as 

cp'(r) =A(r)cp(r) 

with 

A(r) = (0 0
1
). 

\W(r) -E 

(54) 

(55) 

By our work in the last section, the unique solution of 
(54) on (0, 00) is 

r 

cp(r) =n exp[A(s) ds ]cp(a) (a> 0). (56) 

The asymptotic form of cp (and hence of X) can now be 
studied using (56). If the potential V has" short range, " 
then one expects the solutions of (54) to behave asymp
totically like plane waves. That is, letting k denote the 
positive square root of E, the solutions should behave 
like linear combinations of exp(ikx) and exp(- ikx). Our 
first result shows that this is the case if V E Ll(a, 00) for 
some a >0. 

To begin our analysis, we write 

A(r) =Ao + Ai (r), (57) 

where 

(58) 

and 
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Al(r) = (0 0). 
\W(r) 0 

(59) 

If the potential V(r) is "small" at large r, then W(r) 
will also be small and the leading term of A(r) will be 
the constant term Ao. The characteristic equation 

det(A - Ao) = 0 (60) 

shows that Ao has the eigenvalues ± ik, where k is the 
positive square root of E. Letting 

AI=(1 1) , 
ik - ik 

(61) 

the matrix M can be used to bring Au to diagonal form: 

lW1AOM=(ik O)""BO. (62) 
o - ik 

Since Ai (r) is "small" compared to Ao when r is large, 
the matrix B(r) =M-1A(r)M should then be approximately 
diagonal. A simple computation yields 

B(r) = M-1A(r)M = (ik 0) + iW(r) (-1 -1 ) 
o - ik 2k 1 1 

(63) 

It is something of an advantage to be able to deal with 
diagonal or approximately diagonal matrices. To ex
ploit (63), we use (30) to find 

r r 

M-l n exp[A(s) ds]M =n exp[M-1A(s)M ds] 
a a 

r 

=n exp[B(s) ds] (64) 

or 
r r 
n exp[A(s) ds]=Mn exp[B(s) ds]M-l • (65) 

To analyze the asymptotic behavior of the left-hand 
side of (65), we thus need only study the product inte
gral of B. In our first applications, we will use the 
sum rule to "pull out" the first term in (63). 

Theorem 1: Suppose that V is continuous on (0,00) and 
that VE Ll(a, 00), i. e., 

Ia ~ I V(s) I ds < 00. (66) 

Let cp be as in (56) with cp(a) "* O. Then there are con
stant 2 x 1 matrices C. and C _ whose (1, 1) entries are 
not both zero, such that 

cp(r) ::::C. exp(ikr) + C _ exp(- ikr), r- 00, (67) 

where the notation:::: of (67) means 

lim Ilcp(r) - C. exp(ikr) - C_ exp(- ikr) II = O. 

Remark: Since the (1,1) entries of C. and C_ are not 
both zero, the last equation allows us to conclude for 
the wavefunction x(r) of (53) that 

lim I x(r) - d. exp(ikr) - d_ exp(- ikr) I = 0, (68) 

where the coefficients d. and d_ are not both zero. 
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Proof of Theorem 1: With notation as above we have, 
using the sum rule, 

T T 

TI exp[B(s) ds] =TI exp[{ Bo + Bl (sl) ds] 
a 

(69) 

where 
r 

po(r) =TI exp(Bods) (70) 
a 

(71) 

Since the family {Bo I s EO. [a, oo)} is obviously commuta
tive, Property 5 yields 

(

eXP[ik(r- a)] 0 \ 

- 0 exp[ - ik(r- a)]/ 
(72) 

It is then simple to compute Hl (s): 

B ( )_iW(s) (-1 -exP[-2ik(s-a)]) 
1 s - 2k exp[2ik(s _ a)] 1 . 

(73) 

Now because of (66) and the fact that 1(1 + 1)/s2 clearly 
belongs to Ll(a, 00), we have WE: Ll(a, 00). The matrix 
in (72) has norm 2, so that 

IIB1(S) II = I W(s) I /k 

and it follows that Bl E: Ll(a, 00). Thus by Property 10 
the improper product integral 

= 
r\ =TI exp[Bl (s) ds] 

a 

(74) 

(75) 

exists and is nonsingular. From (69) and the fact that 
Po(r) is unitary, we then have 

T A 

IITI exp[B(s) ds]- P o(r) TIll! 

a = IIPo(r){~ exp[Bt(s) ds] - I\}II 
T A A 

= IITI exp[Bl (s) ds J- TItll - 0 (76) 

or 
r A 

TI exp[B(s) ds 1 ",pk)fll' (77) 
a 

Thus by (65) we have 

T A 

TI exp[A(s) ds J '" MP o(r) TIIM-l (78) 
a 

and 
T 

cp( r) = n exp[A (s) ds ]cp(a) 

""~ (exP[ik(r- a)] 0 \;lM-tcp(a). (79) 

\ 0 exp[- ik(r- a») 
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Writing (!) :=Il1M-1cp(a), the facts that cp(a) * 0 and I\M-t 

is nonsingular imply that not both p and q equal zero. 
Then (79) yields 

cp(r) ::;M(exp[ik(r- a)]p \ 

exp[- ik(r- a)]q) 

= ~:p) exp[ik(r - a)] + (_ i:~ exp! - ike r - a) J. 

This last equation is clearly the same as (67), and by 
inspection the (1, 1) entries of C. and C_ are not both 
zero. 

We remark that Theorem 1 covers any continuous 
potential V(r) with VE L2(R3) [this implies VE: Lt(a, 00)] 
and any potential of the form 

V(r) = l/rB, (3 > 10 (80) 

It does not, however, cover the Coulomb potential 

V(r) = Air (A real). (81) 

We shall analyze this and similar potentials later. For 
the present we turn to potentials of the form 

V(r) = A(sin/.Lr"')/rB 

where A is a real number and /J., a, {3 satisfy the 
conditions 

(82) 

/J. > 0, a> 0, {3 > 0, a + 2{3 > 2. (83) 

[Note that the potential A(sin/J.r)/r satisfies these con
ditions, ] We remark that if (83) holds, then a + {3 
> a/2 + (3 > 1. If V is given by (83), then integrating by 
parts we find 

f R - ACOSfJ.S'" 
r V(s) ds = /.L asS.'" _1 

A(!3 + a - 1) fR cos !ls'" d (84) 
- !l a r SB+a< S. 

From this we see that the following improper integral 
exists: 

imp j'" V(s) ds 
A({3 + a - 1) 

!la 

f '" '" x COS!lS d 
B.a< S. 

T S 

A simple estimate of the integral in (85) now yields 

impj,.=V(s)ds=O(1/rB+O<-l), r-oo. 

We can now prove 

(85) 

(86) 

Theorem 2: Suppose that V(r) is given by (82) and that 
(83) holds. Then, if cp(r) is as in (56) with cp(a) *0, the 
conclusion (67) of Theorem 1 holds, except that if a 
= 1 then the conclusion of Theorem 1 may not hold for 
the single value k = fJ./2. 

Proof: For simplicity we will deal only with the case 
a = 1, for which an exceptional value of k arises. (The 
argument for a * 1 is entirely analogous.) We note that 
with a = 1, Eq. (83) simply states that {3 > i. OUr goal 
once more is to prove existence of the improper product 
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integral 1\ of (75). We remark that writing W(s) =: V(s) 
+1(1+1)/s2 in the expression (73) for 81(s), the term 
involving l(l + 1)/s2 belongs to L 1(a, 00), so that by the 
corollary to Prop~rty 10 we can prove existence and 
nonsingularity of n1 by proving existence and nonsin
gull;l-rity of the improper product integral of the term 
in B1 (s) involving V(s) alone. In other words, writing 

. V(s) ( - 1 - exp[ - 2ik(s - a) J) 
C1 (s) =: 1 2k ~XP[2ik(S _ a) J 1 ' 

(87) 

we wish to prove existence and nonsingularity of 

(88) 

According to Property 11, it is sufficient for this pur
pose to verify that the improper integral 

exists, and that 

H i C1 E L1(a, 00). 

(89) 

(90) 

Examining (87), we see that the (1, 1) and (2,2) entries 
of H1 (r) involve the improper integral of V, which [by 
(86) with a=lJ is of order 1/r'. We now consider the 
(2,1) entry: We have 

f R . sinJ.Ls 
A exp(21ks) -:::r-ds 

r s 

A fR exp(2iks). . 
=-2' s (exp(lJ.Ls) - exp(-lJ.LS» ds. 

1 r S 

Thus we must examine integrals of the form 

[.(r, R) = fR exp[i(2sk ± J.L)s] ds. 
r s 

(91) 

(92) 

This is the point at which the value k =: J.L/2 is seen to 
be exceptional. If k =: J.L/2, then [.(r, R) will converge 
as R - 00 (this will be apparent shortly) while if (3 ~ 1 
the integral [Jr, R) obviously will not converge as R 
- 00. Thus the limit as R - 00 of the integral in (91) will 
not exist. (The reader can convince himself that this 
difficulty would not arise for a"* 1. ) We now proceed 
under the assumption that k"* J.L12. Then, integrating by 
parts, we find 

exp[i(2k ± J.L)s] I R {3 
[.(r, R) = i(2k ± J.L)ss r + i(2k ± J.L) 

X jR exp[i~:~ ± J.L)s J ds. (93) 
r s 

From (93) it is clear that the limits 

[.(r) == lim [.(r, R) (94) 
R-oo 

exist, and an elementary estimate of the integral in 
(93) yields 

[.(r) = 0(1/r'), (95) 

Equation (95) shows that the (2,1) entry of H1(r) is 
0(1/r'). Estimating the (1,2) entry in the same way and 
combining the above results, we obtain 
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Since clearly 

IIC1 (r)11 =:0(1/r') (97) 

and (3 >~, we have H1C1 E L 1(a, 00) and we are done. 

Corollary: Suppose that 

(98) 

where J.L, a, (3 are as in (83) and V1 E L 1(a, 00). Then the 
conclusion of Theorem 2 holds. 

Proof: This is a simple application of the corollary 
of Property 10. 

Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to prove the nonexis
tence of positive energy bound states for potentials 
which satisfy their hypotheses and which are also Kato 
potentials. (For other references on positive energy 
bounds states, see Refs. 5, 6 and references therein.) 
If the Hamiltonian 

H==- tf~/2m + V (99) 

had a positive energy bound state 'i', then there would 
be a bound state 'i'l with the same energy and definite 
angular momentum l. It is necessary to make a brief 
argument to pass from the statement that 'i'l is an 
eigenfunction of the abstract operator H to the state
ment that the corresponding function 'PI == (~P is given 
by the product integral (56), but this can be done (for 
Kato potentials satisfying the hypotheses of Theorems 
1 or 2) using the detailed description of the domain of 
H and the theory of integral equations. Taking this re
sult for granted, if 'i'l is a positive energy bound state, 
then x/(r) =:r>¥I(r) has for large r the asymptotic form 
given by (68), and from this it is clear that 'i'/(r) cannot 
be square integrable over lR3

, a contradiction. Thus we 
can conclude the absence of positive-energy bound states 
for the potentials of Theorems 1 and 2 except for the 
exceptional case a = 1, k = J.L /2 in Theorem 2, for which 
the asymptotic form was not established. 

Using the corollary to Theorem 2, we can say the 
following: If V has the form (114) with a = 1 and V1 ELl, 
then V cannot have a positive-energy bound state ex
cept possibly for k = J.L/2 or E = k2 = (J.L /2)2. Now the 
Wigner-von Neumann potential1 mentioned earlier is a 
Kato potential and has the asymptotic formS 

V(r)=-8(sin2r)/r+0(1/r), r-oo. (100) 

This potential is known to have a bound state at E == 1. 
Clearly the potential also has the form (98), with V1 

E Lt, a = 1. Since J.L = 2 for the potential (100), this 
example shows that it is actually possible for a bound 
state to occur at E = (J.L/2)2. Our analysis above further 
shows that the energy E = 1 is the only positive energy 
for which the Wigner-von Neumann potential has a 
bound state. This improves Simon's results that this 
potential has no bound states for E > 16. 

We now study cases in which an "anomalous" behavior 
of the wavefunction arises. We return to equation (63) 
for B(s). As illustrated in Theorem 2, the portion of 
B(s) containing the factor l(l + 1)/s2 does not affect the 
character of the asymptotic behavior of n~ exp[B(s) ds J. 
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In the present discussion we set 1 =: 0 for Simplicity. (All 
the results to be derived hold equally for 1", 0.) Writing 
V(s) instead of W(s) in (63), we now make a different 
decomposition of B, namely 

B(s) =:C1(s) +C2(s) 

with 

C1(S)=i(k- ~~»)(~ -~) 
and 

C ( ) _iV(S)(O -1) 
2 S - 2k 1 O· 

As before, we use the sum rule to find 
r r 

o exp[B(s) ds] =:[1 exp[{ C1 (s) + C2(s)}ds] 
a a 

r 

= Ql (r) 0 exp[ 62 (s) ds] 

with 
r 

Ql(r) =0 exp[C1(s) ds] 

and 

(101) 

(102) 

(103) 

(104) 

(105) 

(106) 

Now the family {C1(s) I s E [a, oo)} is commutative. Hence, 
setting 

iJ(k,r) = f.r(k- ~~»)dS=k(r_a)_2~f.rV(S)dS, 
(107) 

we have 

Ql (r) = exp( rar C1 (S) ds) = (exP[ioiJ(k, r)] 0 ) 
), exp[-i8(k, r)] • 

We then find 

C (s) _iV(s) ( 0 
2 - 2k exp[2i8(k, s)] 

- exp[- 2i8(k,S)]) 
o . 

If it is possible to prove that the improper product 
integral 

~ 

r\ =0 exp[C2(s) ds] 
a 

exists, then (104) will yield 

(108) 

(109) 

(110) 

~ exp[B(s) ds] '" Ql (r) O2 =(eXP[ik(r - a) - (i/2k)f V(s) ds] 0 \i1
2

. 

o exp[- ik(r- a) + (i/2k) f V(s) dS]} 
(111) 

Let cp(r) be as in (56). If the integral J; V(s) ds does not 
converge as r- 00, then (111) implies an asymptotic 
form for cp(r) consisting of the "usual" asymptotic form 
modified by the "anomalous" factors exp[± (i/2k)J; 
x V(s) dS]. This is most familiar for the Coulomb po
tential (81), for which the anomalous factors have the 
form exp[±(iA/2k) lager/a)]. (Of course, if liIDr~~J/V(s) 
x ds does exist, (111) implies the usual asymptotic 
form. ) 

EXistellce and nonsingularity of the improper product 
integral Oz can be proved under suitable hypotheses on 
V using Property 11. Setting 

the problem is to show that li2 is defined and li262 
E Ll(a, 00). As an illustration we prove 

(112) 

Theorem 3: Let VCr) = AlY' with A real, (3 > t. Let 
cp(r) be as in (56) with cp(a) '" O. Then 

cp(r) '" C+ exp[ikr - (i/2k) J.r V(s) ds] 

+C_ exp[- ikr+ (i/2k).r: V(s) ds], (113) 

where C + and C _ are constant 2 x 1 matrices, not both 
of whose (1, 1) entrief/ are zero. 

Proof: We need only prove existence and nonsingular
ity of r\. (See the prooof of Theorem 1.) We estimate 
a matrix element of H2(r): 
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, 
f R exp[2i 8(k, s)] d 

Jl s 
r S 

Now 

exp[2i8(k, s)] IR 
2isS8'(k, s) r 

(114) 

(115) 

USing (115), one easily sees that the limit as R - 00 can 
be taken in (114) and that the resulting quantity is 
O(l/Y'). Arguing Similarly for the other nonzero matrix 
element of fi2(r), we have 

/lH2(r) II =O(l/Y'). 

Since C2(r) is also O(l/Y') and (3 > t we have H2C2 

E Ll(a, 00), finishing the proof. 

(116) 

Theorem 3 excludes from consideration potentials of 
the type 

VCr) = AlyIl, A real, 0 < {3 ~ t. (117) 

For such potentials and a variety of others, we can 
show that the wave-functions have the asymptotic form 
suggested by "WKB intuition." The following theorem 
covers any potential with a continuous derivative in
tegrable over (b o, 00) for some bo > 0, hence in particular 
any potential of the type (117). The proof of this theorem 
is a bit different from the proofs above. For this reason 
we shall prove the theorem with 1 *- 0 to convince the 
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reader that again the term l(l + 1)/r2 makes no 
difference. 

Theorem 4: Suppose that V is continuous on (0, (0), 
V is continuously differentiable on [b o, (0) for some 
bo> 0, and that 

(118) 

Let 

Vo=lim V(r) (119) 

[this limit exists by (118)]. Let cp(r) be any solution of 
(54) which is not identically zero. Then for E> Vo we 
have 

cp(r) ""C. exp[i~; ..J E - W(s) ds] 

(120) 

where C± are constant 2x 1 matrices, not both of whose 
(1. 1) entries are zero, and W is given by (51). 

Proof: Replacing V by V - Vo we may assume Vo = 0, 
and we must then prove (120) for E > O. With A(r) as in 
(55), the solution of (54) is given by 

r 

cp(r) =I1 exp[A(s) ds] cp(b), (121) 
b 

where b is any number in (0, (0). The function cp is not 
indentically zero if and only if cp(b) is nonzero. Since 
E > 0 and W(r) - 0 as r - 00, we may assume that b ~ bo 
is large enough so that 

E - W(r) ~ a> 0 for rE [b, (0). (122) 

Thus [E - W(r) ]-1 is bounded on [b, (0). For r E [b, (0) we 
define 

I\(r) =..J E - W(r) (positive square root). (123) 

We now study the representation (121) for cpo This time, 
instead of making the decomposition (57) of A(r), we 
diagonalize A(r) directly. The characteristic equation 
for A(r) yields the eigenvalues ±il\(r), where I\(r) is 
given by (123). Setting 

A(r) = (iX(r) .0) (124) 
o -ll\(r) 

and 

M(r) = (il\~r) (125) 

we have 

A(r) = M(r)A(r)M-1 (r). (126) 

The similarity rule (applied with T = M) now yields 
r 

I1 exp[A(s) ds] = M(r)H(r)M-1(b) (127) 
b 

with 
r 

H(r) =I1 exp[{M-1(s)A(s)M(s) - M-1(s)M'(s)}ds] 
b 

r 

=I1 exp[{A(s) - M-1(s)M'(s)}ds]. (128) 
b 
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Equation (127) should be compared with Eq. (65), in 
which M does not depend on r. Examining (127), we 
note that M(r) converges as r - 00 to the constant non
singular matrix M of (61) (since W(r) - 0 as as r - 00]. 

Thus, to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the right
hand side of (127), we need only study the behavior of 
H(r). Let us write 

T 

L(r) =I1 exp[A(s) ds]. (129) 
b 

Since {A(r) IrE [b, oo)} is commutative, we have 

(r (exP[ia(r)] 0 ) 
L(r)=exp[Jb A(s)ds]= 0 exp[-ia(r)] , 

(130) 

where 

a(r) = .r I\(s) ds = lr ..J E - W(s) ds. (131) 

Note that L(r) contains exactly the exponentials we need 
in (120). USing (128) and the sum rule, we find 

r 

H(r) = L(r) I1 exp[N(s) ds] (132) 

with 

(133) 

If it can be shown that I1~ exp[N(s) ds] converges as 
r - 00 to a nonsingular limit Ii., then combining our pre
vious remarks we will have 

r A 

I1 exp[A(s) ds] "" ML(r)I1.M-1 (b), r - 00 (134) 
a 

and because of the form of L(r), this will prove (120). 
Convergence of I1~ exp[N(s) ds] will follow if we can 
prove N E L1(b, (0). Since L(r) is unitary, we have 

IIN(s)1I = IIM-1 (s)M'(s)ll. (135) 

A brief calculation yields 

_1 , I\'(s) ( 1 -1) 1 W'(s) ( 1 -1) 
M (s)M (s) = 21\(s) _ 1 1 = - 4 E _ W(s) _ 1 l' 

(136) 

Then, since the matrix on the right-hand side of (136) 
has norm 2, we find for s ~ b 

(137) 

where we have used (122). Now 

W'(s) = V'(s) - 2Z(l + 1)/s3 (138) 

so that I W'(s) I is integrable over [b, (0). Thus N 
E L1(b, (0), and we are done. 

Theorems 3 and 4 can be used in the same way as 
Theorems 1 and 2, to deduce the nonexistence of bound 
states with positive energy or energy greater than Vo· 
We shall not elaborate on this fact. 
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III. ASYMPTOTICS OF SOLUTIONS OF THE 
SCHRODINGER EQUATION FOR LARGE E 

In this section we shall indicate briefly how to obtain 
the asymptotic form of solutions of the Schrooinger 
equation for large positive values of the energy E. The 
results are those suggested by the WKB method (or 
quasiclassical approximation) and may be derived with
out product integrals; however, the use of product in
tegration yields the results very quickly and provides 
expliCit error estimates. 

For simplicity we consider the one-dimensional 
Schrooinger equation 

dZy 
-(lXf+ V(x)y=Ey (139) 

on some interval of the real numbers, R. We assume 
Vex) is real-valued and continuously differentiable and 
that E - Vex) > O. We write (139) as a system: 

(:~~) , -(V(XI
O
_ E :X ~~~~I )- (1401 

The solution is given by the product integral 

(
y(X) )=n exp[A1(s) ds] .(y(xo) \, 
y'(X) %0 yl(XO») 

(141) 

The method of proof of Theorem 4 of the previous sec
tion shows that this last equation can be written as 

(:~;~J -~'~I -;.:x) 
(exP[iK(X)] 0 \ % 

X \ 0 exp[ _ iK(x) J)~ exp[A2(s) ds J 

x(: 1/2ik~xo) )(y~xo) \, (142) \2 -1/2tk(xo) Y (xo») 
where k(x) ==..; E - V(x} is the positive square root, 

K(x) == r k(s) ds, 
"0 

V'es) ( - 1 exp[ - 2iK(s) J\ 
A 2(s) 4(V(s) _ E) exp[2iK(s)] -1 )" 

From the estimate (23) of Sec. I applied to 0:
0 

x exp[.Az(s) ds] together with the fact that 

II 1 exp(i 8) II 
exp(- i8) 1 == 2 for real 8, 

we have 
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" o exp[Az(s) ds] =1 + R(x, x o, E) 

"0 (1 I" I V'es) IdS) 
where IIR(x, x o, E) II ~ eXP"2 "0 E _ V(s) -1. (143) 

For example, in any region where V is uniformly bound
ed and V'is integrable, IIR(x, xo, E) II = O(l/E) uniformly 
in x. If we denote a solution of (139) by y(x, E), then 
(142), (143) give after some matrix multiplications 

y(x, E) ==y(xo) cos[j~:"; E - V(s) dS] + [y'(xo)N E - V(xo)] 

x sine (""; E - V(s) ds] + rex, xo, E) 
)"0 

(144) 

with 

I 1 "" (I 1 IY'(Xo)!) rex, x o, E) ~ y(xo) + OJ E _ V(x
o
) 

x [ ~1. f" (v'es»~ dS) _ 1] exp 2 E _ V{s) • 
"0 

We note that in any region where V is uniformly bounded, 

("fE- V(s)ds==..fE ("";1_ V(s)jE ds 
)"0 J"o 

==..fE (x - x o) + 0(1/..fE) 

uniformly in x. Hence, if V is uniformly bounded and 
V' integrable, we have 

y(x, E) = y(xo) cos[..fE (x - xo)] + [y'(xo)/..fE] 

x sin[..fE (x - xo)] + 0(1/1E) (145) 

uniformly in x. Equations (144) and (145) constitute the 
WKB approximation giving the wavefunction asympto
tically for large E > O. 

Formulas similar to (144) may be derived in a sim
ilar manner for many other examples of equations or 
systems of equations involving a parameter. 
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Writing the canonical variables (qT, pT) as (wT
), we develop a method for transforming the time

dependent Hamiltonian H = A~v( t)w~WV + B~wv + C( t) to the time-independent form Ii 
= (1!2)8~vw~wv using the linear transformation w~ = s ~ v( t)WV + r ~(t). Differential equations are obtained 

for the parameters s ~ v and r~. The transformed Hamiltonian enables the construction of an invariant I 
and an invariant matrix [I ~v]. These invariants apply to both the classical and quantum mechanical 
problems. The invariant I has the dynamical symmetry group SU(n), and this characterizes all systems 
with Hamiltonians of the form of H. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Time-dependent canonical transformations have not 
attracted much detailed attention in the past. Even in 
the better treatises on classical mechanics, the explicit 
implications of time dependence are not explored. 
Although Whittakerl allows for the presence of time in 
his theory, not one of his many examples involves a 
time-dependent transformation. One of the best of the 
newer texts, that by Sudarshan and Makunda2 develops 
conditions which all canonical transformations must 
satisfy, but does not provide particular examples. 
Pars3 does remark that a two-dimensional linear trans
formation with time-dependent coefficients will be 
canonical under certain constraints. 

Linear canonical transformations have been used in 
quantum mechanics by Moshinsky and others4.5 for 
problems concerning the harmonic oscillator. More 
recently, Gunther and Leach,6 in their discussion of 
invariants for time-dependent oscillators, made use of 
a simple time-dependent linear canonical transforma
tion to provide an interpretation of the Lewis invari
ant. 7-10 They did not provide a general discussion of 
such transformation. A subsequent paper by Leach l1 

provides a partial discussion of the theory in the course 
of showing that the Lewis invariant is a particular case 
of a more general invariant. 

In this paper we develop the theory of time-dependent 
linear canonical transformations as it impinges upon 
Hamiltonians of harmonic oscillator type. We show how 
we may find invariants for time-dependent Hamiltonians 
of (oscillator type) using the transformations and give 
explicit formulas for the determination of their coeffi
cients. These results apply equally well to classical 
and quantum mechanics. 

The existence of such invariants has a twofold appli
cation. As Lewis and Riesenfeld9 have shown, it leads 
to the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equa
tion. From these invariants, the generators of dynam
ical symmetry groups may be obtained. Fradkin12,13 has 
demonstrated this for the three-dimensional time-in
dependent isotropic harmonic oscillator while Gunther 
and Leach6 have extended his work to the corresponding 
time-dependent problem. We shall show that the Lie 
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group SU(n) characterizes most n-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator-type Hamiltonians, usually as a noninvari
ance group. We hesitate to call it a characteristic non
invariance symmetry group in view of the use of that 
term in a different context by Mukunda et ai. 14 It is pos
sible that this result may be of advantage in the discus
sion of the evolution of coherent states for oscillator 
systems. 15,16 Finally we present a particularly simple 
expression from which the generators of the symmetry 
group may be obtained. 

2. CONDITIONS FOR CANONICITY 

The theory which we develop is rendered more simply 
in the formalism which is becoming increasingly popu
lar. We write the canonical variables (q/,p/) as 

q/=w", i=l,n, IJ.=l,n, 

p/=w", i=l,n, IJ.=n+1,2n 

so that Hamilton's equations of motion are 

(2.1) 

0" "V aH ( ) w =E awv , 2.2 

in which [E"V] is the symplectic matrix of order 2n. Its 
inverse is written as [e"J. Thus 

[e"V]=[_~ ~J. [E"v]=[~ -~]. (2.3) 

The general linear transformation from coordinates 
w" to w" is 

(2.4) 

in which the parameters are real and may be time-de
pendent. We take the transformation to be measure
preserving. Thus the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix [a" J is unity and the inverse exists. The trans
formation is canonical provided the Poisson bracket 
condition 

is satisfied. Writing 

[sv,,]=S, [e"V]=E, 

in matrix notation (2.5) is 

SeS T =E, 

Copyright © 1977 American Institute of Physics 
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i. e., the transformation matrix 5 is a member of a 
2n-dimensional real symplectic group. Writing 5 in 
block form 

5 _(51 52) 
- 53 54 ' 

(2.8) indicates that 

5152 T =5~1 T, 

535/ =5453 T, 

515/ - 5253 T =lm 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

which is exactly the same set of conditions4 as for time
independent transformations. 

The transformation (2.4) may be canonical without 
being symplectic since the latter requires the bi
quadratic form W"'E",,,W'" to be invariant under the trans
formation. In the new coordinate system, the biquadrat
ic form is 

(2.10) 

Since the coordinate-free term is identically zero, 
(2.10) is the same as W"'E",,,W'" provided 

(2.11) 
s"'OE",,,r" = 0, 

s"pE",,,r'" =0, (2.12) 
-Se5T 

=E, 5T
E

Tr=0. 

The first of (2.12) is just (2.7). Since the determinants 
of 5 and E are unity, the second of (2.12) requires r to 
be zero. Thus a nonhomogeneous linear transformation 
cannot be symplectic. However, it is canonical provided 
the coefficient matrix 5 is symplectic. 

3. THE TRANSFORMATION MAT-RICES 

Under a linear transformation from canonical coor
dinates w'" to w"', the general oscillator-type 
Hamiltonian 

(3.1) 

is transformed to 

(3.2) 

where the matrices A",,,(t) and A",,,(t) are real, sym
metric, and of the same rank. All coefficients are at 
least continuous over the interval of time which is of 
interest. The time evolution of w'" may be studied 
through either 

~'" ",,,all 
W =E aw'" (3.3) 

or 

(3.4) 

Equating (3.3) to (3.4), substituting for H, H, and w"', 
and separating coordinate-free and coordinate-depen
dent parts, we obtain for the (2n)2 s"'" (2n)2 first order 
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linear differential equations 

• '" 2 ",aT p 2 '" op A S ,,= E .... aps v- S a E .... pv, (3.5) 

and, for the 2n r"', 2n equations 

;-'" - 2E"'''A"oro =E"'''B,,- s'" "E",oBo' (3.6) 

Following Ince, 17 provided the coefficients and inde
pendent terms are continuous over some closed inter
val [tt> t2], the sets of equations (3.5) and (3.6) will 
have solution sets which are continuous and unique in 
the interval (tt> t2) and which assume given values for 
some to E (tl, t2). Since these given values are left for us 
to assign, we shall use them, in the case of 5, to en
sure that the requirements of (2.9) and det.S being unity 
are satisfied. For r the choice is a matter of conven
ience rather than requirement. 

We observe that the functions C(t) and C(t) do not 
occur in (3.5) and (3.6). This reflects the fact that 
Hamilton's equations are not affected by the addition 
of an arbitrary function of time to the Hamiltonian. 
In particular, C(t) may be set at zero in H. As 
SimpliCity of form is a hand-maiden of successful 
analysis, we take the simplest form possible for II by 
setting 

A",v(t)=to",,,, B",(t) =0, C(t)=O. (3.7) 

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) become 

• '" "'0" p 2 '" OPA S v==E vops ,,- S oE .... p'" (3.8) 

(3.9) 

If H contains no terms linear in w"', (3.9) has the sim
ple solution set 

r'" =0, jJ. =1, 2n. (3.10) 

If the B", are not all zero, the solution set of (3.9) de
pends upon that of (3.8) due to the presence of the s"'" in 
(3.9). 

4. INVARIANTS 

We have seen that a transformation 

w"'=s"'"w"+r"', 

exists which transforms the time-dependent 
Hamiltonian 

H =A",,,(t)w"'w" +B",(t)w'" + C(t), 

to a time-independent form 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

In the coordinate system {W"'}, H is an invariant. In 
terms of the original coordinate system {w"'}, 

II =t(s'" aWo +r"')o",,,(s"p wP + r"). (4.4) 

Direct calculation shows that 

~ [-] all 
H= H,H PBw+ai=O, (4.5) 

when (3.8) and (3.9) are taken into account. Thus (4.4) 
is an exact invariant of the motion described by H. In 
matrix form, this invariant, which is now written as l, 
is 

(4.6) 
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where Sand r are solutions of the linear differential 
equations . 

S=eS- 2&A, (4.7) 

r=er-SeB, (4. B) 

and A and B are the matrix coefficients in H. 

The existence of the scalar invariant I suggests the 
construction of a symmetric invariant 2n x 2n matrix 

[JI"']=dwwT +~(ew)(ew)T, (4.9) 

=~(Sw + r)(Sw + r)T +~e(Sw + r)(Sw + r)TeT• 

(4.10) 

The invariance of [I"'V] in terms of the original coordi
nates is easily checked directly using (4.7), (4. B) and 

w==e(2Aw+B). (4.11) 

We note that the invariant I is half the trace of U"'V]. 
Disregarding the significance of upper and lower suf
fices, the matrix [I"'V] may be written in block form as 

r
Ut}] [Lt}~ 

[I"'V] -
- - [L/,] [1/,] , (4.12) 

in which 

IIJ=~(Q/QJ +PjP,), LjJ=i(Q/PJ-p/QJ)' (4.13) 

where 

WT==(QT,pT). (4.14) 

It is obvious that we may identify Iii with Fradkin's in
variant tensor12 and L/j with the angular momentum ten
sor for the coordinate system {w"}. 

There are n2 - n distinct off-diagonal terms in (I"'V) 
and n - 1 linear combinations of the diagonal terms 
which are linearly independent of I. Each element of 
[I"'''] has zero Poisson bracket with I. Thus there are 
n2 - 1 separate invariants. As has already been de
scribed adequately in the literature (e. g., Refs. 6 and 
12), linearly independent combinations of these invari
ants provide a suitable basis for the representation of 
the Lie algebra SU(n). Hence the invariant I possesses 
the dynamical symmetry group SU(n). As [I, H]PB is non
zero for oscillators other than the n-dimenSional, 
time-independent harmonic oscillator, SU(n) is general
ly a noninvariance dynamical symmetry group for H. 

We conclude that Hamiltonians of the type 

(4.2) 

are characterized by the dynamical symmetry group 
SU(n). Following Mukunda et al. , 14 the invariant I will 
also possess a characteristic noninvariance dynamical 
symmetry group which is SU(n + 1) (compact) or SU(n, 1) 
(noncompact). Consequently this same symmetry group 
may be associated with the Hamiltonian (4.2). 

5. QUANTUM INVARIANTS 

For the quantum mechanical problem corresponding 
to the Hamiltonian (4.2), an invariant operator and an 
invariant matrix operator are defined in the same way 
as the classical invariant and matrix except that now 
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the w'" are operators which satisfy the commutation 
relations 

[w"', wV) ==if[e"v. (5.1) 

In both cases it may be verified readily that 

(5.2) 

where 0 is the operator I or U"'V). Since each element 
I"" commutes with I, we may use those elements to con
struct the generators of the symmetry group in the 
usual way (e. g., Gunther and Leach6

). The remarks 
about the characteristic noninvariance symmetry group 
in Sec. 4 also apply here. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The existence of a quantum mechanical invariant for 
oscillator-type systems does more than provide a sym
metry group for such systems. As Lewis and Riesen
feld9 have shown, the invariant enables the solution of 
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. This solution 
may be obtained more readily using the transformations 
discussed here by expressing the invariant more simply 
in a different coordinate system. Recently Wolf lS dis
cussed the solution of the time-independent Schrodinger 
equation, 

Hl/J = Al/J, 

H =ap2 + {3q2 + y(qp +pq) + op +eq +~, 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

where the coeffiCients are constant, using linear 
canonical transformations. In general, the wavefunc
tions in different coordinate systems are related by an 
integral transform. In the special case where the trans
formation has the form 

w= [~ ~]w+r, (6.3) 

the relationship is a phase change with possibly a scal
ing term independent of the coordinates. 

Wolf's results may be extended to Hamiltonians of 
the form considered in this paper. In a subsequent 
paper we shall demonstrate that the wavefunctions for 
all time-dependent oscillators are related by a phase 
and scaling term to the wavefunction for 

(6.4) 

where p(t) is any solution of a second order differential 
equation of the type 

P+!(t)P+g(t)p==cp-3. (6.5) 

More generally the wavefunction is related to that of the 
time-independent Hamiltonian 

(6.6) 

only by an integral transform. The expression for the 
kernel is the subject of current investigation. 

In this paper we have confined our attention to the 
theoretical aspects of linear transformations and 
oscillator-type Hamiltonians. A simple example has 
been given by Leach. 11 In the subsequent paper pre
ferred to above we shall describe more complex 
examples. 
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Note added in proof: That the transformation matrix 
S is symplectic for all time provided it is symplectic 
at t = to is easily shown. Suppose S = [sl' J is the solution 
of (3.8). Then M =SJS T satisfies the equation 
it = eM - Me. This represents a set of linear order 
differential equations with an equilibrium point at 
M = e. Suppose S(to) is chosen in such a way that 
M(to) = e. This is possible since there are (2n)2 
arbitrary constants in S(t). Then M(t) =e and so Set) 
is symplectic for all t, I am indebted to Dr. W. Sarlet 
of the Rijksuniversiteit-Gent (private communication) 
for this note. 
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Derivation of quantum mechanics from stochastic 
electrodynamics 

L. de la Pena-Auerbach* and A. M. Cetto 
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From the equation of motion for a radiating charged particle embedded in the zero-point radiation field 
we construct a stochastic Liouville equation which serves to derive, by a smoothing process, a 
Fokker-Planck-type equation with infinite memory, We show that an exact alternative form of this phase
space equation is the Schriidinger equation in configuration space, with radiative corrections. In the 
asymptotic, radiationless limit (when the radiative corrections become negligible), the phase-space density 
reduces to Wigner's distribution, thus confirming Weyl's rule of correspondence. We briefly discuss several 
other implications of stochastic electrodynamics which are relevant for quantum theory in general. 

INTRODUCTION 

Random1
,2 or stochastic electrodynamics3-5 (SED) is 

the theory of motion of charged particles in the presence 
of the electromagnetic vacuum, considered as a random 
radiation field at a given temperature, for most pur
poses taken as zero. This theory has been used to pre
dict several phenomena which are usually considered to 
have a strictly quantum theoretical nature, such as, 
e.g., the van der Waals forces between polarizable par
ticles6 or between mac roscopic conductors,7 or the 
quantal behavior of simple systems such as the harmonic 
oscillator, including the radiative shift of the energy 
levels3,4.8,9 and the lifetime of its excited states,l° etc. 

On the conceptual side, SED offers an elementary and 
coherent explanation of certain basic features of quan
tum mechanics (QM), such as the random behavior of 
matter, as due to its interaction with the stochastic 
field, or the stability of atomic systems, as a result of 
the eventual balance between the energy loss by radiation 
and the energy pickup from the stochastic field. More
over, SED offers a perspective for answering questions 
of a physical nature, which cannot even be posed within 
the frame of the usual QM, concerning, for example, 
the dynamics of the transition to a state of equilibrium, 
or the connection between the wave properties of matter 
and the statistical properties of the background field. ll 

The conceptual picture offered by SED and the con
crete results obtained up to now strongly suggest the 
possibility of considering it as an alternative to QM or, 
more correctly, to (nonrelativistic) quantum electro
dynamics (QED); this has stimulated various attempts to 
establish the connection with quantum theory on firm 
grounds (see, e.g., Refs. 2, 8, 12, and 13), some of 
them very interesting and suggestive indeed. However, 
these attempts are not always as general and conclusive 
as we would like them to be, due, perhaps above all, 
to mathematical difficulties. Yet SED has now reached 
a stage of development where it seems possible to use it 
as the basis for the development of a fundamental theory 
of QM; this is the motivation for the present work. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. I we 
define the SED problem; here we introduce the funda
mental postulate about the existence of the zero-point 
radiation field with appropriately defined statistical 
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properties. It is through these properties that Planck's 
constant enters into the desc ription, since the spectral 
density assumed is just that of the photon vacuum of QED. 

In Sec. IT we derive the corresponding Fokker-Planck
type equation for the distribution in phase space, on the 
basis of a stochastic Liouville equation; the process 
turns out to be definitely non-Markoffian in phase space. 
The transition to configuration space is performed in 
Sec. III, where an infinite hierarchy of flow equations is 
obtained. Through an appropriate change of variables 
(x,p-z+ozJ containing a free parameter (3, the first two 
equations can be combined and integrated to give a "per
turbed" Schrodinger equation in terms of i3 (Sec. IV), 
the perturbation being a result of the coupling with the 
rest of the hierarchy. When a state of equilibrium with 
the background field is reached, at which we may as
sume that the coupling becomes negligibly small, we get 
just Schrooinger's equation. In this quantum mechanical 
regime, where the z. and z_ spaces separate, the mean 
energy attains an extremum value (Sec. V). The descrip
tion reduces in this limit to that given by the (phenome
nological) theory of stochastic QM, developed in previ
ous work.14

•
15 The corrections to the Schrodinger equa

tion in the general case represent the (nonrelativistic) 
radiative corrections, which are not explicitly calcu
lated here. 

In Sec. VI we show that the phase-space distribution 
coincides in the quantum-mechanical regime with the 
Wigner distribution. This means that the average val
ues of phYSical quantities given by SED in the equilibri
um limit coincide with the corresponding quantum me
chanical quantities, if these are calculated using Weyl's 
rule of correspondence, since the Wigner distribution 
is uniquely determined by this rule.16 Before the quan
tum mechanical regime is attained (Le., at short times), 
the SED system can of course violate the predictions of 
QM; this applies, in particular, to the Heisenberg in
equalities. 

Section VIT is dedicated to the calculation of the param
eter (3 contained in the new variables z., z_. A straight
forward calculation on the basis of the Langevin equation 
for the harmonic oscillator gives the expected value 
i3 =tn. 

Finally, in Section VIII we discuss some of the rele-
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vant results and their implications concerning the con
nection between SED and QM. It is clear that many im
portant aspects of the problem are barely touched 
upon-or even ignored; we hope that this paper serves 
to stimulate interest in their study. 

I. THE SED SYSTEM 

The subject of SED is a nonrelativistic charged parti
cle acted on by three forces: an external force, the 
radiative reaction force, and the force due to the elec
tric component of the stochastic background field. The 
corresponding equation of motion is the so-called Lange
vin equation (in one dimension, for simplicity): 

(1) 

where m is the mass and e the charge of the particle. 
The external force j is assumed conservative. In the 
dipole approximation-which is consistent with this non
relativistic treatment-the random electric field E is a 
function of time only. The statistical properties of this 
field, at temperature T = 0, are assumed to be the fol
lowingl ,4.5,9: 

{i) E is a stationary Gaussian process with zero aver
age, 

(ii) its spectral energy density is 

p(w)=lfw3/21T 2
C

3 (2) 

which means that the autocorrelation function of its 
Fourier transform 

is 

E(w) =_1_ f""E(t)e1wtdt 
I21i _00 

- - 2Til wl 3 

<E(W)E*(W'»E=~1i(W - w'), (3) 

where < )E denotes the average over all samples of E. 
Equation (2) implies that the energy per normal mode of 
the field is ilfw. At temperatures T >0 the energy per 
normal mode follows Planck's law and Eqs. (2) and (3) 
would have to be modified accordingly. 

The assumption on the Gaussian character of the prob
ability distribution of the field amplitudes, is introduced 
as the Simplest and most plausible one. Equation (2) for 
the energy spectral denSity of the field has been de
rived l ,l7 under the assumption that the random electro
magnetic field has a Lorentz-invariant spectrum. It is 
possible to showS that the random field with properties 
(i) and (ii) above, closely resembles the free radiation 
field of quantum electrodynamics-which is, of course, 
most desirable. It should be noted, however, that Eq. 
(2) does not represent a true spectral density, because 
it is not integrable; this gives rise to ultraviolet diver
gencies in SED, of a nature similar to those encountered 
in QED; clearly, this problem demands a careful 
study. However, since the major results presented here 
are not affected by such difficulties, we leave the dis
cussion of the problem for a forthcoming paper. 

Another problem-connected to the former through the 
fluctuation-dissipation theoreml8_is the approximate 
nature of the damping term mTx which gives rise to 
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runaway solutions to Eq. (1). These unphysical solu
tions can, however, be eliminated by the simple expe
dient of rewriting Eq. (1) in such a form as to guarantee 
that the final acceleration of the particle is zero, 

mx = !'f'" e(t-t'l/ T[ j(x(t'»+ eE(t')] dt' . 
T t 

The solutions of this equation are the physical solu
tions of Eq. (1), as is easily seen by differentiating it 
with respect to t. Now it can be approximated by a dif
ferential equation, by developingj(x(t'» around x(t) on 
account ofthe smallness of T (for an electron, T -10-22 s). 
Keeping only the first two terms of the Taylor series, 
we get 

m"i = j(x) + T.\cj'(X) + eEm , 

where 

E =!.f"" e(t-t'l/TE(t')dt' 
m T t 

has the modified spectral denSity 

Tiw 3 

Pm(w)=27T2c3(I+T2w2) • 

(4) 

(5 ) 

For a force linear in x, Eq. (4) can be readily solved. 
Indeed, it has been shown that the harmonic oscillator 
of SED acquires, at times t» (TW2)"1, precisely the 
properties of the quantum oscillatorl,4,9; the equilibri
um mixture at temperatures greater than 0/,9 the Lamb 
shift,3,4,8,9 the (finite) mass renormalization,9 and the 
mean lifetime of the excited states lO are correctly pre
dicted by the theory. 

There is no general method, however, for solving Eq. 
(4) with an arbitrary force. We shall therefore con
struct a statistical description in terms of an equation 
of the Fokker-Planck type for the probability density. 

II. A FOKKER-PLANCK·TYPE EQUATION IN PHASE 
SPACE 

To construct this equation we proceed as follows. 
Equation (4) may be written as the system 

mx=p, P=f+Tf'p/m+eEm • (6) 

This set of equations defines a stochastic dynamical 
process in phase space. For each particular realiza
tion of Em, the denSity of pOints in phase space-which 
we call R(x,p,t)-satisfies an equation of continuity, 

(7) 

which can be cast in the form of a stochastic Liouville 
equation, using Eqs. (6), 

aR ~ a 
at +LR = -e ap (EmR), (8) 

~ 

where L is the nonrandom Liouville operator with radia
tion force, 

L=1. ~p +~(f+T f'P...), m ax ap rn 
(9) 

We are not interested in the motion of a Single system 
but in the average motion of an ensemble, the elements 
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of which correspond to the different Em; we shall there
fore take an average over all realizations of Em' For 
this purpose it is conve!!-ient to introduce the averaging 
or smoothing operator P such that for any phase func
tionA(x,p,t), PA=(A)E (P is a projector, sinceP2 =P). 
A can then be decomposed into the sum of its average, 
PA, and its random part, (1 -P)A. For the stochastic 
field Em, in particular, we have 

F Em(t l )E m(t2)· •. E m(t2n+l)PA = 0, 

FEm(tl)Em(tz)' •• Em(tzn)PA (10) 

= ~ (Em(t j)Em(t)E' .• (Em (tr)Em(ts»E(A)E , 
all pair. 

wheren=0,1,2, ... , for alIA. 

Let us now separate the density function R into its 
average and stochastic parts, respectively, 

Q=FR, BQ=(I-F)R (11) 

and introduce them into Eq. (8), 

a ~ a 
at (Q + BQ)+L(Q +BQ)== -e

ap 
Em(Q+ BQ). (12) 

Applying first P and then (I-F) to this equation, we get 

aQ A a A 

-+LQ=-e-PE BQ at ap m , 
(13) 

a, A a a A 
at BQ + LBQ = -e ap EmQ - e ap (l-P)E",BQ . (14) 

Now we want to eliminate BQ. With this purpose we in
troduce the inverse of the operator a/at+£, which we 
call G; then for any phase function A we can write 

A (a A)-l t A 

GA(x,P,t)= 8t +L A(x,p,t)=v~ e-Llt-t')A(x,P,tl)dt'. 

(15) 

Now we invert Eqs. (13) and (14), to get 

(16) 

... 8 ,... a " 
BQ= -eG-E Q -eG-(I-P)E BQ ap m ap m 

(17) 

and by combining these we obtain the equation 

AaA [ Aa A JIAa 
Q=e2G-PE l+eG-(I-P)Em' G-c;-EmQ 

ap m 8p up 

which can be rewritten as 

aQ +LQ==e2~PE [l+eG~(l-p)E TIG~E Q 
at ap m ap mJ ap m • 

(18) 

This is not a convenient expression, since the opera
tor G and the stochastic field Em appear in the denomina
tor; but it can be formally expanded in series, yielding 

aQ A a A .. [ A a A ] k a 
-+LQ=e2-PEmL: -eG ap (I-P)E m G-EmQ 
at ap k=O ap 

=-e~PE:t[-eG~(l-P)E..l~Q . 
ap k=l ap ~ 

(19) 

To obtain the second equality we have written the last 
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factor EmQ in the equivalent form (l-P)E mQ. 

The method used to go from the random equation (8) to 
the nonrandom equation (18) is called the method of 
smoothing and has been introduced independently by a 
number of authors for different problems; for a detailed 
exposition see Ref. 19. 

Onaccountofthe first of Eqs. (10) and of the nonrandom 
character of G, all terms with even k on the right side 
of Eq. (19) vanish and we are left with 

aQ A a A f,;'" ~ A a A J2k+l at +LQ=efjPEm eGa--(I-P)Em Q. 
p =0 P 

(20) 

This equation has still an infinite number of terms which 
represent the (averaged) effects of the multiple scatter
ing by the vacuum field, which means that it includes 
the (nonrelativistic, all order) radiative corrections of 
QED. Although for QM it is sufficient to keep the first 
term (k = 0), we shall keep them all and write the rhs of 
Eq. (20), for short, as 

a A A a .. [ A a ~ 12k 
e2a--PEmGa-EmL: eG ap (l-P)EmJ Q 

p p k=O 

(21) 

A 

D is a complicated integrodifferential operator, but it 
has the valuable property of commuting with the opera
tor a /ap. To prove this we take the first term of the 
series, 

(22) 

A 

next we replace the operator G of Eq. (15) by a kernel, 
thus writing 

A t 
GA(x ,p, t) == fodf'ii dx'dp' ~(x - x',p -p', t - t')A(x' ,p', t'), 

(23) 

where ~ is a retarded Green function, 

(~~ +L)~=O, q(x,p,O)=B(x)B(p). (24) 

Equation (23) is easily verified by applying to it the op
erator a/at+L and using Eqs. (24). For A = a (EmQ)/ap 
we obtain from Eqs. (22) and (23), 

Do ~; == e2PEm(t) fat dt' ii dx'dp'q(x - x', p - p', t - t'l 

xE (t')~Q(X' p' t'l 
m ap' " 

== e2 ~ r t dt ' P E (t)E (t') ap Jo on m 

xii dx'dP'C;(x _X',p _p', t - t')Q(x',pl,t ' ) 

a A 

== ap DoQ, (25) 

where we have performed an integration by parts. Thus 
we see that the first term of the series turns out to be a 
derivative with respect to p. Inspection of Eq. (21) 
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show s that the same is true for the remaining terms of 
the series; we may therefore write 

A a a A 

D-:;:-D ap ap . 
(26) 

Using this property we may cast the differential equa
tion for the phase-space distribution, Eq. (20), into the 
form 

aQ p aQ a ( T, ~ a2 
A -+--+- f+-fP Q:;:-2DQ at m ax ap m ap' 

(27) 

A 

where D is a linear operator involving a time integration 
from 0 to t, as seen from Eq. (25). 

We have thus arrived at a Fokker-Planck-type equa
in phase space. A remarkable feature of this equation 
is its non-Markoffian character: the change of Q at time 
t depends on the previous values of Q, on account of the 
right-hand side, which involves an integration over the 
past. This non-Markoffian character is a direct conse
quence of the finite duration of the field autocorrelation, 
implied in the frequency-dependent spectrum, Eq. (3). 
This is a most important point: We are dealing with a 
non-Markoffian process in phase space, and the ensuing 
configuration-space statistical description will clearly 
be non-Markoffian as well. This seems to contradict 
previous work by Nelson and others,14,15 according to 
which QM may be understood as the result of a Markoff 
process in configuration space. Close inspection re
veals, however, that the phenomenological stochastic 
theories of QM always contain, in some form or another, 
a dynamical postulate which gives rise to a nonclassical 
(Le., different from Brownian-motion) behavior of the 
system; this point is only too seldom made explicit. 
The price we pay for the apparent simplicity of the phe
nomenological Markoffian approaches to QM are the con
ceptual difficulties arising from their nonclassical dy
namical content (see, e.g., Refs. 20 and 21), which have 
gone so far as to lead to the assertion that the relation
ship between stochastic processes and QM is purely 
formal and devoid of any physical meaning.22 ,23 These 
difficulties are lifted, at least in principle, as soon as 
we recognize that the underlying stochastic process of 
QM is much more complex than was previously assumed. 

Equation (27) offers the possibility-in principle, at 
least-to study QM in phase space. This would not be 
the first phase-space description of QM ever made: 
Since the early work of Wigner,24 various authors have 
proposed different phase-space descriptions which, 
through the use of different correspondence rules, can 
be shown to be formally equivalent to ordinary QM (see, 
e.g., Refs. 16 and 25). We shall return to this point in 
Sec. VI. There are other approaches, notably that of 
Wiener and della Riccia,26 based on a classical Liouville 
equation for a phase-space probability amplitude, and 
the SED approach based on the direct solution of the 
Langevin equation for the harmonic oscillator.I,4,9 
While the approach of Wigner, Moyal, etc., leads to a 
formal extension of usual QM, SED allows, in principle, 
for predictions outside the frame of usual QM (e.g., for 
short times). 

Equation (27) does not seem much easier to solve than 
the original Langevin equation for an arbitrary force. 
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A detailed phase-space description based on this equa
tion would therefore involve serious mathematical diffi
culties, aside from those related to the eventual occur
rence of infinities associated with the oversimplified 
form of p(w). However, many properties of the system 
can be investigated without entering into such difficul
ties; in particular, we shall in the next section proceed 
to establish the connection with Schrodinger QM. 

III. TRANSITION TO CONFIGURATION SPACE 

A complete description of our system in configuration 
space can be obtained by simply multiplying Eq. (27) by 
P" (n =0, 1, 2, ... ) and integrating over the whole p-space. 
Or alternatively it can be obtained in terms of the char
acteristic function 

Q(x, z, t) = J Q(x,p, t)elPBdp (28) 

which is the generating function of the configuration
space-conditioned or local moments (P"),,= pol J P"QdP, as 
follows from 

a"Q 
az;;:;:i" J p"QelPBdp =i"p(p"e IPB\ (29) 

by taking z :;: 0, 

(p") x:;:!. f P"Q dp = (-i)"(~ ~:~) . 
p B~ 

(30) 

Here we have introduced the denSity function in configu
ration space, which, according to Eq. (28), is 

p(x,t)=JQ(x,p,t)dp=Q(x,O,t). (31) 

From the Fourier transform of Eq. (27), 

aQ i a2Q . _ T , aQ 2 A _ 

8't-;naxaz -zzfQ-mfza-;:;:-z (DQ) (32) 

and Eq. (29), we get 

a 1 a 
at «eIPB),.p) + m ax «peIP"\p) - izf(eIPB),.p 

(33) 

where the tilde denotes Fourier transformation. This 
equation still contains all the phase-space information, 
as it is written in xz space. We can transfer this infor
mation to configuration space step by step, by developing 
elPB in Taylor's series around z =0 and separating the co
efficients of z" (n=O, 1,2, ... ). The first equations thus 
obtained are 

ap 1 a 
- +--«p),.p)=O 
at max ' (34) 

a 1 a T 
-«p) n) +- _«p2) p) - fp -- f'(P) p:;: 0 at "" m ax x m x , 

(35) 

a~ «p2)"p) + ! a: «p3)"p) - f (p)xp - ~ f'(p2)"p:;: 2(IJQ) :=0' 
(36) 

These equations describe the flow of matter, momen
tum and energy; higher powers of z would yield addition
al transport equations, each one containing a new local 
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function (pn)x' Consequently, the phase-space descrip
tion is equivalent to an infinite hierarchy of transport 
equations (in configuration space). However, we are 
interested here in the connection with Schrodinger QM 
and to establish it, the first two equations are sufficient, 
as will be seen below. 

The local moments appearing in Eqs. (34) and (35) may 
be rewritten, according to Eq. (30), as follows: 

(p),,= -i(~ InQ) az z=O 

and 

( 2 (a2 

-) = p\- 8"2 lnQ . 
z zoo 

The last expression is more conveniently written in 
terms of the variables27 

(37) 

(38) 

z.=x+{3z, z.=x-{3z (39) 

where {3 is an arbitrary (real) constant whose value will 
be determined below. In fact, with a*=a/az* Eq. (38) 
can be written 

(p2) x - (p);= _{32[ (a. - a Y InQ]z=o 

(40) 

Now we write Q as the product of three functions, in 
the noncommittal form 

Q (x, z, t) = q .(z., t)q.(z., t}q (z., z., t) , (41) 

where q is not further factorizable into z. and z. func
tions. If we use this expression for Q and recall that 
Q (X, 0, t) = p(x, t), we obtain from Eq. (40), 

2 (2 2 a2 

(p) - p) = -(3 ~ lnp+ a, 
x x ax (42) 

where 

a == 4{32(a.a .lnq) zoo • (43) 

Observe that it is the function a which connects Eq. (35) 
with the subsequent equations of the hierarchy. Now let 
us go back to the first two flow equations; for our pres
ent purposes it is convenient to write them in vector 
notation. With the usual expression for the flow veloci
ty, 

(44) 

Eq. (34) assumes the form of the continuity equation (a 
sum over repeated indices is understood), 

ap ) 
ay+a/(v/p =0, 

and Eq. (35) becomes 

a 1 
m at (vIP)+ m aj«p/p,)xp) -flP -T(ajf/)vjp=O. 

Since the vector form of Eq. (42) reads 

(PIP j)= m2vI vJ - {32a la j Inp +a IJ' 
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(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

where 

a IJ = a Jt = 2{32[ (a. a. + a. a. ) Inq ]z=o , 
I J j / 

Eq. (46) transforms into 

a (32 
mat(ViP)+maj(v/Vjp)-m aj(pa/ajlnp)-fiP 

1 = - -a j(a/jp) +TpVja ,fi . 
rn 

(48) 

By further introducing Eq. (45) and the potential V asso
ciated with the external force j, we obtain after some 
minor algebra, 

rn a;/ +rnVjajv/-~ aJ~-(a jlnp)2+a~lnp] +a l V 

1 
= -- aj(paij)+TVjajfl=F/. (49) 

mp 
This equation has a close resemblance to the classical 

hydrodynamic equation for the momentum flow of a vis
cous fluid,28 with a stress tensor pa l/rn2. There is, 
however, an important difference, namely, the terms 
containing a j Inp. These are kinetic, nondissipative 
terms of stochastic origin,29 which manifest the different 
nature of the SED system: it is obviously not a classical 
hydrodynamic system. Nevertheless, the transport 
equations may be useful (and in fact the particular form 
of them with F i = 0 has been used) to establish hydrody
namical analogs for QM. 

It is also interesting to note that Eqs. (45) and (49) 
(w ith F i = 0) are precisely the fundamental equations of 
the stochastic theory of QM (SQM), the phenomenological 
counterpart of the present theory.l4·15 This theory offers 
thus aphysicaljustificationfor the postUlates of SQM and 
moreover, determines its free parameters from first 
principles, as will be seen below. 

IV. THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

We will now construct a first integral of Eq. (49). For 
this purpose, we write (without loss of generality) the flow 
velocity v and the right-hand member F in terms of new 
functions, as follows: 

v= ~(2{3V'S+B), V'.B=O, (50a) 
rn 

F=-V'91+K, 'V·K=O. (50b) 

With these expressions, Eq. (49) takes the form 

(51) 

which has as first integral the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

as 1 {32 (V' p)2 (32 V'2 p 
2{3 -+-(2{3V'S+B)2+ - - ---+V+<P=O. 

at 2m 2rn p m p 

(52) 

We have absorbed the integration constant into as/at and 
have selected BsoastocanceltherhsofEq.(51), Le., B 
is a solution of the differential equation 
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SB -vX(VXB)=K. 
at 

Through the usual change of variable 

l/J = (p)1/2e iS 

(53) 

(54) 

Eq. (52) transforms into a complex equation for l/J and l/J* 
which is trivially separable into the SchrOdinger equation 

Sl/J 1 
2ij3 - = - (-2if3V + B)2l/J + (V + q,)l/J 

at 2m 

and its complex conjugate. 

(55) 

Observing that B and q, appear as a vector and a scalar 
potential respectively, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (55) 
as follows: 

(56) 

where 

B =- ~A q, =e<p r • c r' (57) 

These potentials contain the nonrelativistic radiative cor
rections to the SchrOdinger equation. From Eqs. (5Ob) and 
(53), they can be shown to satisfy the equation 

~ e SA e. -l:'=-eV<p ----=:..:L+-vX(VXA) 
r C at c r , (58) 

which assigns a meaning to Fin Eq. (49). It is easy to 
show that the introduction of an external Lorentz force in 
the Langevin equation [or in Eq. (27)1 results in the addition 
of the corresponding potentials to Ar and <Pr in the Schro
dinger equation. For the calculation of the potentials we 
use Eq. (50b), from which we obtain 

q, = -.!f V.F(r') d3r' K= ~V x f V x F(r') ~r' 
417 I r - r' I ' 417 I r - r' I 

(59) 

where the components of F are given by Eq. (49), 

(60) 

To evaluate F explicitly we would need to know the function 
~, which in its turn requires the knowledge of the solution 
of the phase-space problem. Below we shall once more 
touch upon some aspects of the radiative corrections. 

V. THE LIMIT OF QUANTUM MECHANICS 

In the foregoing section we obtained for the SED sys
tem a SchrOdinger equation containing a still undeter
mined parameter f3 and the effective electromagnetic po
tentials Ar and <Pr. For this equation to correspond to 
usual QM, we must have f3=in, and Ar and CPr must be 
zero. 

Let us first examine the significance of this last condi
tion being imposed on Ar and <Pr. From Eqs. (58) and 
(60) we see that this condition is met only if 

1 
-- aj(pUjj)+TVi)/ijV=O. mp (61) 

We recall that usual QM is implicitly restricted to non-
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radiating systems, a restriction which is lifted only by 
explicitly introducing the interaction with the (quantized) 
vacuum field; the present theory, on the contrary, con
tains the radiation term as an essential ingredient, To 
obtain the radiationless limit impliCit in QM we can sim
ply take T =0; but in dropping the term with T we are 
accepting the existence of a stable physical solution, 
which is attained precisely thanks to the radiation force, 
that tends in the long run to compensate for the energy 
gained by the system due to the stochastic force. We 
must therefore be careful and take the limit T- 0 only 
once the radiation has had the opportunity to stabilize 
the system, Le., for long times. Some related points 
have been recently discussed by Boyer. 2 

With the above condition, Eq. (61) is satisfied only if 
U = 0, which holds, in particular, if q does not depend on 
either z + or z_ and can therefore be taken as a constant 
[see Eq. (43»); the Fourier transform of the phase-space 
distribution can be written in this case as the product of 
(time-dependent) functions of either z + or z_, according 
to Eq. (41). 

Clearly, a system subject to arbitrary initial condi
tions does not necessarily meet these two requirements 
at all times; but if it is to be correctly described by 
usual QM, it must evolve to a state of equilibrium with 
the stochastic background field, in which they apply at 
least apprOXimately. Let us now prove that this "radia
tionless" "separable" limit described by ordinary QM 
(Le., the quantum mechanical regime) is indeed a state 
of equilibrium. 

According to Eq. (27), the ensemble mean of the kinet
ic and potential energies of the mechanical system 
evolves in the following way (recall that (A)'" J AQ dp dx 
=J(A)xPdx): 

~ (p2) = _1_ Jp2~ dp dx 
dt 2m 2m at 

-(V)= ~-dpdx=-- PfQdPdx d f ,aQ 1 J 
dt at m . 

The time derivative of the mean energy is therefore 

d(H) = ~J (2 f'p2Q +iJQ) dp dx 
dt m In 

(62) 

It is clear from this expression that (H) may attain a 
constant value thanks to the balance between the energy 
radiated and the energy picked up from the stochastic 
field, as stated above. But since we are already dropping 
terms with T in paSSing to the limit of usual QM, it only 
remains to prove that (D) vanishes as well in this limit. 

With this purpose, we use a result that will be proved 
in the next section, namely, that the phase-space dis
tribution coincides in the quantum mechanical regime 
with the Wigner distribution; Moyal16 has shown (on the 
basis of QM) that the Wigner distribution evolves ac
cording to the equation 
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aQ = t t (-1)" 
at "=OT=O(n-r)!r! 

where30 

and 

a =(_1)"+T+1{32" - - H (a )T (a )2"+1-T 
2"+1,T ap ax ' 

p2 
H=2m+ V(x). 

(63) 

For our purposes it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (63) in 
its equivalent form 

=-t (-1)"{32~ (~)2n+1IQ(~)2"fJ. 
n= 1 (2n + 1). ap L ax 

(64) 

By comparing Eq. (64) with Eq. (27) we see that in the 
quantum mechanical regime, DQ has the value 

(65) 

whence (n) = J DQ dp dx =0. In the limit of QM, there
fore, d(H)/dt =0 indeed. 

The constant value of the average energy for any sta
tionary state may be ascertained by looking for the ex
tremum of (H) with respect to changes in the (normal
ized) density of particles, as is well known from ele
mentary QM; this holds even if a (now time independent) 
is different from zero. To see this, we recall that in a 
stationary state the flow velocity vanishes, and hence 
Eq. (42) reduces to 

( 2) 2 d
2 

P x =-p dx2 lnp +a. (66) 

The condition that the mean energy be an extremum, 

J J ( {32 d 2 a) 
(H) = HQ dp dx = p - 2m dx 2 lnp + 2m + V dx 

J[ 2{32(dCP)2 ( a) ] = m ~ + V + 2m cp2 dx = extremum , (67) 

where cP = (p)l/2, along with the normalization condition 

J pdx = I cp 2dx ~ 1 , 

constitute a variational problem, the solution of which 
is the Euler-Lagrange equation31 

(68) 

(H> plays the role of the Lagrange multiplier); but Eq, 
(68) is just the time-independent Schrodinger equation 
(below we show that fJ = t 11), with an additional term (a / 
2m)cp representing a possible remnant of the whole 
phase-space description. Though it appears as a poten
tial energy, this term is actUally of kinetic origin, as 
shown by Eq, (66). 

Equation (68) offers an alternative way for the calcula-
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tion of the effects of the radiative corrections on the en
ergy of a stationary state; in particular, the first-order 
correction 

oE = (a)/2m (69) 

contains two contributions, namely, the mass renormal
ization due to the vacuum fluctuations, and the Lamb 
shift. The calculation of these radiative corrections in 
the general case is eVidently a difficult task; however, a 
first- order calculation is easily performed for the harmon
ic oscillator on the basis of the Langevin equation, yielding 
for the mass renormalization9

: 

om~ 3m/87Ta (a =e 2/nc) 

and for the Lamb shift of the ground state3
,4,7,B: 

11. 2 2 3 2 
oE =~ln~o 

L 7TlilC 2 2anw 

The large (though finite) values obtained can be traced 
to the exaggerated contribution of p(w) lsee Eqo (2)J at 
high frequencies; if the usual nonrelativistic cutoff We 

= mc 2/ti is introduced, om/m becomes of the order of the 
fine-structure constant 01 (but cut-off-dependent) and 
oE L coincides with the value predicted by nonrelativistic 
QED with the same cutoff. For further details see Ref. 
90 

We may easily understand why this calculation gives 
finite results: From Eq. (66) we see that to first order 
in perturbation theory, a can be written in the form 

(70) 

where (p2)~ represents the unperturbed (i.e" a = 0) 
local variance of p, Due to the long tail of 
(Em(t)Em(t'»E, both (p2)~ and (p2)x contain infinite (un
physical) contributions; but their difference is finite. 

VI. THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION 

In the foregoing section we saw that the characteristic 
function Q takes on the simple form 

Q = q+ (z +, t)(f-(z _, t) 

in the quantum mechanical regime. From Eqs. (30), 
(31), (39), and (44) we see that p and v are given in this 
case by 

p(x, t) ~ Q (x, 0, t) ~ q+ (x, t)q J" t) (71) 

and 

v(y t)= __ t_' (a Q) =_ ifJ ~ln q+(x,t) 
~ , mp az z=o m oX qjx, t) . 

(72) 

By comparing with Eqs. (50a)-with B = 0, as corres
ponds to QM-and (54), we see that 

(73) 

whence the phase-space distribution can be written [in
verting Eq, (28)]: 

1 f -Q (x ,p, t) = 2i if,* (x - fJz, t)l/-(x +fJz, t)e jPzdz • (74) 

This is Wigner's distribution, if {3 = t ii, According to the 
present theory, this distribution is not expected to hold 
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at all times, but is attained only as a result of a compli
cated evolution of the system towards the quantum
mechanical regime. As a consequence of this evolution, 
the phase-space description collapses in such a form 
that it becomes equivalent to the Schrodinger descrip
tion, the whole phase-space description being no longer 
necessary, In other words, SED endows the Wigner 
description-which is usually presented as a possible 
phase-spacejormali.sm of ordinary QM (see, e.g., Ref. 
25)-with a well-defined physical meaning: It is the 
phase-space description of the SED system in the quan
tum mechanical regime. 

As is well known, the Schrodinger equation admits so
lutions which give negative values for the Wigner distri
bution16 •32; for stationary states, for instance, only 
Gaussian configuration-space distributions give nonneg
ative phase-space distributions. 33 According to Moyal16 

and Marshall,l among others, if Q as given by Eq. (74) 
is to represent a real distribution, not merely a formal 
construct, only those quantum mechanical solutions 
which give nonnegative Q's are physically acceptable. 
This principle can be justified on the basis that the pure 
excited states of QM are not, strictly speaking, station
ary states and therefore cannot be solutions of the whole 
phase-space theory, the truly stationary state being in 
general a quantum mechanical mixture. For example, 
the stationary state of the harmonic oscillator at tem
perature T >0, as given by SED,1.9 is the mixture of 
states with weights proportional to exp(-nlfw/kT), in 
agreement with statistical QM. Actually, since the Wig
ner distribution is in general only an approximate ex
pression for the real phase-space distribution, this 
principle may be relaxed to some extent. 

The present phase-space description provides a defin
ite rule of correspondence between classical dynamical 
variables and quantum mechanical operators, Since, as 
is well known, Wigner's distribution implies Weyl's 
rule16•25: 

exp(i8x + iTJp) - exp(i8; + i1)P) 

or equivalently34: 

x" pm ~ -n L-" x n- I pm Xl 1 ~(n)~ ~ ~ 
2 1=0 l 

This means that the SED predictions in the quantum
mechanical regime coincide with those obtained from 
QM only if Weyl's rule is consistently applied; the same 
conclusion is contained in the work of Boyer2 and 
Santos12 since the symmetrization rule they propose is 
equivalent to Weyl's rule. However, the usual operator 
formalism of QM uses neither Weyl's nor any other cor
respondence rule; Le., usual QM is incompatible with 
any phase-space description. 16•25 The reason behind this 
discrepancy is that the quantum mechanical dispersions 
and similar statistical quantities are calculated for var
iables which are already partly averaged; they are, in 
the language of analysis of variance, dispersions be
tween classes. 35 

We thus see that ordinary QM is not a truly statistical 
theory, and hence, we certainly will find it impossible 
to adhere strictly to a statistical interpretation without 
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at the same time violating some of its statements; we 
have just met with two instances of this problem. We 
are thus faced with the alternative: Either we accept a 
statistical phase-space description, implying the need 
to revise some of the usual tenets of QM, or we adhere 
to the usual definitions and hence give up any possibility 
of constructing a phase-space theory. As yet, the ac
ceptance of a statistical theory with all its implications 
does not contradict any experimental fact, but differs 
from usual QM only in the interpretation of certain re
sultS. 36 

The present work reveals, moreover, several essen
tial differences between a classical stochastic process, 
such as Brownian movement, and the stochastic process 
underlying QM. In the former, which is Markoff pro
cess, a state of local equilibrium is eventually attained 
in which the phase-space variables separate and equi
partition of energy holds; in the latter, which is a pro
cess with long memory, it is not x andp that eventually 
separate, but z + and z _, and the average energy attains 
an extremum value. Once the system has reached the 
quantum-mechanical regime, x and p remain forever 
inevitably correlated, «.u)2)«Ap)2) ~ f:J2. This inequality 
can of course be violated at short times, when the sys
tem is far from equilibrium. 

It should be noted that we have assumed that the sys
tem may evolve towards equilibrium without specifying 
under what circumstances it does. Here we touch upon 
another aspect of the theory which requires careful at
tention, namely, the ergodic properties of the SED sys
tem; the study of some aspects of this important ques
tion has been successfully initiated by Claverie and 
Diner.37 

VII. THE VALUE OF {3 

We have just seen that the variables z + and z _ define 
two disjoint subspaces in the equilibrium limit, which 
means that the parameter f3 is physically significant and 
ought therefore to be determined from phYSical consid
erations. 

That f3 must be somehow related to If is clear from the 
fact that it is a measure of the dispersion produced on 
the dynamic variables by the random field [see, e.g., 
Eq. (42»), while n arises in SED as a measure of the dis
persion of the random field itself [see, e.g., Eq. (3)]. 

Since the calculation of f3 for the general case is not a 
Simple task, due to the complicated structure of the op
erator fj, we resort here directly to the Langevin equa
tion, which contains the necessary information and is at 
least tractable in the linear case; we shall therefore 
prove the validity of the formula f3 = ~ If proposed above, 
for a harmonic oscillator, 

The corresponding Langevin equation is [cf. Eq. (4)] 

(75) 

where Wo is the natural frequency of the oscillator. Let 
us now average over the ensemble of realizations of Em' 
Writing x = Xc + x., where Xc =Px = (X)E and Xs = (1 - P)x, 
we obtain from Eq. (75), 
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(76) 

and 

(77) 

The average and the purely random motions become un
coupled, thanks to the linear character of Eq. (75)" The 
stationary solution of Eq. (77) is 

_ e ('" Em(w)e- lwt 

XS
- m (21T)1!2)_", w~-w2+iTW~W dw 

and the dispersion of Xs is therefore [using Eq. (5)], 

< 
. 2) . liT f'" wSe- nw dw 

Xs E=llm--
n-o 1Tm 0 (1+T2w2)[(w~_w2)2+(Tw~w)21 

_ liwo ) 
- 2m +O(T • (78) 

The introduction of the convergence factor is justified as 
follows. The integral expression for < x~) E is divergent, 
due to the "long tail" of the integrand; but it can be eas
ily seen that the infinite contribution appears already in 
the transient part of the complete solution of Eq. (77), 
and hence must be subtracted from the steady-state sol
ution due to its unphysical character; the result thus ob
tained is Iiwc/2m (for details see Ref. 9). To simplify 
the calculation, we observe that the main contribution 
to the (regularized) integral comes from the sharp reso
nance at W"" Wo and hence we may modify the shape of 
the tail without affecting the integral, as is confirmed 
by the essentially cut-off independent result, Eq. (78). 
Formally, the problem of evaluating (X~) E may be 
solved also by a mass renormalization, but the method 
referred to above (Ref. 8) seems more suggestive. No 
mathematical trick would of course be necessary if the 
spectral density of the vacuum field had the right form 
at high frequencies. This is the only instance in the 
present paper where we are directly faced with problems 
generated by the incorrect shape of the spectral density, 
but it already pOints to the relevance of this question for 
the convergence problem in quantum theory. 

Since the stationary solution (corresponding to the 
ground state) of Eq. (76) is Xc = 0, Xc = 0, the total mo
mentum dispersion is given, in a first approximation, by 

(79) 

(A similar calculation gives < X2) = 1i/2mwo' where the 
total average energy is (H) = nwc/2, as expected, since 
the oscillator is in equilibrium with the vacuum field; of 
course, a more careful calculation yields in addition the 
Lamb shift correction.) 

On the other hand, the dispersion of P for a stationary 
state (v = 0) in the quantum-mechanical regime (T = 0, 
CT=O) is [cf. Eq. (66)]: 

(p2) = _(32 f pai lnpdx , 

where P is the (integrable) solution of the stationary 
Schr6dinger equation 

2{32 d2( P )1/2 -m dx2 +tmw~x2(p)l/2=tliwo(p)l/2 
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(80) 

namely, 

p - exp(-mwox 2/1i). 

Introducing this p in Eq. (80) we obtain 

(p2) = 2mwo{32/1i , 

finally, comparing this with Eq. (79) we get 

{3 =~Ii . (81) 

Since the value obtained for {3 is independent of the 
specific properties of the oscillator, it seems reason
able to accept that it has the same value for any other 
type of force, at least up to terms not depending on To 

VIII. FINAL REMARKS 

The results presented in this paper show that SED 
contains the usual (nonrelativistic, spinless) QM as a 
particular, well defined limit case, obtained when a 
certain type of equilibrium in phase space is established 
and the system no longer radiates. Quantum mechanical 
equilibrium in phase-space differs from its classical 
counterpart, as discussed in Sec. VI. 

The transition to configuration space justifies on phys
ical grounds the use of the Wigner distribution in the 
limit of QM, and this, in its turn, gives us a reason for 
selecting the Weyl rule among the various correspond
ence rules proposed in the literature. 

The present theory gives support to the interpretation 
of QM as a stochastic process, as proposed in previous 
work14

,lS and determines from first prinCiples the val
ues of the phenomenological parameters appearing 
therein. It offers, moreover, the possibility of analyz
ing the quantum mechanical process in phase space for 
short times, before the equilibrium state is reached
though the mathematical difficulties involved in such an 
analysis appear to be considerable; the process is far 
from being Markoffian, as is evident from the integro
differential FOkker-Planck-type equation (27). In the 
quantum-mechanical regime, the first two equations of 
the infinite hierarchy suffice to describe the process in 
configuration space, and these equations define a (non
classical) Markoff process, as has been shown by the 
stochastic theory of QM. 14

.l
S Hence we conclude that for 

times long compared with an appropriately defined cor
relation time, the stochastic process may be approxi
mated by a Markoff process in configuration space. 

Since the interaction of the mechanical system with 
the zero-point radiation field is an essential part of the 
theory, it is pOSSible, in principle, to obtain the radia
tive corrections to the energy and the lifetimes of ex
cited states, without resorting to further postulates. 
For the same reason it should be possible to connect the 
theory with nonrelativistic QED. Besides the interpre
tative advantages of such an approach, it would probably 
throw light on some questions related to the need of 
renormalization; in fact, the present treatment has al
ready allowed us to trace the origin of certain diver
gencies to the unphysical form of p(w); it is clear from 
this that the problem of introducing an acceptable (pre
sumably problem-dependent) form for the spectral den
sity of the vacuum field deserves closer attention. 
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We have repeatedly referred to the problems gener
ated by a spectrum of the form p(w) - w3

; let us now re
view some positive implications of it. As is well known, 
a uniform spectral density implies a field autocorrela
tion of the form (E(t)E(t'»E = constx 6(t -t'), and this yields 
a Fokker-Planck equation with no memory, as for 
Brownian motion (since the operator fj reduces to a 
constant, as can be seen from Eqs. (24) and (25)1. The 
asymptotic solution of this classical Fokker-Planck 
equation is a Maxwellian distribution multiplied by a 
p(x), which means that the correlation between x andp 
vanishes and a as defined in Eq. (42) is essentially dif
ferent from zero; hence a description in terms of a 
Schrodinger equation is spurious in this case. It is 
clear, then, that the spaces which separate under equi
librium are somehow determined by the structure of the 
spectral density; for QM, in particular, p(w) must be 
frequency dependent. Whether p - w3 is the only form 
leading to a natural description in terms of a linear wave 
equation is a question whose answer may eventually 
justify the wave properties of matter within the frame of 
stochastic theory. The frequency dependence of p(w) is 
important also in connection with the atomic stability; 
in fact, it has been shown by qualitative arguments2,21 
that the hydrogenlike atom is a stable system if p - w3 

and the friction force is -'x', while it is not stable for a 
white-noise spectrum (not even with a Brownian-type 
friction -i). Moreover, the specific form proposed for 
p(w), having been derived under the condition of Lorentz 
invariance, will allow the eventual passage to a relativ
istic theory without the need to abandon the main hypo
theses of SED. 

Finally we should remark that even though the SED 
system is a charged particle interacting with the random 
electromagnetic field, the charge does not appear in the 
final results concerning QM proper (Le., the Schrodin
ger equation, the value of {3, etc.); though it appears, 
of course, in the radiative corrections, through the fine
structure constant. We could therefore conceive of 
QM-along with Boyer2-as the mechanical limit of SED. 
The same mechanical equations would be obtained for a 
neutral particle, assuming that it possesses a fluctuat
ing charge, provided the fluctuations are sufficiently 
rapid not to contradict the observed law of charge con
servation. We may speculate then that the same mech
anism is responsible for the quantum mechanical behav
ior of both charged and neutral particles. In fact, on the 
basis of the present results we could go even further and 
speculate that the mechanism responsible for the quan
tum mechanical behavior is of a more general nature, 
involving not only the electromagnetic radiation field
the spec~fic effects of which are the radiative correc
tions-but possibly other stochastic fields as well; this 
would lead us to consider the stochastic theory as some
thing much more fundamental than we have up to now. 
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We show that the presence. or absence. of bound states in the three-dimensional SchrOdinger equation 
directly depends on the existence of zeros for a function which is a zero energy solution of the equation 
and which has the meaning of an impedance in a related equation. Several inequalities that are sufficient to 
prevent the existence of bound states are obtained from this remark. Some of them are new and bridge the 
gap between previous results. 

Let Z(x) be a positive function, with an absolutely con
tinuous derivative for any real x, and gOing to a positive 
constant as x - ±"". It is well known that the operator 
Z-2(d/dx)Z2(d/dx) , which appears in the transmission 
line problem, has no "discrete spectrum," [negative 
eigenvalue, eigenfunction in L 2 (R)].I. 2 Z(x) inthis opera
tor has the physical meaning of an impedance. Simi
larly, it has been shown2•3 that the equation 

[Z-2 ~Z2..!!..-. -l(l+ 1)r-2llji(r)= -Ei/i(r) 
dr dr J (1) 

has no solution such that 1/J(0) = 0 and Iji E L 2(0, ""), for 
any value of E. Equation (1) and the transmission line 
equation are equivalent to SchrOdinger equations with 
the potential Z-I(d2/dr2)Z, so that these results mean 
that such a potential has no bound state. In the radial 
case, this had also been shown directly. 4 A similar 
result has been proved in a radial coupled-channel 
case,5 and the way it was proved (using Picard equa
tions for the vectors made of the solutions and their 
gradients) can clearly be generalized to a many-channel 
case. Somewhat related results, concerning the equa
tion div[(Z2(r) - E)gradlji] = 0, were also obtained in plas
ma problems.6 On the other hand, several inequalities 
that are sufficient to guarantee that a potential has no 
bound state are known in the literature.7

-9 

In the present paper, we show on the three-dimension
al SchrOdinger equation without spherical symmetry how 
the existence of a bound state is related to the impos
sibility of solving the equation 

Z(r)~[z-l(r)]= V(r) (2) 

with a positive function Z (r), and we show that some 
conditions for the absence of bound states are readily 
related to this property. 

1. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR NO DISCRETE 
SPECTRUM OF (1) AND (2) 

Let Z (r) be a strictly positive real function, which is 
twice differentiable for any finite r, and behaves, for 
I r I - "", in such a way that Z (r) remains positive, Z, 
Z-I, and I gradZ I are uniformly bounded, and ~ goes 
to zero more rapidly than I r 1-2• Let W(r) be a real 
nonnegative continuous function, going to zero more 

rapidly than I r 1-2 for I r I - "". We claim that the equa
tions 

Z 2div[Z-2grad¢(r)] + (E - W)¢(r)= 0 (3) 

and 

(4) 

where 

(5) 

and V(r) is defined by (2), have no solution of negative 
energy in the set t of functions f such that f2 and 
I gradfl 2 belong to L(R3)' 

Proof: The equations are shown to be formally equi
valent by substituting (5) into (3) or (4). Since Z, Z-l, 
and I gradZ I are uniformly bounded, 1/J and gradlji belong 
to L 2(R3 ) if ¢ and grad¢ do, and conversely. Now con
sider the following equality, which readily follows from 
(3): 

I::E f J JZ-2¢2(r,E)dr 

:: J J J Z-2W(r)¢2(r, E)dr 

- J J J ¢(r, E)div[Z-2grad¢(r, E)]dr. (6) 

Notice in passing that this equality expresses the ener
gy conservation in the time-dependent form of (3). Ele
mentary transformations, and the Gauss theorem, yield 

I:: J J J Z-2W(r)¢2 (r, E)dN J J J Z-2 1 grad¢ 1 2dr 

- lim J 1. Z-2¢grad¢.dS. 
S-OCI s (7) 

The limit in the last term is zero because ¢I grad¢ I 
belongs to L(R3). Thus I reduces to the first two terms 
in the right-hand side of (7). These terms are positive 
or zero (0 iff ¢:= 0). I therefore is positive and thus E is 
also, which contradicts the assumption. QED 
Notice that the result holds for Eq. (3) even if Z is un
bounded above. 

2. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR NO DISCRETE 
SPECTRUM OF (2) 

Setting F(r):: [Z (r) 1"1, we see that (2) is equivalent to 
the zero energy SchrOdinger equation corresponding to 
the potential V(r) 
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~F(r) = V(r)F(r). (8) 

Thus, for the Schrodinger equation (4), the result stated 
in Sec. 1 is equivalent to the nonexistence of a negative
energy bound state when a zero energy solution is strict
ly positive. We can directly show a more general re
sult. If V(r) is a continuous fUnction, and goes to zero 
more rapidly that I r 1-2 as I r I - 00, it is well known that 
the wavefunction <po(r) that corresponds to the ground 
state has no zero, and decreases exponentially for large 
I r\ , together with its gradient. Thus we get from (4) 
and (8), using the Gauss theorem, 

lim J J (Fgrad<Po - <pogradF).dS 
S~OO s 

=0 

= J J J (E - W(r»<po(r)F(r)dr (9) 

and this is impossible for negative E and nonnegative W 
if there exists a solution F of (8), which keeps a con
stant sign, and remains bounded, or diverges less than 
exponentially as Irl-oo. Thus one gets here a nonnega
tivity condition instead of positivity; extremas, at which 
F and gradF vanish, are allowed. But clearly, for a 
regular potential, these points cannot be too many (in 
particular, they cannot form a closed surface). 

3. NECESSARY CONDITION FOR NO DISCRETE 
SPECTRUM OF (2) 

We assume in the following that V + Win Eq. (4) is 
continuous and goes to zero faster than I r 1-2 as I r I - 00, 

Now let us suppose we know a function F(r) which 

(a) is a continuously differentiable solution of Eq. (4) 
for the zero energy. 

(b) is such that FgradF is zero on a surface S en
closing a simply -connected finite volume 1/. 

(c) is such that gradF' gradF is bounded and strictly 
positive on a certain nonvanishing area ~S E S. 

Then we claim that H has indeed a negative energy 
bound state. 

Proof: Since HF is zero, the integral on V of FHF is 
zero. Using (b), the Gauss theorem and some elemen
tary vectorial algebra, we easily derive the equality 

JvFHF=O= Jv gradF .gradFdr+ Jv(W+ V)F 2dr. (10) 

Now let us recall that H has a bound state if and only 
iflo the minimum of E(j)=UIHlf) /(j If) on a set of 
functions such that f and Hf belong to L 2(R3 ) is negative. 
This minimum is then equal to the energy of the ground 
state. From ( 10) we know that if f is equal to 

_ {F(r) (r EO V), 
f=F= 

o (riV), 
(11) 

then E(f) is zero. From the assumptions (b) and (c) we 
know that F should be zero on ~S. Since F is continu
ously differentiable, gradF is a continuous function. 
Hence, there should exist in Va volume ~V, containing 
~S, in which 1 gradF I is bounded below by a positive 
number, say, m, and bounded above by, say, M. Let 
dS be a part of ~S and d 1/ a part of ~ 1/ containing dS, 
and contained in a ball of diameter 6. Now F is zero in 
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a part of d 1/, and is differentiable, so that, for any 
point d of dS, and any point r of d V, we can write 

F(r)= ~r gradF .ds, (12) 

where the integral is taken on the straight line, of dif
ferential element ds, going from d in dS to r. Thus, the 
upper bound M of gradF readily yields 

IF(r)I<M6 (rEdV). (13) 

Let us now use for f in the ,functional E(f) a function 
F 6 which is equal to F for any rEV except in d 1/, where 
F 6 and its gradient should be taken equal to zero. We 
easily see that 

1 F HF = - fa..{ 1 gradF 12+ (V + W)F2}dr (14) 
v 6 6 r F 2dr _ r F 2dr 

Jv Jdv 

The first term in the numerator is smaller than 
- m 2 jzvdr and the second one is smaller than 
62M2 ~vV(r)dr. The first term in the denominator does 
not depend On the size of d 1/ but the second one is 
smaller than 62M2 favdr. We can always choose dV, and 
thus 6, in such a way that the first terms in the numera
tor and denominator are dominant, so that JvF aBF 6 is 
strictly negative. This proves our point. 

The result can be extended to infinite domains if <p 
and grad<p are L2 in the infinite directions. However, 
if V goes over to R 3 , it is necessary to make the addi
tional assumption that there is, at finite distance, at 
least a point at which <p is zero and I grad<p I is strictly 
positive and bounded. 

One can also notice that in a situation where bothF and 
gradF are zero on the closed surface S, it is possible 
to continue F outside of II by zero, so that there would 
exist for any potential equal to V + W inside V, and ar
bitrarily continued outside of V, a zero energy bound 
state. This is impossible. 

4. APPLICATIONS 

Since the presence, or absence, of bound states, is 
narrowly related to the sign of a continuous solution of 
Eq. (8), it is interesting at least for pedagogical rea
sons to derive a condition that is sufficient to guarantee 
a solution of constant sign. Now considering Eq. (8) as 
a Poisson equation, we see that the solution, if it 
exists, of the following integral equation: 

F(r)=1-(47T)"l J J JV(p)F(p)lr-pl-ldP (15) 

is also a solution of Eq. (8). 

Since W(p) is simply required to be nonnegative, we 
can always assume that V(p) is everywhere nonpositive. 
Thus (15) has certainly a solution which is everywhere 
greater than or equal to one if the successive approxi
mations algorithm corresponding to Eq. (15) converges.ll 

It is equivalent to consider the equation 

6F(r) == (47T)-l J J J I V(p) I I r - pl-ldp 

+ (47T)"l J J J IV(p)1 Ir-pl-16F(P)dp. (16) 

Recall that in a Banach space, B, a contracting map
ping has one fixed point, which is given by the succes
sive approximations algorithm, starting, for instance, 
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at O. Thus we only have to check that the first term in 
the right-hand side of (16) belongs to B, and that the 
operator is a contraction. Throughout the four exam
ples we give, we shall assume that V(r) is continuous 
and goes to zero faster than I r 1-2 as I r I - 00 • 

A. 1st example 

For a certain number E: EO ]0, 1[, let B be the set of 
functions f such that J J fir 1-2-6 If (r) I dr is finite. A 
simple calculation gives 

J Irl-2-Elr-pl-ldr=47rlpl-e[~+ l~J. (17) 

Thus the first term in (16) belongs to B (it would suf
fice that J J J I V (p) II P I-Edp < (0). The contraction con
dition is 

(41T)"lSUp I V(p) I IpI2.' J Irl-2-elr-pl-ldr<1 
p 

or 

(
1 1 )-1 sup IpI2IV(p)1 < -+ -1 -

p E - E 

or, for the best choice of E, i.e., E = ~ , 

sup IpI2IV(p)I:::t, 
p 

Notice that in this inequality, which is well known, one 
can choose the center of coordinates in the most con
venient way. 

B. 2nd example 

For the sake of simplicity, we assume here in addi
tion that I V(r) I decreases more rapidly than I r 1-5/

2-< as 
I r I goes to 00 (E: > 0), and that I V(r) I is almost every
where positive. We define B as the space of functions 
such that J J J I V(r) I f2(r) is finite. It is easy to check 
that the first term belongs to B. The contraction condi
tion is 

Using the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality12 we 
obtain as well 

J dr I V(r) 13/2< (32rr)1/2-10,02. (19) 

Notice that both inequalities (17) and (18) do not depend 
on the center of coordinates and that the inequality given 
by Glaser et al. is better than (19) (it would lead to 
12.82 in the right-hand side). 

C. 3rd example 

Let B be the space of continuous functions f, bounded 
at 00, with the norm Ilf II = sup V (p) I. The contraction 
condition reads P 

(20) 

and clearly this condition also guarantees that the first 
term belongs to B. This condition, in which one should 
recall that V(p) is the attractive part of the potential, 
was given by Hunziker13 as a convergence condition for 
the Born series. It does not depend on the center of 
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coordinates. In the case of spherically symmetric po
tential, it reduces to the Bargmann condition 
1a~ pi V-(p)ldp< 1, and thus is a best condition. We must 
realize however that condition (20) is more general than 
Bargmann's condition. Furthermore, condition (20), for 
the nonspherical case, is better than the one obtained by 
replacing I V(p) I by a spherically symmetric upper 
bound. 

D. 4th example 

Let B be the space of functions of f such that, for a 
certain positive number E:, to be defined later, I r lef (r) 
is continuous on any compact set in R3 and bounded at 
co, with the norm 

Ilfll=sup Ipl&V(p)l. 
P 

B is complete, and the contraction condition reads 

(21) 

For P> t, it is possible to write the integrand in (20) as 
a product of two factors, the first one being I V(p) I 
x I P 12-3/P. Then, using Holder's inequality, one obtains 
results of the form given in Ref. (8), but these are not 
so good, and the method fails as P - t. For 1:S P < t, we 
take as a first factor I V(p) I I r - pi [2P-3-(1)-1)s1IP. The 
Holder inequality then yields, instead of (20), the suffi
cient condition 

s~P{I J Jlv(pWlr_ p I2l>-3-<P-1)Slpl(P-1)SdP} 

< (47r)p{J J Jlr/lrl-xl-3Ulxl-s-l'dX} (1-P) , (22) 

where Ji.=E:p/(p -1), sand Ji. can be chosen arbitrarily 
in the set s> 0, (s + Ji.)< 3, Ji.> O. The right-hand side of 
(22) is equal to a number 

-1) r (s + Ji. - 1) [ 1T s 1T Ji. ] /1'-1 
(41T) )r(s -l)r(Ji. _ 1) tanTtan2 - 1 ) . (23) 

The inequalities (22) obviously reduce to (20) for P = 1. 
For E: > 0, and providing the potential is bounded at co by 
I r 1-2-., the first term in the rhs of (16) belongs to B. 
Besides, because of the continuity of V, it is easy to 
see that the solution of (16) which is obtained in B is 
actually continuous even at I r I = O. 

Our inequalities (22) and (23) bridge the gap between 
P = 1 and P = t in the inequalities of Ref. (8), since they 
hold here in the general case (no symmetry). In the 
referred paper, inequalities are given in this gap only 
in the special case of spherically symmetric potential. 
It is interesting to see that, in this last case and for the 
choice s = 2, Ji. =! (r = 0) gives the supremum in (22), so 
that (22) reduces to 

(24) 

The inequality (24) is not optimal, as can be seen by 
comparing it to the corresponding one in Ref. (8). For 
the general case one may prefer choosing s = 1, Ji. = 1, 
which gives 
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(25) 

Clearly all these inequalities are simply examples of 
what can be obtained. Results of Secs. 1, 2, 3 can be 
extended, with some simple modifications, to spaces 
with dimension not equal to 3, but results of Sec. 4 can
not, because they are related to the sign of the Green's 
function in (15). In the one-dimensional case, one rather 
shows that a purely attractive potential indeed has a 
bound state. 
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In unified gauge theories, the Higgs particles can interact in various ways. The problem of finding the 
symmetry-breaking directions can become very complicated in nontrivial cases, where the sca~ar fields have 
many interactions. A method is presented which predicts, in a simple way, the possible types of 
spontaneous symmetry breaking in a theory symmetric under the group U( N1).;i9 ... ;i9 U( N;? 
;i9SU(M1);i9··· SlSU(Mk ). Within its framework it is possible to obtain results by drawmg a n.ew kmd of 
graph. It is found that in such models, various phases (and hence phase transitions) are possible. There are 
distinct hierarchies in the symmetry breaking strengths and they are related. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

After it was proved that non-Abelian gauge theories 
can be renormalizable and that vector mesons can ac
quire mass l without losing their renormalizability, the 
way towards the unification of all interactions in a 
Yang-Mills type of theory was opened, Salam2 and 
Weinberg3 were the first, with a model unifying elec
tromagnetic and weak interactions. The possibility of 
asymptotic freedom4 encouraged others to include strong 
interactions in this program. Such unification could be 
based on one simple group5 (and hence restricted to only 
one gauge coupling constant) or, alternatively, on a di
rect product of simple groups. 6 It seems to us that the 
latter alternative followed, in particular, by Pati and 
Salam6 can be more predictive in the present domain 
of energies. Hence we present a technique for investi
gating the character of its Higgs potentiaL 

In earlier work the Higgs particles were treated 
merely as an instrument for obtaining specific dynamics. 
The surviving "physical" scalars were expected to dis
appear when the theory became better developed, Now 
it seems that one may have to live with them, Usually 
one can arrange for some of the scalars to "disappear" 
by acquiring superheavy masses, Often, however, a 
number of relatively light (pseudo-Goldstone) scalars 
remain and must be taken seriously. (In such theories 
asymptotic freedom7) may have to be sacrificed, ) A 
phenomenological investigation of the Salam-Weinberg 
scalar was made using principally its dilation char
acter.8 A lower limit on the scalar mass was estab
lished9 by appealing to radiative mechanisms for sym
metry restoration. Accepting their possible independent 
existence, one can give these scalars "color", by which 
we mean letting them feel more than one kind of 
interaction. 

The purpose of this article is to present a mathemati
cal technique for seeking out the minima of the classical 
potential, a quadratic polynomial in the scalar fields, 
This problem seemed to be a hard one to solve by con
ventional methods when the theory contains many kinds 
of Higgs fields, each one having more than one type of 
interaction. The article of Ling-Fong Li lO (the only 
one which deals in general terms with this subject) treats 
some relatively simple cases. 
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In the technique which we present here, one finds, 
step by step, the structure of the symmetry breaking 
considering qualitative features of the interactions, 
Repulsive or attractive forces lead to different break
ings, where the relations between the strengths of these 
forces determine the subgroups which remain unbroken. 
Our method uses in each step the consequence of the pre
vious step. The technique proceeds by eliminating any 
variables which can be fixed, and hence need not be given 
any further consideration, In Secs, II and III we present 
the Higgs fields {A 6j k' A 6+ k}6 • and show that one needs to 

, J, J" {A6 6+}6 
consider only the diagonal elements of A. In Sec. 
IV we give two conditions which allow us to use the ori
ginal simple form of the potential, while obtaining 
results in a subspace which is obtained by fixing some 
of the variables. In this way we are not obliged to con
sider the complicated form of the potential in this sub
space. In Secs, V and VII a graphical method of repre
senting the problem is presented. These graphs are 
most crucial to our method. In many cases the draw
ing of such a graph is quite easy and can save one from 
complicated computations, From the topology of the 
final graph, the symmetry breaking is read instantly. 
Sections VI and VIII are dedicated to explaining the 
procedure, which is mainly based on finding the maxi
mum space which has a positive definite metriC, and 
hence contains a minimum point. 

It appears that, contrary to the relatively boring 
situation produced by "grey" kinds of Higgs fields which 
are governed by a simple gauge symmetry, the colored 
Higgs theory based on U(N1 );i9U(N2 );i9···, possesses a 
wide range of possibilities. The vacuum can be broken 
in various directions and with various strengths, and 
among the interesting consequences are the specific 
relations between the breakings of the different groups, 
We find that the transitions between different phases 
can be sharp (first order) or smooth (second order), 

These classical results should be treated carefully 
as it was shown9

,ll that higher-order calculations in
cluding the interactions of the scalars with fermions 
and vectors, can completely change the structure of the 
symmetry breaking seen in the tree approximation. 
Moreover, it was shown that the symmetry restoration 
can be achieved by changing temperature, 12 density, 13 

and external fields, 14 It seems to us that, taking into 
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acccount all these effects, it might be constructive to 
present a theory where limited confinement can occur 
through phases which have the threshold of a first-order 
phase transitiono The many-phase situation which arise 
in these "colored Higgs" models may lead to phenomena 
where different environments favor different phases. 

Apart from that, we found that the usual hierarchy 
of symmetry-breaking can arise by two mechanisms, 
The first is characterized by degenerate minima of the 
classical potential, which leaves to higher-order con
tributions the decision as to the fine structure of the 
breaking. The second mechanism arises by the 
"coloredness" of the Higgs particles whereby a parti
cular breaking in one group enforces a hiearchy of 
breakings in the others. The presentation of these fea
tures will occupy a series of articles, In the first one 
we present the general method of finding, in a simple 
way, the possible directions of the breakings, The 
second article will illustrate the method, describing in 
detail the situation in U(N)SlU(N)SlU(N), and will include 
an examination of the symmetry breaking in the original 
Pati-Salam model. The third paper will represent 
physical features of these "colored" theories by pre
senting "improved" Pati-Salam models, and then in
vestigate the possible hierarchy phase and phase tran
sitions which can arise in these models, 

II. DIAGONALIZATION 

We are interested in a renormalizable invariant theory 
of the group G = SN 1 S1SN2S1SN3 • 0 oSlSN., where SNij is 
either SU(Nij) or U(Nij)' We have K multiplets of Higgs
Kibble fields Aij(o = 1, ... ,K) where Aij transforms under 
Gas 

(1, 1, •.. , 1, No, NO_I> 1, ... , 1,1) 
(K-O) (0-2) 

and A! transforms correspondingly (Fig. G2-1). The 
Lagrangian has the conventional form 6 and contains the 
potential V{(lij,Aij+}, which describes the interactions 
between these fields. We demand that V should be in
variant under the whole group G and under the K dis
crete transformations: 

(2.1) 

Since we want our theory to be renormalizable, V in
cludes only four field interactions and "mass terms" 

V = tIJ.ij Tr(AaA~) + taij.e Tr(AaA~) Tr(AeAs) 
6=1 6,B 

+ t[aij tr(AaA~aA~) + 2yg+1 Tr(AaA~~+1Aij+Jl. (2 02) 
ij=1 

It is clear that for Nij = 2,4, other kinds of interactions 
might be added (e. go, like detAaAe, etc.); but as we are 
not going to consider here such terms, it is demanded 
that the corresponding SNij be U(Nij) and not SU(Nij), in 
order to avoid having such interactions appear as 
counterterms in high-order calculationso 

Our aim is to find the minimum of the effective poten
tial for the classical part of Aijo We shall work at first 
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only in the tree approximation and hopefully, get a few 
hints as to where and how higher order contributions 
can change the situation. The above potential should have 
a classical minimum for each of the Higgs fields, hence, 
we obtain the following relation (from now on Aij is 
treated as the classical part of the Higgs fields) 
(0=1,o .• ,K): 

=0, (A~.",)=C~."" 

The K matrices Dij = Cijq are hermitian and transform 
under the SNij group transformations only, Hence we can 
make K independent gauge transformations to diagonalize 
simultaneously all the Dij matrices. All the elements 
D~ are real and non-negative, thus it makes sense to 
us~ "'the remaining gauge freedom to order their central 
diagonal, 15 

(2.4) 

Our next step is to learn the structure of Gij = qCijo We 
multiply each of the K equations (203) by the correspond
ing q, and get for each 0 

Taking the Hermitian conjugate of these equations, and 
then subtracting it from the original equation, we obtain 

(0 = 1, 0 0 0 ,K). 

(206) 

Hence, another set of K independent gauge transforma
tions which leaves all the Dij invariant and diagonalizes 
all the matrices Gij, can be carried out, This is a con
sequence of the structure of the matrices Dij (204), Each 
Dij is constructed from mij scalar matrices, eo go, 

, D~=~ ,1. 

Thus, from (2 06) one concludes that the nonzero ele
ments of Gij+l are concentrated in the equivalent diagonal 

FIG. G2-1. Transformation properties of the Higgs fields. 
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matrices only, 

Hence we can diagonalize it by a gauge transformation 
(G~+1 is Hermitian), while D~ remains unchanged, From 
the knowledge that coq and C~Co are diagonal, it follows 
that Do and Go have the same nonvanishing elements in 
their diagonal, except that the descending order of the 
elements in Do is lost in Go; this can be proven by multi
plying C~Co = Go by Co from the left which results in 

DoCo=CoGI)' 

So for every C~.k *0 we obtain 

DL=Gtk' 
By choosing proper nonvanishing terms in Co, this 
correspondence proves to be one-to-one, It should be 
stated that the number no of such nonvanishing elements 
is at most the lesser of No and NO_l (for this purpose, 
we work in a K modulo world; N.+l =Nl ). 

III. STRUCTURE IN SUBSPACES 

The main problem begins only now, when one wants 
to find out from Eqs. (2.5) the set of {Go, Do}. But for 
every structure of Go we obtain a different kind of 
Eq. (2.5), each one giving us another extremum point, 
and we have no idea which is the real minimum. By 
"structure" we mean here those ~ which are zero 
(where the case in which none of them vanished is tri
vial). So we must change our strategy and use the char
acter of the potential V to find out in which form Do and 
Go would give us a global minimum, 

The first row in the expression (2.2) for V is a func
tion of Po = Tr(AoA~) only, while the second one is de
pendent on the structure of Ao. We shall indicate this 
second row by V3 • The minimum point of V is a global 
minimum point in an open space, and it should also be a 
real global minimum for any closed subspace which 
includes it. The subspace in which we are interested is 
defined by (5 = 1, ... , K) 

(3.1) 

Until (p) is found we wor k in a subspace in which p is a 
constant. In this subspace, the first row of V in (2.2) is 
a constant, so we can concentrate on the second row 
Vs' Moreover, we limit our subspace to that in which the 
matrices (AoA~) and (A~o) are diagonal and (for each 5) 
comprised of the same nonvanishing elements except 
for order. We shall search for the minimum of V3 in 
this subspace, as we already know that it includes the 
global minimum point which has this structure. As a 
first investigation, we examine the matrices (A~o) 
for the purpose of finding out their form as a function of 
the (AoA~) matrices. We denote the diagonal elements 
(AoA~) jj by x~, and the whole diagonal of (AoA~) by the 
vector xO, and similarly the diagonal of A~6 by XO. 
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In both there are no nonzero components, and the vector 
x!' differs from X/6 in the order of its components and 
in the number of zeroes [according to the different di
mensions of A~6 (NO_I) and AoA:(No)]' The second line 
of the potential can be written in this subspace as in 
(3.2), where from now on we shall seek the minimum 
of V 3 as a function of the x!', X/C, 

Vs(xD, x'O) =2: (CI'oXoXo + 2'V~·IXOX'O.I). (3.2) 
j 

We observe that the first term is independent of the 
"ordering" of x'o, so we consider for the moment the 
second term only. 

We now take advantage in the ordered form (2.4) of the 
(xO) components, L e. , 

(x~»)? (x~.)) ? 0. 

In this gauge it is clear that the (x'O) components, at the 
global minimum pOint of V3(xD, x/O), can be gauged to the 
form 

(XJ~I»)?(XJO»)?O (3.3) 

if 'V~-1 < 0. In such a case we denote each x /O by ,,"0. In 
the opposite case, we have 'V~-1 > ° and hence 

(3.4) 

and we denote x/O by x-O. 16 It should be noted that we are 
not interested at present in the degeneracy of the 
minimum of the potential. Rather, we shall be satisfied 
to find only one point in it. We shall limit our subspace 
again by demanding that all the nonzero components of 
the XO concentrate on the lowest indexes, and the com
ponents of x /O be equal to those of xD, except for the 
order, which is fixed according to the rules (3,3) and 
(3.4). The ordering of the vectors (x!') by a gauge 
transformation gives us the possibility of expressing the 
x'o components in terms of the XO variables which form 
the space R N *, 

XO = (x~, x~, •.. ,x~o' 0, 0, ... ,0) 

x /O = (x~, x~, ••. ,x~o' 0, 0, .. , ,0), 'V~-1 ~ 0, 

(0,0, " . ,0, x~o' XftCno_l )! •• , ,Xl)' 1':-1> 0, 

(1i=1,.,.,K). 
(3.5) 

Since the global minimum point has this structure (2.4), 
we should find it as the minimum in this subspace. 

The problem as stated now is to find the minimum 
point of V3 inside the space RN* of the free variables 
{x~} (0 = 1, ... , K) (j = 1, ..• , no)' The space RN in which 
we are interested is the plane in RN*' which is fixed by 
a constant p, 

(3.6) 

The minimum point (x) should be inside the closed 
''pyramid'' R'R, defined by the ''positivity condition" in 
R N , 

X~?O • (3.7) 
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Symbolically this chain takes the form 

RN..{x6} ::J RN ::J Ri. (308) 
C Z:""P) u"O) 

Ri is a closed subspace, hence there is always a mini
mum point of V3 in ito But, it might happen that the 
minimum point of V3 in RN is outside of Ri{, or there is 
no minimum point in RN at alL In such cases (x)VEV is 
on the border of Ri, which means that some of its 
components should vanisho As a result one can reduce 
the number of free variables by fixing some of the {x~} 
components to be zeroo The dimensions of the three 
spaces RN*' RN, RN as well as the value of some of the 
no are reduced by this fixingo We call this most power
ful technique, which we shall use repeatedly, "sub
spacingo" The procedure of this algorithm will be the 
following. We begin by searching for the minimum 
point in the whole RHo A necessary condition for having 
a minimum of V3 inside a volume is that its second de
rivative matrix if should be positive de finite 17 (notice 
that V3 has a constant second derivative in the entire 
RN ) so, according to the positivity of if, one finds out 
if there is a minimum point in RN or not. In the case 
that such a minimum does not exist, we conclude that 
there is no minimum point inside the bounded pyramid 
RN either. Hence we "subspace" as described above: 
fix x~~ to be zero and then look for a minimum in the 
R CH _lJ space o (Simultaneously, noo is fixed to be the 
actual number of thenonvanishing component in xOoo) 
We call this the NM or no-minimum case. In the case 
that a minimum exists in RH , we shall examine if it 
satisfies conditions (3.7). If these conditions are satis
fied then we have the desired minimum point in Ri{o 
But if (307) are violated, then the minimum point of 
RH should be on its boundary and one should subspace 
as in the NM situationo We call that situation PM 
(pseudominimumL It should be clear that by trans
forming from RN to R CH- 1 ) we have the same problem as 
before and should search again for the position of the 
minimum in the same way, but with one variable less. 
This process is finite and in the extreme case the solu
tion would be 

(309) 

and none of the XO components is a free variable any 
longer, 

Let us have a break in our race to the minimum, 
and glance at what kinds of matrix (.40) should be found 
there. There are two cases: for ,,"0 we have (.4+0) and for 
X-0 we have (A -0), which predict the prope r DO and CO 

o 

~o 
(30 10) 

As we mentioned above for the (XO), the space of the 
(.40) might be very large, but we are presently search
ing for only one point in ito One should notice that the 
ordering along the rows of (A ~O) is achieved by a gauge 
transformation but that the columns result from the 
structure of V3 0 
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IV. THE DOUBLET AND SINGLET CONDITIONS 

The main technical problem in the above program is 
to find out the positivity of if which is the matrix of sec
ond derivatives of V3 in RH • The constant matrix iT is 
not simple one, because of the "plane conditions" 
[Lix~=pO) and therefore we prefer to work in the RH* 
space, where all the XO components are free variables o 
A general vector in RH , denoted by x, is the direct 
sum of the vectors xO. The potential V3 takes the form 

V3 =xV*x+ax+c, (401) 

V* plays the role of a constant "metric" in RN* and is 
equal to the second derivative of V3 in that space, c 
contains the self-interactions of the vectors xO which 
are constant and hence already satisfy (3,9), and the 
ax terms are their interactions with all the other xo
the independent variables, 

A ve ctor x which satisfie s the condition Lj~1 x~ = 0 
for every index Ii will be indicated by yo It is obvious 
that to have a minimum in RH we need the following 
condition for any vector y in R H*: 

yV*y;;. O. (4,2) 

This means that in R H , V3 is positive definite and mov
ing to any direction in the subspace RN from the extre
mum point in it; the potential V3 does not decrease o 
The condition (4 0 2) for the x vector is equivalent to the 
requirement that any submatrix of V* which lies on the 
central diagonal should have positive determinants, 
We are not looking for a minimum in RN* but in RH , 

and hence have instead the condition (402) only for the 
y vectors. A necessary but not sufficient condition for 
(402) to be satisfied is the "doublet condition": 

"There is no minimum point in R N , if V* contains 
two identical central submatrices with negative deter
minants, for an equivalent set of variables," 

Equivalent variables of the Ii type are the components 
x~ (with different values of j) of the same vector XO 0 

The proof is straightforwardo Assume that such a ma 
matrix Vi of dimension l and with negative determinants 
appears twice in V* as v{ and vL and condition (402) is 
satisfied for all the vectors y, The matrices vI and 
v~ act on two equivalent spaces sf and s~, which are 
constructed from two equivalent sets S1 = (X~1, X~2, 

0/) _ (0 o~ 0) A 1 2 f 0'0 'Xii' S2- X:f.,x~, •• 0 ,x~, s a consequence 0 

their nonpositivifY tfiere areltwo identical vectors d1 

and dz in S1 and in S2' respectively, which satisfy 
d1v1d1 =d2V~~ < 0, Hence the vector yd which is con
structed from d1 and - d2 : yd = d1 - dz (note that yd is a 
y vector as a consequence of the equivalence between 
the sets of variables in S1 and S2' to which d1 and d2 

belong) satisfies ydV*yd = d1vld1 + ~v~~ < 0, which con
tradicts our assumption that (402) is satisfiedo Hence 
the "doublet condition" is necessary to satisfy the con
dition (402), 

In the case that the "doublet condition" is not satisfied, 
one has the NM situation and should subspace, This 
fixing of some variables to be constants changes the 
structure of V* (which is the second derivative matrix 
of V3 in RN ) and hence it might satisfy (402), As a sim
ple example, we look at the case where a 1< 0, then for 
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FIG. G5-I. Arrow of pOints 
represents a vector. 

any n , greater than one the doublet condition is violated, 
and V* includes n, central submatrices with negative 
determinants. Subspacing in this case means fixing nj-l 
component of x' to be zero and the last one to be pI, 

X~=OI.Jpl. (4.3) 

None of the x' components is a variable any longer, and 
hence its contribution to Va is only through the terms 
a ·x, c. This is a general rule; any "subspacing" should 
be followed by throwing out the corresponding a" yl+l, 
y;.1 terms from V*, getting a new matrix V*, and fixing 
nH, N, N* to their new actual values. 

One should notice that the doublet condition is not a 
sufficient one. We know that identical central sub
matrices with negative determinants in V* are forbidden, 
while an absence of any such matrix pairs means that 
a minimum exists in RN* space and hence in RN• Now 
one should contemplate the implications of a single 
negative determinant. In order to answer this question, 
we go to a subspace of the y vector, which is con
structed from only two kinds of equivalent variables, 
the components of x' and of X'+l. Suppose that y;+1 > 0, 
the determinant of the matrix D is negative and appears 
in V* only once, 

D-C::, 
This means that the interaction in RN* space takes the 
form 

(4.4) 

In the case that one of the a" a
'
+1 is negative, we should 

"subspace, " and the corresponding variables become 
constants. In such a case the matrix D does not appear 
in V* at alL In the case that a" Cl! 1+1 are positive, one 
of the eigenvalues of D, d l , is positive, and the second, 
d2 , is negative. This is because Tr(D) is positive and 
det(D) is negative. The eigenvector corresponding to d2 

is (a l .,a l +
1
). After subspacing according to the doublet 

condition, we are left with ni matrices D
" 

and ni+l 
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1 FIG. G5-2. Schematic repre
sentation of an arrow. 
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I FIG. G5-3. Interaction of x', 
with xl+l for 'Y r1 < O. 

matrices D
'
+1 and a single D matrix, 

(
a l 0) 

D
, = 0 0' 

where, in order to eliminate the D matrix, one can 
either go to the border x; = 0, or to the border X~+l = o. 
Now it is obvious that the minimum value of V3(X

" 
X,>i) 

is in the direction 

y:~ ~~,::. ;:::: Yl"~ ~~,:::~... ;:::: 
where the interaction in the D matrix happened in jo, 
j~ indexes, respectively. The value of the second deriva
tive in this direction is 

V:!ID = a, (1 + ~~ )a~ + a'>l ~ + h ~+) a~+l 
(4.5) 

and to have a minimum in RII it should be positive. 
This is equivalent to the requirement that the deter
minant of the matrix 

(4.6) 

should be positive. It is clear that deW* can be posi
tive, while deW is negative; so the answer to our ques
tion is dependent on the value of the parameters, and 
thus a single determinant might be negative. 

Similar considerations are valid in spaces which con
tain more than two types of variables. The answer to 
the question as to whether a single negative determinant 
is permissible is that this always depends on the speci
fic parameters under consideration. 

V. GRAPHS 

There are many ways to write the matrix Va and we 
find it constructive to use a graphical approach. In this 
way one obtains a deeper insight into Va and can treat 
it with greater facility. In the following we shall de
scribe this graphical method. The objects of the graph 
are arrows which are constructed from the components 
of the xH vectors by putting them in columns. Each 
column describes one vector xH where its components, 
~, are spread in order as points along the arrow, Xl 
at the tail and X~_5 at the head of n5 points arrow. For 
example, see Fig. G5-1. 

l +1 

FIG. G5-4. Interaction of x' 
with x'>1 for 'Yr1 for 'Yrl > O. 
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In the following we shall sketch such an arrow as in 
Fig. G5-2. The x', X'+l interaction is in N, dimensional 
space but, as we observed, np n'+H which are the actual 
number of non-vanishing components in x'+\ respective
ly, are not necessarily equal to N, or to each other, In 
any case each of them is equal to, or less than, N I • To 
illustrate their interaction, we take for example N, 
=4, N O_1l =2, N O+1)=3 and n('+1)=3, n,==2, We shall 
sketch them in N J =4 unit interval in two different ways 
(Fig. G5-3) for yl+1 < 0, and (Fig. G5-4) for yl+1 > 0. 
One should read from these graphs the potential by 
reading row after row and summing them. A point in 
the i column and j step from the tail should be read: 
(1Ii(X~)2 (self-interactionL Two points next to each other 
in the same row, the first j unit from its base and the 
second m unit from its base, should be read as: 

(11, (X~)2 + (11'+1 (X:';-1)2 + 2y 1+1x jx:';-1. 

Therefore) Fig, G5-3 is equivalent to the potential 

V3(x', XI+1) = [(11'+1 (X~+1 )2J 

+ [(11, (xf)2 + (11'+1 (xf+1)2 + 2y 1+1xlxl+1 J. 
It is clear that such a situation occurs when yl+1 < 0, 
since at the minimum the two vectors are ordered in 
the same sense, In Fig. G5-4 by summing all terms 
one obtains 

The graph (Fig. G5-4) is relevant when y:+1 < 0, and 
hence at the minimum the vectors are ordered in the 
opposite sense, We give another example for K = 5, 
and (N5,N4,N3,N2 ,NJ={3,3,3,5,5) and (nS,n4,n3,n2,n1) 
= (3, 3, 3, 5, 3), taking for all 0,'Y~+1 > 0, except 0 =2,y~ 
< 0, in the graph (Fig. G5-5), 

The potential in the sum of all the rows, where the 
first row is read as follows: 

V3(1) == (1I5(Xn2 + (1I4(X~)2 + (1I3(XW + (1I2(.X~)2 

and the fifth row contributes 

V3(5) = (1I2(X~)2 + (111 (X~)2 

+ 2y~x;x~ + 2y~x~x~, 

It is important to sketch the last vector twice, the first 
time as the K vector, treating it like the others, and 
the second time as the zero vector, reading it only 
for the "'Y~X1 • x"" terms, and not the "self-interaction 

5 4 3 2 5 

FIG. G5-5. Example to graphical representation of V 3• 
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1 • 

I FIG. G5-6. Fixed point in a 
graph. 

terms". In order to remember it, we put the zero 
vector outside and separate it from all the other vectors 
by a pair of lines. 

A vector XC which has only one point, meaning that 
this point represents a constant (xj=pCOj,1) and not a 
variable, will be represented by a point (and will be 
referred to as a "fixed point"), e, g., see Fig, G5-6. 
One can define such a graph by giving the length of each 
vector, no, its direction, 10, (- 1) for down and (+ 1) for 
up, and the point where its tail lies, so' These three 
quantities are given by 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

50 = 5 0_1 + (10_1 • No_Jo (10 , - 10_1), (5.3) 

11 is fixed to be (-1) and S1 to be (+ 1). From the above 
one finds that the number of rows, denoted by t, 
satisfies 

(5.4) 

One of the graph's features is that in the space of all 
the {X~} variables, R N*, it presents a most convenient 
basis by which we can construct the potential V3 in a 
simple way, 

In the following we construct the second derivation of 
Va, V* in this basis, We take every row of the graph 
as a vector, so we have t vectors of K dimension u' 
(l = 1",., t), This means that component u! will be 
equal to x~, if in the graph the mth component of 
x"(x~) appears in the 1 row and in the p column, But if 
this is an empty place or filled by a fixed point, u! is 
equal to zero, e. g" Fig, G5-7, 

In this basis we obtain 

XV*X=6 u'u1u' + y!x"xi, (5,5) 
I 

u' is a constant matrix which has nonvanishing elements 
in its three central diagonals in cases where the cor
responding components of u' are nonzero, 

u! • =[0(01)02)(110 +0(01+1, 02)yg11 +1 + 0(01) 02 + 1)r{1-1] u1_ u2 1 

(a~) o~ 
x fxif x~, (5,6) 

The last two multipliers are nonzero if u' depends on 
7t1 and on "1f2, This is the only dependence of u~1,62 on 
1. (In the above we use as an exception 0.+1,1 == 0, ) u' 

4 3 2 4 

i ! I ~ 1 • 
FIG. G5-7. Graphical basis for V*. 
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has the form 

){.1 

One can write (5. 5) in the general form 

xV"x=uUu. (5.7) 

The vector u is a direct sum of all the u' vectors, hence 
has t'K components. Uis a (tXt)X(KXK) dimension 
matrix where the U"s appear as a (K XK) matrix in its 
diagonal. The nondiagonal (K XK) matrices are equal 
to zero, except for possible y! elements which might 
appear at most twice in each of them, and represents 
the terms "2y!x"X,1". Their sum is denoted by U'" 1 , 
e.g. , 

o 

o 

VI. PROCEEDING 

Now that we have the graphs, and V* is represented 
in corresponding basis by the matrix U, we can proceed 
quite easily to find the structure of the minimum. One 
proceeds step by step, where in the jth step one looks 
for negative determinants in V* constructed from j-type 
variables. {,clt, ••. , xDJ}, where the Of type of variable 
means the components of the vector xD l • If we find such 
a determinant, we should find out how many times it 
appears. We use for this purpose the graph which illu
strates it explicitly, In the case in which this number 
is greater than one, NM occurs and we should go over 
the subspacing procedure, and adjust the graph, the 
potential Vs, the vectors xD and their actual lengths n 6, 

to the new situation. In case we arrive at a Singlet 
negative determinant, we should find out if this situa
tion is allowed, according to the description in the 
previous section. Nevertheless, if one wishes to avoid 
the tedious task of working it out he can disregard the 
above procedure of the negative singlet, but he should 
proceed from there on in the following two ways. The 
first assumes that this single negative determinant is 
allowed, and the second assumes that it is not. In the 
end he should obtain two extremum points and by com
paring the two values of the two potentials he will know 

• 

FIG. G6-1. Subspacing at the first step. 
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L 
• t 

L · 
t 1 1 

t L "or" 

~".nd" 
(8 ) D<O r l 

t "or" 1 
0*< 0 bit,. 0 

FIG. G6-2. Three kinds of subspacing in the second step. 

which is the minimum point and which is the right as
sumption. The first step was described as an example 
for the doublet condition, and it is shown graphically in 
Fig. G6-1. The second step was partially treated as an 
example for the "singlet negative determinant" condi
tion, which we utilized, From the graph (Fig. G6-2) 
we see that there are two situations: (A) for y:+l < 0, 
and (B) for y:+l > 0, In the first case there are only two 
honest subspacings when the NM situation occurs 
~etD = jj < 01 irrespective of the sign of any possible 
D* (detD* = D*)(4. 6) "and" means "consider all cases, " 
"or" means "if Single negative determinant is forbidden 
consider only the graph to the left and vice versa. " We 
give another specific e~mp!.e of case (B) in Fig. G6-3. 
If one finds the sign of Dr, D!, he has three honest 
subspaces, if he is the lazy type he should consider all 
five graphs as honest. One should not think that as a re
sult only part of the x' or X'+l can be thrown out, as in 
that case D cannot be constructed (Fig. G6-4), because 
in a.ny case we can again show that the potential, de
sCribed by what is left in Fig. G6-4, is higher than the 
situation described by Fig. G6-5(B). Hence the previous 
conclusion that subspacing must take place only in the 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• • • • • • 
• • ~."d • or • 
• DcO • • 
• • • 

• • 
• or • • 

• • 
• • 
0' c 0 0' , 0 

FIG. G6-3. Example of Fig. G6-2 (B). 
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FIG. G6-4. Wrong subspacing. 

upper indices of any vector":' is unavoidable [Fig. 
G6-5(C)], This conclusion arises from (3,5) where the 
vanishing components of ,,:. should always be at the head 
of the arrow; in any other way of making subspacing we 
miss the minimum point and waste our time in fruitless 
investigation, 

The difference between subspacing at the first step 
(0'0 <: 0) and that of the second (jj < 0) is that one must 
now consider a few different solutions, 

In the case of Fig, G6-2(A) we have two independent 
solutions and in the case of Fig, G6-2(B) three, This is 
also the case in the following steps, where one has, in 
general, more than one allowed subspace with positive 
definite submatrices in V*, We should list them and 
treat them all on the same footing, 

In such a way we proceed step by step from the one 
dimension problem to the (K -1) type of vector problem, 
(As we want to give a general picture, we avoid treating 
the K step and leave it to the following discussions, ) 
We consider each submatrix which arises from our 
graph; whenever it gives a negative determinant we do 
not let it appear more than once, That is done by sub
spacing the proper variables, which means fixing them 
to be zero, or, when we are left with only one variable 
in the x, vector, it is fixed to be p', It should be clear 
that this procedure is not uniquely defined and is de
scribed by a tree-like diagram, This occurs because, 
in general, in every step we can choose several dif
ferent borders in which the minimum might be found, 
Any such choice is followed in the next step by other 
choices, and hence, in general, every branch branches 
off into smaller twigs, etc, This game is finished when 
each line has a minimum at its end, The global mini
mum is found by comparing all these border minima 
and choosing the lowest one. 

One should remember that even when condition (4,2) 
(yV*y'" 0) is fulfilled and a minimum point is found in 
R N , this minimum can occur outside the domain of 
interest; RJj. That means violation of (3, 7) (x~ > 0) which 
is the PM situation. One should proceed from this PM 
as from the NM Situation, but this time one does not 
need to check the positivity of V*, where it remains 
positive definite in any subspace, Another hint one can 
get from the structure of V* is that the new "subspac
ing" should be done only to the variables which get 
negative values at the minimum point of R N • More-

• l' 
(A) (B) (e) 

FIG. G6-5. Wrong subspacing predicts right one. 
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FIG. G7-1. Chains in the graph. 

over, in all the private cases which we considered it 
was found that if some extremum points are found to be 
inside the pyramid R-ii, the global minimum should be 
one of them; hence there is no need to treat any other 
branches which lead to the PM situation, 

VII. TOPOLOGY 

In this section we shall study the topological features 
of the graphs so we can use them to get easy answers 
to a few problems, 

First, we connect each of the two points which are 
found adjacent in the same row, In this way one gets a 
set of "chains," For example, we look at the graph 
(Fig. G7-1). The chains are 

x~-xL 

xi -x~ -xi, 
x~ - x! - xi - xL 
x~ - xl- x~ - x~, 

xI-x~-xt-xr, 

We should emphasize that in the topological treatment 
a single fixed point vector is treated equivalently to all 
other points, contrary to the minimum point problem, 
Any two points of the same vector which are found in 
similar chains and in the same place will be called 
"equivalent points, " In Fig, G7 -1 the four nontrivial 
equivalent sets are 

(xLxLxI), (xLxl,x!), (xt,xLxi), (xLxLx~), 
In this way we put a point in two different equivalent 
classes, "chain" and "equivalent set," and now connect 
both by defining as a "zone" the collection of all simi
lar chains, Two chains are said to be similar if they 
have an equal number of components of each vector xo, 
So, the only zone in Fig, G7 -1 which includes more 
than one chain is the collection of all four equivalent 
sets written above, This zone includes twelve points, 

The length of a zone, which is the length of the chain 
in it, will be denoted by lz, and its width, which is the 
number of components in anyone of its equivalent sets, 
will be denoted by Wz' A few examples for the case 
K = 3, No = N (the zones are indicated) are given in 
Figs, G7-2-G7-4, 

I 

I; \ 

'r--
FIG. G7-2. A graph of one 
zone. 
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.. 

~v 

N 

I FIG. G7-3. A graph of two 
zones. 

Part of the importance of this topological treatment 
can be seen by observing that all equivalent points have 
the same value at the minimum point To prove it, we 
look at the space of all points which are in the same 
zone; they are interacting in Va between themselves 
only. We denote the sum of all the corresponding equiv
alent pOints in one vector .,(' by p~, and the potential in 
this zone by V;. In a space where a minimum point 
exists, v: is positive definite. Moreover, the problem 
is completely symmetric for the equivalent points; 
hence the minimum should be at the midpoint, where 
x~ = p~ w... This rule is quite important in the PM 
situation, where one now knows that only subspacing of 
all the equivalent points together makes sense. Sub
spacing of only part of them will lead to another PM 
and hence one can treat all equivalent points as one 
variable only. 

For example, in Fig. G7-5, where V* is positive 
definite but at the minimum some of the x~'s are nega
tive-only two subspacing make sense. We give an
other graphic illustration of equivalent chains and zones 
where (Nt> N 2, Na, N 4, N s) = (6, 10, 10, 6, 6), in Fig. G7-6. 
The chains are 

{

3 4 S 1 2 3 4 5 i 2 3 
X9- X 2 -X2 -X2 -X5 -Xs -Xs -X6 - X6 -Xi -Xi 

XIo - xl- xf - xl- X~ - X~ - xt - X~ - X~ - X~ - X~ 

{

3 4 5 j 2 a 
Xs-Xa- Xa- X S- X4- X 4 

x~ - xi - X~ - xl- X~ - x~. 

The first two chains are equivalent to each other and 
hence form a zone of two-point width, the last two are 
equivalent and form a zone of the same width as welL 
One should notice that two pOints should be in the same 
place in the chain in order to be equivalent; so x~ is 
equivalent to x~, but not to xg, where they appear in the 
same chain but not in the same place. 

We shall now try to learn more about the topological 
properties of the graphs. A chain becomes a "ring" if 
by picking some point in it and going from that pOint in 
one direction along the chain, we come back to the 
same original point. If we pass only K points on our 
way back, it is called a "simple ring," if we pass other 
points from the same vector before clOSing the chain we 
call it a "spiral ring. " The spiral ring contains n. K 

points, where n is greater than one. In the case where 
we do not come back to the same point, we call it either 
a "long line chain" or a "small line chain, .. according 
to whether its length is greater than K or not. In both 

II 
[\ 

]][ =>and 

IJ 
1\ 

L-

1 
L_ 

FIG, G7-5. Subspacing in PM situation. 

cases we call it an open chain. The zones are defined 
according to the type of chain they include. It is clear 
that if our original V* is not positive definite and there
fore subspacing had been done, the graph contains at 
most one "ring" zone, which is a simple ring of one
point width. 

In Fig. G7-2 there is no subspacing and the spiral 
ring zone is wide, while in Fig. G7-3 there is no ring. 
In Fig. G7-4 one makes subspacing of the second and 
the third vector and there is no ring, but in the case 
where "negative singlet" can exist, Fig. G7-4 would 
contain three zones, one of them a ring of one-point 
width. In order to observe what kind of a ring could 
be obtained in a specific graph we should draw only the 
last vector in its two places. If these are in the same 
direction and begin at the same level, as in Fig. G7 -7, 
the graph can contain a Single simple ring zone. In the 
case where their bases are in a different level, as in 
Fig. G7-8, one could obtain a few long line zones. In 
both cases we shall call the graph a "diagonal graph." 
In the second case the last vector is sketched in an 
opposite directions and we call the graph "antidiagonaL" 
Such a graph (Fig. G7-9) can include a spiral ring zone 
with a length of 2 . K and sometimes a Simple ring zone 
of one-point (Fig. G7-10) added to it. It is quite easy to 
show that in the minimum the two zones' points obtain 
the same value, and hence we treat it as one zone. We 
notice that only one ring-zone can appear in each graph. 

Before concluding this discussion of the topology of 
the graph, we would like to emphasize again that the 
global minimum can never stay in a subspace which is 
obtained by subspacing only some of the components of 
an equivalent set in the PM situation. This also includes 
the case where such a situation arises by subspacing on 
another border of R'N. After defining the topology of the 

f\ 1\ 

II 

I 11\ It I' 

II I 
FIG. G7-4. A graph of two I' \ I 
zones. 

FIG. G7 -6. Zones in a complicated graph. 
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t--------
FIG. G7-7. Simple rings. 

\ \ 

graph, the procedure becomes much easier, A chain in 
the graph corresponds to a chain of interactions in the 
great U matrix, e, g., see Fig, G7-11, A ZOne of width 
W z in the graphs means that the chain appearing in it 
will perform W z times in U, From this, one learns that 
the "doublet condition" should be carried out only for 
zones wider than one point, while the "negative singlet" 
procedure is relevant for a one-point width zone. Along 
the previous steps which treated (K - 1) dimensional 
matrices, we treated less than K types of variables and 
hence worked only inside the (K XK) u' matrices or their 
equivalent. But in the K step one should take care of the 
positivity of the huge (tXt)X(KXK) matrix U, In the case 
where the graph includes short line zones and "simple 
ring" zones only, if·1 can be made to vanish identical
ly, and hence all the nonzero elements are concentrated 
in the u' matrices and the K step is identical to all other 
steps, e, g. , 

u' \ S, R. Z. = ( }: :-0. Y!) . 
Y
1 (I co 0 0 e 0 

K , , 

In the "spiral ring" zone '(So R. Z, ) case, the U contains 
combinations of four matrices along its diagonal, e. g. , 

U'I' /2 -S.R.Z. -

But as we have proved, at the minimum the two equiv-

:~:n:u::~~:: d:~I~~i~~i b~r~/~~~' a~~n~:tot~: ~:~~o to 
problem as in the "simple ring" zone (SP, R, Z,) case, 
e. g" 

, , , o 
U 1 10 12 - 1.:..0--''---''---+--, ..... -, --:0:--"" SP.R.Z. 

o . ' .' , 1 Q 0 0 

YK 0 '.' , 

This means that only where the graph contains long 
line zones the problem of the Kth step spreads out from 
the u' matrices and becomes complicated, We want to 
avoid such a situation, hence we try to bring an effec
tive "y!" into the u l

, and leave if,1 equal to zero, ob-

FIG. G7 -8. A long line chain. 
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1 -------- I- 2 

2 -------- t-, 
FIG. G7-9. A spiral ring. 

taining an effective simple ring zone problem, This is 
done only for the purpose of checking the doublet and 
singlet conditions in the K step. But before this it should 
be noticed that in a "diagonal graph" the width of the 
long line zone is just one point and therefore quite sim
ple to aVOid, in the way that the Singlet condition was 
avoided. In the "antidiagonal" graph one should take, in 
the general case, three different effective "y!", 
0, - y!, + y!, Only when the doublet condition is satisfied 
for all of them will a minimum point exist in R N • 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
A. Possible symmetry breaking 

After going over the NM situation and finding spaces 
with a minimum point in R N , going over the PM situa
tion and finding spaces with a relevant minimum point 
in Ri{, comparing all the results and getting the global 
minimum point, one can construct the matrices (A ~, 
(A-O) which were described in Sec, III, As it is con
venient to work with diagonal matrices (A~), we should 
like to know whether we can diagonalize all these 
matrices simultaneously, We shall consider for a 
moment the case where all No are equal to the same 
N, which means all (A6) are square matrices. 

Let us suppose that (A-') is anti diagonal (Y:_I> 0) 
and then make a gauge transformation which brings its 
first row to the last one, and the second to the last but 
one, etc. In such a transformation (A ~ becomes 
diagonal but as an additional result the columns of 
(A 1+1) are changed correspondingly. If y:+1 is greater 
than zero, this change is plausible for our aim of 
diagonalization because (A-' +I ) also becomes diagonal. 
But if y:+1 is negative we would have to make another 
gauge transformation, this time on the (A-I+I) rowS. 
In this manner we can diagonalize (K - 1) matrices, 
while the Kth matrix (A I-I) would possibly present a 
problem, where transformation on its rows will change 
the columns of (A') and the story begins again. It is 
quite easy to prove that such a procedure will diagonal
ize all the K matrices if 

K 

n (- yg+lp~ 0 
~.1 u , 

which means that an even number of repulSion interac
tions in V3 permits the diagonalization of all these 
matrices. It can be seen that for a diagonal graph the 
set of K matrices is diagonalizable, and vice versa. 

There is one exception to this rule and this occurs 
when all the nonvanishing components of each matrix 

-------- t--' 2 

3 -------- 1--- 3 

2\-------- 1---

FIG. G7-10. A simple ring in 
a spiral zone. 
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1 f-H 0'2 'Y~ 0 

t~ 'Y! 013 'Y~ 

'Y~ 014 0 

0 0 

FIG. G7-11. 

(A~) are equal, which means that the original V* is 
positive definite, and all the (Y!') components are in the 
same zone. In this specific case one can always 
diagonalize the whole set of matrices by a gauge trans
formation. In the general case, when not all the 
matrices are squares, the same procedure takes place 
where the transformed (A -6) are diagonalized in the 
(no Xno) square in which they lie, e. g. , 

iXf 

o 

o 
In the undiagonalizable cases we diagonalize the first 
(K - 1) matrices and leave (A") in the (A'"") formo Now, 
when we have the diagonalized properties of the (A6

) 

matrices, it is quite easy to find the residual symmetryo 
We treat the case where SN6 is U(N!», as all other cases 
are quite similar. 

From the above consideration we know that whenever 
the elements of ~ are equivalent they are equal, 
hence one can read explicitly the remaining symmetry 
from the graph and from the diagonal matrices. 

Let us suppose that the graph contains P zones, we 
give each zone an index z, where Z = 1, 2, 0 •• ,P and 
denote the width of each zone by W z. The residual 
symmetry of C is 

C R = rn 0 U*(WJ 0 rn U5(N:~ • (8.2) 
~=I 1 ~'I 1 

The group U*(WI ) is U(w
l
), except for the case in which 

the 1 zone is a spiral ring zone. In this case the U*(WI ) 
group is defined to be the subgroup of U(w , ), where its 
corresponding unitary w, dimension matrices! satisfy 
the equality 

[d7,'j=o«i+j),(w l +1»] dW'!dw,=!. (8.3) 

The matrix dW
' is the WI dimensional antidiagonal 

matrix where all the elements of the antidiagonal are 
equal to oneo 

For example 

U*(2) = U(1)0 U(l), u*(4) = U(2)0 U(2). 

The second bracket of (8. 2) contains all the remaining 
parts of the U(No) groups which leave all (A~ invarianL 
Denote the actual length of the vectors by n:, the Nt's 
are found to be 

m - {No - max(nt+I' nt) J{+I < 0 (8.4) 
6 - No - (n: + nt+l) r:+1 > o. 

(In the case where Nt is negative according to the above 
equation, one should take it to be zero. ) The proof of 
(80 2) is based on the structure of the graph, or, 
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equivalently, on that of the matrices (A6
). The group 

U(N,) acts from the left on (A') while U(NI _1) acts from 
the right, so in order to obtain an invariant situation 
one should leave in C R only those combinations under 
which (AI) remains invariant. This combination is a 
direct product of groups of the form U(N;)EB U(N~-I) 
where N~, N~ -1 are equal to the number of the com
ponents of x, which belong to thejth zone, which is w J• 

The group U(N') now acts from the right on (A 1+1) and is 
thereby connected with U(NI+l) and along the same 
zones, hence goes on to bind together U(NI> EB U(N~+I) 
EB U(N~+1), where N~+1 is again equal to N;+ • In this way 
one binds together the subgroups of the U(No)'s in a 
chain similar to that of the graph, where each N} is 
equal to the width of one zone. Hence by classifying the 
zones in the graph one gets the first part of C R directly. 
In the above procedure there is one critical point which 
occurs upon returning to the first group U(NI-l) through 
the (A I-I) side. If there is no spiral zone in our graph, 
there is no change in the above programo Where there 
is such a zone, one is led to the conclusion that the re
maining symmetry which arises from this zone is 
U*(Wz ) instead of U(w~). 

B. How to find or build a symmetry breaking 

To conclude this general consideration we want to 
answer two questions: the first is how to find the sym
metry breaking from a given potential, the second is 
how to find a potential which will give specific breakingo 

We have difficulties answering both questions because 
our analysis is based on getting part of the breaking 
{p!)} and part of the potential {Cl'!), ,{+I} and then finding 
the full breakingo This is why our answers to both 
problems are not direct. First, given a potential V, all 
the {Cl'o, y~+I} are known and it is possible to construct 
all the allowed breakings by eliminating any NM situa
tiono Let us denote these breakings by m (m = 1,000, M)o 
The global minimum is either inside these spaces or 
in one which is derived from them by PM situationo 
Then using the equivalent set method, we find the 
minimum of V3 in terms of the {Cl'!), yg+l} parameters 
and the unknown {p(l}o This means finding the minimum 
of the M potentials, which are derived by imposing the 
plane condition 

V! =xvmx + am(p)x + cm(p). (8.5) 

[Vm is a constant matrix, a(p) is a constant vector 
which depends linearly on p, and c is a constant which 
depends bilinearly on P. ] From this expression one 
finds (<,) and the minimum value Vm in terms of the p, 

(8.6) 

This relation should hold in an open region surround
ing p near the global minimum and thus gives the poten
tial V3 as a function of p only. Hence the whole original 
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potential V can be expressed as a function of p only, 

Vm = /J.p + pVtP + pv:,p, (8,7) 

Solving these m minimum problems, one gets < pJ and 
the minimum values of the V m; (V J as a function of the 
coupling constants only, Then going back to find the 
<x:,) in terms of these parameters one selects the 
relevant solutions which are inside RH• By comparing 
their corresponding minima (V J, the global minimum, 
which is the deeper one, can be selected, 

In the case where such relevant solutions are found, 
the real minimum is one of them, and not any of the 
PM situations, The proof of this is based on the struc
ture of the potential and by noticing that PM situations 
lead to a subspace of the considered spaces, But in the 
case where there is no legitimate solution in R1/ one 
must pursue the PM procedure which means finding 
new matrices v: for each legitimate solution and go 
over again with them in the same way, until an ex
tremum is found in RH, 

Going over to the second question of finding the 
coupling constants of the whole potential when the sym
metry breaking is given, one must first construct the 
graph of the given <~), In the case where it is a 
legitimate graph one can find from it the proper signs 
of the coupling constants and of the corresponding de
terminants in V*, Then it is easy to find the structure 
of the corresponding v: from (8. 5) and, substituting 
into (8,7), one finds the following relation: 

(8,8) 

The proper v! should also satisfy 

<x> = - ~(v:tta( p). (8,9) 

It is not a hard problem to find Vt. /J., and v: from 
these two equations; on the contrary, they leave much 
freedom for choosing the coupling constants, However, 
this is not a direct procedure because the potential so 
obtained may turn out to have other and deeper minima 
with different associated symmetries. 

In order to avoid this, one must choose the v: and 
Vt elements carefully and consider all the legitimate 
graphs which might arise, The correct choice of these 
matrices will put the absolute minimum in the proper 
point. 

The aim of this program is to give an algorithm and 
thus should be treated as a guide in handling complicat
ed symmetry breaking, Nevertheless, many cases 
which were most difficult to handle properly can be 
treated quite easily according to the above rules, More
over for any specific problem one can work with the 
help of this algorithm to get the exact solutions in a 
precise way. 

In subsequent articles we are going to give a few 
examples both of the mathematical procedure and of 
the most attractive physical situation which might arise 
in such models, Anyhow, it is possible to conclude 
from the above discussion that the hierarchy of sym
metry breaking arises from the structure of the zones 
and the location of the minimum point, which depends on 
all the parameters. Thus the strength of the breaking 
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< pO) is spread on the equivalent sets in different ways. 
The usual mechanism to get a hierarchy by broadening 
the space of the global minimum, which contains in the 
tree apprOXimation several kinds of breaking, is pres
ent here also, One can multiply each AO by any unitary 
matrix constructed from sub-unitary matrices each one 
acts on an equivalent set only 

The potential depends only on AO-A6 and A O"A5 , there
fore such a multiplication will leave it invariant, By 
gauge transformation one can eliminate all these phases 
in any open zone, but in ring zones the phases of one 
of the new matrices are left, We conclude from it that 
the remaining symmetry C R which is defined in (8, 2) is 
the maximal one, and U*(w.) can reduce step by step to 
U(l)® U(l),· '® U(l), The minimum space of the poten
tial V is degenerate in the following way: 

<V(U*(w .. ») = (V(U*(nt)® U*(n2)"'® U* (n.»), 

o n,=w •• , (8,10) 

For example, a simple ring zone of width 4 predicts a 
degenerate minimum space which contains the groups: 

U(4), U(3)® U(l), U(2)® U(2), U(l)® U(l)® U(l)® U(l), 

The deciSion as to which one of these groups is the 
remaining symmetry, is left to higher order correc
tions, In this fashion a hierarchy in the symmetry 
breaking can be produced in a way that only the photon 
emerges without mass. Moreover, it is not hard to see 
that by changing the surroundingt2

- 14 situation, several 
kinds of phases can be derived as a consequence of NM 
and PM situations. In this way, a massless "gluon" 
which likes to emerge from one phase has to acquire 
mass in order to be free in another phase, 

We hope to consider all these subjects more broadly 
in the following articles and to discuss the different 
probabilities which can arise in different domains of 
interactions and environments, 
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In a previous article a general method for finding the symmetry-breaking direction in a theory which is 
symmetric under a group U(Nt)@, .. @U(Nj)@SU(Mt)®,·· @···®SU(Mk ) was presented. In 
order to explain and exhibit its utility. we derive in this paper the possible directions of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking in a Ut(M)® UlM) ®U,(M) theory with "colored" Higgs particles. As an example 
we discuss the symmetry breaking in the Pati-Salam model which is found to be a legitimate one. A 
simple explanation of the stability of the quarks inside a "particle-phase" is exhibited. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a unified theory based on a product of simple gauge 
groups the Higgs particles can interact with more than 
one kind of vector meson. t,2 For such a theory, we 
presented in a previous article3 a technique by which 
one can find the spontaneous symmetry breaking by 
drawing a few graphs and analyzing the positivity of a 
simple matrix. 

In order to demonstrate the method, we analyze the 
possible directions in which the group Ut (M)0 U2(M) 
0U3(M) can be broken. This symmetry is an important 
one in itself and has been utilized by Pati and Salami in 
an SU(4)right eSU(4)ieft 0SU(4)ooior theory of unified 
strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions. 

As we would like this paper to be self-contained, we 
shall present our technique in a simple manner, by 
giving in Sec. II a brief review without proofs. In Sec. 
III we analyze one of the four basic modes in which the 
symmetry U 1(M)0U2(M)0U3(M) can be broken and dem
onstrate the graphical method. 

In Sec. IV the other three basic modes are analyzed, 
and all the possible breakings which can arise within 
them are graphically drawn. Section V in dedicated to 
an analysis of the symmetry breaking that characterizes 
the Pati-Salam model. 

II. RELEVANT VARIABLES FOR SEEKING A MINIMUM 

The Lagrangian of the theory in which we are inter
ested is a renormalize one and invariant under the 
gauge group: G = Ut (M)0U2(M)eU3(M). The theory con
tains fermions, 6HiggS-Kibble ~articles {A~,k,Atk} and 
gauge fields {Wi,k} (0=1,2,3) (J,k=1, ... ,M). The 
scalars transform under G according to the 
representation 

Al- (M, 1)1), A 2 -(M,M,1), A 3 - (1,M,M). (2.1) 

The Lagrangian contains all the renormalizable inter
actions which are invariant under G and also under three 
discrete symmetries which exclude cubic scalar inter
actions. The invariant potential V of the Higgs fields is 

V = IJ. 6 Tr(A 6A6+) + a6,a Tr(A6A 6+) Tr(AaAa+) 

+ C¥6 Tr(A 6A 6+A 6A 6+) + 2yg+l Tr(A 6A 6+A (6+1)+A 6+1) 

= j.J. • p* + p*Cop* + V3 , (2.2) 
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where 

p*6=Tr(A6A 6+), cta=a6,a, Ao",A3• 

Our purpose is to find the minima of this potential as a 
function of the 6M2 variables {A~,k,Atk}' We restrict our 
discussion to potentials which are bounded from below 
and hence must have global minimum. The general 
problem is too difficult, hence we search for the min
imum in subspaces of the 6M2 dimensional one. These 
subspaces are defined by fixing some of the variables, 
and thereby eliminating them from the main discussion. 
This is a basic technique in the whole procedure and 
will be called "subspacing. " 

The first subspacing is done by the "plane condition"; 
each p*6 is fixed to be equal to Tr(A 6A 6+) which is de
noted by p6, 

(Tr(A 6A 6+» = pO (plane condition). (2.3) 

In the subspace where all p*o are fixed, the first row of 
the potential (2.2) is a constant, hence the location of 
the global minimum in this subspace is determined by 
the second row, V3 only. (The value of po is not yet 
known; however, we treat it as a constant.) 

Most of the subspacings will be based on the following 
technique: find the values of some of the variables at the 
global minimum; then fix them to have these values; 
next seek out the minimum in this subspace, which 
necessarily coincides with the global minimum. 

Taking the {(A6A 6+) , (A6+A6)} matrices to be the inde
pendent variables, V3 is a function of them only. It was 
shown that one can diagonalize simultaneously all of 
these variables in a subspacing procedure. Moreover, 
for each 6 the diagonal elements of (A o+A 0) are equal to 
those of (A°A 6+), except possibly for their order which 
is determined by the sign of yg.l' Hence one can make a 
subspacing, and put all the nondiagonal elements of the 
matrices {(A6A 6+), (A6+A 6)} equal to zero and the diagonal 
elements of (A o+A 0) equal to a rearrangement of those of 
(A 6A 6+). The subspace RN which we obtain has 3(M -1) 
dimensions {x6

}; 

x 6 = diag(AOA 6+) = (x1, x~, ... ,xt), 
subject to the plane conditions 

M 

6 X~=p6. 
i=1 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The diagonal components of (A6+A 6 ) are expressed by 
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the xti variables in the following way: 

jXJ, yg-l <0, 
x?=diag(Ati+N)J= ti 

X(M+l-J> , yg-l> O. 
(2.6) 

The space of 3M free variables {xn is denoted by RN* 
and contains the RN space. 

The potential V3 inRN' as well as inRN*' can be ex
pressed in terms of the vectors x6

, 

(2.7) 

Our interest is to find the minimum point of V3 as a 
function of the xti components. But as all the (xti) ele
ments are positive, the relevant space is R'ii, a bounded 
pyramid in R N , a bounded pyramid in R N , defined by 

pti ~ x~ ~ 0 (positivity condition). (2.8) 

The topology is R N* -:J R N -:J R"N. 

We know that there is a minimum point in RN denoted 
by (x), since it is a bounded pyramid. But if there is no 
minimum point in RN (nonminimum situation-NM) (x) 
should be on the borders of the pyramid-R'ii. Hence 
some of the (x) components are zero, and another sub
spacing should be done. If RN contains a minimum point 
but this point is outside of R N, then the minimum value 
of V3 in R'ii is attained on its boundary. The same con
clusions as in NM obtain, and we go over the subspacing 
procedure as well; we call this phenomenon PM (pseudo
minimum). In order to obtain a minimum in R N , the 
matrix of the second derivatives of V3 jenoted by V3 
should be positive definite. To obtain V3 , one must im
pose the plane conditions (2.5) a.Ed hence it is most dif
ficult to verify the positivity of V. In RN* the matrix of 
the second derivatives of V 3, deboted by V*, is much 
simpler than V, since the plan condition is not imposed 
here. We therefore prefer to compute the positivity of 
V by working through V*. (The Lagrange multiplier 
method is not effective in this problem. ) This means 
that, instead of the plane condition, we present the 
"doublet condition" which defines the relation between 
the positivity of V and that of V* in the following way. 
There are three situations: (a) V* is positive definite 
and therefore V is positive definite; (b) V* is not posi
tive definite and has at least two identical central sub
matrices with negative determinants, hence also V is 
not positive definite; (c) V* is not positive definite and 
contains no more than one copy of a specific negative 
determinant. In this case V mayor may not be positive 
definite, and the "singlet condition" decides this point. 

The singlet condition is described in a previous 
paper3 and will not be dealt with here. In any case one 
can do without it and treat the problem in two different 
ways, firstly as in case (a), and secondly as in case (b). 
By comparing the two values of the predicted minima 
one finds which is the right one. 

2 

A B 
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The doublet condition should be handled step by step. 
In the jth step one takes into consideration the sub
matrix of V* which is appropriate to the components of 
j vec tors {le01 • , , xti J} and then goes on to (j + 1) vec tors. 
Whenever situation (b) (NM) arises one should subspace 
variables, take their border values, (2.8), as zero or 
p6, and their interactions disappear from V*, which is 
the second derivation according to the true variables. 
In this way a new positive definite V is created and one 
passes to case (a). Topologically it means that when
ever there is no minimum in the whole R N , the minimum 
in R'ii is on its border, therefore by subspacing one 
transfers the problem to those borders which include a 
minimum point. In general there are several such 
legitimate borders, and one should treat them all on the 
same footing, finally choosing the right one as that which 
predicts the lowest minimum value. 

On each subspace of RN the location of the minimum 
point should be found. If it is inside R N the procedure of 
subspacing terminates, but if it is outside of R-; (PM) 
one must search for the relevant minimum on R'ii's bor
ders, and the subspacing procedure continues. Anyhow, 
only a few special borders must be considered and the 
positivity of V* remains unchanged. In general, one 
finds that a few graphs which are denoted by g'" 
(rn = 1, ... ,L) can describe the symmetry breaking and 
one must choose the right graph according to the value 
of p. But at this stage we can write V3' for each graph 
g'" as a function of p only 

(2.9) 

Inserting it into (2.2) we find the value of the potential 
V as a function of p in L different subspaces (note that 
p is treated as a variable and not as a constant only in 
the context of Eq. (2.10», 

(2.10) 

The L minima values V;::!n of these functions are ob
tained at the minimum points P;::ln which correspond to 
the vectors x6,.\';) . The lowest V;::ln for which all the Pmln 
and x~\,::) components are positive is the minimum value 
of the potential (V). Its associated graph describes the 
symmetry breaking. 

III. THE (-,-,-) MODE 

The main purpose of this paper is to find out the pos
sible symmetry breakings for the group G = U1 (M) 
0U2(M)0U3(M) in the framework which was described 
above. In order to begin the investigation, the graph of 
the problem mus t be drawn. Each of the x6 vectors has 
M components and is described by a graphical arrow 
which contains M points. A graph of these three vectors 
can be described in an M point width domain. 

We shall consider at first the (-, -, -) case, where 
all the yg+l are negative. 

3 2 3 

c 

FIG. G3-1. The potential for 
one, two, and three vectors. 
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3 2 3 

FIG. 03-2. Single negative a 6• 

~ \ 

In Fig. G3-1(A) we draw the first vector Xl. One 
reads it row by row, where, in the tail, sits xl and, in 
the head, sits x1, 

vt = (lit (Xj)2 + (lIl (X~)2 + (lit (x~)2 +. "0 + (lit (x1)2. (3.1) 

There are only "self-interaction" terms of the single 
vector xt present in Fig. G3-1(A). In the second step 
[Fig. G3-1 (B)] x2 is drawn. Its tail is in the same row 
as that of Xl because YI is negative. The potential is now 
read again row by row, from top to bottom. It describes 
the self-interacting terms «(lI1X1. Xl + (lI2X2 0 x2) and the 
Xl, x2 interactions YIXt • X,2, 

vf = [0'1 (Xj)2 + (lI2(xI)2 + 2YIxlxi] + [0'1 (xD2 

+ (lI2(X~)2 + 2Yix~x~1 + 0"' + [0'1 (x1)2 + a2(xt)2 

+ 2Yix1x~1. (3.2) 

In the third stage [Fig. G3-1(C)] x3 is drawn next to the 
vector X2, where their tails are in the same row, as Y~ 
is negative. This vector x3 represents the self-interac
tion "a3x3x3" and the interaction with its neighbor x2; 

"Y~X2X'3". The vector x3 is the last vector and should be 
drawn twice, the second time separated by two lines, 
and it represents the interaction with Xl only. Again Y! 
is negative and the tail of x3 is in the same row as that 
of Xl. The full potential is now drawn and it can be read 
row by row, 

V = [0'1 (xj)2 + 0'2 (xr)2 + 0'3 (xf)2 + 2Yrxlxi + 2y~xrxr 

+ 2y~xixn + ..• + [0'1 (x1)2 + a2(x~)2 

+ a3(x~)2 + 2Yrx1x~ + 2y~x~x~ + 2y~x~x11. (3.3) 

After the graph is drawn, V*, the second derivative 
matrix of V3 inRN*' should be written. As we claim, 
V* in the graphical basis is quite simple: 

V3 =xV*x, 

x=[(xLxi,xi), (xLxLx~), .•• , (x1,x1,x~)] 

= (Ul, U2"'" uM ), 

v·~C~··J 
All the matrices Ul which incorporate the interactions 
represented by the lth row are equal to one matrix D, 
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FIG. G:~-3. Wrong graph for 
E1= H. 
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3 2 1 3 3 2 3 

FIG. G3-4. Right solutions for negative D!. 

U'~Dj~' : ~l). 
~3 y~ (lI3 

(3.4) 

There are three basic kinds of submatrices in U o The 
first one is (lI6 itself, whose determinant sign is denoted 
by eB

• The second kind of submatrices is 

D~+l = (0'
6
6+
1 

y~+l\ 
Y6 (lI6_V 

the sign of whose determinants is denoted by E~_I. The 
third one is D itself and the sign of its determinant is 
denoted by E. Before making any investigation one 
should observe that in the (-,-,-) mode all the vectors 
x6 are topologically equivalent. Each one has two neigh
bors, X6+1 and X6-1, which point in its direction, so all 
three vectors can be treated on the same footing. 

Suppose now that El is minus, hence there are M nega
tive central determinants in V*, all equal to 0'1_ One 
should subspace and go to the border x1 = O. This is the 
relevant border, since at the global minimum point the 
components of Xl are ordered; hence the last compo
nents should be the smallest. This is a general rule; 
subs pacing should always be done at the head of the ar
row. In this way one finds that the single border allowed 
by the doublet condition is 

xl=pl 

xJ=O, j=2, ... ,M, (3.5) 

where at this border the xl should fulfill the plane con
dition alone. 

All the Xl components are no longer variables and the 
graph becomes as in Fig. G3-2. The resulting V* ma
trix is 

V*=(1 L1

•• ) Ll=(~ ~~ ~~)o 
• , 0 (lI2 0'3 Ll 

(3.6) 

There are no more NM situations which are caused by 
e1 • 

In another case, where er is minus, one should elimi
nate from v* all the Dr matrices which represent the 
terms YIX1X2' The only way to do this is by putting x1 

3 2 3 

FIG. 03-5. Singlet positive a5• 
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TI .. ,. or 
FIG. G3-6. Two nonconnected negative determinants. 

= 0 or x~ = 0 and then x1_1 = 0 or X~_I = 0, etc. One can 
assume that in this way some of the components of Xl 

and some of the components of x2 are made to vanish 
and the graph takes the form of Fig. G3-3. However, 
this is not the case, and the only relevant subspacing is 
accomplished by fixing either all the components of Xl, 

or all those of x2 , since subspacing is done at the head 
of the arrows only, as in Fig. G3-4. In any specific 
problem one should consider both possibilities and then 
compare the value of V3 at the extremum points which 
result. Since for our purpose these vectors are equiva
lent, we consider only one of these possibilities. The 
third situation which forces a subspacing is that in which 
e is minus. In this case, fixing of anyone of the XO vec
tors will do, and one gets the same final graph as in the 
first two cases (Fig. G3-4). 

In a situation in which two different "e" are negative, 
one might be forced to make a second subspacing; for 
example, in the case where EI = (-), e2 = (-), the graph 
takes the form of Fig. G3-5. For el =(-), E~=(-) the 
graph is represented by Fig. G3-6. For eI=(-), e~ 
= (-) the graph is represented by Fig. G3-7. As we 
descend from the spaces to their subspaces by the sub
spacing procedure, any subspacing which is not forced 
by the doublet condition is not relevant. We can define 
this principle by two working rules. The first sates that 
subspacing should be done first according to eO, then ac
cording to e~+1 and finally according to e. In this way one 
does the minimal amount of subspacing. The second 
"working rule" states that whenever a set of vectors 
point in the same direction and they have to be sub
spaced, only the components of one of them are fixed to 
be constant, e. g., x~o = OJ.lpoo• In this way one can con
clude that the final graph which describes the symmetry 

II \ II \ ,II 

~NM 

I 

V l! l! 

TI -.,- III 
FIG. G3-7. Two connected negative determinants. 

breaking in the (-, -, -) case must be one of the kinds 
shown in Fig. G3-B (the maximal remaining symmetry 
is written on the left). The residual symmetry is found 
from the graphs in the following way. We define three 
equivalence relations: "chain", "equivalent set" and 
"zone". A "chain" is the collection of all points which 
are connected to one another by the "interaction link" 
y~+IX6X6+1, e. g., see Fig. G3-9. In graph G3-9(A) there 
are two different kinds of chain (open chains and simple 
ring), whereas graph G3-9(B) represents a third kind 
(spiral rings). A "zone" is the collection of all the 
chains of the same kind in one graph. (Two chains are 
from the same kind if they contain the same number of 
components of each vector.) In G3-9(a) there are two 
zones, in G3-9(B) there is one (see Fig. G3-B). An 
"equivalent set" is the collection of all points which 
belong to the same vector x6 and to the same zone. We 
shall give more examples in the following. 

The length of a zone z is the length of its chains lz, 
and the width of a zone z is the width of its equivalent 
sets w z • For example in Fig. G3-B(l) there is one zone 
with lz= 3, wz=M; in Fig. G3-B(2) there are two zones, 
II = 3, WI = 1 and l2 = 2, W2 =M - 1; in Fig. G3-B(3) there 
are two zones: lj =3, Wj = 1 and l2 =1, w2 =M -1; in 
Fig. G3-B(4) there is one zone: l = 3, W = 1. 

At the minimum point (x), all the W z components of 
(x6) which belong to the same zone z are equal. Hence in 
any "diagonalized mode" where the arrow, x3, vector 
points in the same direction on both sides of the two 
separating lines, the maximal residual symmetry C R is 

C
R =[~I XU(W z)] ~{~I u/(Mn] (3.7) 

(p is the number of zones in the graph). 

~ III -, IV 

U(M-1)1+2+3 ® U (1 )1+2+3 U(M-l) ® U(M-l) ® U (1) 
2+3 1 1+2+3 

Zones are indicated by closed rectangles 

FIG. G3-8. Minimal symmetry breaking in the (-, -, -) case. 
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~ 
~ 

B 

FIG. G3-9. Examples of chains. 

A 

The group Uo(Mt) is the subgroup of Uo(M), which leaves 
the graph invariant 

jM - max(mo, m O+l) yg+l < ° 
Mt= 

M - (mij + m O+l) y~+l > ° 
(mo is the actual length of (K0) in the graph). 

Referring back to Fig. G3-8(1) we find: p = 1, WI =M, 
Mt=O (0=1,2,3), and obtain Cf=U(M)l+2+3' In Fig. 
G3-8(2)p=2, w2=1, wl=M-1, Mt=O (0=1,2,3) and 
obtain C~ = U(M -1)1+2+3@U(1)1+2+3' In Fig. G3-8(3) P 
=2, w2=1, wI=(M-1), Mt=O (0=2,3), Mf=(M-1) 
and obtain C R 

= U(M - 1h+3@U(M -1)1@U(1)1+2+3' In Fig. 
G3-8(4)p=1, wI=1, Mt=(M-1) (0=1,2,3) and obtain 
C R = U(M -1)I@U(M -1h@U(M -1)3@U(1)1+2+3' 

IV. THE (+,+,-), (+,-,-), (+,+,+) MODES 

The second mode which is considered is the (+, +, -) 
case; Yi > 0, y~ > 0, y~ > O. The basic graph is shown in 
Fig. G4-1. It is a diagonal mode, as are all modes 
which contain an even number of positive yg+1 terms. 
The vectors Xl, x3 are equivalent in the sense that both 
of them have one neighboring vector pOinting in its di
rection, and one pointing in opposite direction. From 
that point of view there are two kinds of NM situations. 
The first kind is a consequence of negative EO or EL 
which means subspacing of parallel vectors as in the 
(..:, -, -) situation; the second kind can arise from neg
ative E~ which means subspacing of opposite vectors. 
These subspacings caused by negative D~ are of two 
types and are represented in Fig. G4-2. 
In Fig. G4-2(A) the Singlet condition does not permit a 
negative singlet EI to be present in V*, whereas in Fig. 
G4-2(B) such a singlet is allowed. The structure of V* 
after subspacing in the two cases is [D is given by 
(3.4)]: 

o o 

(4.1) 

In Fig. G4-1(A) there are two zones of width: WI =1, W2 
=M -1, and in Fig. G4-1(B) there are three zones of 
width: wI=l, w2=1, w3=M-1-l (1""1""M-2). One 
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3 2 3 

FIG. G4-1. Basic graph for 
the (+,+,-) mode. 

must consider all the relevant borders on the same 
footing, which means it is necessary to consider each 
value of 1 for which the w's are nonnegative. An NM 
situation which arises because of negative E has the sub
spacing characterized by Figs. G3-2 and G4-2 as its 
solution. 

In the following scheme (Fig. G4-3) we present all the 
possible graphs which can arise as solutions to NM and 
PM situations in the (+, +,-) mode. The parameter 1 
can assume any value between zero to (M - 1), which 
makes sense. 

The correspondence residual symmetry breakings 
are 

I. U(M)1+2+3 (this is the maximal one) 

II. U(Z)1+2+3@U(M -1-1)1+2+3@U(1)1+2+3 

III. U(1)1+2+3@U(M- 01+2+3 

IV. U(Z)1+2@U(lla@U(M -1-1)1+2+3@U(1)1+2+3 

V. U(l)1+2@U(lh@U(M -1-1)1+2+3@U(I)1+2+3 

VI. U(Z)1+2@U(lla@U(M -l)1+2+3 

VII. U(Z)1+2@U(lla@U(M -1- 2)1+3@U(M -1- 2)3 

@U(I)I+2+3@U(I)1+2+3 

VIII. U(l)1+2@U(lla@U(M -1- 1)1+3@U(M -1-1}z 

@U(I)1+2+3 

IX. U(M - 2)1@U(M - 2)2@U(M - 2la@U(I)1+2+3@U(I)I+2 

Now we shall consider the (-,-, +) mode, taking yi, 
y~ negative and y~ positive. The basic graph is Fig. 
G4-4. It shows that this is an antidiagonal case, since 
the two vectors representing x3 are in opposite direc
tions. This is due to the single positive yL where in gen
eral, for an odd number of positive y parameters the 
graph is nondiagonal. As a consequence, the maximal 
remaining symmetry does not satisfy Eq. (3.7) as it 
stands, and we have instead: 

C
R 

=[bl @U*(Wz)]@[~l @Uo(Mt)]. (4.2) 

The group U*(w z ) is equal to U(w z) if the chains which 
are included in the z zone are open chains. But if they 
are closed spiral chains, U*(w z ) is U(wj2)@U(wj2) 

B A 

FIG. G4-2. Subspacing of negative D~. 
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FIG. G4-3. Symmetry breaking in the (+,+, -) case. 

when wI! is even, and U[(w.- 1)/2]0U[(w .. -l)/2]0U(I) 
for odd w.. The only two cases in the UI (M") <& U2 (M) 
0U3(M) problem where such a situation arises in a 
nontrivial way (w .. "q), are those in which all the signs 
of {DLD~,D3} (0=1,2,3) are positive and the signs of 
the yg+1 are either (-, -, +) or (+, +, +). Hence a mini
mum point is found to be in R N and the entire graph is 
a single zone. Therefore all the points of each vector 
are in one equivalent set and take the same value 

(4.3) 

This point is in R N, and therefore it is the global mini
mum. A point in the AD space which realizes that mini
mum is presented in (4.4) (k == 1,2) aD ==..r;:T7M, 

(4.4) 

In this degenerate case we can make another gauge 
transformation and bring <A3) to <A:), if M is even, and 
to <A~), if M is odd, 

,<A~) = • (4.5) 

The residual symmetry in the even case is CR == U(M/2) 
0U(M/2) and in the odd case it is CR ==U[(M-l)/2] 
0U[(M - 1)/2]0U(I). (In the first two modes which are 
diagonalized, all three matrices <A 6) result from multi
plication of the identity matrix by a scalar .f{TjM, if 
V* is originally positive definite. ) 
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The possible directions of symmetry breaking in the 
(-, -, +) mode are shown in Fig. G4-5. 

The corresponding residual symmetries are: (M* 
equal to M/2 for even M, and to [(M -1)/2] for odd M) 

I. U(M*)0U(M*)@U(M - 2M*), 

II. U(l)@U(l)0U(M- 2l- 2)@U(I), 

11*. (for odd M) U(M*)@U(M*)@U(M*), 

III. U(l)@U(l)@U(l)@U(M - 2l- 2)@U(I), 

IV. U(l + 1)@U(l)@U(Z)@U(M - 2l- 2)@U(1), 

V. U(l)@U(l)@U(M -l-l)@U(M- 2l- 2)@U(1), 

V*. (for odd M) U(M*)@U(M*)@U(M*)@U(l), 

VI. U(l)@U(l)@U(M -l-l)@U(M - 2l-l)@U(I), 

VI*. (for odd M) U(M*)@U(M*)@U(M*)@U(I), 

VII. U(l)@U(l)@U(M- 2l), 

VIII. U(l)@U(l)@U(l)@U(M- 2l), 

IX. U(M -l)@U(M -l)@U(M - 2l)@U(l)@U(l), 

X. U(M - 2)@U(1), 

XI. U(M - 2)@U(1)@U(1), 

XII. U(M - 2)@U(l)@U(I)@U(1), 

XIII. U(M -l- 2)@U(M" -1- 2)@U(Z)@U(l)@U(I)@U(I), 

XIV. U(M -l-l)@U(M -l-l)@U(l)@U(l)@U(l), 

XV. U(M" -l)@U(M - 2)@U(I), 

XVI. U(M - l)@U(M" -l)@U(M" - 2)@U(l). 

JIllI FIG. G4-4. Basic graph of the 
(-,-,+) mode. 
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FIG. G4-5. Minimal symmetry breaking in the (-,-,+) mode. 

The fourth mode is the (+, +, +) case in which all the 
;{+1 coupling constants are positive, the basic graph is 
described by Fig. G4-6. All three vectors are topo
logically equivalent and the graph is antidiagonal. When 
all the "€" are positive and no subspacing is needed, the 
maximal remaining symmetry is the same as in the 
(-, -, +) mode. 

We give below the graphs of the breakings which 
arise in this mode, and the corresponding residual 
symmetries (Fig. G4-7): 

I. U(M*)®U(M*)®U(M - 2M*), 

ll. U(M - 2l- 2)®U(l)®U(l)®U(1), 

ll*. (for odd M) U(M*)®U(M*)®U(l), 

lll. U(M - 2l- 2)®U(l)®U(l)®U(l)®U(1), 

IV. U(M - 2l- 2)®U(l)®U(l)®U(l + l)®U(l), 

V. U(M -l- l)®U(M - 2l- 2)®U(l)®U(l)®U(1), 

V*. (for odd M) U(M*)®U(M*)®U(M*)®U(l), 

VI. U(M -l- l)®U(M - 2l- l)®U(l)® U(l)®U(l), 

Vll. U(M -l)®U(M - 2l)®U(l)®U(l), 

VIII. U(M - 2l)®U(l)®U(l), 

IX. u(M - 2l)®U(l)®U(l)®U(l), 

X. U(M - 2)®U(M - 2)®U(M - 2). 

In the above investigation it was emphasized that the 
residual symmetry (which we write in correspondence 
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with a specific graph) is the maximal one. This break
ing is the only one which is described by the graph, ex
cept in the four situations where V* is originally positive 
definite. In these four situations (Figs. G3-8-I, 
G4-3-I, G4-5-I, G4-7-I) any component I?if.) (~ ap
pears in <A 5» can acquire a different phase, hence the 
M point-width zone in the graph can split into any com
bination, without changing the value of the potential at 
the minimum. The minimum is degenerate, 

(V(U*(M») = (V(U*(M1) ®U*(M2)®' •• U*(Mn») 

(6M/=M). 
/ 

The decision as to which of these groups the symmetry 
G will be reduced is left to higher order (quantum) 
contributions. 

V. THE PATI-SAlAM MODEL 

As an example of this procedure of analyzing a sym
metry breakdown we treat the Pati-Salam model. 1 

From our point of view the problem is the following: in 
a gauge theory with Ui (4) 121 U2(4) ®U3(4) [U(4)rtght® 

JIIII FIG. G4-6. Basic graph of the 
(+,+,+) mode. 
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FIG. G4-7. Minimal symmetry breaking in the (+, +, +) mode. 

U(4)COlor0U(4)lett] as the underlying symmetry, is the 
symmetry breaking described by (5.1) allowed? If it is 
a legitimate solution, what should be the character of 
the coupling constants? 

0,) ~t~ a, a,' J 0,) ~ (: 0 0 : )-

(A3> = (:' " " 0 ). (5.1) 
c4 

At first sight, the (A0) matrices show that the breaking 
is of the diagonal type, hence it belongs either to the 
first mode (-, -, -) or the second one (-, +, +). We con
sider first the (-, -, -) case in which the 'Y~+I are all 
negative. The basic diagram (Fig. G5-l) should trans
form to Fig, G5-2. A set of coupling constants which 
predicts such a situation is 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Instead of the a2 < 0 condition, a negative determinant 
of Dr or D~ or D could also predict this NM subspacing. 
However, we shall consider as an example only condi
tion (5,2). The conditions (5.2) and (5.3) are sufficient 
to guarantee that the extremum point of RN is a mini
mum. The requirements that this minimum pOint is in
side RN, and hence that no PM situation should arise, 
must be found. 

For this purpose we write the potential V3 in terms 
of the coupling constants, the magnitudes pO and the four 
variables in RN*' as they appear in Fig. G5-3. 

mrr~Im 
FIG. G5-1. G5-2. NM situation of the (-, -, -) type for the 
Pati-Salam model. 
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V3 = al (XI + 3x~) + a3(zI + 3z~) + 2'Y~(xlzl + 3X2Z2) 

+ 2np2X I + 2'Y~ZIP2 + a2p~, (5.4) 

The potential in terms of the RN variable should be 
written, which means expressing X2, z2 as a function of 
XI, Z I' We find it profitable to express all four variables 
in terms of two "normalized" ones, cr, 1.1, and "normal
ized" coupling constants j 

Xl=Pt(f-3cr), zt=P3(f-31.1), 

X2=PI(t+a), Z2=P3(t+I.I), (5.5) 

In terms of these variables the potential V3 in R N is 

V = 12aja2 + 12a3v2 + 24'Y~al.l - 6Y'fa 

-6Y~1.I d[a/2+ a/2+2a2 +n+y32+Y1] (5.6) 

and the minimum point is found to be 

(a) = i(a 3YI + IY~ 1 y~) (detD~rl. 

() 1 (- -3 1-11-2) ( w-j)-I 
V ="2 aj'Yz + 1'3 'Yt de 3 • (5.7) 

The requirement that no PM situation exists and that the 
minimum point is inside the 'pyramid" RN is 

- t «0),(1.1) <f2 (5.8) 

We already know that (xl) is greater than (x2), so (a), 
(1.1) should be negative, that is guaranteed in Eq. (5. 7) 
by the inequality (5.2). The left-hand sides of the in
equalities (5.8), bound the solutions of (5.7) by 

P/2P2> (a31 Ytl + y~y~)(deW~)-t, 
(5.9) 

FIG. G5-3. Equivalent-sets variables. 
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-
(e) (8) 

To summarize: in the (-, -, -) mode, it is seen that 
the signs of all six coupling constants are fixed by (5.2), 
where their order of magnitude is partially fixed by the 
inequalitites (5.3) and (5.9). This means that 0!2 and two 
of the other five can be fixed within broad limits, while 
the other three are constrained by upper (or lower) 
bounds (5.9). It seems that with the actual values l of 
p6 the i'~ and i'~ should be much smaller than all the 
other coupling constants in the theory. In the case where 
the inequalities (5.9) are not satiSfied, the minimum 
point in RN is outside of RN and one of the following sym
metry breakings, as a solution to the PM situation, is 
predicted in Fig. G5-4. In order to avoid PM solutions 
we must be careful when fixing the other eight coupling 
constants of the whole potential (2.2), so that one gets 
the proper magnitudes p6 of the breakings (5.1). 

It is seen that much freedom remains in any step and 
each coupling constant is free to be changed in some 
domain without spoiling the structure of the symmetry 
breaking. The correct way of fixing these coupling con
stants is to try to verify that this domain is compatible 
with the corrections due to higher order contributions. 

We go over now to the second diagonalized mode 
(-, +, +) which also leads to the (5.1) breaking. The 
basic graph is shown in Fig. G5-5(A) and it should 
transform to Fig. G5-5(B). The (+, -, +), (+, +,-) 
modes are not considered here. ) Such a transition can 
take place in a few basic ways. The first one occurs 
when 0!2 is negative, the other happens when some of the 
matrices DL D~, D has negative determinants. The 
treatment of the first situation is equivalent to that of 
the (-, -, -) mode. Therefore we concentrate here on 
another situation described by (5.10) and (5.11) 

i'L i'~ > 0, i'~ < 0, 

O!t, 0!2' 0!3 > 0, 

E~=(+), d=E~=(-). 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

The situation in which singlet negative determinants 
are permitted is carried out in the same way as that in 
which such determinants are excluded; hence we choose 
to treat the second case, which is simpler. Restriction 
(5.11) should be changed to a stronger one, (5.12), ac
cording to the discussion in Ref. 3, in order to prohibit 
these singlets 

E~ = (+), det(DO < - 20!10!2, det(D~) < - 20!20!3' (5.12) 

The structure of the breaking with the above condi~on 
is one of those shown in Fig. G5-6. The potential V in 
the Fig. G5-6(B) case is a function of n [the length 
(Pl> P3) on the Xl, x3 vectors taken to be constant] 

VB(n) = ~p~ + ~p~ +~P3PI +4~P~ 
n n n -n 

(5. 13) 
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FIG. G5-4. PM situation of 
the (-,-,-) type. 

'-
(A) 

V has a minimum point no in the region (0 <n < 4), this 
point should be fixed to be in the region (3 < n < 4), in 
order to get the desired breaking. It is found from 
(5.13) to be 

(
1- va) !!.z.. 

no = 4 --r=a' O! = d
l 

< 1. 

Hence the ratio of d2 to dl is bounded by 

O<O!<}. 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

With these conditions the symmetry breaking should 
occur either in the form G5-6(A) or in the form G5-6(B) 
with no = 3. In order to exclude the second possibility, 
we shall calculate the minimum values of the potential 
in both cases and compare them. The G5-6(B) minimum 
is 

B ~2~2~ 2 
V min = 3 PI + 3 P3 + 3 PIPS + 0!2P2' (5.16) 

The minimum point of VA is found in the same way as 
that of the potential of (5.4) and it is given by (5.7). In 
the present mode one gets positive < a) and (II) and the 
upper bound should be imposed 

P/6P2 > (O!sYI + I-Vsl y~)(deW~tl, 
(5.17) 

A straightforward calculation shows that in this situa
tion V~ln is lower than V~In' hence conditions (5.10), 
(5.12), (5.15), (5.17) predict the desired breaking. 
Similar conclusions to those in the previous examples 
are obtained where the main actual difficulty should 
arise from the low bounds (P/12P2) and (PS!12P2), 
where P2» PI, P2» Ps. The main physical consequence 
of the violation of( 5.17), which predicts <x"1)=(z1)=0 
[Fig. G5-6(B)] is the conservation of baryon and lepton 
numbers separately. 1 Hence the proton can become 
stable as a consequence of the pseudominimum situa
tion. 

To conclude we should like to know what could be the 
consequences of higher order calculations, on the one 
hand, and changing of the environments, on the other, 
e. g., external fields, 4 high temperature,5 or density. 6 

In the present model the "restoration" phenomena can 
arise as a consequence of imposing NM or PM situa
tions (related phenomena are described by Weinberg 7

). 

-

(A) ( 8) 

FIG. G5-5. NM situation of the (-, +, +) type in the Pati-Salam 
model. 
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(e) B 

This can occur in different ways and predicts transitions 
between different breakings through first-or second
order phase transitions. 8 In order to illustrate it, we 
go back to the Pati-Salam breaking in the (-, -, -) 
mode. Considering the lowest values of ( pJ p;; and (P31 
P2) it seems reasonable to assume that (a) and (II) are 
in the neighborhood of the point (a) =(11) = - t. As a con
sequence it might follow that different "environments" 
will predict different hierarchies in the breaking, or 
second-order phase transition by passing to other do
mains in the a mln , IImln plane. These transitions are 
presented in Fig. G5-7. The domains in the graph 
G5-7 represent the following residual symmetries: 

]I 

I. U(3)R+L+c0U(1)R+L+c, 

ll. U(3h+c0U(3)R0U(lh+L+c, 

lll. U(3)c0U(3)R+L0U(1)R+L+c, 

IV. U(3)c0U(3)R0U(3h0U(lbL+R' 

1 
Vmin + 4 

I 

0 2 

tt-

'" , , 
:nz: X ill 1 

*min + 4 

----+ change of PHASE 

__ -)10 change of HIRARCHY 

FIG. G5-7. <Tmln and vmin in RN* space. 
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-

-

r-

f-

FIG. G5-6 Possible NM situ.., 
ation imposed by (5.12). 

A 

The point (1) in the graph represents the actual Pati
Salam breaking, where the arrows to (2) and (3) rep
resent transitions to other hierarchies of symmetry 
breaking according to 

(2) U(3)R 0 U(3h0U(3)c0U(1)R+L+c- U(3bL 
IV- II- I 

(3) U(3)c 0 U(3h0U(3)R0U(1)(c+L+R) - U(3)c 
IV- III- I 

0U(3)R+L 0 U(l)R+L+c - U(3)R+L+C 

0U(1)R+L+c' 

The arrows from (1) to (4), (5), (6) represent possible 
phase transition to ll, Ill, IV, respectively. 

We hope to investigate the dynamiCS of these phenom
ena in detail in a future article and to learn if and how 
they occur. 
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models 
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A transformation is obtained relating spherical and mean and spherical averages. The kernel of the 
transformation is the probability density of N -II.{"~ IX,' in the mean spherical model. The transformation 
is inverted to obtain a simple method for computing spherical averages from mean spherical averages. 
Averages in the two ensembles are identical except in zero field below the critical temperature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since its inception in 19521 the spherical model has 
enjoyed considerable popularity2 as an exactly soluble 
model displaying critical phenomena. 

The model consists of a set of N "spins" - 00 < Xi < 00, 

i = 1, 2, ... , N located on the vertices of a lattice with 
" Hamiltonian" 

and the spins subject to the spherical constraint 
N 

IIxl1 2 =2.; x7 =N. 
i=l 

(1. 1) 

(1. 2) 

The canonical partition function for the model is given 
by 

(1. 3) 

where the integral is taken over the surface of the N
dimensional sphere (1. 2) and for Simplicity we have 
assumed that Pjj =Pji and set PH = O. 

2. REVIEW OF SOME OLD RESULTS 

The partition function (1. 3) is usually evaluated by 
writing 

Qs(N, (3, H) = .f: ... i: 6(llxll- Nl/2) 

xexp(~(3 t PfjXIXj+(3HExi)dX1" .dxN 
i,j=l 1=1 

= Wl/2 J : ... i: o[t X~ - NJ 
- 1=1 

xexp(t(3 t PiiXiXi+(3Hbxi)dX1" ·dXN 
i,j=1 i=1 (2.1) 

and using the integral representation 

o(X) = (1/21Ti) .. C: exp(- sx) ds (2.2) 

to obtain 
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1/2 . JSO+i~ Qs(N, (3, H) = (W /2m) . exp(Ns)Qms(N, (3, H, s) ds, 
SO~l CIO 

(2.3) 

where 

Qms(N, (3, H, s) 

- f~··· C exp Cst X7 +t(3 t PijXiX j 
- , .<>0 , .00 \ i=l i ,j=l 

+ (3HE Xi) dx1 ·· ·dxN • (2.4) 

The Gaussian integrals in (2.4) are readily performed, 
and finally the integral in (2.3) is evaluated by the meth
od of steepest descents. 1 

For the sake of definiteness we will assume that Po 
depends only on ri - rj, where ri and rj are the position 
vectors of lattice points i and j on a regular hyper
cubical lattice. In this case the quadratic form in the 
exponent of (2.4) is easily diagonalized, and one obtains 

Qms(1V, (3, H, s) = (21T/(3)N 12 TI [z _ ;>..(q) ]-1/2 

x exp{ (N(3~ /2)[z - ;>..(0) ]_1}, (2.5) 

where 

z = 2s/(3, (2.6) 

;>..(q) are the eigenvalues of the matrix p, i. e., the 
Fourier coefficients of p(r), and the product over q is 
taken over allowed wave vectors in the first Brillouin 
zone of the reciprocal lattice. 2 

In the thermodynamic limit one then obtains for the 
canonical free energl,2 

- (31};= lim W1 IogQs(N, (3, H) 
N_oo 

where, in d dimensions, 

(2.8) 

The saddle point z s is determined from 
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(2.9) 

and, in order for the above steps to be valid, one needs 

Z > ;\(0) = max A(q). (2.10) 

3. THE MEAN SPHERICAL MODEL 

Shortly after the original paper1 appeared, it was 
pointed out by Lewis and Wannier3 that the steepest 
descent method could be avoided by considering a grand 
canonical rather than canonical ensemble in which the 
variable S in (2.4) is now conjugate to z: xi. That is, the 
grand canonical partition function is given by (2.4) with 
s, or equivalently z defined by (2.6), fixed by the 
condition 

/ tx~) = - ~ log Qms(N, (3, H, s) =N 
\1=1 aS 

(3.1) 

so that the spherical constraint (1. 2) is satisfied now in 
the mean; hence the term mean spherical model. In 
reality, of course, there is only one model. The terms 
spherical and mean spherical refer to the two ensembles, 
canonical and grand canonical, respectively. We will, 
however, adopt the common practice of referring to two 
models. 

In the thermodynamic limit the condition (3. 1) reduces 
to (2.9), and hence the spherical and mean spherical 
models are thermodynamically equivalent. It was quick
ly realized, 4 however, that thermodynamic averages, 
such as (xt> are different in the two ensembles, and a 
little later a more serious discrepancy, involving the 
zero field probability distribution for a single spin, was 
noted. 5 More recently it was shown6 that consistent re
sults for the two ensembles are obtained in nonzero 
field and even in zero field provided one takes the limit 
H - 0 after the thermodynamic limit. Our aim here is 
to further investigate the relationship between the two 
models in zero field. In the following sections we obtain 
an expression for the probability distribution of 
N-1 Z:~=1 x~ in the mean spherical model (which, not sur
prisingly, is not simply a delta function) and a trans
formation relating spherical and mean spherical aver
ages. In nonzero field and in zero field above the criti
cal temperature the averages are identical, so that the 
transformation is only nontrivial in zero field below the 
critical temperature. 

4. THE DISTRIBUTION OF N-1 I: ;':1 X 21N THE 
MEAN.SPHERICAL MODEL I 

In zero field the saddle point condition (2.4) becomes 

i3 = (27T)-d 1.:-' .1.: [zs - ;\( 6) ]-1 d61 ••• dBd' 

When [cf. (2.10)] 

(4.1) 

i3e = (27T)-d 1.; ... J: [;\(0) - A(6)"1 dB1 •• .dBd <00, (4.2) 

the expression (2.7) for the free energy and the condi
tion (4.1) only holds for {3 < {3e (i. e., high temperatures). 
When {3 > (3e, the saddle point "sticks" at zs= A(O). A 
Similar situation occurs for the mean spherical model, 
but now some care needs to be exercised in proceeding 
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to the thermodynamic limit. For finite N the mean sphe
rical constraint (3.1) in zero field becomes, from 
(2.5), 

(4.3) 
q 

and as long as i3 < i3e , (4.3) becomes (4. 1) in the limit 
N - 00. When {3 > (3e, one must separate off the q = 0 
term in (4.3) and set 

z = ;\(0) + [N({3 - (3e) ]-1. (4.4) 

Then in the thermodynamic limit z sticks once more at 
;\(0) and identical thermodynamic properties for the two 
models are obtained. The distribution of spins, how
ever, is not at all well behaved in zero field. 

In order to investigate the zero field probability 
distribution for Wl z: ~=1X~ we consider the mean spheri
cal average characteristic function (exp(i ~N-lz: ~=lxi»ms. 
From (2.4) and (2.6) we readily obtain 

/exp(i~N·l ~ x~)) 
\ 1=1 mS 

Qms(N, Z - 2i H{3N)"l) 
Qms(N, z) 

(4.5) 

where 

Qms(N, z) = 1.: ... i: exp (- ~i3 .t (ZOj) - PIJ)xjx> 
t ,;=1 f) 

XdXl···dxN. (4.6) 

Using (2.5), it is easily verified that for {3 < (3e and 
N_oo 

lexp(i ~Wl ~ X7)) - exp (i ~(i3N)·l 'L [z _ ;\(q) ]_1) Y 1~ mS Q 

= exp(i~) ({3 < i3cl, (4. 7) 

where use has been made of (4.3). When i3 > (3e, the 
q = 0 terms must be separated off. Then on substituting 
(4.4) one obtains 

( exp (i ~_1 ~ X~) ) mS - [1 _ 2i ~ (1 _ ~C) ]"1/2 
x exp (i ~(i3N)-l £ [A(O) _ A(q)j-l 

q~O 

[ ( 
i3C) J-1 

/2 - 1-2i~ 1-/3 exp(i~{3e/{3), 

(4.8) 

where use has been made of (4.2). The above results 
may be summarized by writing 

~i_n.! (exp (i ~N-l ~ xi) )ms = Jo ~ exp(i ~x)K(x, (3) dx (4. 9) 

where for i3 < (3e 

K(x, (3) = o(x - 1) 

and for i3 > i3e 

K(x, (3) 

(4.10) 

= ~ [27T({3X - (3e)({3 - i3e) ]-1 /2{3 exp[ - (i3x - i3c)/2({3 - (3e)], 

{ x> {3c/{3, 

0, x <i3e /{3. (4.11) 

The probabilistic interpretation of the kernel K is clear: 
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K(x, (3) dx == lim Prob {x < N-1 t x~ <x + dX}. 
N. ~ 1=1 

(4.12) 

As expected, the distribution is concentrated at the 
spherical value for f3 < f3c • This is no longer the case, 
however, below the critical temperature f3 > f3c • 

Before deriving a transformation relating averages 
between the two models it is perhaps worth noting at 
this point that a similar situation to the above holds for 
the ideal Bose gas when one compares the canonical 
and grand canonical descriptions. 7,8 Thus in the grand 
canonical ensemble the probability distribution for the 
density N/V 

a(x) dx == lim Prob(x < p < x + dX} 
N v·~ 
pJi' !V 

is given for f3 < (3c by 

a(x) == o(x - p) 

and for f3 > (3c by 

1 
a(x) == (p -Pc) exp[- (x- Pc)/(p -Pc)], 

0, 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

x>Pc, 
(4.15) 

The similarity of the ideal Bose gas and the spherical 
model has of course been known9 for some time. 

5. RELATION BETWEEN AVERAGES 

For a functionf(x1, ... , XN) we define the zero field 
mean spherical average by 

with z determined from (4.3), and the spherical aver· 
age by 

f.r)== [Q s(N, (3) ]-1 J f(Xh ... , XN) 

xexp (- t(3 t PllXIXl)da,fN. 
I,l =1 

Beginning with (5.1), we write 
c 

f~)==E J ... Jf(xl>" .,XN) 
k=O k6l<I.112 /N<(R+1 )6l 

xexp(-tf3 t (Z{jIJ-PIJ)xjXl\ 
l,l.l ') 

X dX1 ... dXN [Qms(N, Z) ]_1. 

Multiplying and dividing the summand in (5.3) by 

J .. . J exp (- t(3 t (Z{jIJ - PIJ)XIXl ) 
k6l(".,,2/N«k+1)6l I,J=l 

XdX1" ·dxN 

and taking the limit .l~ - 0 then yields 

where 
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(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

and ff J(~) is the spherical average of f(X1 ... XN) taken 
over the sphere IIXIl2==N~, i.e., 

(5.7) 

with 

Qs(N, ~,(3) == J exp (t(3 t PIjX/XJ) da "",' 
I,J=l Nt 

(5.8) 

Finally, taking the limit N - 00, assuming that 

fms == limf~s) and fs(~) == lim ff JW (5.9) 
N-~ N-~ 

exist and that limits can be interchanged, we obtain, 
from (5.5) and (5.6), 

(5.10) 

where we have used that fact that with Z determined 
from (4.3) 

lim TNW == J
O

l 
K(T/, (3) dT/, (5.11) 

N·" 

where K(T/, (3) is the distribution function defined by 
(4.12) and given by (4.10) and (4.11). 

The transformation (5.10) is exactly what one might 
have expected. In particular, it is to be noted that above 
the critical point f3 < (3c, K(~, (3) = o( ~ - 1) and hence from 
(5.7) and (5.2) 

(5.12) 

Below the critical point (13 > (3c) the transformation (5.10) 
is, of course, nontrivial. 

6. AN APPLICATION 

Since it is always easier to calculate mean spherical 
rather than spherical averages, the transformation 
(5.10) should be inverted as a practical means of evalu
ating spherical averages. We will consider a particular 
class of functions here which covers most cases of in
terest, namely f a homogeneous function of some fixed 
degree, 2p, say, so that 

for all A. As an example, 2p-spin averages satisfy 
(6.1). 

(6.1) 

In order to highlight the temperature dependence, we 
write 

(6.2) 

for spherical averages defined by (5. 7). The ordinary 
spherical average defined by (5.2) is obtained by setting 
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~ = 1 in (6. 2), and by changing variables x I - ~1/2XI in 
(5.7) it readily follows from (6.1) that 

f.{~) = ~Pf.{I, T /~). (6.3) 

From (4.10) it follows immediately that 

f.(1, T) =fm.(T) when T > 1 (6.4) 

so that, above the critical temperature, averages are 
identical for the two models. When T < 1, however, 
(4. 11) and (5. 10) give 

fm.(T) = ~ .. ef.(1, T /~) exp[ - (~- T)/2(1- T)] 

x [21T( ~ _ T)(1 _ T) ]-1/2 d t 

To invert (6.5), we make the change of variables 

~ = T(X + 1) 

to obtain 

1 m.(S) = [2s/(1 + 2s) )P(S/1T)1/2 

where 

and 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

Inverting the Laplace transform (6.7) then gives, on 
replacing (1 +x)-1 by T, 

f.(l, T) = TP(l/T _ 1)1/2(21Ti)-1 

1653 

X f;~" (1 + 1/2s)P{1T / S)1/21 m.(s) exp[s(l/T - 1) ]ds. 

(6.10) 
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As an example consider the case 
N 

f(Xl, •.• , XN) =N-1 B X~ (6.11) 
1=1 

on a three-dimensional lattice with nearest neighbour 
interactions only. It is known4 that 

(6.12) 

whereas for the spherical model1 

3, T > 1, 

f.(l, T) = 3 _ 2(1- T)2, T < 1. (6.13) 

Equation (6.13) follows immediately from (6.10) by 
noting that p = 2 in this case, and 

(21Ti)"1 f;~" (1 + 1/2s)2(1T/ s)1/2 3 exp(sx) ds 

=:x-1/2 (3 + 6x +xZ), (6.14) 

thus closing the cycle back to the original "discrepancy" 
between the two models, noted by Lewis and Wannier. 4 
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It is shown that the motion of certain types of helical space curves may be related to the sine-Gordon 
equation and to the Hirota equation (and consequently to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation and to the 
modified Korteweg-de Vries equation). The intrinsic equations that govern the motion of space curves are 
shown to provide the various linear equations that have been introduced to solve these evolution equations 
by inverse scattering methods. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although the partial differential equations that exhibit 
soliton behavior have been solved in a variety of ways 
during the past decade, 1-14 the underlying reasons why 
the known soliton equations should be the elite equations 
that are endowed with such remarkable properties have 
remained unclear. Some success in this matter has re
cently been achieved by utilizing the relativistic invari
ance of the sine-Gordon equation15 as well as concepts 
taken from group theory16 and modern differential geom
etry. 17,18 The purpose of this paper is to offer a some
what more elementary geometric approach by showing 
that certain of the more common nonlinear evolution 
equations are precisely the ones that arise in a consi
deration of the motion of certain types of helical space 
curves. When the evolution equations are viewed in this 
context, the linear equations that have previously been 
associated with them in an ad hoc manner for solution 
by inverse scattering methods are found to arise in a 
natural way from the standard intrinsic equations that 
govern the motion of twisted space curves. 

The development presented here is a natural exten
sion of a result obtained by Hasimoto, 19 who showed 
that the intrinsic equations governing the curvature 
and torsion of an isolated thin vortex filament moving 
without stretching in an incompressible inviscid fluid 
can be reduced to a nonlinear Schrodinger equation. 
The many similarities in the properties of the various 
soliton equations immediately tempt one to conjecture 
that other equations exhibiting soliton behavior may also 
be related to helical space curves. In the present paper 
this is shown to be the case. The sine-Gordon equation 
is shown to be related to curves of either constant cur
vature or constant torsion with the curvature (or tor
sion) playing the role of eigenvalue parameter in the in
verse scattering formulism. A certain class of curves 
in which both curvature and torsion may vary are found 
to be related to a soliton equation that was first ob
tained by Hirota. 20 The nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
and the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation are spe
cial cases of this equation. The modified Korteweg-
de Vries equation is obtained for the case in which the 
torsion is required to have a constant value which then 
plays the role of the eigenvalue parameter in the inverse 
scattering formulism. For the Hirota equation and for 

a)This work was partly sponsored by the National Science 
Foundation under Contract No. GP43070 with the University 
of Arizona. 
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the nonlinear SchrOdinger equation, it is the asymptotic 
value assumed by the torsion at large distances from 
the disturbance that is the eigenvalue parameter. 

The present paper provides an approach to these evo
lution equations that, in some respects, is similar to 
one used previously for treating soliton behavior in co
herent optical pulse propagation. 21 In that context the 
Bloch equations, which have the form of a single com
ponent of the vector Serret-Frenet equations,22 pro
vide a natural motivation for the introduction of linear 
equations to which inverse scattering techniques may 
then be applied. In addition, the physical process of 
population inversion of the two-level atoms and subse
quent return of this inverted population to the ground 
state provides a natural motivation for associating the 
notion of vanishing reflection coefficient with loss less 
(soliton) propagation when applying inverse scattering 
methods. In the present instance, the orientation of the 
trihedral of tangent, normal, and binormal vectors 
must return to its original orientation after passage of 
the loop of helical motion along the space curve. This 
may be used to motivate the association of vanishing 
reflection coefficient with soliton propagation for the 
equations under consideration here. 

In Sec. IT the fundamental equations governing the 
motion of twisted space curves are introduced and then 
combined to yield the general relations that are ulti
mately specialized to yield the various evolution equa
tions. In Sec. III, specializations are carried out for 
the sine-Gordon equation and for the Hirota equation. 
In the course of effecting these specializations, certain 
auxiliary functions are also obtained. In Sec. IV, the 
intrinsic equations governing the motion of twisted 
curves, which are linear vector equations, are used to 
obtain various sets of linear scalar equations. These 
equations are precisely the equations that have previ
ously been associated with the evolution equations for 
solution by inverse scattering methods. The coefficients 
in these equations are the auxiliary functions referred 
to above. Hence the specialization procedure used to 
obtain the evolution equations also immediately yields 
the linear equations. In Sec. V, various linear equations 
associated with the equations obtained in Sec. III are 
listed. As is to be expected, contact with the Korteweg
de Vries equation may be obtained through the Miura 
transformation. Z3 Finally, the velocity with which the 
curves move is considered in Sec. VI. 
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II. INTRINSIC EQUATIONS FOR MOVING SPACE 
CURVES 

The motion of a twisted curve may be described by 
specifying the curvature and torsion of each point on 
the curve as a function of time. At each instant the spa
tial variations of the unit tangent, normal, and binormal 
vectors t, n, and b, respectively, are given by the 
Serret-Frenet equations22 

ts = Kll, 

b s = - Tn, 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

The subscript denotes partial differentiation with re
spect to the arc length parameter s. The curvature K 

and torsion T are now functions of time as well as s. 

The latter two of Eqs. (2.1) are conveniently com
bined into the complex form 

(n + ib)s + iT{n + ib) = - Kt. (2.2) 

If the torsion approaches a constant value To in regions 
of the curve that are remote from the disturbances of 
interest, then Eq. (2.2) may be rewritten 

Ns + iT oN = - <Pt, 

where 

and 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Since the complex quantity </J(s, t) contains both curva
ture and torsion, it provides a complete description of 
the twisted curve. It is for this quantity, or functions 
closely related to it, that various evolution equations 
will be obtained. Extraction of the term TO is convenient 
at a later stage in the analysis when the linear equa
tions associated with inverse scattering methods are 
considered. If one's primary concern, however, is with 
the geometric configuration of the curves themselves, 
then the definition of </J(s, 1) used by Hasimoto19 may be 
preferable. 

In terms of Nand </J, the first of the Serret-Frenet 
equations takes the form 

ts= ~(</J*N + </IN*), (2.6) 

where the asterisk indicates complex conjugate. In 
place of the customary vectors n, b, and t, it will be 
found convenient to describe the curve in terms of the 
three linearly independent vectors N, N*, and t. They 
are readily shown to satisfy the relations 

N . N* = 2, N· t = N* . t = N . N = O. (2.7) 

Following the procedure employed by Hasimoto, the 
temporal variation of N, N*, and t may also be ex
pressed as linear combinations of these vectors, i. e. , 

Nt = O'N + !3N* + ft, (2.8a) 
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It = AN + J.LN* + lit. (2.8b) 

Restrictions on the coefficients in these equations are 
readily obtained. Multiplication of Eqs. (2.8) by Nand 
t and use of Eqs. (2.7) yields 0' + 0'* = 0, !3 = v = 0, and 
y= - 2J.L. Hence 

Nt =iRN + ft, 

tt = - ~(Y*N + yN*), 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

where R(s, t) is real. Equating N st and N ts as obtained 
from Eqs. (2.3) and (2. 9a) as well as tst and tts from 
Eqs. (2.6) and (2. 9b), one finds 

</Jt + Ys + itT oy - R</J) = 0, 

Rs=~i(Y</J* - Y*</J). 

(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

Equations (2.10) provide three equations for the five 
functions included in R, </J, and Y. (The identifications 
</J=2q, y=-2B, R=-2iA, y*=2C, and To=21;yield 
the equations employed in Ref. 7.) This indeterminacy 
may be used to specialize the functions so as to yield 
various types of space curves. 24 In particular, if the 
auxiliary functions Rand Y can be expressed in terms 
of </J and its spatial derivatives, then Eq. (2. lOa) will 
provide an evolution equation for the spatial and tem
poral variation of the curvature and torsion of the curve 
as expressed through </J. Also, as shown below in Sec. 
IV, Eqs. (2.9) and the Serret-Frenet equations are 
easily related to the linear equations that have been 
associated with these evolution equations for solution 
by inverse scattering methods. 

III. CONNECTION WITH CERTAIN STANDARD 
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
A. The sine-Gordon equation 

It will now be shown that the sine-Gordon equation 
may be associated with certain curves of either con
stant curvature or constant torsion. If the curvature is 
a specified time independent function of the arc length 
parameter, then 

</J = K{S) exp(ia), (3.1) 

where K(S) is assumed known. In addition, if TO is cho
sen to be zero, then 

a{s, t) = i:ds'T{S', t). (3.2) 

Also, if Y is allowed to be an arbitrary real function of 
time, then Eq. (2. lOa) yields 

R=a t 

while Eq. (2. lOb) becomes 

Rs = y(t) K{S) sina. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Introducing the new independent variables ds' = K(S) ds 
and dt' = y(t) dt, one sees that a satisfies the sine
Gordon equation in the form 

as' t ' =sina. (3.5) 

More simply, one may merely set K= KO, a constant, 
and y=l/Ko. 
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.". 

FIG. 1. Example of single soliton curve of constant curvature 
K = 1, T= 2 sechs. 

As an example of the type of space curves that may 
be associated with the sine-Gordon equation, consider 
the solution of Eq. (3.5) that yields the single soliton 
solution, namely 

a=4tan-1 exp(as + (Ia), 

where a is an arbitrary constant. According to Eq. 
(3.2), the corresponding torsion is 

(3.6) 

T=2asech(as+tla). (3.7) 

The simplest space curve will be the one associated 
with a constant value of K. Both curvature and torsion 
are thus specified. Determination of a coordinate rep
resentation for a curve having specified torsion and cur
vature is a standard problem in elementary differential 
geometry. 22 A calculation for the single soliton curves 
considered here is given in Appendix A. The result for 
Ko=l and a=l is shown in Fig. 1. 

A curve of constant torsion may also be associated 
with the sine-Gordon equation. Setting T = To, one sees 
from Eq. (2.5) that IjJ is real and equal to the curvature. 
If one sets K = as and chooses Y = (iiT 0) sina, the expres
sion for Rs is integrable and Eq. (2. lOa) again yields 
the sine-Gordon equation. A coordinate representation 
for a curve with constant torsion and with curvature 
K(S, t) = 2a sech(as + t I a) is also derived in Appendix A. 
The result for TO = 1 and a = 1 is shown in Fig. 2. Fig
ures of this type for various values of a are given by 
Hasimoto in his consideration19 of helical curves as
sociated with the single soliton solution of the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation. 

B. The Hirota equation 

Certain other well-known evolution equations are ob
tainable by specifying Y in such a way that the expres
sion for Rs given in Eq. (2. lOb) is a perfect derivative. 
An obvious choice of some generality is 

Y = fljJ + ik</!s + a</!ss. (3.8) 

where f is a real function that will be determined sub
sequently while k and a are real constants. Then, 

R=- ~kl </!12+tia(</!*</!s- </!</!:) +r(t), (3.9) 

where r(t) arises upon integration of Eq. (2. lOb) with 
respect to s. Substitution of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) into 
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Eq. (2. lOa) shows that the associated evolution equation 
must be of the form 

</!t + ({</!)s + i(TOf - f')</! + i(k + T oa)</!ss + a</!sss - T ok</!s 

+tik I </!12</! +~al </!12</!s_ ~fi/1 =0. (3.10) 

To obtain an equation involving only </! or I </!I and deri
vatives of </!, the term fi/1 in this equation must be 
eliminated. This is readily accomplished by setting 
f=f(</!, </!*) and reqUiring 

of 1 .,2 
</! a</!* =2: a 'IJ • 

Then, since f is real 

where C is a real constant. The equation for </! now 
becomes 

where 

p=c-Tok, q=t(k+Toa), r=cTo-r. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The constants p and r may be set equal to zero with
out loss of generality since terms involving only </! or 
</!s are readily removed from Eq. (3.13) by simple 
changes of the dependent and independent variables. 
(Such transformations are, of course, of prime con
cern in determining the geometric significance of the 
dependent variable </!.) Solving for c, k, and r in terms 
of q and a, one finds C = 2T oq - T~a, k = 2q - T oa, r 
= 2T~q - T~a. The final form of the evolution equation is 
then 

</!t + ~al </!12</!s+ iql </![21jJ + 2iq</!ss + aljJsss = 0 

with 

(3.15) 

R =- (q- ~Toa) [</!12 +iia(</!*</!s- </!</!:) + T~(2q - Toa) 

(3.16) 

x 

~~. 
-2 ~2 

'O.5~ 
x 

(b) 

x 
1 

(0) 

2 

y ·1 

FIG. 2 (a) Example of single soliton curve of constant torsion, 
T= 1, K = 2 sechs; (b) projection of curve on xy plane; (c) pro
jection of curve on xz plane. 
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and 

(3. 17) 

in which 

f =ta I ?p12 + 7o(2q - 70a). (3.18) 

Equation (3.15) may be put into the three-parameter 
form given by Hirota20 by rescaling the arc length vari
able. Setting s = Ax, one obtains 

?Pt + lAl ?p12?Px+iBI ?pI 2?p +iC?pxx +D?pxxx= 0 (3.19) 

whereA=c/2A, B=q, C=2q/A2, D==a/A3
• The elimi

nation of A between these four coefficients yields the 
restriction AC = BD. 

As is well known8 ,20 Eqs. (3.15) or (3.19) contain 
both the nonlinear Schrodinger equation and the modi
fied Korteweg-de Vries equation. The results for these 
specializations are summarized below. 

(1) Nonlinear Schrodinger equation: Setting a = 0 and 
q=-l in Eq. (3.15)-(3.17), one obtains 

and 

i?Pt + I ?p1 2?p + 2?Pss = 0 (3.20) 

R = I ?P 12 - 27~, 

Y=- 270?p- 2i?ps. 

(3. 21a) 

(3. 21b) 

As noted above, the helical curves corresponding to the 
single soliton solution of the nonlinear SchrOdinger 
equation has been described by Hasimoto. 19 

(2) Modified Korteweg-de Vries equation: Setting q 
= 0 and a = 1, one obtains 

and 

1.1 12 ?Pt + 2 ?P ?Ps + ?Psss = 0 

R = t7 01 ?p12 - 7~ +ti(?P*?Ps- ?P?P:), 

Y = ?P(t I ?P 12 - 7~) - i70?ps + ?Pss, 

(3.22) 

(3. 23a) 

(3. 23b) 

If ?P is assumed to be real, which according to the defi
nition of ?P given in Eq. (2.5), corresponds to a curve 
having a constant torsion equal to 70, one obtains re
sults which pertain to the modified Korteweg-de Vries 
equation. 

Finally, in addition to the differential equations that 
follow from the integrable form of R that results from 
Eq. (3.8), certain integral equations associated with 
nonintegrable R have also been considered. 8,14 A sim
ple example is obtained here with the choice y=i?p and 
70=0. Then Eq. (2. lOa) becomes 

?Pt+i?Ps+i?PJ.:ds'I?p12=0. (3.24) 

The soliton nature of such integral equations has been 
noted previously. 8,14 

IV. CONNECTION WITH LINEAR EQUATIONS OF 
INVERSE SCATTERING 

Since the Serret-Frenet equations, as well as Eqs. 
(2.9) that express the time dependence of Nand t, are 
sets of linear equations, it is natural to inquire as to 
the manner in which they may be related to the systems 
of linear equations that have previously been identified 
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with the soliton equations. A correspondence between 
these linear equations is readily established. One may 
begin by noting that any of the three scalar components 
of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6) as well as Eqs. (2.9) possess 
the first integral INI2 + t2 = 1, where N is now some one 
of the three components of N and Similarly for t. Setting 
N = u + iv and following a standard procedure used in 
curve theory, 22 one may factor this first integral and 
write 

u+it l+v 
--=--=({J 
1-v u-it ' 

(u- it)/(l- v) =(1 +v)/(u+ it) =-l/X= ({J*. 

(4.1a) 

(4.1b) 

Solving for u, v, and t in terms of ({J and X, one finds 

u = (1- ({JX)/«({J - X), 

v=«({J+X)/«({J-X), 

t =i(l + ({JX)/«({J - X). 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.2c) 

These expressions are now introduced into the scalar 
equations for u, v, and t that are obtainable from Eqs. 
(2.9), and from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6). Writing Y=Yr 
+iYI and ?P=?Pr+i?p/> one obtains 

u=-Rv+Yrt, (4.3a) 

v=Ru+ylt, (4.3b) 

t = - (Yru + Ylv) (4.3c) 

and 

Us = 'T OV - ?Prt, (4.4a) 

Vs=- 70u - ?PIt, (4.4b) 

ts = ?Pru + ?PIV, (4.4c) 

(The dot indicates differentiation with respect to time.) 
From Eq. (4.3) one finds that ?P satisfies the Riccati 
equation 

(4.5) 

The function X is found to satisfy the same equation. 
Similarly, substitution into Eqs. (4.4) leads to the 
Riccati equation 

({J s - i?Pr({J + t(7 0 - i?PI)({J2 + i(i?P1 + 70) = O. (4.6) 

Each of these Riccati equations may be replaced by 
a pair of linear first- order equations by setting ({J = V2/ 
V1. One findS 

and 

Vlt = iiYrV1 + t(iYI - R)V2, 

Vu =t(iYI +R)V1-tiYrV2 

Vis = - til/!rv1 + H- il/Jl + 70)V2, 

V28 = - Hi?P1 + 70)V1 + t i ?PrV2' 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

Besides the function?p, the coefficients in these lin
ear equations are the auxiliary functions R and Y that 
have already been obtained in the previous specializa
tions to obtain the various evolution equations. Hence, 
once Rand Y have been determined, the linear equa
tions that are customarily associated with these evolu
tion equations are immediately available. Not all of the 
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familiar forms for these linear equations follow merely 
from Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), however, since additional 
linear equations are also obtainable if one replaces Eq. 
(4.1) by alternative factorizations and repeats the cal
culation outlined above. In particular, the choice 

(u +iv)/(l- t) = (1 + t)/(u - iv) '= cP, 

(u - iv)/(l - t) = (1 + t)/(u + iV) '= - l/x = cp* 

leads to the Riccati equations 

CPt - iRcp + h*cpz + h = 0, 

CPs + iT OCP - tif!*cpz - tif! = ° 
and the associated linear equations 

vlt = - tiRv1 + t'Y*vz, 

VZt = - t'YV1 + hRvz 

and 

V1s - tiT OV1 = - tl/!*vz, 

vzs + hT oVz = tif!v1 

where again cp = vz/ V1 . 

Finally a third factorization 

(v + it)/(l- u) = (1 + u)/(v - it) '= cp, 

(v - it) /(1 - u) = (1 + U)/(l' + it) '= - l/X = cp* 

leads to the Riccati equations 

CPt + i'Yjcp + t(R + i'Yr)cpz + ~(R - i'Yr) = ° 
and 

cp s - i I/! i cp - t (T 0 + i if!r) cpz - i ( T 0 - i I/!r) = ° 
with associated linear equations 

and 

v1l = ti'YiV1 + i(i'Yr + R)vz, 

Vat = hi'Yr - R)V1 - ii'Yjvz 

V1s = - til/!iv1 - t(T 0 + il/!r)va, 

vas=t(To-iif!r)V1 +tiif!iVZ' 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4. lOa) 

(4. lOb) 

(4. 11 a) 

(4.11b) 

(4. 12a) 

(4. 12b) 

(4. 13a) 

(4. 13b) 

(4.14a) 

(4. 14b) 

(4. 15a) 

(4. 15b) 

(4. 16a) 

(4. 16b) 

Comparison with Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) shows that they 
merely serve to interchange the roles of the real and 
imaginary parts of I/! and 1'. 

Use of the first two of these sets of equations to re
cover the standard linear equations associated with the 
evolution equations is outlined in the next section. 

V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR VARIOUS 
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 

Results obtained in the previous sections may be used 
in various ways to associate linear equations with the 
nonlinear evolution equations under consideration here. 

A. The sine-Gordon equation 

As noted in Sec. III, the sine-Gordon equation may 
be associated with curves of constant curvature (= Ko). 
If one also sets To=O and 'Y=l/Ko in Eq. (3.4) then, 
since now R=at. Eq. (3.4) becomes the sine-Gordon 
equation. The linear equations of the first factoriza-
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tion, namely Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), yield 

vlt - (i/2KO)V1 = - tatvZ, 

v2t + (i/2Ko)va = tat V1 

along with 
1. 1.. 

v1 s = - "ill Kov1 cosa - "ill KOVz slna, 

Vzs = - ti KOV1 sina + ti KoVa c osa. 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

Equations of this same form but with the role of spa
tial and temporal derivatives interchanged may be ob
tained by considering a curve of constant torsion TO' As 
noted in Sec. IlIA, the quantity if! is then real. With I/! 
equal to as as before and also with I' = (i/T 0) sina, R 
= (l/TO) cosa the linear equations corresponding to the 
second factorization, i. e., Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12), take 
the form 

and 

V1s - tiT OV1 = - tasvz, 

vzs + tiT oVz = ia sV1 

Vlt = - (i/2T 0)V1 cosa - (i/2T o)vz sina, 

VZt = - (i/2T 0)V1 sina + (i /2T o)va cosa. 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

(5.4a) 

(5.4b) 

These same choices for Y and R also yield linear 
equations for the one-component inverse method. Use 
of the first factorization, i. e., Eqs. (4.8a), (4.8b), 
yields 

li1s=- iiasv1 +iTova, 

vzs =- t TOV1 +iiasvz. 

The second- order equation obtained for V1 is 

l'lss + HT~ + <f. + 2iass)vl = 0, 

to which the customary inverse methods for the 
Schrodinger equationZ,a1 may be applied. 

B. The Hirota equation and specializations thereof 

(5.5a) 

(5.5b) 

(5.6) 

Here the most convenient choice for linear equations 
appears to be Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) with Rand Y given 
by Eqs. (3.16)-(3.18). As noted in Sec. III, the spe
cialization a = ° in the Hirota equation leads to a non
linear Schrodinger equation. The most convenient lin
ear equations are again Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) and the 
standard results8 are obtained. 

On setting q = ° and requiring if! to be real, i. e., by 
setting T = TO, the results for the Hirota equation re
duce to those for the modified Korteweg-de Vries 
equation. Here the choice of Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) for 
the linear equations leads to the customary first-order 
linear equation. 7 On the other hand, if Eqs. (4.7) and 
(4.8) are employed then Eqs. (4.8) may be combined 
to yield 

(5.7a) 

Vz ss + (tT~ + Z*)V2 = 0, (5.7b) 

where 

(5.8) 
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This, of course, is the Miura transformation, 23 and one 
can readily show that z satisfies the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation in the form Zt +6zzs +zsss =0 if l/! satisfies the 
modified Korteweg-de Vries equation as given in Eq. 
(3.22). When Y, R, and l/! are expressed in terms of z, 
one finds that Eq. (4.7a) yields 

v1t=- [4i:;3+3i(Z:s+()~z)JV1> (5.9) 

i. e., the expected result4 for the time dependence of the 
eigenfunctions associated with the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation. 

VI. KINEMATICS OF THE CURVES 

In the hydrodynamic problem considered by Hasimoto, 
the motion of each point of the vortex filament was known 
to be parallel to the binormal to the curve at that point. 
The magnitude of the filament velocity, in appropriate 
units, was equal to the curvature of the filament at each 
point. If X(s, t) represents a position vector to the fila
ment, then 

(6.1) 

This provided the starting point for the physical con
siderations which ultimately led to the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation. 

In the present analYSiS, on the other hand, analytical 
specializations have been introduced to yield the stan
dard evolution equations. Consideration of these results 
would not be complete without some indication of how 
the velocity of the curve may be obtained. 

Writing the velocity vector in the general linear form 

X t =h*N +hN* +gt (6.2) 

and noting that Xs = t, one finds that the equality of 
mixed second derivatives of X imposes the relations 

hs+iTOh +i1{!g=- h, 
ht - iT oh* + ~l/!* g= - h*, 
gs-</J*h-</Jh*=O. 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

(6.3c) 

The solution of this system of differential equations is 
conveniently expressed in terms of the functions Vi and 
V2 introduced with the second factorization in Sec. IV. 
The calculation is summarized in Appendix B. 

For the nonlinear Schrooinger equation in the form 
employed here, i. e., Eq. (3.20), one obtains 

(6.4) 

The constant TO is seen to introduce a "slippage" along 
the curve. 

For the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation the 
result is 

(6.5) 

The results for the sine-Gordon equation cannot be 
expressed in such a transparent form since the inte
grals involved are not amenable to evaluation in any 
direct way. Specific results for the steady state solu
tion obtained by setting a(s, t) = a(as + t I a) are obtainable 
as indicated in Appendix B. For the curve of constant 
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torsion one finds 

X t = - a-2[(KIT o)b +t]. (6.6) 
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APPENDIX A 

If the curvature K and torsion T of a twisted curve 
are given as functions of arc length s along the curve, 
then the curve may be referred to a rectangular co
ordinate system through relations of the form 

x=jSUds', y=jsVds', z=JsWds', (A1) 

where the integrands are related to K and T through four 
intermediate functions. These latter four functions com
prise the general solution of the Riccati equation 

fs +iKf- iiTf2 +iiT= 0 (A2) 

i. e., 

f = (cP + Q)/(cR + S), (A3) 

where c is an arbitrary constant. The expressions for 
U, V, and W are22 

U=[p2 _R2 _ (~_S2)]/2T, 

V = i[p2 _ R2 + (~_ S2) ]j2T, 

W=(RS-PQ)IT, 

in which 

(A4a) 

(Mb) 

(A4c) 

(A5) 

The single soliton curves considered in Sec. IlIa may 
be obtained by solving Eq. (A2) for K = Ko and T = 2a 
x sech(as + btl and for K = 2a sech(as + btl and T = To. The 
general solutions of the two associated Riccati equa
tions are closely related since a function g related to 
fin Eq. (A2) by the transformation 

g= U + l)/U - 1) (A6) 

satisfies a Riccati equation with K and T interchanged, 
i. e., 

(A7) 

A particular solution of Eq. (A2) with K = 2a sech(as 
+ btl and T = TO has been given previously for a problem 
in coherent optical pulse propagation. 25 In the notation 
being employed here, that particular solution is 

f=- [a- i exp(- ia/2)]/[a- i exp(ia/2)] (A8) 

where a=4tan-1[exp(as + btl]. One may readily show 
that if fl is a particular solution of Eq. (A2), then an
other particular solution is f2 = - 11ft. With two par
ticular solutions known, the general solution is then 
given by a single quadrature. 22 The solution is of the 
form of Eq. (A3) with 

P = exp(- ill ~)[11 + i exp(- ia/2)] 

Q = v - i exp(- ia/2) 
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R = exp(- il.l~)[1.1 + i exp(ia/2)] 

S= - [1.1- i exp(ia/2)] 

(A9c) 

(A9d) 

where ~ = as + bt and !.I = T 0/ a. When the expressions for 
U, V and Ware formed from these results, one finds 
that the integrals in Eqs. (A 1) may be expressed in 
terms of elementary functions. The results, which have 
been discussed in some detail by Hasimoto, 19 are 

x=- 2asech~sinl.l~, 

y = 2a sech~ cos !.I ~, 

Z =s - 2atanh~, 

where a = 2/[a(I.IZ + 1)]. 

(A10a) 

(A10b) 

(AlOe) 

An example of the type of helical curve described by 
this result is shown in Fig. 2. For additional figures, 
the paper by Hasimoto may be consulted. Equations 
(A10) may also be found in a paper by Hoppe. Z6 

For K= KO and T= 2asech(as + t/a), the transforma
tion given in Eq. (A6) leads to a solution of Eq. (A3) in 
the form 

i= (cP + Q)/(cR + S) 

where 

p = 2 exp(- il.l ~)(I.I + i cos(a/2)], 

Q = - 2 sin(a/2), 

R = 2 exp(- il.l~) sin(a/2), 

S = 2[1.1- i cos(a/2)]. 

Equations (A4) now yield 

fj = [(l.Iz _ 1) cos !.I ~ + 2 cos(a/2) sinl.l ~]/(l.Iz + 1), 

V = [(l.Iz _ 1) sinl.l ~ _ 2 cos(a/2) cos !.I ~]/(l.Iz + 1), 

W = 21.1 sin(a/2)/(I.IZ + 1). 

(All) 

(A 12a) 

(A 12b) 

(A12c) 

(A12d) 

(A13a) 

(A13b) 

(A13c) 

Figure 1 is typical of the results that may be obtained 
in this case. Integrations for x and y were performed 
numerically. 

APPENDIX B 

Equation (6.3) may be written in the vector form 

Vs+AV=F (B1) 

where V = (h, h*, g)T and F = - i(y, 1'*, O)T, in which T 
represents the transpose operation and 

A =(':0 

_;T 0 !:~. (B2) 

-1J!* -1J! 0) 
The solution of Eq. (B1) is conveniently expressed in 
terms of a fundamental matr~7 that is composed of 
three column vectors which satisfy the homogeneous 
counterpart of Eq. (B1). The solution of Eq. (B1) is 
then 

(B3) 

where .p is the fundamental matrix satisfying .p s + A.p 
= 0 and C is a constant vector. The solution vectors re-
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qui red for .p are readily constructed from Eqs. (4.12) 
since these equations may be combined in three differ
ent ways to yield equations of the form 

¢n1s + iT O¢nl + i1J!¢n3 = 0, 

¢nZs - iT 0¢n2 + i1J!* ¢n3 = 0, 

¢n3s - <P*¢n1 - <P¢nZ = 0, 

where n = 1,2,3. Three choices are 

(¢u, ¢1Z, ¢13) = (V1 *z, - V2*Z, 2V1 *vz*) 

and 
(¢ZlJ ¢zz, ¢zs) = (- vz

z, V1 z, 2V1VZ) 

(B4a) 

(B4b) 

(B4c) 

(B5a) 

(B5b) 

(B5c) 

Choosing the normalizations of V1 and Vz such that 
IV1Iz+ IVz l z=l, one readily finds that detl¢IJI =1 and 
that the inverse of .p is 

(

VIZ 

.p_1= -vz*z V1*z 

- 2V1VZ* - 2V1*VZ 

(B6) 

The vector V is then given by Eq. (B3) with 

( 

YVlz - y*vz
z 

) 

J.:dS'.p-1F=- ~J.:ds' Y*V1 *Z - 'Yvz*z . 

- 2'YV1VZ* - 2Y*V1*VZ 

(B7) 

A similar solution to equations of the form of Eq. (B1) 
was employed in Ref. 8. 

The integrals in Eq. (B6) are readily evaluated when 
Y is introduced in the form given in Eq. (3.8). The in
tegrals in Eqs. (B6) are then readily carried out with 
the help of Eqs. (4.12). 

For the nonlinear SchrOdinger equation Y is given by 
Eq. (3. 21b) and one finds 

(

'1J!-iGV1*VZ ) 

J.:dS'.p-1F= -i1J!*-iGV1VZ* , 

4To-iG(lvzIZ-lv1IZ) 

(B8) 

where 

(B9) 

If one now chooses C1 =cz=O and c3 =iG, then h=i1J! 
and g=4T O' Equation (6.2) reduces to Eq. (6.4). 

For the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, I' is 
given by Eq. (3.23b), and one finds 

(B10) 

where 

(Bll) 

If one chooses Cl = Cz = 0 and Cs = ~G, then h = iT 01/J - tl/ls 
and g= - ~ I <J!lz + 3Toz. Equation (6.2) reduces to Eq. 
(6.5). 
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It does not appear that the corresponding analysis can 
be carried out for the sine-Gordon equation. However, 
for steady state motion of a curve of constant torsion, 
the calculation is feasible. Writing the steady state so
lution in the form a(as + tl a), one notes that y = (tIT 0) 
x sina = i/(Toif)ass ' Then with the help of Eqs. (5.3), 
one obtains 

f. dN F ~ ,;~ (~. ~ :,::::::: :v, \ 
ViTo + 2iT oC( 1 Vl 12 - 1 v212y 

(B12) 

where 

(B13) 

If one now chooses Cl = c2 = 0 and ca = - C I a2, then h 
=-ias I2T oaZ and g=-l/aZ. Noting that K=a., one finds 
that Eq. (6.2) reduces to Eq. (6.6). 
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Following the results of Garcia, Plebanski, and Robinson, and the spinorial technique of Finley and 
Plebanski, complex space-times with a null string (therefore, one-sidedly degenerate) are investigated in 
the presence of the cosmological constant and the electromagnetic field. The structure derived by Garcia, 
Plebanski, and Robinson thus acquires a more lucid and concise presentation. The computational 
procedure is improved considerably, permitting the inclusion of an explicit outline of all calculations 
involved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article is a further step in the series initiated by 
Plebanski and Robinson, I where it was established that, 
in a complex space-time, the algebraic degeneration 
from (at least) one side of the conformal curvature
that is, e. g., the self-dual part of the conformal curva
ture tensor has a multiple Penrose's spinor-implies 
that the solutions to Einstein's equations in vacuum 
are described in terms of one function which must ful
fill an equation of the second order and second degree 
(the hyperheavenly equation). Those authors also out
lined the basic idea of a generalization to the presence 
of a (complex) electromagnetic field in the space. The 
results of Ref. 1 were reformulated by the present 
authors (Without the electromagnetic field, but with an 
allowed cosmological constant) by using spinorial tech
niques. 2 (Hereafter we refer to this paper as I). Be
cause of the intrinsic alignment of the spino rial param
etrization with the very nature of the geometry under 
consideration, and its compactness, some rather non
trivial computations have been presented in detail. 

Recently, Garcia, Plebanski, and Robinson3 have 
given a complete description of the structure of a com
plex one-sidedly degenerate electrovac space-time with 
cosmological cons tant (where the electromagnetic field 
is required to be correlated with the null, totally geo
desiC 2-surf<lces which are characteristic of complex 
minimally degenerate space-times4), reducing all the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations to two differential condi
tions on two arbitrary functions. (This structure is 
therefore considerably more involved than the case of 
pure vacuum.) The objective of this present study is to 
give a spino rial derivation of the structure in this situa
tion, and to give a complete calculation of the results, 
following the notation and techniques of I. 

In Sec. 2 we list the assumptions, summarize the 
notation, and then describe the results by giving the 
representation of the (complex) electromagnetic and 
gravitational fields through their respective (scalar) 
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potentials and the residual equations which they must 
satisfy. In Sec. 3 we outline the explicit derivation of 
these results, which were made possible because of 
the automatic convenient, sequential grouping of the 
equations according to their helicity (made possible by 
the choice of tetrad and the spino rial notation) into 
trivially integrable triplets or singlets. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND THE RESULTS 

We study the combined Einstein-Maxwell equations 
with cosmological constant, A, analytically continued 
to complex space-time. The 2-form F=tF,,"dx"Adx" 
which describes the electromagnetiC field may be writ
ten in terms of its spinor components 5: 

w = t(F "" + *F ,,")dx" Adx"= 2IAB S AB , 
the self-dual part, 

w=%(F,,"- *F,,")dx"Adx"=2IAB SAB, 
the anti-self-dual part. 

(2.1) 

The Einstein-Maxwell equations are then written as the 
set 

dw=O=dw, 

CABth=- BIABlcD, R =- 4A, 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

where the second line is just the usual Eins tein equa
tions with electromagnetic source, written in their 
equivalent spinor form. 6 

In order to solve these equations we require, as in 
the vacuum case, that the space-time admit a con
gruence of null strings, i. e., null surfaces described 
by the 2-form 

6=duA dv, 

with u and v independent variables constant on each 
surface. Moreover, in addition we assume that the 
electromagnetic field is aligned so that 

F.J 6 = *(F A *6) = o. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

It turns out that, in a complex space-time, these as
sumptions are sufficient to allow us to completely 
characterize all solutions of our set of IB coupled par
tial differential equations in terms of two key functions, 
which are subject to a pair of residual constraint equa
tions. We will now state how the gravitational and elec
tromagnetic structures may be described in terms of 
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these key functions and some parameters (constant on 
each null surface in our congruence) which can be in
terpreted as "constants of integration. " 

Capitalizing on the existence of our congruence we use 
especially adapted coordinates and tetrads: In addition 
to u and v as coordinates, we choose a pair, x and y, 
of longitudinal variables which vary along the surfaces. 
Following I (which see for more motivation) we interpret 
our coordinates as a pair of spinors 

_(u) A_(-Y) 
qA = 11 ' P = - x ' (2.5) 

and choose a (complex, null) tetrad and the dual basis 
for the tangent space as 

eA = cp-2 dqp (:~), EA= - dpA + QAB dq 11= (::), (2.6) 

1)'A= cp2(0!A +QABoB)=G~), - oA=- O!A =G:), 
(2.7) 

where the metric is to be taken as 7 

g = 2el~ e2 + 2e~ e4 = 2cp-2(- dqA~ dpA + QAB dqA&; dqB), 

(2.8) 

while cp and QAB are sufficiently smootp functions of all 
the coordinates. When cp is linear in pA, as will be .. 
shown, it and the symmetric second rank spinor QAB 
determine the character of the metric as a double Kerr
Schild metric. 8 Note that, unless stated to the contrary, 
all our spinorial objects (connections, electromagnetic 
field, Riemann tensor, etc.) transform in the usual way 
under the tetradial gauge group, according to the type 
of their indices. 9 

The Einstein-Maxwell equations and Eq. (2.4) then 
require that cp =JApA + K, where J A and K may be chosen 
to be constant. 10 There are then two distinct cases: If 
JA=O, we call this case I, and renormalize K to 1; 
otherwise we call the solution case 11.11 In Sec. 3 we 
will discuss the limiting process between these two 
cases, but here we give explicit formulas for both cases. 
We then, further, find that the electromagnetic fields 
must have the form 

W=d{(EpA+i)dqA}, w=+d{(aAH)di}, 

with the requirement that 

fl AaAH = 0, 

(2.9a) 

2.9b) 

while the structural functions for the metric are just 
given by 

II: </>=JApA+ K , QAB=_</>3a(A,4>-2a 1l)w 

+ t(/l cp3 + A/6)KAK B _ 2E</>3a(AC B), (2.10) 

I: </>=1, ~B=_aAOB8+~{F(A+tAp(A)pil)_2Ea(Ac1l), 

where E, J.!;, y A, FA are func tions of q B only, 
case II, KA is orthogonal to J A, 

. 1" • 
OA. =-(KAJ' _ JAK') T=KAJ' B T B B , A, 

and, in 

(2.11) 

while W or e (in the two cases) and H are key functions 
subject to the pair of residual dynamic equations, where 
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it was necessary, to describe the gravitat~onal struc
ture, to write the equations in terms of C A

, a first inte
gral of H such that 

cpH'=' aAcp2c A• (2. 12a) 

We want to emphasize, however, that writing H in 
terms of the two components of C A is just a matter of 
convenience, rather than an increase in the number of 
key functions, since any CA satisfying Eqs. (2.9)-(2.13) 
will do. In particular, if we define C and D by . . 

JAa;.D'=' cpH'='KAaAc, (2. 12b) 

then either of the choices CA.= cp-2KAC, or CA = cp-2JAD 
is an acceptable choice of C A

, demonstrating that there 
is only one degree of freedom in C A, corresponding to, 
say, C, with the other component being just a gauge 
freedom. Since both of these choices can be useful in 
particular cases, we will continue using CA in the rest 
of the formulas. 

We must now give the pair of equations to which the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations have been reduced. They 
are most simply expressed in terms of two auxiliary 
quantities, which are simply abbreviations for combina
tions of Wand C A: 

II. BA '=' cp-2aAW + 2EC A, 

EX = cp-l:l'Bc+ t</>4(a CBD) r\ cBil) 

+ (cpJBBiY +(/lcp3- "/3)KA,BA 

-NApA, (2.13a) 

I: BA = aAe + 2ECA, 

EX = trABA +t(aABB)a(ABii) 

- (FA + ApA)BA - Ae + (FAPAi/18 - (FA,BpAPl3)/6 

(2. 13b) 

The residual dynamical equations then take the form: 

II: aAX = cp-2ff AH - 2HJBa(Acp2Bii) + 3/lcp2(HKA/T- BAlE), 

(2.14a) 

I: aAX=~AH + (APA +F;JH - 2AC A, (2. 14b) 

where we have introduced the notations 

aE • 
E • '=' and 0 = 'VA • ,A a,qx I ,A, (2.15) 

and N A is another arbitrary function of q ii only. It is of 
importance to point out that our pair of dynamical equa
tions just forms One spinor-valued equation, which links 
the gravitational and electromagnetic key functions. 

It may appear that either set of the above equations 
is rather complicated. However, it is to be remembered 
that they are the distillation of some 18 coupled Ein
stein-Maxwell equations. Under only the assumptions 
that our complex space-time admit a congruence of 
null strings, and the constraint Ej~ = 0, the entire set 
of dynamical equations has been integrated to only this 
rather plausible pair of residual dynamical equations. 
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The result which we have here is also very general in 
that all the results of the real-valued Einstein-Maxwell 
theory of degenerate solutions are contained in real 
slices of this result. 11 We also note that if the right 
electromagnetic field (anti-self-dual part only) vanishes, 
then H, and Gil, vanish, Eqs. (2. 14a) require that EX 
= ~ + 3p. W, ~ an arbitrary function of q B only, and Eqs. 
(2.13) reduce to the hyperheavenly equation in vacuum. 
[See I, Eqs. (3.14)-(3.15).] 

We may also list here the components of the conformal 
tensor, in terms of the key functions: 

II · C···· ",3a '(J.a.",2{B' p. K' K.plI} . ABCD=='I' (A B C'I' D) -272 D) R , 

I: CA13cn =- (I(AaBoCBD), 
II. C(S)==0==C(4), . 

C(3) == - 2¢3(IJ. - EJAalH), 

C(2) ==2¢S{NAJ~- (pA +KKA/2T)IJ.,A 

+l.JBa '(peE '+ ")H +l."'E 'aBH +EJcH .} 2 B ,e v 2't' ,B ,C, 

C(1)=2¢7{r~(IJ.¢3_~ KA_ ¢_a __ E¢3a1H1 
[T 3 aq...i ~ 

f,N' 1 'KR • I a'H 'H ,1 x t A+2TPA IJ.,R+;;:V A -;;: E.AJ 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

+ JeTNAp..i. +EX +tvH],c + ¢2J..i.[2NA +HE,..i. - vaAH] 

XJ~BB +t¢vaAH,A 

1/1 C D 2[' ,13 K •• B --J P IJ. CD- ¢ 2P(BJR)B +-JRKBB 
2T' T 

+?- ¢21/1JRKAaA¢-lH -EHPR] WR 

- ¢2JAEH[2N A - 3HE,A + 3VOAH] + ¢5JAB B,;.a S¢-2EH 

where V= p(\ c + 0, (2.18) 

1. C(5)=0==C(4), 

C(3) = - 2A/3, . , 
C(2) =-Fc,c+E,ilaBH, 

C(ll == [F B + ApB _ (EaBH) _ ~B]{2N B +Fc, cP B + va BH 

-HE,s}. (2.19) 

The entire structure of the solution given above is 
covariant under the group of transformati~ns whic.h re
labels the surfaces in the congruence-q,R =q'R(qA)_and 
simultaneously maintains the form of the tetrad (see I). 
Using it one may always, for example, choose IJ. to be 
constant,I.2chooseNAKA=0, etc. InparticularlJ., when 
it is gauged to be constant, may be seen to have the in
terpretation of left mass, m + in where n is the NUT 
parameter, by virtue of its role in determining the left 
invariant of the conformal curvature. The electromag
netic parameter E also must have the role of left charge, 
e + ig with e and g being the electric and magnetic 
changes respectively, by virtue of its role in the left in
variant of the electromagnetic field tensor. 12 

We will also point out briefly that one may have all 
degenerate Petrov types of space-times in both cases, 
although if A = 0 in case I, we are left only with types 
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[m]0[Anything] and [N]0[Anything]. Also of course both 
cases reduce to the situation [-]0[Anything], which are 
called heavens, 13 which motivates the name hyperheavens 
for the present family of spaces. With respect to the 
electromagnetic field present, we can have an algebrai
cally general situation. Or, when E = 0 (which Simplifies 
the structural equations enormously) the left field (self
dual part) is algebraically null since 

J = 8f ABfAB = - E2¢4, (2.20) 

while if 

J = 8fABf AB =t¢4(oAaBH) a;.3i/i, (2.21) 

were to vanish, then the right field is algebraically 
null. 

3. PROOF OF RESULTS 

We want to give here a fairly complete outline of the 
method used to reduce the full set of 18 Einstein-Max
well equations to the one spinor-valued equation given 
in Sec. 2. We will utilize the same spinor technology as 
in I, which should be seen for complete details of 
formalism. However, for the convenience of the reader 
we summarize some of it here. 

In particular, we utilize the spinor-valued coordinates 
and tetrad described in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.8). We may then 
proceed to determine the form of the solutions to Max
well's equations without sources, Eqs. (2.2a). The 
alignment constraint which we force on the heavenly 
part of the electromagnetic field-Eq. (2. 4)-when re
expressed in spinor language [see Eqs. (2.1)] just be
comes fl1 = O. This is easily seen by looking at the form 
of the bases for 2-forms in these coordinates: 

511 =EA I\EA' 5 12 =eAI\EA, 

522 = eA 1\ eA = 2¢-4L;, SAB = 2e(A 1\ Eil). (3.1) 

The equations dw = 0 then become 

aA¢-2fI2 =0, OA¢-Yn + (¢-2fI2),;'=0, 

which have the immediate solutions 

E=4¢-2fI2, 4¢-Yn=pAE,A+O' 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

with E and ° functions of q A only, and the factors of 4 
have been chosen for later convenience. 

N ow the equations dw = 0 may be written in our spin
orial form as 

(0 c¢-2fAC) dq;. 1\ E il 1\ EB 

+ ('(Jc¢-2fBC- ¢-2fAcoBQAC)dqDl\dqiJI\EB==0. (3.4) 

The two sets in the parentheses must of course vanish 
f · a .",-~AC 0 . l' . fAC separately; the lrst- C'I' = -lmp les, SlUce 

is symmetric (see Appendix of I), the existence of a 
scalar function H such that 

(3.5a) 

When this is inserted into the second pair they just im
ply the restriction on H that aB

1JcacH = O. This implies 
the existence of O! =O!(q;.) only, such that 'tJ c3cH =O!. 

However, if we letH-H+p;'LA, withO!=LA,A' then we 
find that H may always be gauged so that the restriction 
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is just14 

3;.oAH =0. (3.5b) 

Now, we proceed to Einstein's equations with this 
electromagnetic field as source. We utilize the general 
form of the Ricci tensor components in these coordi
nates and this tetrad, given in I, inserting these into 
Eqs. (2.2b) to obtain .. 
Cl1AB = - CP-1o;.o BCP = 0, R = - 2cp5 0AO BCP-3QAB =- 4X, 

C ., 1,f,b CA.-2" 'Q" 1 ,f,b'''''u 12AB==-2'1'V 'I' U(A B)C==-2:e'l'VAVB'" . . 
C22AB ==- cp6 0(;.cp-43CQB)C_ cp3JCQ;'B,C 

== - tcp6(pAe,A + 0)0 AO jJl. 

(3.6) 

The first set just has the solution already indicated in 
Sec. 2, 

(3.7) 

where we may choose J A and K to be constant. 10 The 
equation for the Ricci scalar is of course the same as 
in I, since there is no contribution from the electromag
netic field. In Appendix B of I it is shown that the 
simplest gauge for the solution of tl}is (singlet) equation 
implies the existence of a spinor A B such that 

QAB = cp30(AA B) + l?KAKB. (3.8) 

Inserting this form of QH into the second triple of Eqs. 
(3.6), we obtain (by exactly the same procedure as in 
Appendix A of I) the simple equations 

(3.9) 

The solution is seen to be 

where HA and ~ are functions of qB only. But, as in Eq. 
(3.9) of I, for simplic~ty and without any loss of gen
erality, we regauge A A so as to have the form 

cp-1occp2A C + 2dl = ~ + 2eH = 2~ <p == 2JAHA<P/T, (3.10) 

where Il is a function of q iJ only, and 

<p== KAPA' (3.11) 

is the "complementary" linear combination of the pA,S 
to cpo Inserting H in the form defined by Eq. (2. 12a), 
this equation is easily integrated, as in I, to give 

(3.12) 

where W is an arbitrary function of all coordinate vari
ables. We also note again that there is only one rele
vant degree of freedom in C A, as pointed out in the dis
cussion following Eq. (2. 12a). Inserting this in Eq. 
(3.8) gives us our form for the spinor 

QAB = _ cp30(Acp-201IlW _ 2ecp30(ACB) +~(j.J.cp3 +~ )KAKB, 

(3.13) 
which is to be inserted into the last triple of Einstein 
equations in Eq. (3.6). One quickly obtains those equa-
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tions in the form 

- cp6 o(iXB) =0, 

X • _,f,-2QciJ""Q" .!.,f,"",1· ,c JCA" B-'I' VD BC- 2 'l'U(B'1 C) - B,C 

- t(pCe,c + 5) aAll +tHf,iJ + aPlJ, 

(3. 14) 

where the arbitrary ex will be determined conveniently 
later. By explicit calculation one sees that 

, . 
cp-2Q CDa DQBC = a Btl. - QBCa scp-2QCS, 

tl. == tcp-2QRSQits, 

while 
o 0 .. .. 

_ cpa(BAC)' C _ JCA B, C =_ cpa BAc' C + cpa[BA c]' C 

-JCAB,c . . 
=- aiJcpAc'c +JbAD,B 

+tcpacA c,B' 

'" A.A" c +~Jl<P "H~ =- VB'I' C -- '" ., 
T ,B 

where Eq. (3.10) has been use? to obtain the last 
equality. By chOOSing a =- (KAj.J.,A)/2T, we can write 
most of the terms in X B as gradients: 

X • Y' +a'(A A.A"c KAj.J..CpApC B = - B B "" - 'I' C - 2T 

- t(p(\c + MH), 

with 

Y'_Q"a',f,-2QCS+ EH • B- BC S'I' ,B' 

From Eq. (3.13), one finds that 

a scp-2QCS = 2CP-3JCJsosW - 2€a ;.cpo(ACC) 

+ (j.J. _ XCP-3/3)KC /T. 

We also see that 

20;.cpO(ACC) =occpo;.c A +JCa;..cA +2J;..a(AcC) 

= aCH +Jca ACA + 2JAa[Ac C] 

=a cH+2Jca;'C A, 

from which we obtain . . , 
Y B = 2cp-3QBCJcJSasW + (j.J. - Xcp-3/3)QBcKc /T 

+ cp-2€ 3jJl- 2cp-1€Q BcJC(H _ JAC;'). 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

It is now time to utilize the constraint which H must 
satisfy: the wavelike. equation specified by Eq. (2.9b). 
Commuting a;. and ffA give us 

0= aB[cp-2ffBH +HacQ BC] - HaBaCQBC' 

utilizing Eq. (3.13) reduces this to 

0= aB[cp-26!JH +HoCQBc + 3cpdl2JiJ - 6j.J. cp2C B], 

which implies that there is a scalar X satisfying 

CP-21fBH +HacQBc + 3CPEH2JiJ - 6j.J.cp2C B + aiJa = a iJX, 

where (J is just an explicit indication of the fact that X is 
arbitrary to within some choice of (J. We intend to 
choose (J in such a way that the nonlinear terms in the 
final equations are simplified: In particular, we here 
choose (J = - hcp2H2 + 3(Il/f)W, which gives Eqs. (2. 14a) 
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as the determining equations for X. However, we may 
now use this equation to eliminate the rp-2EOlJ H term in 
Eq. (3.16) for YlJ in favor of 0ilX. Also ¥!e notice that 
the first two terms in our equation for YlJ can be 
written: 

2rp-3QBCJCJsosW + [/l- (A/3)rp-3]QBCKc/ T 

==- OB ~rp-1JCOCW)2 +~ ~rp40crp-3_ tArp-20 C)KCW] 

• • E ( A)' +4E(O(BGC»JCJsoSW+T~rp3_3 KCO(BGb. (3.17) 

Inserting this result into Eq. (3.16), also, we can col
lect terms and find that 

YE ==- OB[(rp-1JCBC)2 +2f ~rp3 - ~)KcGe - EX 

1/' A' 
+.!::..rp4Kco 'A,-3W _-A,-2Kco'W 

T C'+' 3T'+' C 

+ E.rp2H(E.H - 2Jc:sC). 

This result, inserted into Eq. (3.15), tells us thatXE 
is a gradient! That is, utilizing Eq. (3.14), this last 
triple is also reduced to 

G...i°BA_=O, 

A_==A + (rp-1JABA)2 - ¢A.A.,A - 2~KA/l,lJpApB 

+~E (/lrp3_~)KAGA+~ rp 4K coc rp-3W-EX 

- 3~ rp-2KcocW+Erp2H(EH - UeBe) - i(p(\ C + o)H. 

(3.18) 

Now, however, we re-express A: 

=- irp4(oAABPAAB- trp4(aAA.A.)2_ rp-/?KAaBKBA A. 

At this point we insert Eqs. (3.12) and (2. 12a), collect 
terms, and obtain 

A + (¢Ji..BAV=- irp4(oABB)aABs 

+-¥iKAoAKBBB- Erp2H(EH - UeB C), 

which, inserted into Eq. (3.18), gives the final form for 
A_. However, Eq. (3.18) tells us of the existence ofNA 
and ~, functions of qB only, such that 

(3.19) 

But, sinc,e X is only defined modulo a function indepen
dent of pA, we absorb ~ into X and use Eq. (3.19) as a 
definition c;>f EX, which is just Eq. (2. 13a), if one Fe: 
places rpBA,A with its equivalent rp-1fJ.A.BA + rpQABaBBA 

[from Eq. (2.7)], to be inserted into Eqs. (2. 14a), . 
which are then the final dynamical equations left: Every 
solution, for Wand H, of Eqs. (2. 14a) determines a 
solution of type II of the complete set of Einstein-Max
well equations. 
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To calculate the values which the conformal tensor 
components take when these constraints are taken into 
account, we just insert the expressions for QAB into the 
general expressions given in 1. However, to facilitate 
the computation for e(l) and e(2.) we note that the expres
sion for X A can be solved for ffcQ BC, 

rp-4'6CQBc==NB +JcAB,c +i(pCEc + 0) aAN 

+KR /l,;'P;/2T- iHE,B' (3.20) 

The expressions for e AEeD , e<3>, and e(2) are then ob
tained in a quite straightforward way. However, the 
expression for e(l) requires the insertion of Eq. (2.14a) 
two different times to simplify the expression. 

Lastly, we want to point out how to determine the 
analogous equations for type I spaces. These are ob
tained by a limiting process in which J A - 0, K - 1. (In 
this process, of course, K A, /l and 1/J also vanish. ) In 
order to insure that all important equations have a 
(finite) limit, we must insist that W diverges but that1 5 

(3.21) 

is finite in this limit. 16 tyVe could, of course, have used 
this e as a key function, instead of W, origin!lFy, but 
our choice of W gives the simplest form to QAB and X in 
type IT.) If we now give names, as before, to certain 
limits, 

FA" lim /lKA/T, 
Jc-O 

we obtain the limit 

AB =_ aBe + ~pBpCFc _ 2EC B. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Then, by repeating the process described in Appendix 
B of I for adding A to a type I solution, we obtain the 
expression given in Eq. (2.10) for type 1. Similarly one 
finds the expressions in Eqs. (2. 13b) and (2. 14b) for X 
and the hyperheavenly equation for type I, through this 
limiting process, taking H (and C A) as having finite 
limits. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We consider this paper as a further technical step 
toward better understanding of the analytic structure of 
the complex Einstein equations. We believe that the 
problem of the integration of these equations (which is 
surely much more straightforward on a complex mani
fold) and the problem of determining all real slices are 
of a very different nature. Therefore, we have decom
posed the entire, rather complicated problem into these 
two separate parts. For progress on the question of 
finding real slices of complex solutions see Refs. 11 
and 17. As a preliminary step toward a fuller under
standing of the physical meaning of the techniques in
volved in our work on integrating the complete equa
tions, the seven-parametric real solution of the Ein
stein-Maxwell equations of Plebanski and Demianski is 
put into the formalism of case IT hyperheavens, 12 expli
citly giving all key functions of this space-time in 
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terms of physical constants and real coordinates with 
well established physical interpretation. 18 

Thus, although the results of the present paper are, 
at the moment, technical ones, we consider them as 
some steps toward the genuine goal, which is fuller 
mastery of the physically interesting integral manifolds 
of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. 19 We believe that 
these spinorial structures will certainly play an impor
tant role in the (accumulating) progress in this field. 

lJ. F. Plebanski and I. Robinson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 493 
(1976). See also the proceedings of the C inquieme Colloque 
International sur les Methodes de la Theorie des Groupes 
in Physique, Montreal July, 1976; to be published by 
Academic Press, and a detailed discussion in the Proceedings 
of the Symposium on Asymptotic structure of Space-Time, 
University of CinCinnati, OhiO, June, 1976, F. P. Esposito 
and L. Witten (Eds.) (Plenum, New York, 1977). 

2J. D. Finley, III and J. F. Plebanski, J. Math. Phys. 17, 
2207 (1976). This formalism was first used, in pure heavens
C;Un=O, r.fl1=O-by C. Boyer and J.F. Plebanski, 
J. Math. Phys. 18, 1022 (1977). 

3A. GarCia, J. F. Plebanski, and I. Robinson, "Null Strings 
and Complex Einstein-Maxwell Fields with Cosmological 
Constant," to be published in Intl. J. Theor. PhysiCS. 
4J. F. Plebanski and S. Hacyan, J. Math. Phys. 16, 2403 
(1975). 

50ur definition of duality is so arranged that w = **w, for an 
arbitrary p-form: If 

w = (p !)-Iw "'I'''llp' dx"'I/1 •• '/ldxlLp, 

then, withp+p'=4, 

~w = exp[(irr/2)(PP' -1)](p !P' !)-II det(g J.W) 11/2 

X€XI'''~" ,,' w' ... ' dx"'I ••• dxlLp'. .... t ....... p ""1 II.p 

Also note that the SAB and SAB are spinor components of the 
bases of self-dual and anti-self-dual 2-forms respectively; 
see Ref. 6 or 9. 

6See I (Ref. 2) for more information on this aspect of spinor 
notation. Also we point out here that this form of the null 
tetrad formalism and real spinor applications to general rela
tivity may be easily reviewed in G. C. Debney, R. P. Kerr, 
and A. Schild, J. Math. Phys. 10, 1842 (1969) or J. F. 
Plebanski, "Spinors, Tetrads and Forms," unpublished 
monograph from Centro de Invest. y Estd. Avanz. del I. P. N. 
Apdo. Postal 14-740, Mexico 14, D. F. See also Ref. 9. 

7We use ®S for the symmetrized tensor product: A®S B 
=~[A0B+B0Al. 

8J. F. Plebanski and A. Schild, "Complex Relativity and 
Double KS Metrics," Nuovo Cimento B 35, 35 (1976). 
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9A concise summary of the spinorial form of Riemannian 
structures is given in this format in J. F. Plebanski, J. 
Math. Phys. 16, 2396 (1975). See also I. We also note, as in 
I, that the spinor indices are to be manipulated with a skew 
spinor, such as the customary € ,111. However, we note that 
the usual chain rules for the calculus require that these rules 
be diffITent in the tangent and cotang;.ent (spinor) space~: 
P • _€BAp .. pA_€AAp but "/""'= "A_€AA". "._~ .. a 1 A - Jj' - B, U vYA-CI"- °B,oA-'I;BA· 
Orn Refs. 1 and 2 a q; dependent group of transformations 
which leave the form of the metric invariant is discussed and 
the transformation properties, under the group, of all perti
nent quantities is discussed. These transformations amount 
to a relabeling scheme for the various null strings. It is 
shown there that one may always make a choice of coordi
nates qA so that J;. and K are constant. Because of the ubiq
uitous nature of Jl, this choice is extremely useful; there
fore, we adopt it here. 

11K. R6zga, theSis, Institute of Theoretical Physics, Univer
sity of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland, March, 1976, to be pub
lished in Rep. Math. Phys. 

12See the paper by A. Garcia and J. F. Plebanski, "Seven 
Parametric Type D Solution of Einstein-Maxwell Equations 
in the basic Left-Degenerate Representation, " to be pub
lished in Gen. ReI. Grav., in which the (real) seven-paramet
ric solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations, of type D, 
of J. F. Plebanski and M. Demianski, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 
98, 98 (1976) is recast into the structure of a case II elec
tromagnetiC hyperheaven. 

13E.T. Newman, GR7 Conference, Tel Aviv, 1974. 
14H is somehow reminiscent of the Hertz-Debye potentials. 

The general massless (irreducible) spinor field equations 
have solutions of much the same nature. See J. D. Finley, 
III and J. F. Plebanski, J. Math. Phys. 17, 585 (1976) for 
the spec ial case of pure heaven. 

15This e differs from the e defined in Eq. (4.2) of I by an addi
tive factor which is finite in the limit in question. This differ
ent choice has been made so as to effect the "natural spinorial 
gauge" for e for type I, referred to at the end of Appendix B 
of!. 

16This is the relation between e and W for zero value of A. We 
have used the procedure of setting A = 0 in the type II equa
tions, taking the limit to type I, and tben adding back the 
appropriate A terms because this is considerably Simpler than 
actually regauging (see Appendix B of 1) so as to keep finite 
all A terms in the limit J A - O. 

17E. Flaherty, Hermitian and K"ahlerian Geometry in Relativ
ity (Springer, Berlin, 1976). 

18For example, one might see R. H. Boyer and R. W. Lindquist, 
J. Math. Phys. 8, 265 (1967) or W. Kinnersley and M. 
Walker, Phys. Rev. D 2, 1359 (1970). A very complete 
account is given in J. F. Plebanski and M. Demianski, Ann. 
Phys. (N. Y.) 98, 98 (1976). 

19See also a recent preprint by E. Flaherty on "Einstein-Max
well Pseudo-Kihlerian Spacetimes," which form a large 
class of weak heavens (in our terminology), and are therefore 
strongly related to this current investigation. 
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A class of inhomogeneous perfect fluid cosmologies 
D. A. Szafron and J. Wainwright 

Department of Applied Mathematics. University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
(Received 9 December 1976) 

We present a new class of inhomogeneous and anisotropic cosmologies with perfect fluid matter content. 
The subclass of solutions with vanishing pressure are members of the class of inhomogeneous pressurefree 
cosmologies recently found by Szekeres. In addition, the Robertson-Walker solution with flat space 
sections and equation of state p = (y -I)p., is contained as a special case. The relation between our 
solutions and this Robertson-Walker solution in the limit of large cosmological time is studied in detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a new class of exact solutions of 
the Einstein field equations with a perfect fluid source. 
The fluid has zero acceleration and vorticity but non
zero shear and expansion. 1 In addition, the spacelike 
hypersurfaces orthogonal to the fluid flow are in general 
not the orbits of a group of isometries. The solutions 
thus have relevance as inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
cosmological models. We discuss this interpretation 
and in particular consider their relationship to the 
Robertson-Walker models in the limit of large cosmo
logical time. 

The following known solutions are included in the gen
eral class: 

(1) the general Robertson-Walker (henceforth abbre
viated to R-W) solution with flat space sections and 
equation of state of the form p = (y - 1) Il, 1 '" y '" 2, 

(2) an inhomogeneous and anisotropic solution found 
by Stephani,2 

(3) a subclass of the inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
dust solutions found by Szekeres. 3 

In Sec. 2, we present the solutions and describe their 
relationship to the Stephani and Szekeres solutions. The 
kinematics of the fluid, the properties of the Weyl ten
sor, and the existence of groups of isometries are dis
cussed in Sec. 3. In the final section we study the as'
ymptotic behavior of the solutions as the cosmological 
time tends to infinity. Many of the calculations in the 
paper were performed using the Newman-Penrose4 

formalism. Most of the paper can, however, be read 
without a knowledge of this formalism. 

2. THE SOLUTIONS 

The line element is given by 

ds 2=dt 2 _ Q(t)4I3(dx Z +dy 2) _ Q(t}-Z/3H2dz2 , (2.1) 

where 

Q(t) =C1t1- O +CztO
, 

H = (X + C IF)t 1
-

O + (Y +CzF)t" , 

and q, C l' C2 are constants. The functions F, X, and y
are defined by5 

F =a(z)x + b(z)y + t(l - 2q)C(z )(x 2 + y2) , 
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X= B(z) +C(z) J Q(t)-1I3 t· dt , 

Y=A(z) - C(z) J Q(WliS t 1-. dt, 

The metric thus depends on five arbitrary functions of 
z, namely A(z), B(z), C(z), a(z), b(z) and on three pa
rameters, q, C1 , CZ' At least one of the arbitrary func
tions must not vanish identically, and at least one of C 1 

and Cz must be nonzero. Not all of these functions and 
parameters are essential. Anyone of the arbitrary 
functions which is not identically zero may be set to be 
a constant by redefining the z coordinate. In addition, 
either C1 or Cz, if positive, may be set equal to 1 by 
changing the scale of the x and y coordinates. 

This line element satisfies the Einstein field equations 

Glj = -8n( (Il +p)uluJ - pglJ] , (2.2) 

with the fluid velocity u, density Il, and pressure p 
given by 

a 
U =at ' (2.3) 

81T1l = tH-1Q(t)-1 [Q'(t) :: + i (2q - l)C(z )Q(t)Z/3 J. 
(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Until restrictions are imposed on the density and 
pressure, the parameter q can assume all real values. 
However the solutions with q '" t are equivalent to the 
solutions with q ~t, since the equations which define the 
solution are invariant under the substitutions q-l-q, 
C1 -CZ' A(z)-B(z), and C(z)- -C(z). We will hence
forth, without loss of generality, restrict q to the range 

The general dust solution in the above class is given 
by q = 1. If Cz *" 0, we can use the coordinate freedom to 
setCz =l, C1=0, B(z)=E, whereE=Oor±l, andifCz 
=0, we can set C1 = 1, A(z) = E, where E =0 or ±1. The 
resulting solutions are the solutions of Szekeres, men
tioned in the Introduction. The Stephani solution refer
red to earlier, is obtained when q = ~, C 1 = 0, and Cz = 1. 

3. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS 

The solutions of Sec. 2 can be conveniently studied 
using the Newman-Penrose4 formalism. A suitable null 
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tetrad for the line element (2.1) is defined by the follow
ing equations: 

ka dxa" 2- 1/ 2 [dt - Q(t)-1/3 Hdz] , 

nadxa" 2-112 [dt +Q(t)-1I3Hdz) , 

ma dx a" 2- 1/ 2 Q(t)213(dx +idy) • 

(3.1) 

With this choice of null tetrad the fluid velocity vector 
(2) is given by 

u a "2-1/2 (ka + na) . 

The field equations (2.2) then assume the form 

1>01" 1>02 "1>12" 0 , 

1>00" 21>11 " tP22 ,,21T(JJ. + p) , 

(1)11 - 3A) "41TP 

(3.2) 

[see Wainwright6
). Using this form of the field equations 

and the general formulas given in the Appendix, it is 
straightforward to verify that the metric (2.1) satisfies 
the field equations (2.2), with JJ. and p given by (2.4) and 
(2.5). 

As regards the kinematic quantities l of the fluid, it is 
an immediate consequence of (2.1) and (2.3) that the ac
celeration it and the vorticity vector ware zero. The 
rate of shear tensor and the expansion scalar can be 
calculated using the formulas given by Wainwrighf [see 
Appendix I) and the expressions for the spin coefficients 
of the null tetrad (3.1) given in the Appendix. One finds 
that the rate of shear is 

aab "xl Va Vb - men m b)], Va" 2-
lf2

(ka - na) , 

where 

(3.3) 

and that the expansion is 

e = 2Q' (t)/Q(t) - 3x/2. (3.4) 

It thus follows that the fluid has nonzero shear provided 
that Ca x: - C 1 Y * 0 and q oF t. It can further be shown that 
the expansion never vanishes identically. 

The tetrad components of the Weyl tensor can be cal
culated using the formulas in the Appendix. One finds 
that 

iJio " iJi l " 0 , </13 = </14 = 0 , 

iJi2 =-t(1-2q)H- lQ(W2[Q'(t)(CaX-C 1Y) (3.5) 

- ~C(z)Q(t)513]. 

This implies that the spacetimes are of Petrov type D 

or are conformally flat, and that in the type D space
times the null tetrad vectors k and n define the repeated 
principal null directions of the Weyl tensor. Unlike the 
case of type D vacuum spacetimes, the repeated princi
pal null directions8 are in general not tangent to null 
geodesics. The subclass in which these directions are 
tangent to null geodesics (i. e., the spin coefficients K, I' 

are zero,) is defined by a(z) =b(z) =C(z) =0, as follows 
from the formulas in the Appendix. 

The expressions (3.5) enable one to calculate the sca
lar polynomial curvature invariants of the Weyl tensor. 
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It can be shown using the formula for the Weyl tensor in 
terms of the null tetrad vectors (see for example, Trim 
and Wainwright,9 p. 545) that 

C abed Cnbed = 48 ~, C abed * cabed
= 0 , 

C abed Ced •• Crsab = 96rp~, C abed *C
ed

rs C
rsab

= 0 . 

Hence the behavior of these invariants can be studied 
using the expression for iJi2• 

It follows from (3.5) that the solutions are conformally 
flat if and only if 

q=t or C2B(z)-C0(z)=O=C(z). 

Since the fluid acceleration and vorticity are zero [and 
the shear is necessarily zero, see (3.3)] it follOWS (see, 
for example, Ref. 1, p. 135) that the solutions in this 
case belong to the R-W class of solutions. The spatial 
coordinates are however nonstandard ones since the 
metric has the form 

ds2 "dt 2 _ Q(t)4f3 {dx 2 +dy2 +[f(z) + a(z)x + b(z)y j2dz 2} , 

(3.6) 

where f(z) is related to A(z), B(z), C 1, and C2. As 
pOinted out by Bonnor and Tomimura,lo the space sec
tions t = const for a metric of this form are flat. The 
expressions (2.4) and (2.5) for the pressure and density 
reduce to 

81TJJ. = 1 [Q' (t)/Q(t»)2, 81TP =1 q(1 - q)t-2 • 

In the special case C1 = 0, it follows that p" (q-l_ 1) JJ.. 
Hence the solution of Sec. 2 contains the R-W solution 

with flat space sections and equation of state of the form 
p=(y -1)JJ.. The requirement 1 <sy <s2 restricts q ac
cording to t <s q <s 1. 

It can be shown that the general solution of Sec. 2 
admits no Killing vector fields. There are however a 
variety of special cases which admit nontrivial local iso
metry groups. We list some of the possibilities in Ta
ble I, with C(z)=O and B(z»O for simplicity. We 
choose the z coordinate so that B(z) = 1, and require 
A(z) 1- 0 so that the solutions are not conformally flat. 

Remarks: 1. The solutions of class 5 are examples of 
spatially homogeneous cosmologies of Bianchi type 1,11 

TABLE 1. Killing vector fields admitted by metrics with C(z) 
= 0, B(z) = 1. The dimension of the isometry group and its iso
tropy subgroup are rand s, respectively. 

Restrictions on A, a , b 

1 None 

2 a, b nonzero constants 

3 A,a, b nonzero constants 

4 a=b=O 

5 a = b = 0 , A = const '" 0 

r s 

o 0 

1 0 

2 0 

3 1 

4 1 

KVF's 

bo ao 
ax - oy 

bo ao a 
ax - oy' oz 

a a yo xa 
ax ' ay' ax - ay 

As in 4, plus :z 
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which are also locally rotationally symmetric. These 
solutions with p 'I G do not appear to have been given pre
viously.'2 

2. The solutions of class 4 are the Simplest models 
which are not spatially homogeneous. They are general
izations of one of the dust solutions given by Ellis/3 

and appear to be new. They occur in class II of the 
classification scheme of locally rotationally symmetric 
perfect fluid solutions of Stewart and Ellis. 14 

4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 

We are interested in those solutions of Sec. 2 which 
are not R-W solutions (Le., if!a *0) but which in some 
sense approach a R-W solution as the cosmological time 
t tends to infinity. We also demand that p >- G, p jiO. It 
follows from (2.5) and (3.5) that q must be restricted ac
cording to 

i< q< 1. (4.1) 

We permit the coordinates to assume the values 

10 ' t< 0() , 

-OO<X,Y,z<oo, 

and consider two types '5 of limits as t - <10, defined as 
follows: 

Definition 1: A function F(x, )!, e, t) is said to have a 
pointwise limit L as t - 0() along the fluid flaw lines if for 
each fixed x, y, <:, 

lim F=L. 

Definition 2: A function F(x,y,<:,t) is said to have a 
uniform lim it L as t - 00 along the fluid flow lines if 

,li?2 C :~~n'l IF(x,y, z, l) - LI )=0. 
In both cases L is a constant. 

For example, the function F = 1 + (ax + by + cz )/t, with 
a, b, c constant, has L = 1 as a pointwise limit, but not as 
a uniform limit, as t _ 00. 

We first consider the asymptotic behavior of IJ. and p. 
If C(z) :io, it follOWS from (2.4) that 

{

1(Q-l)(Q+3)t-Z
, if Ca*O, 

811 IJ. '" 4 ( 4) -a· - ° '3q q- t , If Cz - , 

as t - "". This implies that IJ. < ° for t sufficiently large. 
We thus restrict our considerations in the remainder of 
this section to solutions with 

C(z) =0. 

When (4.2) holds, it follows from (2.4) that 

{

1<ft-Z, if C2 *O, 

811IJ.'" 1q(1-q)ra, if Cz=O, 

as t- "", for fixed x,y, z. Thus 

1670 

{ 

y - 1, Y = 1/ q, if Cz * ° . 
lim (p/IJ.) = 1 'f C =0 
t -co ,1 2 , 
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(4.2) 

(4.3) 

in the pointwise sense. As regards the expansion and 
rate of shear of the fluid, one finds, using (3.3) and 
(3.4), that 

and 

X={~(1-2q)(~,,A~C2B)t_a./l3Ca(A+CzF)J. if Cz*O, 

?J(1-2q)t , If Cz =0, 

where l =2uab uab /3. It thus follOWS that 

(4.4) 

in the pointwise sense. We note that this dimensionless 
ratio '6 equals 1 for all t in the expanding R-W solutions 17 

with k = 0. Secondly we can conclude that 

(4.5) 

in the pointwise sense. This suggests '8 that when Cz * 0, 
the model approaches isotropy along each fluid world
line as t - 00. This is borne out by the behavior of the 
line element (2.1) subject to (4.2). One finds that as I 
- 00 this line element approaches a R-W form similar 
to (3.6) if Cz * 0, while if Cz = 0, it approaches the non
isotropiC form 

ds z =dtZ _ t4(l-.1/3(dxZ +dyZ) _ t-z(l-~.)l3dz 2, 

provided we use the coordinate freedom to set C 1 = 1, 
A(z) = 1. 

As regards the Weyl tensor, itfollowsfrom (3.3)-(3.5) 
and (4.2) that 

if!2 = -hQ' (t)/Q(t). (4.6) 

Thus lim i _ ~ if! 2 = 0, in the pointwise sense, independent
ly of whether Cz is zero. In order to distinguish the 
cases Cz * 0, Cz = 0 as regards the rate at which </Iz - 0, 
we consider the dimensionless ratio </Iz/ 8z• It follows 
from (3.4), (4.5), and (4.6) that '9 

(4.7) 

The limits (4.5) and (4.7) relate to the possible isotropy 
of the solution as t - "". To obtain invariant information 
concerning the possible homogeneity of the solution as 
t _ o(), we consider the spatial derivatives of the density. 
We need not consider the pressure since it is homogene
ous for all t. A plausible necessary condition for asym
ptotic spatial homogeneity is that the spatial gradient of 
the density IJ. approaches zero faster than its time deriv
alive, as t - 0() , i.e., that 

(4.8) 

at least in the pointwise sense. Here h ab = tt~ - un ub de
notes the projection tensor into the 3-spaces orthogonal 
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to ua
• The time derivative }i. can be eliminated, since 

one of the contracted Bianchi identities reads }i." -(Il 
+p)e in the case of a perfect fluid [see, for example, 
Ref. 1, p. 117]. Thus, in a spacetime in which the limit 
(4.4) is nonzero, condition (4.S) is equivalent to 

lim (-JJ..iI JJ. .bhab)J/2 Iff ,,0. (4.9) 
t-~ 

For the present class of solutions with C2 * 0, it is 
straightforward to verify that 

1
0' if t< q< 1 , 

lim (-Il.aJJ..bhab)ll2/ff" f(x,y,z) if q"L 
t-~ 

± 00, if t< q< ~ , 

(4.10) 

where f(x, y, <:) is determined by A(z), B(z), F, C l , and 
C2• This implies in conjunction with (4.3) that the nec
essary condition for asymptotic homogeneity (4.9) is ful
filled if and only if the limiting equation of state 
p " (y - 1) JJ. satisfies 1 < Y < 1. 

The limits (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), and (4.10) are 
pointwise, i.e., they describe the behavior along a sin
gle fluid worldline. It is easily verified that if the func
tions a(z) and b(z) do not both vanish identically, then 
these limits are not uniform, no matter how the func
tions A(z), B(z), and the constants q,C 1 ,C2 are chosen. 
The reason for this is that when a(z) and b(z) are not 
identically zero, the function F, whose domain is R3 , 

assumes all real values. This impJies that Hand aH fat 
have zeros on each spatial section t '" const and hence 
that the scalars lxi, lei, /iJ!a/, and 1JJ..aJJ..bhabl are un
bounded on each spatial section. In addition the density 
JJ. assumes all real values20 on the spatial sections t 

=const no matter how large tis, 

Thus, although the solutions with C(z) "0, C2 *0 ap
proach a Friedma:1 solution pointwise (i.e., locally) as 
t - 00, these solutions do not approach arbitrarily closely 
to a Fr iedman solution in the large, as t - 00, if a(z) 
and b(z) are not both identically zero. 

In order to exhibit a class of inhomogeneous, aniso
tropic models which approach a Friedman model uni
formly as t - 00, we consider the solutions subject to 
(4.2) and 

a (z) '" 0, b (z ) '" 0, C 1 ,,0 . 

For the sake of clarity, we write out the metric and the 
various scalars in this special case. After using the co
ordinate freedom to set C2 =±1, we obtain 

ds 2 "dt 2 _ t 4013(dx 2 +dy2) _ t-2./3 H2d~ 2, 

with 

H =B(z)t1
-. +A(z)t" , 

S1ffl "-!q t- 2[B(z)(I- q)t l -
q +A(z)qlql!H, 

Srrp "1q(l- q)t-2 
, 

x = - HI - 2q)t-
q 
B(<:)/H , 

e=2qC l
- 3X/2 , 

iJ!2 '" -qt-~/3. 

(4.11) 

The coordinate ranges are t> 0, -00 < x, y, z< "". We 
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choose A(z) and B(<:) to be nonnegative bounded functions 
of class C1 , with bounded derivatives on R, and with 
B(Z)10 and 

A(z)~k>O, 

for some constant k and all real <:. The metric is then 
analytic, and the pressure and density satisfy 0< P < Il 
over the whole coordinate range. In addition the density 
is bounded for t ~to> 0. The following limits hold uni
formly as t - 00 : 

P/Il-y-l, withy"'l/q, 

SrrlJ./ ea - L 
u abUab / e 2 - ° , 
<P2/ e2 - o , 

for all q subject to t< q< 1, as can be verified using the 
definition. If in addition ~ < q< 1, the homogeneity condi
tion 

(4.12) 

holds uniformly as t- "" .. Finally, since we demand that 
A(z) be bounded below away from zero, we can redefine 
the z coordinate so that A(z) = 1. Then the limiting form 
of the metric as t - 00 is 

ds a "'dt 2 _ t4q/ 3 (dx 2 +dy 2 +dz 2), 

On account of the above properties, we tentatively re
gard the solution defined by (4.11), with q subject to 1< q 
< 1, as representing a class of inhomogeneous and aniso
tropic cosmologies which at large time apprOXimate arbi
trarily closely the R-W solutions with flat space sections 
andequation ofstatep=(y-l)f..(, l<y<1, wherey=l/q. 

The value of q also affects the nature of the singularity 
at t = 0. The limiting form of the metric at t = ° is 

ds 2 =dt 2 _ t4Q/ 3 (dx 2 +dy 2) _ t 2 (1-40/3) B(Z)2dz 2 • 

Thus the spacetime is highly anisotropic as t - 0+, and 
for t< q< 1, the singularity is of the cigar type.2l 

It can also be shown that the homogeneity condition 
(4.12) holds uniformly as t - 0+, for all q subject to t< q 
< 1. Thus the solutions defined by (4.11) emerge from 
an anisotropic but homogeneous state at t = 0, pass through 
an inhomogeneous era, and finally, if~ < q< 1, approxi
mate an R-W solution. The nature of the inhomogenei
ties is determined by the chOice of the arbitrary func
Hon B(z)o Since the only freedom is a function of the 
single variable z, the inhomogeneities are necessarily 
layered in sheets in any spatial section t = const. 
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APPENDIX 

We list the Newman-Penrose spin coefficients and 
components of the Weyl and Ricci tensors relative to the 
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null tetrad (3.1). The calculation was performed using 
a computer program written in the symbolic manipula
tion language CAMAL (see Campbell and Wainwright22

). 

For convenience we introduce complex coordinates t, 1: 
defined by t=x+iy, r=x-iy, so that m adxa =2-1

/
2Q2/3dt, 

m Jixa = 2-1/ 2Q2/3d r. 
Spin coefficients: 

K = _2-1/2H-eH-1Q-2/3 

p = _21/ 2Q'Q-1/3 

( =p/4+2-3/ 2H/H 

T = - K, 7T = K, II = -K, Jl = -p, y = -( , 

a={3=O=,\=a 

Weyl tensor components: 

<Po = _H-e-eH-1Q-4/3 

<P1 = t(H-e/Q)tW1Q1/3 

<P2 = - faW1[3H tt - 4HtQ' /Q + 6HCC Q-4/3] 

+fa[3Q" /Q - 4(Q' /Q)2] 

1/!3=~1' <P4 = <Po 

Ricci tensor components: 

A =teH-1[3Htt + 2HtQ' /Q - 12Hc-eQ-4/3] +f2 (Q" /Q), 

¢oo= tW1[HtQ'/Q - 3H ecQ-4/3] - t(Q"/Q) , 

¢ll =f2W1 [-3Htt +2HtQ' /Q]+f2 (Q" /Q), 

¢10= <P3 , ct>20 :;;:<p 4 , ¢12 =<P1 , ¢22 = ct>oo' 

IFor this terminology, see for example, G. F. R. Ellis, in 
General Relativity and Cosmology, Proceedings oj the Inter
national School oj Physics Enrico Fermi, edited by R. K. 
Sachs (Academic, New York, 1971), pp. 109-14. 

2H. Stephani, Commun. Math. Phys. 9, 53 (1968). 
3p . Szekeres, Commun. Math. Phys. 41, 55 (1975). 
4E . T. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3, 566 (1962). 
5The integrals appearing in these formulas may be expressed 

in terms of Gauss hypergeometric functions. We thank Dr. 
M. L. Glasser for this information. 
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6J. Wainwright, Commun. Math. Phys. 17, 42 (1970). 
7J. Wainwright, J. Math. Phys. 18, 672 (1977). 
8For this and related terminology we refer the reader to 

F. A. E. Pirani, in Lectures on General Relativity, Brandeis 
Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics (Prentice Hall, 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964), Vol. 1. See Chapters 
3 and 4. 

5D. W. Trim and J. Wainwright, J. Math. Phys. 15, 535 (1974). 
lOW. B. Bonnor and N. Tomimura, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 

175, 85 (1976). 
IIFor this terminology see G. F. R. Ellis and M. A. H. MacCal

lum, Commun. Math. Phys. 12, 108 (1969). 
12The dust solutions in this class are contained, for example, 

in O. Heckmann and E. Schiicking, in Gravitation: An Intro
duction to Current Research, edited by L. Witten (Wiley, New 
York, 1962). Set (l' =7T/6 in the solution given on p. 444. 

13G. F. R. Ellis, J. Math. Phys. 8, 1171 (1967). The solution 
in question is given on p. 1183, Eq. (4.38). We note that the 
expression for X should read X=[l+ C(x1).xDr I/3 • 

14J. M. stewart and G. F. R. Ellis, J. Math. Phys. 9, 1972 
(1968). 

15Bonnor and Tomimura, Ref. 10, studied the asymptotic be
havior of the Szekeres solutions, but restricted their con
siderations to pointwise limits. 

16We are using geometrized units (i. e., c = I, G = 1) so that 
length, time, and mass can be measured in units of length. 
It follows that the physical and geometrical scalars con
sidered in this section have units as follows: IJ ~ L -I, Il ~ L -2, 
P ~ L -2, P ~ L -2, ~2 ~ L -2, (Jab(Jab ~ L -2, (-/.L,a /.L, bhab)11 2 ~ L -3. 

Thus the ratios p//.L, /.L/IJ2, (Jab(Jab/IJ2, ~2/IJ2, and (-Il,all,bhab)I/2/ 
IJ3 are dimensionless. 

17See Ref. I, p. 139. 
18M. A. H. MacCallum, Commun. Math. Phys. 20, 57 (1971). 

See pp. 64-5. We note that when Cz'" 0 the integrated rate of 
shear tends to zero as t- oo , since the eigenvalues of (Jab are 
-X, h, h and the integral it; xdt is finite. 

15Note that although ~2 - 0 in both cases, the limiting metric, 
regarded as a solution of the field equations, satisfies ~2 = 0 
only when ~2/82 - O. A similar situation holds for the rate of 
shear (Jab of the fluid. 

20If the x and y coordinates are restricted to be nonnegative, 
however, the arbitrary functions can be chosen so that Il> 0 
for all possible t. We note that in those Szekeres solutions 
which approach R-W solutions asymptotically in the point
wise sense [case PI with f5 = 0 and case HI with f5 = 0 in Ref. 
10J the density is also unbounded both positively and negative
lyon the spatial sections t=const, no matter how large tis. 

21See Ref. 18, p. 64, for this terminology. 
22S. J. Campbell and J. Wainwright, preprint, University of 

Waterloo, 1976, to appear in Gen. ReI. Grav. 
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Inhomogeneous cosmologies: New exact solutions and their 
evolution 

D. A. Szafron 

Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
(Received 28 February 1977) 

An algorithm is presented for determining all solutions of the Einstein field equations representing a 
perfect fluid with metric of the form d s 2 = d t 2 - e 2ad Z 2 - e 2~( d x 2 + d y 2) and fluid flow vector u = a / at. 
The entire class of solutions is then invariantly characterized. These new solutions generalize Szekeres' 
inhomogeneous cosmological models containing dust. A subclass of these solutions is studied in detail and 
it is interesting that some of these models approach isotropy but not homogeneity for large cosmological 
times. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper investigates all solutions to the Einstein 
field equations for a perfect fluid 

(1.1) 

for which the metric tensor can be written in the form 

ds2 = df _ e20ldz2 _ e2ll(dx2 + dy2) , 

a = a( t, x , y, z), 13 = f3(t, x , y, z), 
(1.2) 

and for which the fluid flow vector is u= a/at. The quan
quantity JJ. represents the total (relativistic) energy den
sity measured by an observer moving with the fluid and 
p is the isotropic pressure. The present work general
izes that of Szekeres1 who recently found all solutions of 
this type for the special case of dust (p=O). 

In Sec. 2 the solutions are divided into two classes la
beled I and n. The field equations in class I are re
duced to one second order linear ordinary differential 
equation. The field equations in class II are reduced to 
two decoupled second order linear ordinary differential 
equations. In each class, the spacelike hypersurfaces 
orthogonal to the fluid flow are in general not the or
bits of a local group of isometries (Le., these models 
are inhomogeneous). Some class II solutions have re
cently been obtained explicitly and studied by Szafron 
and Wainwright. 2 Finally, an invariant characteriza
tion of both classes is presented generalizing that of 
Wainwright3 who has considered the dust (p = 0) case. 

In Sec. 3 some class I solutions are exhibited expli
citly and studied in detail. The possible Killing vector 
fields are listed, the kinematical quantities of the fluid 
are calculated and the behavior of the solutions is in
vestigated at large cosmological times. Although these 
solutions are both anisotropic and inhomogeneous, they 
all approach isotropy for large t; some however, do 
not approach homogeneity in a certain well-defined 
sense. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE SOLUTIONS 

Introduce a pair of complex variables ~ and ~, de
fined by 

~=x+iy, ~=x-iy. 
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The field equations then reduce t04
: 

Gg - 2G~ _ G~ = -2( li+ 2~ + 02 + 2~2) = K( JJ. + 3p), 

~G~= -~, + 13'( ex -~) = 0, . 
G~ = _4e-2Bf3 a - e-20lf3'2 + 2~ + 3132 = -KP, 

+ &2 + ~2 + a~ = -KP, 

G~= -at - ~l + al(~ - a) = 0, 

e20lG~ = f3~ - 13' at = 0, 

1. 2BGL ()2 213 - 0 2e l- all + a l - la t - , 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where '=a/az,·=a/at, and al=aa/a~=!-(aa/ax-iaa/ 
ay), aFaa/a~=t(aa/ax+iaa/ay). Notice that Eqs. 
(2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) are complex, so there are in fact 
ten real field equations. Since U= a/at, the flow lines 
are geodesics and the contracted Bianchi identities im
ply that the pressure is a function of t only: p= p(t). 
However the energy density is in general a function of 
all four variables: JJ.= JJ.(t,z,~, ~), i.e., no equation of 
state of the form p = p( JJ.) is imposed. 

Lemma: The field equations (2.1)-(2.7) imply that . 
f3 l = O. (2.8) 

Proof: See Appendix A. 

Note that Szekeres1 states this lemma for dust (p = 0), 
without giving the details of the proof. The function 13 is 
real so that ~l = 0 if and only if 131 = O. Further integra
tion of the field equations depends on whether or not 
f3' = o. 

A. Class I, (3'~O 

Equation (2.8) implies that 13 may be written in the 
form 

13= logcp(t, z) + II(Z, ~,h (2.9) 

Since 13' '* 0, Eq. (2.2) can now be integrated to obtain 

a= log(h(z,~, ~)cp' +h(z, ~~)cplI'). 

Equation (2.6) requires that 

h=h(z). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Thus ¢ can be redefined as cph and v as v-Iogh so that 
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(3 remains unchanged and 

O! = log(¢' + ¢v'). (2.12) 

Equation (2.5) is now identically satisfied. Equation 
(2.3) implies that 

(2.13) 

for some arbitrary real function k(z). Szekeres1 ob
tained this equation, using the variable l/J = log¢, for the 
particular case p = 0; notice that his subsequent choice 
of coordinates ~ and ~ is also valid in the present con
textS so that 

(2.14) 

where A(z) and C(z) are real functions, and B(z) is 
complex, with 

AC -BB=H1+k(z)). (2.15) 

The remaining part of Eq. (2.13) can be rewritten 

2¢ Jl k(z) 
-;P+1T+ KP +7=0. (2.16) 

For each fixed value of z, this is just the propagation 
equation for the length scale in the Robertson-Walker 
(henceforth abbreviated R-W) solution. Equation (2.7) 
is now identically satisfied. After a lengthy but 
straightforward calculation, Eq. (2.4) can also be re
duced to an identity. The equations which remain to be 
solved are Eqs. (2.16) and (2.1), for the unknowns Il, p, 
and ¢. This system is indeterminate. An algorithm 
for generating particular exact solutions is as follows. 
Specify explicitly p=p(t) and solve Eq. (2.16) for ¢(t,z). 
The metric is now determined since O! and {3 may be ob
tained directly from Eqs. (2.9), (2.12), and (2.14). Fi
nally, use Eq. (2.1) as the definition of Il. Naturally, 
this procedure does not necessarily generate a physi
cally reasonable fluid, satisfying fundamental energy 
conditions. In Sec. 3 a subclass of physically reason
able solutions is investigated. 

B. Class II,~' = 0 

Equation (2.8) allows {3 to be written 

(3 = log¢(t)+ v( ~, ~). (2.17) 

Equations (2.2) and (2.6) are now identically satisfied 
and Eq. (2.5) can be integrated to obtain 

O! = 10g[X(t, z) + ¢(t)a(z, L ~)], (2.18) 

where A and a are arbitrary. Equation (2.3) then be
comes 

(2.19) 

The functions ¢ and v may be redefined to make k = 0, 
±1. Equation (2.19) generalizes to the case p* 0, a re
lationship obtained by Szekeres1 for dust. His subse
quent choice of coordinates is ~ and ~ so that 

e-"=~(l+k~~) (2.20) 

is also valid here. Then Eq. (2.19) assumes the form 

2¢ ¢2 k -;p+ ¢2 +KP+ ¢2 =0. (2.21) 
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From Eq. (2.7) it follows that 

(e-"a)u = (e-Va)n = O. 

These can be integrated to obtain 

a= [U(z)~~+ V(z)~+V(z)~+ W(z)]e", 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

where U(z) and W(z) are real functions and V(z) is com
plex. A long but straightforward calculation, using Eqs. 
(2.20) and (2.23) reduces Eq. (2.4) to 

~¢+~¢+A¢+A¢Kp=U(Z)+kW(Z). (2.24) 

The equations which remain to be solved are Eqs. (2.24). 
(2.21), and (2.1) for the unknowns p, Il, ¢, and A. This 
system is again indeterminate (as in class I). An algor
ithm for generating exact solutions in class II is as fol
lows. Specify explicitly p= p(t) and solve Eq. (2.21) for 
¢(t, z). Then SUbstitute p(t) and ¢(t, z) into Eq. (2.24) 
and solve for x(t,z). Calculate O! and (3 from Eqs. (2.17) 
and (2.18). Finally calculate Il from Eq. (2.1). Again 
the solutions generated do not necessarily represent a 
physically reasonable fluid. The solutions in this class 
with p = bt"2, 0 < b < i, and k = 0 have been studied by 
Szafron and Wainwright. 2 

A form of Eq. (2.16) or (2.21) which is useful for gen
erating exact solutions is obtained by the substitution 
¢ = G2

/
3

• Then the equation becomes 

G+ hKP -k)G= O. (2.25) 

For example, in the case k = 0, if Kp = 1- q2["r, r * 2, the 
real and imaginary parts of the function Cj given below, 
are solutions6 of this DE, 

= I t(t1- z /(2n+l)D)n+1H, for n ~ 0, 

(j -) (l1-2/(2 n+llDt"H, for n<O, 

with 

4n 
r=--

2n+ 1 ' 

d 
D= dt' H=gcos[(2n+ 1)qt"(2n+ll] 

+hi sin[(2n+ 1)qt"(2n+ll). 

(2.26) 

In this solution g, h are constants when Eq. (2.25) is re
garded as Eq. (2.21) and g,h are arbitrary functions of 
z when Eq. (2.25) is regarded as Eq. (2.16). Further 
solutions to Eq. (2.25) may be found in Kamke7 for var
ious forms of the function p = p(t) and values of k, but 
these solutions usually involve functions (such as ortho
gonal polynomials) more complicated than those of Eq. 
(2.26). 

In concluding this section, it should be noted that the 
characterization of the Szekeres dust solutions given by 
Wainwrighe can be extended to the present classes of 
solutions. The characterization depends on the Weyl 
tensor of the spacetime and the rate of shear tensor of 
the fluid. 

Theorem: The solutions in classes I and II with non
zero Weyl tensor comprise all solutions of the Einstein 
field equations (1.1) with the flow vector u geodesic and 
hypersurface orthogonal (irrotational), which satisfy the 
following properties: 
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(1) The Weyl tensor is algebraically special of type 
{22}, i.e. type D, and the fluid velocity lies in the 2-
space spanned by the repeated principal null directions. 

(2) Any vector which is orthogonal to both of the re
peated principal null directions is an eigenvector of the 
shear tensor CIab• 

(3) The 2-spaces generated by the repeated principal 
null directions admit orthogonal 2-surfaces. 

Proof: The proof is identical to that of Wainwright,3 

since the only use made of the condition p = 0 in his 
proof is to guarantee that the flow is geodisic. 

It is of interest to note that the repeated principal null 
directions are in general not tangent to geodesics, un
like the case of vacuum solutions of type {22}. 

3. SOME SOLUTIONS FROM CLASS I 

Let k(z) = 0 and define p explicitly by 

KP=1q(1-q)t:2, where q= const. (3.1) 

Equation (2.16) can now be integrated to yield cp(t,z). 
Then Eqs. (2.9), (2.12), and (2.14) give a and f3 sothat 
the line element can be written 

ds 2 = dt2 _ D2( dx 2 + dy2) _ F2 D;az2 , 

where 

D(t,x, y, z) = G2
/

3(t, z)/F(x ,y, z), 

G(t, z) =g(z)t1-o + h(z)tO
, (3.2) 

F(x, y, z) = a(z)(x2 + y2) + b(z)x + d(z) y + c(z), 

with a(z), b(z), c(z), d(z), g(z), and h(z) are arbitrary 
functions of z subj ect to 

ac - b2 
- az = t. 

Equation (2.1) implies that 

4GpG t .,F - 3G tF z) G = aG aG 
KIJ. 3G(2G.,F-3GFz) ' t- at ' Gz=az' (3.3) 

The parameter q can assume all real values; however 
the solutions with q -'S ~ are equivalent to the solutions 
with q ~ ~, since the equations which define solution 
(3.2) are invariant under the substitutions q - 1 _ q, 
g(z) -h(z). Henceforth, without loss of generality, q is 
restricted to the range q ~ t. In addition, the require
ment q -'S 1 is imposed, to ensure that the pressure is 
nonnegative. The general dust solution is given by q = 1 
and is contained in Szekeres. 1 

The properties of this solution can be conveniently 
studied using the Newman-Penrose8 formalism. Intro
duce a null tetrad for the line element (3.2) defined by 

k= 2-1
/
2(dt -FD~z), 

n= 2-1/2(dt+FD~z), (3.4) 

m = _2-1 /2Ddt 

Notice that the fluid velocity vector can be written 

u4 = 2-1 /2(ka +n4 ). (3.5) 

Consider first the kinematic quantities of the fluid. It 
is clear that both the acceleration 11 and the vorticity 
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vector ware zero. The rate of shear scalar CI and the 
volume expansion scalar (), can be calculated using the 
formulas given by Wainwright3 and the expressions for 
the spin coefficients of the null tetrad (3.4) given in Ap
pendix B of the present paper. One finds that 

and 

_ 2F(1 - 2q)(gh, - hg,) 
CI- /3 G(2G.,F _ 3GF,,) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

It thus follows that the fluid has nonzero shear if gh" 

-g,h* 0 and q*t. 

The geometry of the solutions is considered next. It 
can be shown that the Riemann tensor of each {t= const} 
hyper surface is identically zero. The behavior of the 
Weyl tensor can be studied by calculating its tetrad 
components9 1/10' I/Iu 1/12' 1/13' and 1/J4' One finds that 

1/Jo= 1/J1 = 0, 1/13= 1/J4= 0, 

and 

4(1 - 2q)FG t (hg" -ghz) 
1/J2 9G2(2G.,F _ 2GFz) 

(3.8) 

Thus all the solutions are type {22}. They are conform
ally flat if and only if 

(3.9) 

In the conformally flat case the fluid acceleration and 
vorticity are zero [and the shear is necessarily zero by 
(3.6)] and since the spatial sections {t= const} are flat it 
follows that these solutions belong to the k= 0, R-W 
class of solutions. 10 The spatial coordinates are however, 
not the standard ones. The expressions for the pressure 
(3.1) and the density (3.3) reduce to 

(3.10) 

In the special case g= 0, it follows that p= (q-l -1)f..l so 
this solution contains the (k = 0) R-W solutions with 
barotropic equation of state p = (y -1) f..l. The restriction 
~ -'S q ~ 1 restricts y to satisfy the inequalities 1 -'S Y -'S 2. 

If Eq. (3.9) does not hold, the solutions are not con
formally flat and they are spatially inhomogeneous. 
Then all Killing vector fields may be written in the form 
X(a/ax) -y(a/ay) where X and Yare given by Table I. 

Remarks: The three Killing vector fields in the first 
case are those of spherical symmetry in a nonstandard 
coordinate system. The case ::\ = E = 0 and {j '" 0 is not 
listed in the table since the substitution x - y, b - d 
makes it identical to the second case ::\ = {j = 0 and E'" O. 

Solutions are sought which are not R-W (Le., 1/J2* 0) 
but which approach a R-W solution for large cosmologi
cal time t. Since the behavior of the dust solutions 
(q= 1) has already been studied by Bonnor and Tomin
ura,ll q is henceforth restricted by the inequality 

~<q<1. (3.11) 

The coordinates are permitted to assume values 
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TABLE 1. Killing vector fields admitted by the metric (3.2) when it is not conformally flat. Define {j=b,p-a,p, £ =a,p-d,p, and 
A=ac" -a.c. Let r denote the dimension of the isometry group. 

Case r x y 

6=£=A=O 

a, b, c, d constants 3 

y+ (d/2a) 

y2 _,:. _ (b/a)x- (c/a) 

x+ (b/2a) 

2xy+ (b/a)y 

2XY+ (d/a)x x2 _ y2 _ (d/a)y _ (c/a) 

A={j=O, £ '" 0 1 2XY+ (b/a)y 

A=O, {j( '" 0 1 l-':'+ [(bd. - db.)/(3)x 

-2(a/(3)xy - (cia) 

(a/(3)(y2 _ x 2)+ [{b.d - bdel/(3)y 

+ 2xy + (ca/ a(3) 

1 
1 
2A {(y2 - ':')(3 + 2AY+ (db.- bd.) 

+ 2axy+ (dc.- cd.)} 

to<t<oo, _oo<x,y,z<oo. (3.12) 

Two types of limits are considered/2 pointwise limits 
L, where lim t _ ",F = L and uniform limits where 
limt _ '" {lubt .const I F(x, y, z, t) -L I}= O. 

First consider pointwise limits. It follows from Eq. 
(3.3) that 

(3.13) 

as t_ oo , for fixed x,y,z. Thus in the pointwise sense 

lim (p IJ.L) "'y -1, y= q-l. (3.14) 
t- '" 

It follows from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) that 

(3.15) 

and 

a'" 2F(1 - 2q)(gh. - hg.)t"2q 

v'3 h( 2h.F - 3hF.) . 
(3.16) 

Equations (3.6) and (3.8) imply that 

If!2= -2v'3 aG/G. ( 3.17) 

Now the following three limits may be calculated using 
Eqs. (3.13), (3.16), (3.17), and (3.15): 

1· KJ.L 1 l' a l' If!2 0 1m -()2 = -3 ' 1m -() = 1m ()2 = . 
t-+ 00 t-+oo t- 00 

(3.18) 

These limits suggest that the models approach isotropy 
along each fluid line as t - 00. The metric itself ap
proaches the isotropic form 

ds2 = dt2 _ t4QJ3h4J3P-2[dx2 + dy2 

+ i{2Fh. - 3hF .Ph-2dz2]. (3.19) 

Although these limits relate to the isotropy of the solu
tions, the homogeneity can be studied13 by calculating 
lim

t 
_ "'( _K2J.L, aJ.L, bhab)lJ2/()3. In fact the calculation 

yields 

(3.20) 

wheref(x,y,z) isdeterminedbyg(z), h(z), and 
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F(x, y, z). Thus solutions with t < q < 1 approach isotropy 
and homogeneity in a pointwise fashion. It is interest
ing to observe that solutions wi th ~ < q ..;; t approach iso
tropy but not homogeneity. 

The limits calculated so far have been pointwise. 
These limits are not uniform however, since 1lf!21, I () I, 
I a I, and I J.L I are unbounded on each spatial section. 

There are models however in which these limits are 
uniform. One such model is given by F.= 0 and F, G, G" 
are bounded functions of class C1 with 

F(x,y);;'k>O, g(z);;,l>O, and giz);;'m>O (3.21) 

for some constants k, I, and m, for all x, y, z. Notice 
that such a k can be found. Equation (3.2) implies that 

F(x ,y) = a[(x+ b/2a)2 + (y + d/2a)2]+ 3c/4 + 1/16a, (3.22) 

so let a,c> O. Then all the previous pOintwise limits 
(3.18) and (3.20) hold uniformly. Local equations of 
state of the form E = E(p, p) exist for this special case, 
where the specific energy density E is defined by J.L = p( 1 
+ E) and p is the particle rest mass density. This is 
true since p can be determined from14 

(3.23) 

But () = ()(t, z) implies p can be chosen as p = p(t, z), 
which since p,,*O can be solved for z to yield z=z(p,t). 
Also p= p(t) can be inverted since p is not constant. 
Thus J.L, which is a function of t and z, can be expressed 
in terms of p and p. Finally E, which is a function of 
J.L and p, can be expressed as E = E(p, pl. 

The behavior of the general solutions (3.2) can also be 
studied at t - 0; in fact 

lim ~() = lim 1jJ~2 = 0, 
f - 0 t-O 

1. "J.L 1 
1m (j'1'" = '3 ' 

t- 0 

lim .E..=y_1, y=l/(l-q), 
t - 0 J.L 

ds2 '" dt2 _ t 4(l-O)!3g4/3 P-2[dx2 + dy2 

+ i {2Fg. - 3gF"Fg-2dz2
] , 

. (_K2J.L J.L h4IJ)lf2 
hm '4 .b O. 

f _ 0 ()3 
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Thus near the singularity the solutions are isotropic and 
homogeneous but with an unphysical equation of state, 
since ~ < q < 1 implies 2 < Y < co. Again for uniform limits 
it is sufficient to demand (3.22). 
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APPENDIX A 

Lemma: The field equations (2.1)-(2.7) imply that S( 
=0. 

Proof: Assume that S(*O. Equations (2.2), (2.5)-(2.7) 
have zeros on the right-hand side so they are identical 
to the dust (p= 0) case. In fact Szekeres15 has shown 
that these equations, together with the assumption ~( 
*0, imply that coordinates t,x,y,z exist with 

Q!= Q!(t,x) , (3= (3(t,x). 

Equation (2.7) now becomes 

which can be integrated to give 

(3= i[ Q! + In(KQ!r)], K =K(t), K* 0. 

Define a new variable E:(t,x) by 

Q!= In(KE:). 

Substitution of (A4) into (A3) yields 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(3 = i[ln(KE:) + In( E:-1KE:)]. (A5) 

Subsitution of (A4) and (A5) into Eq. (2.5) results in 

[E:{ln(E:r)}\= ° (A6) 

which can be integrated to read 

€=Lln(ME:), L=L(t), M=M(t), M*O. 

Notice that ~(* ° implies ~r* 0, and consequently 

L*O. 

Equation (2.4) can be used with the aid of Eqs. (A4), 
(A5), and (A 7), to calculate E:r. In fact Eq. (2.4) be
comes 

(A7) 

(AS) 

E:n = E:r{terms involving E:,K, L,M,k,i,M}. (A9) 

Perform a coordinate transformation x' = x'(x, t), f' = 
= t'(x, t) defined by 

x'=E:(x,t), t'=t. (AlO) 

The chain rule then yields 

-~ E:n - aE: E:r , (All) 

so (A9) becomes 
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dE: ••• 7ft = {terms involving E:,K,L,M,K,L,M}. (A12) 

This can be integrated to yield E:r. The resulting ex
pression for E:r can now be differentiated with r'espect to 
t and set equal to the x derivative of E obtained from 
(A7). The resulting integrability condition gives L = ° 
which violates Eq. (AS). Thus the assumption ~(*O 
leads to a contradiction. It therefore follows that 

(A13) 

APPENDIXB 

The Newman-Penrose spin coefficients relative to the 
null tetrad (3.4) in the ~,~ coordinates are 

K=;= -v= -T= 2-1f2[FtrlD-l+Dz~D-1D;1], 

Y= -E:= _2-3/2Dt~-r, 

{3= -Q!= 2-1 / 2DtD-2 , 

p= _2-1/2[DtD-l+ylD-l], 

p.= 21/2[DtD-l_F-1D-l], 

a=X= 0. 

These expressions were obtained using a Camal com
puter program (see Campbell and Wainwright16). 

Ip. Szekeres, Commun. Math. Phys. 41, 55 (1975). The coor
dinates (x,y,z) in the present paper replace the coordinates 
(y, z, r) of Szekeres. 

2D. A. Szafron and J. Wainwright, "A Class of Inhomogeneous 
Perfect Fluid Cosmologies," J. Math. Phys. 18, 1668 (1977). 

3J. Wainwright, J. Math. Phys. 18, 672 (1977). 
4These equations were checked using the Camel computer pro
grams of S. J. Campbell, M. Math. Thesis, University of 
Waterloo (1976). 

5The metric e2"d~df is a surface of constant curvature 1+ k(z). 
See Ref. I, Appendix. 

6E . Kamke, Differentialgleichungen Losungsmethoden und Los
ungen (Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Geest Portig K. -H. , 
Leipzig, 1961), Vol. 1, pp. 401-2. 

7' See Ref. 6. 
8E . T. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3, 566 (1962). 
9See Ref. 2. 
lOSee, for example, G. F. R. Ellis, "General Relativity and 

Cosmology ," Proceedings of the International School of Phys
ics Enrico Fermi; Course XL VII, edited by R. K. Sachs (Ac
ademic, New York, 1971). 

l1W. B. Bonnar and N. Tomimura, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 
175, 85 (1976). 

12For definitions of these limits see Ref. 2. 
13See Ref. 2. 
USee Ref. 10, page 115. 
15See Ref. 1, page 62. 
16S. J. Campbell and J. Wainwright, "Symbolic Computation and 

the Newman-Penrose Formalism," preprint, University of 
Waterloo (1976). 
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The decomposition of the tensor product of two irreducible representations of the symmetric group is 
studied, providing a foundation for the calculation of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. Realizations on 
spaces of polynomials are emphasized. This leads to tensor coupling coefficients. An iterative formula for 
the calculation of the tensor coupling coefficients is derived, and symmetry constructions are discussed and 
shown to lead to a reduction in the calculation needed. A well-defined procedure for the construction of 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients from the tensor coupling coefficients, which works for any multiplicity, is 
obtained. It may be used for any finite group and, with some modifications, for any compact group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major topics in the theory of representa
tions of a group is the reduction into a direct sum of the 
tensor product of irreducible representations. Impor
tant in itself, it is fundamental in physical and mathe
matical applications. It involves, basically, the deter
mination of two classes of numbers. The first is the 
number of times each irreducible representation ap
pears as a summand in the direct sum (the multiplici
ties). The second is the coefficient of each basis vector 
in the direct sum (the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients). 

Here we consider these latter numbers and related 
coefficients for the symmetric group, Sn. The signifi
cance of this group and its Clebsch-Gordan decompo
sition and coefficients, in the quantum mechanical 
theory of systems of several particles, with their in
trinsic symmetry, is well known. In addition, much of 
the theory of representations of Lie groups is built on 
that of the symmetric groups. In particular. the decom
position of the tensor product of representations of Sn 
appears to be closely related to the problem of deter
mining noncanonical decompositions of representations 
of the unitary groups. These groups, of course, have 
physical significance and they are also important in the 
theory of special functions. 

It is also likely that the procedure used in decom
posing the symmetric group can be useful in finding 
the Clebsch-Gordan decompositions of other groups. 

This work has three aspects: a review, derivations, 
and tables. The tables will be given in a later paper. 1 

For easier accessibility, and to establish notation, 
we present a review of the symmetric group and its 
representations. Thus, we cover, for the most part in 
summary form, material discussed in more depth else
where. We try to provide references which are well 
enough defined so the interested reader can easily find 
more detailed treatments. The most important of these 
are in Rutherford, 2 Boerner, 3 and Hamermesh. 4 The 
last is the only other discussion of which we know on 
the subject of this paper. A large part of this paper is 
an expansion of the material found there. 

Other important references on the symmetric group 
are Weyl, 5,6 Robinson,7 and Littlewood. 8 

There are cases where we rederive well known re
sults because it is useful to show how they are found in 
our notation. Where the discussion is self-contained, 
standard, and easily found, we do not feel it is neces
sary to give a specific reference. 

The computations are based on an iterative formula 
which we will derive. It is this which makes the cal
culations feasible. 

We also discuss the meaning of the Clebsch-Gordan 
decomposition for tensors and introduce the concept of 
tensor coupling coefficients, whose relationship to the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients we study. We expect that 
the values of the tensor coupling coefficients, which can 
be obtained from our formulas and tables, will be 
needed in some of the applications of this work suggest
ed above. 

The tensor coupling coefficients appear in the reduc
tion, into an appropriate direct sum, of the tensor 
product, with itself, of the left regular representation 
of Sn. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients give a reduc
tion, into a direct sum, of the tensor product of irre
ducible components of this representation. 

The tensor coupling coefficients arise from our ex
plicit use of polynomial spaces as carrier spaces of 
representations. 

The question of multiplicity adds a major complica
tion to the determination of the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients. Methods for computing the coefficients in some 
cases with multiplicity greater than one have been dis
cussed elsewhere. However, these are heuristic in 
nature and there is no guarantee they will always work. 
We will describe, systematicallY and rigorously, a 
detailed procedure for finding the coefficients in gen
eral; it will work for any finite group. We expect that, 
with certain modifications, the procedure works for 
any compact group as well. 

There have recently been several papers discussing 
the Clebsch-Gordan decompOSitions of various finite 
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groups. 9 The approaches used in these, however, are 
different from ours. We have tried to keep this paper 
self- contained. 

In the next section, we review the symmetric group 
and its group ring, which is used to give the represen
tations. The following section discusses two classes of 
representations, the seminormal and orthogonal rep
resentations, stating explicitly the rules giving their 
matrix elements. Then we discuss the decomposition of 
the tensor product of vectors and the corresponding ten
sor coupling coefficients. Section V consists of the 
definition of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and Sec. 
VI is concerned with the relations between these two 
sets of coefficients. The tensor coupling coefficients 
are calculated by means of an iterative formula which 
is presented and derived in Sec. V IT. Symmetries for 
the two sets of coefficients are investigated in Sec. V ill. 
The coefficients also obey certain other relations, given 
in Sec. IX. To illustrate our methods and results, we 
present several examples in Sec. X. Finally, Sec. XI 
contains some concluding remarks. 

II. THE SYMMETRIC GROUP AND ITS GROUP RING 

The symmetric group on n objects, Sn, is the set of 
all permutations of {l, 2, ••• ,n}. We define the product 
of two such permutations a and r as 

(ar)(j)=a(7j), j=1,2, ••• ,n, (IT.l) 

that is we first apply r and to the result we apply a. 
The order of Sn is n! 

A transposition is a permutation which interchanges 
two numbers and leaves the others fixed. Every trans
position is its own inverse. A neighboring transposi
tion, r" is one interchanging j - land j (j = 2, •.. ,n). 
Any permutation can be written as a product of trans
positions (and, in fact, of neighboring transpositions). 
The sign of a permutation is + 1 if it is the product of 
an even number of transpOSitions, - 1 otherwise. (The 
sign is well defined, even though the transpositions 
occurring in the product and the number of such trans
positions are not unique. ) 

To find the irreducible representations of Sn, we will 
use its group ring, On. It consists of all linear com
binations of permutations which we take as acting on 
products of noncommuting variables xl>x2,. o. ,x no That 
is, hE: On if 

(II. 2) 

where the Hr)'s are scalars and r(xlx2·· ·xn ) 

=X T(1lX T(2l·· .xT(nlo (We use lower case italic letters for 
elements of On, Greek for those of Sn. ) Note that Sn can 
be considered as a subset of On. On is a vector space 
and the elements of Sn form a basis for it. On is the 
smallest algebra which contains Sn. 

We note that a E: Sn, hE: On imply ah E: On, i. e., On is 
closed under left multiplication by elements of Sn. Thus, 
On is the space of a representation of Sn> given by left 
multiplication. It is the left regular representation of 
Sn. The irreducible components of this representation 
can be used to decompose any finite dimensional rep
resentation of Sn: Any finite dimensional representation 
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of Sn is equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible com
ponents of the left regular representation. 10 

The remarks of the last paragraph are true for the 
group ring of any finite group. 

We must now determine the irreducible components 
of the left regular representation of Sn; again, the meth
od applies to any finite group. We will outline the con
struction; the details and proofs can be found in 
Boerner. 10 

We first construct the minimal ideals of On. A sub
set, J, of On is a left (right) ideal if it is a ring and 
h' E: On, hE: J imply h'h E: J (hh' E: J). We note that ideals 
of On are also algebras because On contains scalars 
since it contains the identity permutation. A two-sided 
ideal is a subring which is simultaneously a left and 
right ideal. A minimal left (right) ideal is a left (right) 
ideal which properly contains no left (right) ideal. 
Clearly, a subspace of On is an invariant subspace of 
the left regular representation if and only if it is a 
minimal left ideal. 

Each minimal left ideal J of On is of the form 

J={he: hE: On} = One, 

where e E: On is an idempotent, i. e., e 2 = e, and is 
primitive in the sense that no equation e = e' + e" (for 
e', e" nonzero idempotents) holds. 

The set of minimal left ideals can be partitioned into 
classes, such that the members of each fixed class 
yield equivalent representations. The number of 
distinct ideals in an equivalence class equals the 
dimension of any of them. The direct sum of all the 
members of a particular equivalence class is a two
sided ideal which is simple, in the sense that it proper
ly contains no nontrivial two-sided ideal. We let QI 

denote a particular equivalence class and JOt the result
ing two- sided ideal and we write 

where each One} is in the equivalence class 0', and 
One; is generated by the primitive idempotent ef. 

(II. 3) 

The group ring is the direct sum, over all equivalence 
classes, of such two-sided ideals. That is, 

° n = J"'1 ffi J"'2 ffi ••• ffi J"I, (IT. 4) 

where 0'1,0'2, ••• , 0'1 are the equivalence classes. 

We note that the equivalence classes 0'1> 0'2, ••• ,0'1 

are unique but that the primitive idempotents e: are 
not. They depend on the choice of decomposition (II. 3). 
(However, for the seminormal and the orthogonal rep
resentations, we do get the same primitive 
idempotents. ) 

We next consider the basis vectors. These are three 
index objects, one giving the equivalence class, one the 
representation, and one the vector. One basis vector 
for the representation 0.e: is the primitive idempotent 
e:. To construct the other basis vectors we start with 
the following facts: Any equivalence mapping between 
two minimal left ideals is given by right multiplication 
of the elements of one of them by some eh'e'"* 0, where 
e and e' are the primitive idempotents generating, re-
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spectively, the former ideal and its image. (We use 
ehe'. rather than he', which gives the same mapping; 
this choice facilitates subsequent arguments. ) Also, 
any ehe, e a primitive idempotent, is a scalar multiple 
of e. 

We consider the minimal left ideals Onef and One: in 
the class Cl'. Since they give equivalent representations, 
there is an element efs:;efh~e:*O. That is, right mul
tiplication of 0nef by efs gives an equivalence mapping 
onto One;. The inverse mapping is also given by right 
multiplication, by another element e:1 :; eQh" etQ '* O. Thus 

ex ex a aSs , 
e1 ==elelSesl' However, we also have efse:t 
=ef(h;e~e:h:)ef=7)ef, since we have an expression of 
the form ehe. We obtain ef = efefse;l = 7)el and so 7) = 1 
and efse:" = ef. Moreover, e:lefs == e:, efs == (efh;)e: 
EO ne;, and e~l E 0nef. Let e;s:; e;tefs E One~. Note that 
e:s:=:e;. 

To show that, for fixed Cl' and s, the vectors e;s are 
independent, we use the identity!! 

Then if I, 7) (r)e;s = 0, it follows that 

0= e; 6 T/(r)e;s ° , 
= 01)(r)e;e;le fs 

r ° 
= 61)(r)(e"e")h"e ae Q 

r '0" t Is 

= 1)(ro)h;£fefs. 

(II. 5) 

and so 1) (ro) = 0 for each ro. Thus {e;.} is linearly in
dependenL Since12 the set {e;s} spans One;, {e;s} is a 
basis for One:, 

We record the following properties: 

e:s~e: , 
e;se;: •• = oQa·o .... e; .. , 

°n="0670ne:S, 
a.s 

E=0 e;s, 
a.s 

(II,6) 

(II,7) 

(It 8) 

(II,9) 

where e is the identity element of Sn. That the product 
on the left-hand side of (II. 7) is zero when ex '* ex', 
follows from the fact that JCt and J'" are simple two
sided ideals. 

Since we have a basis for each summand in (II. 8), the 
set of e;s for all ex, r, and s, forms a basis of On. The 
basis vectors e;., including the primitive idempotents 
e:s = e:, are not unique. However. the sum 

o e;.=e a 

• 
is unique, and 

(II. 10) 

for each Cl', r, and s. (The latter equalities simply 
state that eCt is the identity element of the subring J"'. ) 

Since the set of all e;s forms a basis for On, we can 
write 

u= 6 u;s(a)e;'$ (II. 11) 
a,r, s 
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for any a E Sn. By (II. 7), 

ae:.oo = 6 u;s(a)e;se:io == 0 u;'j(a)e;'.Jh, 
o:.r. s r 

(II. 12) 

so the u's are the matrices for the left regular rep
resentation. The index So does not occur as a label for 
any entry of the matrix for u; the matrices for minimal 
left ideals corresponding to the same class Cl' are not 
only equivalent, they are equal. 

Let us summarize the construction. To determine a 
representation we need objects on which the action of 
the group is known. The group elements acting on these 
objects give linear combinations of them, in which the 
numerical coefficients are the matrix elements. The 
group, of course, acts on itself by multiplication. How
ever, the group is not a vector space, thus, it cannot 
be the carrier space of a representation, To construct 
the necessary vector space we introduce the operations 
of addition and scalar multiplication on the group ele
ments, and obtain the group ring, This space is the 
carrier space of the left regular representation. 

The irreducible components of this representation 
are given by the minimal left ideals of the group ring; 
each of these is generated by a primitive idempotent. 
The product of primitive idempotents giving different 
minimal left ideals is zero. Each such ring element 
gives one basis element of the corresponding minimal 
left ideaL 

The totality of basis elements corresponding to all the 
minimal left ideals of the group ring is a basis of the 
group ring. Each group element can be expanded, 
uniquely, in terms of the basis, and the entries of its 
representation matrices are given by coefficients in the 
expansion. 

The actual construction of the basis is the content of 
the next section, 

III. REPRESENTATIONS OF Sn 

The basis vectors e:. are labeled by the equivalence 
class CI!, the particular representation, s, and the 
basis vector, r, The standard notation we use specifies 
the equivalence class by a frame, and the representa
tion and the basis vectors by standard tableaux. 

By a frame we mean n boxes, arranged in rows of 
nonincreasing lengths. We label a frame, Cl', by the 
sequence of its row lengths, m j , 

(III. 1) 

where 

m!~m2~···~mn;,cO, BmJ=n. (III. 2) 
j 

If each of the numbers 1, 2, ... ,n is inserted in a 
different box of the frame, so that the numbers in each 
row and in each column form an increasing sequence, 
the result is called a standard tableau. We label a stan-
dard tableau, r, by 

r= (h,h, ... ,jn), (III. 3) 

where j k is that row of the tableau r containing the 
number k. Let f'" be the number of standard tableaux 
corresponding to the frame Cl'. Later we will see that 
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fa is the dimension of any representation of the 
equivalence class labeled by the frame a. 

Associated with every frame there is another, its 
conjugate. The frame, a, is labeled by the sequence 
of numbers (m1(O'),"" mn(O')) giving the lengths of its 
rows, or by its column lengths (mHO'), •• • ,m~(O'». 
Conjugation interchanges rows and columns. Using a 
bar for the conjugate, we have 

(III. 4) 

and 

(III. 5) 

Clearly each frame has a conjugate; a frame may be its 
own conjugate. 

For each standard tableau corresponding to the 
frame a, there is a conjugate tableau going with the 
conjugate frame. Thus, if r is a standard tableau, we 
let jk(r) denote the column of r in which the number k 
lies. We define Y, the conjugate of r, by 

j,,(r) =jk(r). (III. 6) 

It follows that 

(III. 7) 

To show there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
standard tableaux and their conjugates, we must show 
that 

j ,,(r) ~ j i (r) 

and 

j~(r)~ j~(r) 

whenever k ~ i. But these follow immediately from 
(III. 6) and (III. 7) and the fact that the numbers in any 
row or column of rare nondecreasing. 

There are three standard constructions for the states 
e:s , they give the seminormal, orthogonal, and natural 
representations. 

We will discuss only the first two, and are now ready 
to turn to their construction. 

Associated with a standard tableau of frame a are 
three operators. Let PI' be the sum of all permutations 
which preserve the sets of numbers in each row of r. 
(Such a permutation, a, must satisfy j,,(,.)=j,. for 
k -== 1,2, ... ,n. ) A second operator Q,. is obtained by 
considering any permutation a preserving the sets of 
numbers in each column of r, multiplied by the sign of 
a. The sum of these terms is Qr. We define E(r) == PrQr' 

The primitive idempotents for the seminormal and 
the orthogonal representations are the same. They are 
defined by an iterative procedure from the E's. We let 
r* denote the tableau, in the numbers 1,2, ... ,n - 1, 
obtained by deleting the box of r which contains the 
number n, and Q* = O'*(r) the frame for 5n_1 to which 
r* corresponds. We also need the numbers 

e"=n!/f". (III. 8) 

Then we define, iteratively, 
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1 e a ~- e*E (,. 'e* I' ~(JOI , 

e* ~ _1_ e**E(Y)e** 
~ 80* , 

e1
=E. 

We see that e: is determined by a sequence r*, r**,' .• 
of standard tableaux, and not just by r. 

Each e~ turns out13 to be a primitive idempotent. The 
minimal left ideals One~ yield equivalent representa
tions for fixed a and different r's. Different frames Q 

give inequivalent representations. 

For a fixed frame a, the vectors e:s are constructed 
in a manner discussed in the previous section; their 
number is (fDl)2. The dimension of On is n!, and, in 
fact, La (f0l)2 =nl. Hence, the set of frames does 
provide all the equivalence classes for the left regular 
representation of Sn. We shall not give the explicit con
structions for the vectors e~s when r'" s. These con
structions, as well as proof of the foregOing facts, can 
be found in Ref. 13. (As we will see later, the vectors 
e:. may be obtained from the representation matrices. ) 

We next discuss the matrices for the seminormal 
representation. Let us fix an equivalence class, labeled 
by a frame a, and a particular representation, labeled 
by a standard tableau So (L e., we are looking at the 
minimal left ideal 0ne:o, spanned by e:so )' We recall, 
from (II.11), that the matrices for Sn will be indepen
dent of the index so. Since the neighboring transposi
tions TI< (k = 2, .•. ,n) generate 5n, it is enough to con
sider the various matrices l/~r'(T,.). 

We start by defining axial distance. Given a tableau 
r, we may label r by the sequencejl«1') which gives the 
row in which any number k lies, or by the sequence 
jMr), which gives the column in which any k lies 
(k=1,2, ••• ,n). The axial distance, 1/r(i,k), forr, 
between the two numbers k, i = 1,2, ... ,n, is defined by 

(III. 9) 

Then, for the seminormal representation we obtain 

a( ) {+1, if j,,_1(r)=j,,(r), (III. 10) 
111'1' T" = -1, l·f ' () .,() j "-1 r =;,. r , 

and if the tableau 1" results from interchanging k and 
k-1 in r, withj,.(r)"j"_1(r), 

U:r(T,,) = -1/1/, 11:1"(''') = 1- 1/1/2, 
(ill.ll) 

where 1/ = 1/r(k, k - 1). All other entries of the matrix for 
T,. are zero. 

Using the Greek letter J.1. to denote the matrices in 
the orthogonal representation, we have 

"( ) {+1, if j"_1(r) =j,.(r) , IJ.,.,. T,. = _ 1, l'f ., () .,() J,,-1 r =J,. r , 
(III. 12) 

and, if r' results from interchanging k and k - 1 in r, 
with j,,(r) > j"-l (r), 
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11:"(T,,)=-l/1], 

11~,.(T,,)=[l- (1/1])2]112, 

11;r'(T,,)=[l- (1/1])2]1/2, 
(III. 13) 

For a given 0', the seminormal and orthogonal rep
resentations are equivalent. In fact, the matrix for the 
similarity transformation involved is diagonaL Both 
representations are, of course, reaL However, only 
the orthogonal representation is unitary. 

We will also need another function, the tableau func
tion, ZP. It occurs in relating the orthogonal and semi
normal representations, To define it, we consider a 
standard tableau, s, for Sn' We let cps(n) = 1, if n is in 
the first row of s, and define it by 

J 

cps(n)=D (1+1/'1)' 
1.1 

if n lies in row j, where 'I is the axial distance, rela
tive to s, from the number at the end of row i to n, 

We next delete the box containing n, and find 
cps*(n-1), similarly, for this new tableau, We con
tinue this process until we reach a tableau of one box 
(whose cp function is one), The tableau function is then 

(III, 14) 

The vectors of the orthogonal representation, ~;. and 
those of the seminormal representation, e;s, are 
related by 

~;. = (ZP"! zp.)1 /2e;s 

and the matrix elements are related by 

11;.( T) = (ZPj zp,.)1 /2u;s( T). 

(III,15) 

(III. 16) 

We note, as shown by Rutherford14 and, more elegant
ly, by Boerner, 15 

(III. 17) 

and 

(III. 18) 

(III, 19) 

using unitarity. Thus one can explicitly obtain the vec
tors of both representations from their matrices. 

By (II.9), (III.17), and (III. 18), 

€ = z:; e;r = z:; :" u~r(a)a 
Q'.r o:.r,aES n 

(III. 20) 

Then, using (III. 20) and the linear independence of the 
elements of Sn, 

(III. 21) 

The matrices for a representation and its conjugate 
are related, Note that if k = 2, , , , ,n, and if for a stan
dard tableau r, j,,(r) > j"-1 (r), then j,,(r) <j"-1 (r). Hence 
if rand r' are obtainable from each other by inter
changing the numbers k and k - 1, then 
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l1;r(T,,) = - 11;;'(T,,). (III. 22) 

Also, since axial distance is unchanged under 
conjugation 

11;"'( T,,) = 11~'( 'T,,), (III. 23) 

If, on the other hand, k and k - 1 lie in the same row 
of r they will lie in the same column of r, so that rela
tion (III. 22) holds in general. If r*r', but r' is not 
obtainable from r by interchanging k and k - 1, then 
both sides of (III. 23) are zero, and this formula holds 
whenever r* r'. 

IV. THE TENSOR COUPLING COEFFICIENTS 

Up to now, the representation space we have used is 
Om whose elements are operators, We next consider 
other spaces giving equivalent representations as a 
prelude to a concrete realization of the tensor product. 

Let xt>X2"" ,xn be a set of noncommuting variables 
and let vrx] be the set of linear combinations of all 
permutations of these variables, that is 

v[x 1 = span{x p (1)X p (2) ••• Xp(n); P E sJ, (N,I) 

Elements of v[x 1 are called tensors, We denote the 
basis vectors by 

(N.2) 

We specify a representation wx, on V[x 1 by defining 

Wx(a)(p(x» = (ap)(x), (N.3) 

for a, p E Sm and extending it to all of vrx] making it 
linear. By (N,3), we see that the representation Wx is 
equivalent to the left regular representation of Sn on On. 

Another basis for V[x] consists of the e:s(x), for all 
r, s, /3, (We use the notation of the seminormal rep
resentation but the present discussion applies equally 
well in the orthogonal case. ) It is obvious that the 
space V[y 1, built, in an analogous way, on another set 
Y1,Y2," 0 ,Yn of noncommuting variables, gives an 
equivalent representation, Wy • 

In order to define the Clebsch-Gordan series and 
coefficients we must introduce further spaces. 

First, we state the definition of tensor product. The 
tensor product Vg, V', of two vector spaces V and V', 
is the space spanned by all products CP0 cp', cp E V, 
cp' E V', with 

cpg (cpt + CP2) = (cpg cpj) + (cp g, cpf), 

(cpj + CP2)0 cp'= (CPj0 cpt) + (CP20 cp'), 

and, if a is any scalar, 

(acp)0 CP'=CP0 (acp')=a(CP0 cp'), 

If V and V' are the spaces of two representations of a 
group G, then the repr esentation U 0 U', acting on 
V 0 V', is defined by 

(U0 U')(g)(CP0 cp') = (U(g)CP)0 (U'(g)cp'), 

for gE G. 

We see that the space v[x hi! vr y], acted on by 
Wx0 W y, gives a realization of the tensor product of the 
left regular representation with itself. Identifying the 
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tensor product of two basis vectors, p(x) and a(y) 
(p, a E Sn) with the monomial p(x)a(y) =xp(1~p(2)" .xp(n) 
xY .. (1)Y .. (2) ••• Y .. (nl> we write the representation W,,® Wy 
as 

[(W,,® Wy)(T)](p(x)a(y» = (Tp)(x)(Ta)(y) 

= T(p(x)a(y», 

for TE Sn. 

(N.4) 

It is well known that if G is a compact group (as are 
all finite groups) then any finite-dimensional represen
tation of G is equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible 
components of the left regular representation of G. 
"Equivalent" means there is an isomorphism, between 
the given representation and the direct sum, which 
preserves the action of G. Thus the tensor product of 
the left regular representation with itself is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of irreducible components of the group 
ring and the matrices for the tensor product and for the 
direct sum are similar. 

Formally, the decomposition is an isomorphism be
tween objects which transform as the tensor product 
of representations and objects which transform as the 
sum of representations. From a matrix point of view, 
this says that the representation matrix for the product 
is similar to a block diagonal matrix resulting from the 
direct sum. This is the usual approach to the direct 
sum decomposition problem. As we shall see later, this 
latter point of view gives rise to the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients. 

We can examine the direct sum decomposition in 
another way. We will show that each element of the ten
sor product V[x]® v[y] is actually equal to a sum of 
elements of various spaces each giving representations 
equivalent to the left regular representation on On. Each 
of these spaces will also be be identifiable with a cer
tain space of polynomials in {x J} and {y,}. The terms of 
the sum must, of course, be unique. 

We now turn to the explicit construction of the re
quired spaces. Each one must be a subspace of V[x] 
® v[y]. Moreover, each will be modeled on V[x]. We 
first define V[x, y) by 

V[x ,y] = span{p(xy) = p(x)p(y); pc: Sn}. 

Since, for a E Sm 

[(W,,® Wy)(a)](p(xy» = [(Wr ® Wy)(a»)(p(x)p(y» 

= (ap)(x)(ap)(y), 

V[x, y] is an invariant subspace of v[x 1 ® v[ y]. There 
must be further spaces. Obviously the dimenSion of 
v[x]® v[ y] is (n!)2, while the dimension of V[x, y] is 
only nl A clue to the nature of the other irreducible 
spaces we seek is that in each of the monomials which 
span v[x,y], the indices on thex's andy's occur in the 
same order, while for V[x] ~ V[ y] there is no such 
simultaneity; any ordering of the x's can be accom
panied by any ordering of the y's. (An example, show
ing this for S2, is given below. ) We are thus led to 
define, for a E Sm 

V[x, ay] = span{p(xay) = p(x)( pay); p E SJ. (N.5) 
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Then V[x,y]=v[x,€y]. As shown for v[x,y), v[x,ay] is 
an invariant subspace of v[x]~ v[ y]. Moreover, each 
space V[x, cry] gives a representation equivalent to the 
left regular representation on On, since, for TE Sn, 

[(W,,® Wy)(T)](p(xay» = (W,,® Wy)('T)p(x)(pa)(y) 

= T(p(x)(pa)(y» 

= T(p(xay» 

= (Tp) (xay). 

We now state and prove the required direct sum 
reduction. 

Theorem IV. 1; v[x] ~ v[y] is the direct sum of the 
invariant subspaces V[x, ay], taken over all a E Sn, that 
is, 

v[x]~v[y]= 0 EBV[x,ay]. (N.6) 

Proof of Theore m IV. 1; The dimension of v[x] ® V[ y] 
is (n!)2, that of each of the n! subspaces V[x, ay] is n I 
Thus we only need to show that the monomials p(xay), 
for p,aESn, span v[x]~ V[y]. A basis for V[xl® V[y] 
consists of all a(x)'T(y), a, TE Sn, and 

a(x) 1'( y) = a(x)a (a-1TY) 

= a (x)«a-1T)Y) 

as required. 

The direct sum decomposition can be described in 
terms of the basis vectors, in particular, those 
determined by various e's and products of e's. We see 
that for each a, the set of all e~s(xay) is a basis of 
V[x, ay 1 and the set of ep"'q(x)e;:.(y) is a basis of v[x 1 
® V[y J. SO what we wish to do is to express each ~s(XC7y) 
as a linear combination of various e:q(x)e;:.(y) and each 
ep"'.(x)e;:.(y) as a linear combination of vectors e~s(xay), 
for various a. 

We have by (III. 17), 

1 
e~s(xay) = 138 6 u~r(p-l)p(xay) 

pES n 

= 1.. 6 u 8 (p-l)p(x)p(ay) 138 sr . 
PESn 

= -b 6 u~r(p-l)u:q(p)e:,(x)u:.~(p)e;~(ay). 
PES n 

Now 

p,q. Q; 

pt." (}' 

e;;(ay) = ~ e;;u:::(a)e:q~(Y) 
k,q', QU 

" ",' ( ",' ( = L.J U'q' a)ep'q' y), 
q' 

by (II. 11) and (II.7). Hence 

e~s(xay)= :8 6 u~(p-l)u:,(p)u;~(p)ur;·(a) 
PESn.1 

p,q. O! 

p',q', O/.' 

Defining 
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we have 

e~s{xay) = '0 A~s(p,q, a;p',l, a')ur;,(a)e:q(x)e:':,(y). 
fit tI, 01:,' 
p',q', OI.' 

(N.9) 

The coefficients A are unique with respect to the ex
pansion (N. 9) because the set of e:q(x)e;~(y) is 
linearly independent. We call the A's the tensor 
coupling coefficients. 

Conversely, for eachp,q,OI,p',q',a', 

e"e" e~(x)e:,:,(y) 

= '0 u:,(;-l)u;'l"(p-l)T(x)p(y) 
1",pES n 

'0 u:,(;-l)U:.~,(p-l)T(xT-lp),) 
",pESn 

o u:p (;-1 )u:,~,(a-l;-l) T(xay) 
1',aESn 

= 0 u:'(;-l)u:'k (a-
j
)u:;,(;-l)T(xay) 

T,aESn 

~ 

= '0 u:,(;-j)u.{~«(J-l)u~,(;-l)u~s(T)e~ .. (xay), 
1".oE Sn 

and 

e"e'" "(x) ,,' ( ) epq ep'q' y 

= '0 eSA:r(q,P, OI;k,p', OI')u:~«(J-j)e~s(xay). (N.10) 
aES n 

k, r, S, B 

The coefficients A, for the orthogonal representation, 
are defined analogously, and we have 

A s (P 'p" ')_.! ~ S ( -1) "( ) ,,' ( ) rs ,q,OI, .q,o - es U Ilsr P J.J.pq P IIp'q ' p, 
pES n 

(N.ll) 

~~s(xuy)= 0 A~s(P,q, OI;P',l , O:')/J.:;,(a)~:q(xH:':.(Y), 
/Irq, 01. 

(N.12) 

and 

e"ea' t;:q(x)I;:':,(y) 

= 0 etJ;J~r(q,p, a;k,p', OI')/J.:;(u-l)l;~s(xay). (N.13) 
aESn 
k,rt s,8 

Also, 

(
zfJS zfJ" ~)1/2 

A~s(P,q, a;p',q', a')= ~ 1/>: zfJ; 

x A~s(P, q, a;p', q', a'). (N.14) 

We consider the case of S2 as an example; here the 
orthogonal and seminormal representations are the 
same. 02 is tWO-dimensional; it is the direct sum of two 
irreducible and inequivalent one-dimensional represen
tations. The symmetric representation is labeled by 
the frame a2:=:: (2, O):CD ; it is spanned by the basis 
vector E + (12), where E is the identity of S2 and (12) 
interchanges 1 and 2. The antisymmetric representa-
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tion is labeled by the frame al = (1, 1):8, and is 
spanned by E - (12). Writing 

e"l=ef{=E- (12), e"'2=e1t=E + (12), 

we see that vex 1 is spanned by 

e"I(x) =XjX2 - x~t. e"2(x) =xlX2 + x~I' 

(N,15) 

Note that since both irreducible representations Occur 
once and have dimension one, both subscripts, on both 
e's, are ones. 

Then the basis vectors for V[X]0 v[y], which is four-
dimenSional, are: 

e"j (x)e"l (y) = (Xlx 2 - X~I)(YI Y2 - Y2Yl), 

e"I(x)e"'2(y) = (X1X2 - X~1)(yjY2 + Y2Ytl, 

e"'2(x)e"'l(y) = (XjX2 + X~j)(Y1Y2 - Y2Yl), 

e"'2(x)e"2(y)= (xlX2 +X2Xj)(Y1Y2 +Y2Yl). 

One finds that the matrix elements for the left 
regular representation are 

uff (E) = U~2(E) = + 1 , 

u;l(12) = - 1, ufl(12) = + 1. 

The tensor coupling coefficients are given by 

A~l(l, 1,011; 1, 1, 0!2) =A;l(I, 1, 0!2; 1, 1, Cil) 

=A~l(l, 1, 0!1; 1, 1, 011) 

=A~l(l, 1, 01 2; 1,1, Ci2) 

=+1; 

the rest are all zero. 

We then have 

e a1 (xy) = e"l(xEY) = e"I(x)e"2 (y) + e"'2(x)e"l (y), 

e a2(x (12)y) = - e "1 (x)e "1 (v) + e "2 (X)e "2 (Y), 

and so forth. 

In the reduction of the tensor product we have 

e"l(x)e"l(y) = ~(e"2(xy) - e"2(x(12)y», 

e"1(x)e"2(y) = ~(e"l(xy) + e"I(x(12)y», 

e"2(x)e"l(y) = ~(e"l(xy) - e"I(x(12)y», 

e"2(x)e"2(y) = ~(e"2(xy) + e"'2(x(12)v»o 

Note that in each of the above sums, the first term is 
from V[x,y], the second from V[x,avlo 

We have given a technique for decomposing the prod
uct representation on 0n00n; we have used a subspace 
approach. Of course, On does not give an irreducible 
representation. In fact, our method does not reduce the 
tensor product of two irreducible representations into 
a direct sum of irreducible representations. To see 
this, let 

v",q[x 1 = span{e~(x): any p}, 

va-S[x,ay] = span{ers(xuy): any y}. 

These specify two irreducible representations o By 
irreducibility, for each a, {3, O!, O!', s, q, q', either 

(N.16) 
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or 

(N.17) 

IT we could write, for each a, a',q,q' 

Va, q[x ] 181 va', q'[ y] = L; Ell VB, S[ X, cry], 

where the direct sum is extended over all cr, {3, S such 
that (N.16) holds, then since V[x]® V[y] 
=L;EIl vB,S[x, cry], summing over all cr, {3, and s, we 
would have, that for each cr, (3, and S 

vB. S[x , cry] eVa, q[x]® va'q'[ y], 

for exactly one value of each of the indices a, a', q, 
and q', This, in turn, would imply that in the expansion 
(N.9), for fixed cr, {3, and s, exactly one value of each 
of the indices a, a', q, and q' can occur in the sum on 
the right, There are many counterexamples to this, 
such as the case where {3 is the completely symmetric 
representation. 

After developing more machinery we will return to 
the question of decomposing the tensor product of ir
reducible representations into a direct sum of ir
reducible representations, 

V. THE CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS 

Instead of constructing further equalities between 
basis vectors for various representations, we will view 
the decomposition problem more abstractly. In our 
second approach, we investigate an isomorphism be
tween the tensor product of irreducible representations 
and a direct sum of irreducible representations. Later 
we will see how the two approaches merge. 

The notation we will use in this discussion is that of 
the orthogonal representation, However, all of our 
remarks, except as specifically noted, are also valid 
in the seminormal case. Starting with two irreducible 
representations, labeled by frames a and a', and gen
erated by vectors ~:q and ~:':" respectively (i. e" given 
by the minimal left ideals 0n~~q and On~~:q')' we form the 
tensor product 0n~~.2JOn~~ .. ' It is equivalent to a direct 
sum L Ell On~:gso' (For a given frame o!o, any tableau So 
can be used; all give equivalent representations.) The 
number of occurrences of a particular a o in this sum 
is the multiplicity m(O!o,O!,O!)=m(a o), which can be 
zero. The direct sum, more precisely, is 
LEIlspan{~~J'~~}T=l .. ",!aO' where X runs from 1 to m(O!o), 
and span{~~J~~} gives the xth occurrence of the class 
O!o· 

Let C = C(q,·') be a one·to'one linear transformation 
which maps the direct sum onto 0n~:.® On~:':' and which 
preserves the action of Sn' We write 

C·l(t a t a')_ ~ (C·1)ao(p P')taO,X c.,pq® c.,p'q' -!......J AT' ':,.rSQ. 
Q:Q,)'" T 

For the moment, the C's depend on q, q', and so. Since 
C preserves the action of Sn, 

C'
l 

( 6 /-L:p(Thl.::p'(T)~:.® ~~:,) 
k,k' 

and so 
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Z ,(C-l)~~(p,P')/-L~,or(T)~~.o:o~' (V.2) 
ao. X.,r,r 

The set {~~,o;o~} is a basis for the direct sum so that for 
each O!o, r', X, p, andp', 

6 /-Lgp(T)/-L~'p,(T)(C-l)~~(k,k') 
k, k' 

=2:; (C-l)~~(p,p')/-L~,Or(T). (V.3) 
r 

Applying the linear transformation C to (V. 1), we also 
have 

~ (C-l)~,.o(P,p')/-L:,~(T)C(~~~~~) 
Q Ot At T," 

~ (C-l)~,.o(P,p')/-L~~(T)(C)~iJ(P,p')~;"2J~ 1-.,. 
ao' A,T,T' 

p,p' 

Thus for each k, k' ,p,p', 

/-L:p(T)/-L::p'(r) = Z (C-l)~O(P,p')/-L~~(T)(C)~(k, k') 

and 

/-L:p(T)/-L::p'(r) 

(lOtA,rtF" 

~ (C)~iJ(k, k')/-L~~(r)(c-l )~(P, p') 
aQ' A,T, r' 

= ~ (C)~iJ(k, k')/-L~~(T)5~~,5aoa~(C-l)~~(Pp'). (V.4) 
ao,A,T 

alo,A',T' 

The 5's in the preceding formula display the matrices 
as block diagonal, which is the appropriate form for a 
direct sum, 

Different values of q and q actually give the same 
(not merely similar) matrices (II.12), Thus the C's 
can be taken independent of q and q', which justifies our 
suppression of these indices. Likewise, the index So 
is irrelevant. 

Note that on the left side of formula (V. 4) the rows 
of the matrix for the tensor product are labeled by 
pairs (k, k'), the columns by pairs (p,p'). To interpret 
the right side as the (k, k'), (p,p') entry of the product 
of matrices requires that we take the rows of the matrix 
for C as labeled by (k, k'), the columns by o!o, X, r'. For 
the matrix for C- l , the rows are labeled by a~, X' ,r 
and the columns by (p,p'). The terms /-L~OT(T)5~~,5ao"0' 
form the entries of a block diagonal matrix M(r): The 
rows of M(r) are labeled by O!o, X, r', the columns by 
O!~, x', r. [The corresponding entry is /-L~9(r)6~~.6aoab.] 
Each block is labeled by a pair a o' x. 

As we will see later, the C's, in general, are not 
unique. 

It is known16 that when all representations involved 
are unitary, the transformation used in the reduction of 
the tensor product can be taken to be unitary. Thus, 
for the orthogonal representation, we choose the simi
larity transformation to be unitary. This means that 
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and 

E e~T~p, p')e~~(p, p') = {jO:O%{j~~,{jT'" 
p,~ 

Also, (V. 4) becomes 

= ~ e~,9(k,k')IJ.,'!~(T)OO:Oo:'Oo~)!Xe~~(p,p') 
O!o,~,r 

alo• 'A', r' 

(V,6) 

(V.7) 

Analogous to (V. 7) the reduction of the tensor product 
in the seminormal case takes the form 

U:p(T)U~~(T) 

(V.S) 

by (III. 16). 

VI. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE COEFFICIENTS 

We have decomposed tensor products of representa
tions in two ways, obtaining two sets of coefficients. 
Now we develop relations between these and show how to 
construct one set from the other, for the orthogonal 
case. We then return to the decomposition problem 
discussed in Sec, IV. 

We start from an equivalent form of the mutual 
annihilation property (11.7), 

6JJ.:.(T)JJ.;' .. (T)=IJO:{jO:a'{j ... {jpp • 
T 

(VI. 1) 

We multiply both sides of (V. 7) by JJ.:,fl(T) and sum on T 

to obtain 

e:o ~ JJ.:,s(T)JJ. :p(T)JJ.%'-'s.(T) 
TfC: sn 

m~o) 

= D e~;t...k, k')e~,9(p,p'), (VL2) 
~=l 

Le. , 

A:,fl(k,p, 0'; k' ,p', 0") 

(VI. 3) 

If we take the elebsch-Gordan coefficients to be unitary, 
we multiply (VI. 3) by e~~(p,p'), sum on (p,p'), using 
(V. 6) to obtain 

:0 A:,s(k,p, 0'; k' ,p', O")e~\J.(p, p') 
p. P' 

=e~~(k, k'}. (VIA) 

Note that if we multiply both sides of (VI. 3) by 1J.:,9(T} 
=JJ.,'!~(T-l) (by unitarity), sum on rand r', and use 
(III.21), we obtain (V.7). Thus, in the orthogonal case, 
when the Clebsch-Gordan matrix is taken to be unitary, 
(V. 7) and (VI. 3) are equivalent. 
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If r = r', (VI. 4) resembles an eigenvector equation. 
To so regard it, we must first specify, more preCisely, 
the way in which the A's may be treated as matrices 
and the e's as vectors. Our observation will then be 
used to construct the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
We will regard A:;:J(k,p, 0'; k',P', 0") as an entry of the 
matrix A :,fl, whose rows are labeled by pairs (k, k') 
and whose columns are labeled by pairs (P,p'). Each 
set {e~~(p,p')}, for fixed O'o,A',r' forms a vector 
whose coordinates are labeled by pairs (P,p'). Relation 
(V. 6) is the assertion that the set of such vectors is 
orthonormal. Hence the vectors e~\I- are linearly inde
pendent. Then, from (VI, 4), the rank of the matrix is 
at least equal to the multiplicity m(O'o)' To see that 
equality holds, let Y be a vector orthogonal to each 
vector e~,s, Le., suppose 

~ Y(p,p')e~c;.(p,p') =0. 
p.~ 

For each A', 

.0 A :,s(k, p, 0'; k' ,p', O")Y(P,p') 
p.~ 

= ~ e~To(k, k')C~,fl(P,p')Y(p,p') =0. 
P.~ 

Thus Y is in the null space of A~,s and the rank of 
A~,fl must be exactly m(O'oL 

As a result, the coefficients e~ToO(p,P') can be inter
preted as giving vectors which span the eigenspace, 
for eigenvalue one, of the matrix A ~OOTO' Since any vector 
orthogonal to these vectors is in the null space of 
A ~c:'TO' this matrix gives an orthogonal projection (i, e. , 
a self-adjoint projection). We now use the fact that the 
columns of the matrix of a projection form vectors 
which span the range to determine the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients. 

We begin by picking m(O'o) linearly independent col
umns of A :gTO' since m (0'0) is the dimension of the 
range. We can use the Gram-Schmidt process to select 
these columns and orthonormalize them. The result is 
a set of m(a o) orthonormal eigenvectors, of eigenvalue 
one, for the matrix A ~oOTO' Their components are the 
coefficients C~T~(P,P'), A=l, ..• ,m(O'o)' Note that the 
entries of the matrix A~OT are real so that the e's we 
obtain are also real. Weo :iow have one of the columns 
of the Clebsch-Gordan matrix in each of the m(O'o) 
sets of columns corresponding to 0'0; the columns in 
question are labeled by 0'0 and A = 1, ... , m(O'o)' We 
now wish to find the entries in the other columns 
corresponding to 0'0' The above process can only be 
used to find one column for each fixed 0'0 and A; we 
cannot repeat it for different values of r and expect 
(VI. 3) to hold in general. To obtain the remaining 
coefficients e~i>(k, k') (r*ro), either we can use the 
identity (VI.4) or we can solve the Eqs. (VI. 3) 
with r' = rD. The second approach uses a system of 
r x fa.' nonhomogeneous equations, each labeled by a 
pair (p, p'). The rows of the coefficient matrix are 
thus labeled by a pair (p, p') and the columns by A 

= 1, ... , m (0'0)' We have already seen that there are 
m(O'o) independent columns, so m(O'o) is the rank of this 
matrix. Thus, of the f"'xf"" equations we need only 
take m(O'o) 
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(VI. 5) 

j=l, ... , m(ao). 

The pairs (p i' p~) must be chosen so that the rows 
C:p (PJ'p~) (of the coefficient matrix of the system) are 
lin~arly independent, i. e., so that any relation of the 
form 

(VI. 6) 

for all A, implies eachlJj=:O. If relation (VI.6) holds, 
we multiply both sides by C:Po(q, q/) and sum on A, using 
(VI. 3), to obtain 

for each pair (q, q'). Hence, if we choose pairs (Pj'p~), 
j = 1, ... ,m(ao), making the rows A ':a0ro (p j' q, a; p~, q' , a') 
independent, then the corresponding rows C:ro (Pj'p~) 
are also independent. Because the rank of A :oro is 
m(ao), this method of selection gives the cor~ect num
ber of pairs, Since it is self-adjoint and has only real
valued entries, the matrixA;ooro is symmetric. Thus, 
the labels (Pi,Pj), found in the process of orthonormali
zing its columns, are the labels of the linearly indepen
dent rows of A ;ooro' 

Thus, in summary, we find the coefficients as 
follows. We fix an Yo and find m(ao) independent columns 
of A;or' label them by the pairs (Pj,p~), j =1,'.0, 
m(aS ~nd orthonormalize them. The components, 
labeled by (k, k'), of the resulting vectors, are the 
coefficients C~ (k, k'). We then compute the inverse of 

° the m(ao)Xm(ao) coefficient matrix e~roo(pj'p~) and 
use it to solve, uniquely, the system (VI. 5) for the 
coefficients C~(k, k') for r*yo. Clearly, we obtain 
real-valued coefficients. 

We see that our construction requires the calculation 
of the following sets of tensor coupling coefficients: 
A :or (p, k, a; p', k', a') for some fixed Yo, for all (k, k') 
ana ~nough pairs (P,p') to give m(ao) independent col
umns [the number of pairs (p, p') that must be tested is 
not known in advance], and the coefficients 
A;',9 (k,p, a; k' ,p', a') for aU r, k, and k' and those pairs 
(p, jh which have just been found. 

If the multiplicity, m (an), is one, the range of the 
projection given by A :or is one-dimensional, so that 

° ° to compute C:owe need use only one column. We may 
pick any colmfm, which we label by a pair (Po,p~), 
which is not identically zero. Since the real-valued 
matrix A :or gives a self-adjoint projection, this condi
tion mean~ ~hat the diagonal entry 
A ':a°ro (Po, Po, a ;p~, p~, a') is strictly positive, That is, 

,0 A :ooro(P'Po, a;p', p~, a)2 
p,p 
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= A :or (Po, Po, a; p~, p~, a'l. (VI. 7) 
° ° 

We then see that the square of the length of a column of 
A "'0, equals its diagonal element. The only part of the 

'0 ° Gram-Schmidt procedure that is necessary in the pres-
ent case is the normalization. This gives 

C"'o(k k') _ A ~a0.J>Q.'... a; k' ,p~, a') 
ro ' - flj""(,o (p p a" p' p' 7'lI72) 1 2 lJ'1 roTo 0' 0' , 0' 0' x Jr' 

(VI. 8) 

We note that 

C:~(Po,p~) = [A:oo,o(Po,Po, a;p~,p~, a'»)1/2, (VI. 9) 

To find C:O(k, k'), for r*ro, we note that the system 
(VI. 5) reduces to one equation, whose solution is given 
by 

C"'o(k k') =A~,oo(k,po' a; k' ,p~, a') . 
, , ~g(Po, p~) 

(VI. 10) 

Since C:g(k, k') also satisfies this equation, (VI. 10) may 
be used to compute aU the coefficients, once the overall 
sign has been fixed. 

Since the range of the projection A :0, has dimension 
00 

one, and since we require that the length of the vector 
chosen from this space be one, the C's are determined 
up to a phase. We take the e's to be real, so that only 
a sign remains to be fixed and this is done in Eq. (VI. 9). 

We must now prove that the coefficients we have con
structed are actually Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 
that is, that they satisfy (V.6) and (VI. 3). 

From the definition of the A's and the unitarity of the 
Il's, we have 

2:; A:p (p, q, a; p', c( ,a')A:~ (k, q, a; k', C(, a') 
.~ 0 ° 

=A:R(P, k, a;p', k', a'). (VI. 11) 

Moreover, by (VI. 1) and the unitarity of the jJ.'s, the 
definition (IY.ll) of the A's gives the stronger result 

.0 A :so(p, k, a;p', k', a')A ':f§(P, q, a; pi, q', a') 
p,p 

=0"'0<>'00,,,, A :1J(k, q, a; k', q', a'). (VI. 12) 

Applying (VI. 11), noting that our C's satisfy the 
system (VI. 3) with r = ro, and using the orthonorroality 
of the vectors C:p LA == 1, ... , m(ao)], we have 

° 
A:p(p, k, a;p', k', a') 

=:6 .0 C:p(P,p')C:,~(q, c()C:sO(k, k/)C:,oo(q, q') 
A.,p q,~ 

==:6c"'o(p p')C"'o(k k') Ar' AS' , 
A 

and our coefficients satisfy (VI. 3), for all yand s. 

Next, using (VI. 12) with y == s = Yo and r' = s' = Yo, we 
see that the eigenvectors C:p and C~I!! belong to (syro-

° ° metriC) projections whose product is zero if a~ * a o' 
and so for a~ * a o, these eigenvectors must be orthogo
nal. We must complete the argument that our construc
tion yields orthonormal vectors for r, s * Yo; we use the 
fact that for y=ro, we have an orthonormal set. Thus 
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we may multiply (VI. 3) by C~po(P,p') and sum on (P,p') 
to obtain 

.B A:?o(k,p, a; k' ,p', a')C~p (P,p') 
~, 0 

=C~,D(k, k'). 

Therefore, 

.B C~f>(p'p')c'1r;.(p,p'} 
p,' 

=.BA"o(P k a'p' k' ~") rro ' , , , , u: 
P,? 

XA~o(p, q, a;p', r(, a')C~po(k, k')C~:90(q, q'} 

-0"0<>'00 .B A"c (k 'k''-/') - r""ktk' TOTO ,q,o, ,'1,Ci 
a,a' 

=0"0"'00 6 C"o (k k')C"o (k k') 
r"" XTo' Alro' 

k,lt' 

and we have the required orthonormality. 

We next consider the extent to which the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients are unique. Starting with the coef
ficients provided by our construction, we can obtain 
further sets of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the 
following manner: We let T be a unitary matrix with 
entries denoted by t's, whose rows and columns are 
labeled by the triplets {3, .>t, r. We also suppose the t's 
satisfy 

t - {O if {3 * {3' or if r * r', 
B,~,r;B-,~-,,. - t~~_ otherwise. (VI. 13) 

That is, the matrix T is block diagonal, with blocks 
labeled by classes (3, and its entries depend only on the 
label given by the multiplicity index.>t. Then 

Ltt':,.iep=ol'" . (VI. 14) 
p 

Thus if 

nt:.r(P' p') =6 t~pC:J(P, p'), (VI. 15) 
p 

the D's form a second set of Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients as can be seen by direct substitution in (V. 6) 
and (VI. 3). 

On the other hand, suppose we have a second set of 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, D~r0(P,p'). We shall show 
they are related to the C's by a matrix T of the above 
form. First, since the coefficients C~,D(p,p'} and 
D~,D(p,p') form two orthonormal sets of eigenvectors, 
corresponding to eigenvalue one, for the matrix A ~,D, 
they are related by a unitary matrix, that is 

D~,D(P,p'} =.Bt~~_(r}C~~ (P,p'), (VI. 16) 
~-

where 

.B t':Pp (r}t:Jl (r) = 0 1'"' (VI. 17) 
P 

for each r. Moreover, we can see that the t's are in
dependent of r: Relation (VI. 3) must hold for the D's 
as well as for the C's, and so 
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=.BD';f>(p,p')D:p(q, q'} 
p 

= 6 t:,2(r)t':,,0(s)C~~(P,P')C:2(q, r(). 
P, ~.v 

Using the orthonormality condition (V. 6) on the C's, 
twice, gives 

01'" = 6t:s(r)t:.9(s ). 
p 

Thus the inverse of the transpose of ["o(r) is t"o(s}. 
But the transpose of t"o(r) is also unitary so that t"o(s) 
=t"'o(r), and the t"o's are indeed independent of r. 

We have indicated how any matrix T, satisfying 
(VI. 14) allows us to construct a second set of Clebsch
Gordan coefficients from a previously obtained set. 
This method involves taking linear combinations where 
the sum is only over the multipliCity indices. Con
versely, we have seen that any two sets of Clebsch
Gordan coefficients are related by (VI. 15) for a matrix 
T satisfying (VI. 14). We note that if the multiplicity 
is one, then (VI. 15) reduces to a change of phase. 

In Sec. IV we expressed a space for the tensor product 
of the group ring with itself as a direct sum of spaces, 
on each of which Sn acts irreducibly. The carrier space 
consists of polynomials. Our approach did not actually 
give the decomposition of the tensor product of two 
irreducible representations. With the machinery of this 
and the preceding section, we again address ourselves 
to this question. 

Initially we work in 0n@On' We let 

v",q=span{~:q: any p}, 

and 

(VI. IS) 

g~pEc v""qgV""". By orthonormality, {g~p} is linearly 
independent, for each a, a', q, and q'. Also, the num
ber of g':,.o's is LO!om(ao)f"'o=f'" 'f"", so the set {g~ro} 
forms a basis for v""qg V"-'"'. Let 

(VI. 19) 

We have shown that v""q@ V""'·-=L",o,~ Ell V~o, we must 
show that this decomposition reduces Jl "@Jl "". Thus, fix 
a o and A. We have 

T(g~rO)=.B C~ro(k, k/)T(~kq:Sl~k_",) 
',It' 

summing over repeated indices, using (VI. 3) and the 
fact that the C's are real valued. Using orthonormality, 

T(g"O) = Lt CO!o(p p')11 "O(T)/:" @t"'-AT AS , '-sr ~PQ .,tlff 
s,P," 
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and so the representation J1."S!J1."', restricted to V~o, is 
an irreducible representation of class ao' Hence, 

va .• S! V""" = 6 EB V~o (VI. 20) 
0:0.).. 

gives the direct sum reduction for the tensor product 
of two irreducible representations. 

We also note, using (V. 5), that 

[:; C~~(p,p' )g~~ = ~:"ZJ ~::.. . (VI. 21) 
QO,'\,T 

Returning to V[x]S! v[y], we see that g~(q, a; q', a') is 
identified wi th 

g~p(q, a; q', a')(x, y) 

Moreover, 

e"e""g~~(x,y) 

= 6 e"8""C~~(k, k')~:.(x)~: .. (y) 
k,k' 

= 6 ()"OC~To(k, k')A:tO(k, q, a; k', I ,a') 
k,k' 
I,a 
s,t 

= 6 C~f(q, l)J1.;'/(a)~:P(xay), 
',o,t 

(VI. 22) 

(VI. 23) 

using (IV. 13), (VI.3), and orthonormality. Relation 
(VI. 23) shows the vectors ~~o(xay) are combined to 
obtain vectors for reducing tensor products of irreduci
ble representations. We see how subspaces involved in 
the direct sum for such a reduction are spanned by 
polynomials and not merely by products of polynomials 
as in (VI. 18). 

The polynomials we discussed in Sec. IV are labeled 
by equivalence class, representation, and vector. 
The space of products of pairs 0 f polynomials does not 
reduce into a direct sum of subspaces of polynomials 
labeled in the same way. Neither does the expansion 
(IV .13) give a reduction into subspaces of the tensor 
product of two irreducible representations, even 
though we introduced further vectors, obtained from 
vectors labeled as above with certain changes of vari
ables as specified by the elements, a, of S", The 
g~~(x, y) are linear combinations summed over the 
representations and over the group of the latter states; 
this is the content of (VI. 23). For each a o and A we 
have a basis for a representation of class a o and when 
a o and A are varied we obtain a basis for the tensor 
product of the two irreducible representations in 
question. 

VII. THE ITERATIVE FORMULA 

The tensor coupling coefficients can be calculated 
directly from the definitions (IV. 8) and (IV. 11). To do 
this we need each of (n I)Z numbers U;.{1'), obtained by 
varying a, p, and q and l' E S", These would first have 
to be computed from the matrices for the neighboring 
transpositions. 
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We will use an alternate approach, and develop an 
iterative formula for the S. coefficients which requires 
only the S,,_l coefficients and the matrix elements for 
that neighboring transposition which interchanges 
n - 1 and n. We use the notation of the seminormal 
representation. All the results apply in the orthogonal 
case; they are obtained by replacing the A's withA's 
and the u's with J1. 'so 

Our formula is based on the following decomposition 
of 5" in terms of 5,,_1: 

Lemma VII. 1: S.=S._lU (S"_l1',,S,,_l) and 

(a) S"_l n (S"_lT,,S"_l) = cf>; 

(b) If ao, a~E S"_l then the number of pairs a,a' 
ES,,_l withaT"a'=aoT"a~ is (n-2)! 

Proof of Lemma VII. 1 : Elements of the set 
S"_l1'"S._1 do not fix n so that (a) is immediate. To prove 
(b) we see that if ao,a~, a,a' E S,,_l with 

(VII. 1) 

then Tn = (a~la)T "a'a~-l. Note that a;/a, a'a~-1 E S,,_1' Let 
j'" n - 1 be the image of n - 1 under a'a~-l. If j were less 
than n - 1 then since T,,(j) = j and (a~la)(j) ~ n - 1, we get 
n=T,,(n -1) = (ao1a)(j) ~ n -1, a contradiction. Thus, 
a'a~-l fixes n - L The same is true of ao1a. Both these 
products already fix n so that ao1a =p E S,,_2 and a'a~-l 
=p' E S._2' Then T,,=PT,p'. Elements of 5,,_2 commute 
with Tn which implies T"=pp'T,,, and thus p'=p-1. We 
conclude that if (VII. 1) holds, there exists p E 5,,_2 with 
a = aop and a' = P-1ao. Clearly p is unique. If a = aop and 
a' = p-1a6 with p E 5,,_2, then (VIII. 1) holds because ele
ments of 5,,_2 commute with 1' •• Since the order of 5._2 is 
(n-2)!, result (b) is proved. 

To establish the main part of the lemma we use a 
counting argument. From (b), 5._11',,5"_1 has l(n-1)!2/ 
(n - 2)!] = (n -l)(n -I)! elements. Adding this number to 
the order of S,,_u (n - I)! gives n!, the order of S", The 
disjointness of 5"_1 and 5"_1 l' .S,,_1 gives the result 

Next we recall the concept of starring. If r is a tab
leau of frame a for S., then r* is the tableau obtained 
from r by deleting the box containing the number n. By 
a*(r) we mean the frame, for 5._u to which r* corre
sponds. The following result proved by Rutherford17 

relates the matrices u for a and a*: 

Theorem VILl: If TES,,_l' then 

{
U::,<:) (1'), if jn(r)=j,,(s), 

u"(T)-
TS - 0, otherwise. 

The iterative formula and its proof may now be given. 

Theorem VII.2: If ao, a, and a' are frames for 5. 
then 

A:~(p, q, a;p', q', a') 

(VII. 2) 

where 
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A:sO(p, q, 01; p', q', 01') 

=A:I.~)(P*, q*, OI*(p); P'''', q'*, 01' "'(p'», 

when jn(r) = jn(s), jn(P) = jn(q), jn(P') = jn(q'), 

A:S0(p, q, 01; p', q', 01') = 0 

otherwise, and 

A"'o(p q 01 0 p' q' 01') TS , , , , , 

XAt/s<;')(kt, q*, OI*(q); mt, q'*, OI'*(q'» 

(VII. 3) 

x UtlOj2(7)U:lk2 (7)u~lm2 (7" n); (VIL 4) 

the sum is taken over only those values of the indices 
for which jn(il) =jn(5), jn(i2) =jn(r), jn(k1 ) =jn(P)' 
jn(k2) = jn(q), jn(ml) = jn(P'), jn(m2) = jn(q') 0 

Proof of Theorem VII, 2: We use the decomposition 
given by the lemma. First, if G E 5n_1> then the product 
is 

if jn(r) =jn(s), jn(P) =jn(q), jn(P') =jn(q'), and is 
otherwise zero. Thus, if the appropriate j's are equal 

.0 u~To(a-l )u;q(G )u;~(G) 
aE 5._1 

* = e "'it (r)A:,fs~)(P*, q*, OI*(p); p'*, q' *,01' *(p'», 

by the definition (IV. 8), and the sum is zero if not all 
the pairs of j's are equal. 

Next, we let G, G' E 5n_1 and we consider G7" nG' 0 We 
have (G7"nG')-1 =G'-17"nG-1 and 

usr(G- 1T nG'-l )upq(G T nG' )Up'",(GT nG') 

XU':m (G)ue;; m (Tn)u:2",(G'L 
1 1 2 

The terms of the sum can be rearranged and the sum 
can be taken over fewer values of the indices so that it 
becomes 

.0u "'it (r)(G-1)u"'t (j»(G )u"": «()(G) 
I!l'r* p kr P' m1 

* Xu "'0 o(S)(G'·l)U"'* (q) (a' )u""* ("')IG') 
S*lt ~ k!l'q'" mt"'· ~ 

x UtlOl2 (7" n)U;: "2 (Tn)U~ m2 (Tn)' 

where the indices range over only those tableaux 
i" iz, k" k2' m" m z with jn(il)=jn(S), jn(iz)=jn(r), jn(k1 ) 

=jn(P)' jn(k2)=jn(q), jn(m1)=jn(P'), jn(m2 )=jn(q')· If we 
now SUIP this overG,G' E5n_l> applying (IV. 8), we 
obtain ,4, 

By Lemma VII. 1 the sum in (IV. 8) splits into two 
parts, giving 
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A:~(p, q, 01; p', q', 01') 

e",!!'(r) -
- --A "'o(p 01 0 p' , ') - e "'0 rs ,q, , , q ,01 

e "'it (r)G "'Il' (s) "" 

+ G"'o(n-2)1 A:S0(p,q,OI;P',q',OI') 

as required. 

We note that a condition requiring the jn's to agree 
for two tableaux simply means that the number n must 
be in the same row for both tableaux. 

VIII. THE SYMMETRIES 

For the orthogonal representation several symmetry 
properties of the A's follow immediately from the 
definition (IV. H) and the unitarity of this representa
tion. For the seminormal representation, correspond
ing properties may be obtained from those below by 
using (IV. 14), and need not be stated explicitly here, 

First, 

A :2(P, q, a; p', q', a') =A ,;?(q, p, 01; q', p', a'). (VIII.1) 

Also, 

e "'oA ;~(p, q, 01; p' , q' ,01') 

=G"'oA :2(P', q', 01'; p, q, (1) 

(VIII. 2) 

and so on. Further symmetry properties can be obtained 
by combining formulas (VIII. 1) and (VIII. 2) in an obvious 
way. 

We recall that for any r the matrix A :~, discussed 
earlier, is a projection. Hence, its trace equals its 
rank which we found was m(OIo, 01, 01') =m(OIo). This 
now gives a proof that the multiplicity is independent 
of the order of the three classes ao, 01,01': We have 

m(OIO, 01, a') = .0,.J/ :l(P, p, a; p' ,p', 01'), 
P.P' 

so that summing on r gives 

f)"'of "'Om(OI o, a., 01') = .0 () "'oA :~(P,p, 01; p' ,p', 01') 
P,V,r 

= .0 f)"'A~p(r,r,OIo;p',P',OI'), 
p, tI, r 

by (VIII. 2) and so, by (III. 8), 

nlm(OIo,a.,OI')= .0 e"'A;p(r,r,OIo;p',p',OI') 
P,V,r 

=n!m(OI, 010, 01'), 

(VIII. 3) 

(VIII. 4) 

as required. Clearly, also m(OIO,OI,OI')=:=m(ao,a', (1). 

The following constructions expand the discussions 
of Hamermesh. 18 

To find the symmetries of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients we consider (V. 6) and (V. 7), and note that 
the numbers C :~. "". "'(k' ,k) satisfy the same equations 
as the numbers C:ro. "'·""(k, k'). (Here we must write the 
symbols 01 and 01' on the C's; elsewhere these are sup
pressed, ) We recall that the C's are not uniquely de-
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fined; any set of numbers satisfying (V. 6) and (VI. 3) 
is acceptable. 

We order all the representations in some manner, 
and we solve for the coefficients C~To. "'. ""(k, k') for 
a"" a'. The A 's obey (VIIL 2), so coefficients satisfying 
(V.6) and (VI. 3) may be defined by 

(VIII, 5) 

for a' < a. The resulting coefficients are automatically 
symmetric. 

For the symmetry arising from an interchange of the 
representations a o and a', we start from formula 
(V. 7), which we rewrite as 

IJ. :.(T)IJ. ;' .. (T) 

~ C~1·",·a'(p,p')IJ.:iJ(T)c~~·a.a'(q, q'), (VIII. 6) 
0:0' A.,T, r' 

taking the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to be real. We 
multiply this equation by C~, a. ""(q, q') and sum on q, q', 
using (V. 6) and obtain 

~ lJ.:q(T)IJ.;:"(T)C~iJ·a'''''(q, q') .... 
(VIII. 7) 

T 

(For simplicity, we will continually drop the "-'''s.) 
Then, by unitarity, for any q, 
~ IJ. ~(T)IJ. :.(T) =~ 1J.~I>(T-l)1J. I>.(T) 
I> I> 

= IJ.~.(E) =o~., 
so multiplying (VIII. 7) by IJ. :~(T) and summing on p, 
we have 

~ IJ. ;' .. (T)C~iJ' a. ""(q, q') .. 
=~ C~1·a·""(p,p')IJ.:iJ(T)IJ.:.(T). 

T.I> 
(VIII. 8) 

Next, expanding lJ.:il(T)1J. :.(T) = IJ. :.(T)IJ. :iJ(T), using 
(V.7), gives 

~ IJ. ;' .. (T)C~iJ' a. ""(q, q') .. 
= 6 c~.;·a·""(p,p')Ceia,ao(p, r) 

T.I> 
t,t' 
B,v 

(VIII. 9) 

To move the last C over we multiply by C~ a. "'0 (q, r') 
and sum on q and r', so that 

~ j..L: .. (T)C~iJ,a'''''(q, q')Ceioa,ao(q, r') 
r',q,t/ 

= 6 C~1,a'''''(p,p')C~i'''''0(P, r)lJ.~t,(T). (VIII. 10) 
T,P,t 

Now LT •• C~,9,a'''''(q,q')Cei,,,,·ao(q, r') may be viewed as the 
entry in row q, column t' of a matrix 

K =K (ao, a, a', (3) 
A,II 

and 

~ C~T()I""""(p,p')Ceia,ao(p,r) 
T.I> 
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gives the row p' column t entry of the same matrix, 
and (VIII. 10) states that 

IJ.""K=KIJ. B• 

By Schur's lemma, 

K=O or K(aO,a,a',f3)=K(O!O,a,a')1 
A,II A,II 

(I is the unit matrix of appropriate dimension) and 
representations a' and f3 must be equivalent, that is, 

K(aO,a,a') 
A,II 

is a scalar such that 

~ C~1' "'. ""(p,p')Cei a. "'o(p, r) 
T,I> 

=::K(aO' a, a')O""BOJlt • 
A,II 

(VIII. H) 

Next we see that 

~C~ "', ao(p, r)C~r' a. ao(p, r) 
v 

=A ;r(r, r, a o; p,p, a) 

8
a

o A a ( ") = 8 a ' Tf p,p,a;p ,t,O! (VIII. 12) 

by (VI. 3) and (VIII. 2). Then an interchange of p' and t 
in (VIII. H), multiplication by C~· a, ao(15, r\ and 
summation on II gives 

=:: ~ C~1·a.""(p, t)c~a. "'o(p, r)C~·",·ao(p, r) 
r,P," 

8 ao 
=~ V C~1'''' ""(p, t)A :.p(p, 15, a; p',T, a'). (VIIL 13) 

T,I> 

Taking p' = t and summing on p' we see that 

(
8 ao\ ~ Ba'i C~1·a·""(p,p')A~(p,p,a;p',r,a') 

r,P,p' 

=~(~) cw,a,,,,,(p, n, (VIIL 14) 

by (VI.4). The terms in the sum on r are independent 
of r so that it becomes 

f"'o (~) C~~' a. ""(p, t) = ;J. C~' a. "" (p,T) 

by (1II.8). Hence 

f""C:~,a,,,,,(p,r) = ~ K(aO{ a; a') c~.a,ao(15, r) 
!I,P' , 

(VIII. 15) 
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Also, from (V.6) and (VIII. 15) 

f"'OI5I.", =.0151.", ,. 
=.0 .0 e "'.,9' "', ""'(- -)e"'O' "', ""'(- -) • I.T p, t",;r p, t 

T 11,1 

= f"" ~K(aO' (1', a') K (a o, a, a'). (VIII. 16) 
v All /J-ll 

From this relation and (VIII. 15) it follows that 

.0 C~~ "'. "'o(p, r)C~'p. "'.ilo(p, s) 
P,P' 

x c~i" "', ""(p, P' )c~; "'. a' (p, p') 

= f~ l5/lo,aol5l."I5Ts· (VIII. 17) 

Moreover, by (V. 5) and (VIII. 15), 

.0 e,&a''''o(p,r)C~o;a,Ot'(p,p') 
P,P' 

(V IlL 18) 

Now suppose we have found coefficients C::,a,a'(p,p') 
satisfying (V. 6) and (VI. 3), for a' ~ a o' Then for a o 
< a', we define 

(VIII. 19) 

Note that the multiplicity indices for both triplets of 
representations are independent of the order in which 
the representations occur. We must show these coef
ficients satisfy (VI. 3) and (V.6) in all cases. 

First, 

E C~To,,,,.""(p,P')C~f ",.a'(q, q') 
I. 

f ao 
- Ec""""ao(p r)ca',a''''o(q s) -FI. I.P' , I... , 

fao 8ao 
= F (JOT A :f(P, q, a; p' , r/ ,a') 

=A :R(P, q, a; p', q', a'), 
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by (VIII.2). Next 

E C~i" "', ""(p, p')C~~' a, "'(p, p') 
p. P' 

f ao 
= - )~ c""""ao(p r)C""""ao(p s)-15 15 f'" ~ I.P' , "I' ,- I." T' 

by (V. 6). We must also show that a o * 130 implies that 

~ C:t "', ""(p,p')C~o; "', ""(P,p') =0. 
p. P' 

If a' ~ a o, $0 we already know this formula holds. In 
the cases ao < a' ~ 130 , or 130 < a' ~ (1'0' we use the defini
tion (VIII. 19) and (VIII. 18). For ao, $0 < a', (VIII. 19) 
and (VIII. 17) are used. 

Interchanging representations and their conjugates 
gives further symmetries. We recall (III. 4) and (III. 6). 
The completely symmetric (one-dimensional) represen
tation is labeled by 

(1'+ = (n, 0, ... , 0) (VIII. 20) 

and the completely antisymmetric (one -dimensional) 
representation by 

(1'-=(1,1, .•. ,1). (VIII. 21) 

For any frame a, we fix a tableau Po' If P is another 
tableau of this frame, then p may be obtained from Po 
by applying some permutation uPPo E Sn on the numbers 
of Po' We let A(p) =:sign(uppo)' The symbol "-" will 
indicate a mapping which gives an isomorphism pre
serving the action of Sn" We will also use the associativ
ity and commutativity of the tensor product, 

(Vl :9 V2)~ V3 - Vl :>9 (V2 )$1 V3), 

and 

Vl SlV2 - V2 )9 Vl' 

Our first isomorphism is 

~:.:9~ ",. - ~: .. (VIII. 22) 

The argument is that if 'T j is any neighboring transposi
tion, then 'T j~ a+ = ~ "'+, and thus, for any 'T E Sn' 

'T~ ",+ = I; a+ • (VIII. 23) 

Hence, for 'T C Sn' 

'T(I;:':91; ",.) = 'T1;:.:>9 'TI; ",. 

= 'T1;:.:91; ",. 

and "-" follows. 

Since, for 'T j any neighboring transposition, we have 
'T jl; ",- = -I; "'-, we obtain, for 'T E Sn 

'T~ ,,- = sign('T)~ "-. (VIIL 24) 

It then follows, from (VIII. 23) and (VIII.24), that 

(VIII. 25) 

We now proceed to relate a representation and its 
conjugate. We will show 

1;:. - A(p)[~}.Sl~ "-J, (VIII, 26) 

To show this isomorphism, we apply any 'T j = (j - 1, j) 
to both sides and verify that the correspondence of 
(VIII. 26) is preserved. 
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and 

Tj(~~~~"'-)=-1(TJ!;i.~I;"'-) 

= - 1 ~ 1l~(T ,)(1; ~.~I; "'-) 
m 

where 

{

-1, m=p, 

p(m,p)= + 1, m *p, 

(VIII. 27) 

using (III. 22) and (III.23). Now T J' acting on the left
hand side of (VIII. 26) gives 

~1l:p(T,)A(k)(l;l.~1; "'-), (VIII. 28) 
k 

and TJ acting on the right-hand side yields 

-1A(p)~p(m,p)Il~(T,)I;~.~l;a-. (VIIIo 29) 

The expressions (VIII. 28) and (VIII. 29) are equal since 

- A(p)p(m,p) = A(m), (VIIL 30) 

whenever Il ~p(T j) * 0, that is, whenever m arises from 
p by interchanging the numbers j -1 and j. The 
asserted isomorphism follows. 

We combine our results and obtain the following 
sequence of isomorphisms: 

A(P )A(p') (I;;q ~ I; :rt) 

- (I;fq~ I; a-)~ (I;;,~, ~!; a-) 

- (!;;q~l;j~,)~ (I; "'-~!; a-) 

- (!;;i~I;r.;;,)~l;a+ 

- I;;.~!;r.., , 

that is 

A(P)A(p'}{!;;q®!;: rt) - !;;.~ !;~i-. (VIII. 31) 

Each equivalence in the preceding sequence of isomor
phisms is unitary, thus (VIII. 31) also gives a unitary 
equivalence. 

Now suppose the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
cao. "'. "" have been computed for each a o, for 
a"" a'. Then 

ta ~t"" _ "'Cao.a.a'(p p')tao 
Spq SP'rt LJ Ar ,Srs 

and thus, by (VIII. 31), 

I;;'®!;tq. - 6A(P)A(p')C~ro. a. "'(p, p')!;~so; 

both isomorphisms are unitary. 

We then define, for a' < a, 

(VIIL 32) 

C~ro."" ""(p, p') =A(P)A(p')C~~' a. "'(p, p'). (VIII. 33) 

Since (VIII. 31) does give a unitary equivalence, these 
numbers are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the case 
a' < a. 
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We have seen that starting with certain subsets of 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, it is possible to construct 
the other coefficients such that the total set has the 
symmetry properties of a particular class. The differ
ent procedures do not commute so that not all the 
symmetries will hold simultaneously. 

An example showing that all classes of symmetries 
cannot be made to hold simultaneously is given by a 
triplet 0. 0 , a, a. For interchange symmetry, we must 
have C~ro.a.a(p,p,)=c~~·a.a(p',p), for conjugation 
symmetry, C~o. "'. a(p, p') = A(P)A(p')C~ro. a. a(p,p'). These 
coefficients are not equal unless a is one-dimensional. 

We will later describe a consistent procedure for 
using all the symmetry related constructions to reduce 
the number of coefficients that need to be calculated. 

To find the symmetries of the A's under conjugation, 
we use (VI. 3) and get 

A~J(p, q, a;j/,"(/, a') 

= A(p)A(P')A(q)A(q'}A ~so(p, q, a; p', q', a'). (VIIL 34) 

Using the multiplicity formula (VIII. 3), it immedi
ately follows that the multiplicity is invariant under con
jugation of a and a'. USing the interchange symmetry as 
well, we see that the multiplicity is invariant under con
jugation of any two of the representationso 

We cannot construct coefficients satisfying, simul
taneously, all the symmetries discussed. However, 
we can use all our symmetry constructions, in some 
sequence, to define coefficients, allowing us to compute, 
simply, large sets of coefficients from just one coef
ficient. This avoids the need to use detailed calculations 
for most of them. 

We use different types of operations on ordered 
triplets: 

T 1 • a : an interchange of the last two members of the 
triplet; 

T 1• b : an interchange of the first and last members of 
the triplet; 

T 2 : conjugation of the last two members of the trip
let. 

The triplets of representations split into equivalence 
classes. Two triplets are said to be equivalent if one 
can be obtained from the other by any sequence of 
operations of the above types. 

The representations may be ordered. We do this by 
defining "<" as follows: If mk(a) = mk({3) for k> ko, 
but mko(a) > mkO ({3) then a < {3. We divide the represen
tation into three sets. The first contains the self-con
jugate repre sentations 0 The second is given by {a: a 
< a} and the third by {a: a < a}. 

In each class of triplets we use the methods of Secs. 
VI and VII to compute all the coefficients for one trip
let, the "working triplet." The coefficients for the other 
triplets will then be obtainable using constructions going 
with operations of types Tl a' Tl b' and T 2 0 To select 
the working triplet (a o, a, ~'), whose coefficients 
Cao' a. '" are to be computed, we consider all triplets 
(a o, a, a') for which a o"" a "" a'. Of these we pick out 
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those for which a o is minimum with respect to the 
ordering. From that collection we pick out ones with 
a the smallest, and finally, we pick out the one with 
a' the smallest. This triplet is unique. We compute 
all the coefficients for it. 

To find the coefficients for any triplet in an equiva
lence class, we first list, in order, the operations 
which transform the required triplet into the working 
triplet. Then we apply the constructions corresponding 

Triplet Conditions 

{ 
f3o, f3, f3'} 

ao=min ~o,~,~' 

I. (a) a o in triplet 

(b) a o not in triplet 

Operations 
(where necessary) 

T1,b 
T1,a 

T1,a or T1,b 
T2 
T 1, b 

In either case, we obtain a triplet denoted by: 

{Y,Y'} 
(ao,y,y') a =min y,y' 

II. (a) a in pair 1',1" 

(b) a not in 
pair 1',1" 

Either case leads to a triplet: 

(a o, a, p) 
III. (a) a'" a 

(b) a =a 

T1,a 

T1,a 

T2 

Let a' =p. 

Let a' = min{p, p} 
and T2, 

Since the coefficients are not unique, we would ex
pect different chains of operations to give different 
coefficients. 

Finally we note that there is no symmetry corre
sponding to the conjugation of all three representations 
of a triplet. In fact, of the two coefficients 
C~f1' a, ""(p, p') and Cff' 'li,1i!(jj, p'), at most one is non
zero. We see this from (VIII. 7) with T = (12), giving 

(VIIL 35) 

If an odd number of p,p', r contain the numbers 1 and 
2 in the same column, C~f1' a. ""(p, p') = _ C~TO' a, ""(p, p'), 
so this coefficient is zero. Under conjugation, rows 
and columns are interchanged, so the result follows. 

IX. THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS 

The tensor coupling coefficients satisfy two systems 
of homogeneous linear equations, which are of some 
use. We now derive these, using the symbols for the 
orthogonal representation. The formulas in the semi
normal case are the same. 
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to the operations, but in reverse order, to the coeffi
cients of the working triplet. This chain of construc
tions then gives the coefficients for the required triplet. 
The reason we use this simple reversal is that each 
of the relevant operations is its own inverse, 

There are a number of suitable chains of operations; 
we discuss one. Suppose the required triplet is 
(f3o, f3, (3'). We tabulate the steps necessary to give the 
working triplet (a o, a, a'). 

Result 

ao,a,-. 

ao,a,-, 

ao,a,-. 

We start with (IV. 12), 

~:J'(xY ) 

= £ A:J'(p,q,a;p',q',a')~:.(x)~;~(y), 

t:~,""" 
where X=X1X2" .Xn , and Y=Y1Y2" ·Yn • We can replace 
x by TX=x1(l)" 'x,(nP and Y by Ty, giving 

~:sO(TXTy)= £ A:.o(p, q, a;p', q', a') 

t:"J,a"" 

Since 

~:qT = ~ ~:.~i(T)~:j=£JJ.:i(T)~;j 
a,k, j j 

we get 

~:.O(TXTy)= ~ A:.°(p,q,a;p',q',a') 

Also 

p,q. Q 

I'.tI, a! 
i, J' 
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~~sO(TXTy) = ~~sO(T(XY» =.0 f..L ~O(T)~ ~kO(XY) 
k 

X~:q(X) ~;' .. (y). 

But the products of the ~ 's are independent, so for 
each p, q,p', q', r, s we get, by interchanging j and q, 
j' and q' in (IX. 1), 

.0A ~f(P,j, a; p' ,j' , a')f..L fq(T)f..L P' .. (T) 
J, l' 

=.0A~k°(P, q, a;p', q', a')f..L~o(TL 
k 

(IX. 2) 

We get another set of homogeneous equations by 
applying the symmetry property (VIII. 1) of the A's 
and the unitarity of the representation to obtain 

.0 A ~s°(j, q, a; j' , q' , a')f..L :J(T)f..L ;'1'(T) 
J, l' 

='6A:2(P, q, a;p', q', a')f..L:r(T). (IX. 3) 
k 

Since the f..L's are unitary, (IX. 2) and (IX. 3) both 
describe the same system of homogeneous equations. 
Moreover, (VIII. 7) is the statement that the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients satisfy this system. 

Formulas (IX. 2) and (IX. 3) may be derived for the 
A's and the u's of the seminormal representation by 
applying (III. 16) and (IV. 14). 

We also note that any solution of the equations (IX. 2) 
or (IX. 3) for the neighboring transpositions satisfies 
the system obtained when T ranges over 5n • 

X. EXAMPLES 

To illustrate our procedures we consider a few ex
amples, doing the calculation by means of the iterative 
formula (VIT. 2) for the orthogonal situation, For 51 
there is only one A; it has the value 1. 

For 52 there are two representations, both one
dimensional, numbered as listed: 

a = [!] ; r = 1 : ~, and a = ~; r = 2: ITIII , 

f..L[!](12)=-1, f..L el (12)=1. 
(X.1) 

Both representations star down to I] of 51' For both 
representations, we also have 

0=2 !//= 2/1 =2. 

Since we have, for 51' e = 1, we get 

AW(1, 1,m; 1,1, [!] ) 

=%(1) +%(1)(1)(-1)(-1)(-1) =0, 

A~(1; 1, [!]; 1, 1, m ) 
= %(1) + i(1)(1) (1 )(- 1)(- 1) = 1. 

(X.2) 

(X.3) 

(XA) 

It is now obvious that if, in the triplet (ao, a, a'), 
there is an odd number of ill's, the corresponding A is 
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0; if there is an even number, it is one. [See also 
(VIII. 35).] 

These results can also be obtained from the defini
tion (IV. 11), 

A~(1, 1, ill ;1, 1, m) 

=%[(_1)3 + (1)3]=0, 

A~(1,1, ill;1,1, [!] )=%[(1)(_1)2+(1)3]=1, 

To avoid ambiguity, we will use "a"'s to denote the 
A's for starred representations and tableaux. For 53 
there are three representations; two are one-dimension
al, one is two-dimensional: 

3/4), 
1/2 

:). 
a=~; r=1:rr::III:!l, 0=6, 

u ffi (12) =uffi (23) = 1, 

f..L1ID(12) = f..L 00(23) = 1. 

0=6, 

Then a =[!j gives a* = ill , a = ~ gives a*(1) =1]] , 
a*(2) =I!I , and a =[ID gives a* =[ID . 

To compute AW(1, 1, mJ ;1,1, lID ), we note that all of 
the a's are of the form 

aFW, 1, I]] ; 1, 1, rnl )=0, 

so that 

A Pi (1, 1, ~ ; 1, 1, lID ) = O. 

Another example is 

A~(1, 2, rnI ;2,1, lID ) 

=0 +:aW(1, 1, 00 ; 1, 1, ill) 

xa¥l(1, 1, I!I ; 1, 1, lID )f..LIilf..L~f..L~ 

=0 +: (1)(1)(- 1)/374,f374 = - i 

[where A =0 since jn(P) *jn(q) (or jn(P/)*jn(q'»]. 

Further, 
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=ta~(I, 1, ~ ; 1, 1, ~ ) 

+~(aI?l(I, 1, ~ ; 1, 1, rn ))2(il~)3 
=t_W)2(_W=~. 

In the same way we obtain 

A~(I, 2,[2l,; 2, 2,~) =0, 

Shifting our attention, now, to the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, we note that for S3' all the multiplicities 
are one. Using (VL 8) and (VI. 9) which includes a sign 
convention, we have 

C~WJ,@J(I, 2) =AW(I, 1, lID ; 2, 2, ~ ) 

= v172 = v'2,72, 
and 

CIil,Im'~(2 1)_AN(2,1, ~ ;1,2,@]) 
i ,- C~,&UJ(I, 2) 

-1/2 
= v'2,72 = - f2l2. 

Our next examples are for the tableau function I/J. 
We give a table of values for some tableaux: 

Sl: r=ill, I/J!D= 1, 

S2: r=~, 1/J!D=(1 +n =2, 

r=[ill], 1/Jp1=I, 

S, ,,~~, .1" ~ (1+ 1)(1+ i)(2) ~ 6, 

r=ill2i, 1/J~=(1 +1/2)(1)(1)=3/2, 

r=W 3
1, 1/J~=(1)(?)=2, 

r=~, 1/JP!=1. 

Thus, by (IV. 14), for the seminormal coefficients 
for S2' we get A =A in every case. For S3 we obtain, 
for example, 

AW(I, 2, rnJ ; 2, 1, lID) =A¥l(I, 2, rn ; 2, 1, [g]) 
and 

AIi1(12 f21'2 2 '21)_/2 )1/2AW(1,2,@];2, 2,~), n: , ,~, , ,t=!J - \372 

Finally, we list the basis vectors, in the space V[x] 
[see (IV. 1)], for the two representations corresponding 
to the frame O! =2: 8J , of S3' The exam~s are for the 
ortho~l case. The tableaux are r = 1: ~ and 
r= 2: ti:f. We have, for the first representation, 

~~(x) = 3Lx1X2X3 + X2X1X3 + ~(- X1X~2 
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~~(X) = 3l"372[X1X3X2 -X~2X1 - X2X3X1 + X3X1X2], 

and, for the second, 

~~(x) = 3../ 3/2[X1X3X2 - X3X2X1 + X2X~1 - X~lX2]' 

XI. CONCLUSION 

A formalism has been developed for describing the 
decomposition of the tensor product of two irreducible 
representations of Sn into a direct sum of irreducible 
representations. This has been discussed both for the 
tensor product of the vectors and for the tensor product 
of the matrices of the representations. We have ob
tained the tensor coupling coefficients and the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients. We have considered relations be
tween the two sets and developed methods of calculating 
the latter from the former. 

Although done for the symmetric group, the discussion 
is essentially unchanged for any finite group. 

An iterative procedure for calculating the tensor 
coupling coefficients has been derived and discussed. 
We have considered, in detail, a systematic procedure 
for obtaining the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients from the 
tensor coupling coefficients, emphasizing the general 
case when the multiplicity may be greater than one. 

Thus the paper forms a foundation for an actual calcu
lation of these coefficients, which we consider in a 
future work. 1 
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Ordering schemes for the frames and tableaux of Sn are presented, and some results, expressible in terms 
of these, are developed. A formula is derived for the sign function on tableaux. A table of the nonzero 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the "working triplets" is given. Methods are described. and a needed table 
supplied, for finding the other coefficients from the tabulated ones. The values are for n = 2, ... ,6, with 
the coefficients for n = 6 relegated to PAPS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper1 we have investigated the decom
position of the tensor product of irreducible represen
tations of the symmetric group into a direct sum of ir
reducible representations. The decomposition may be 
specified by the matrix of the Similarity transformation 
between the representation matrices for the product 
and the direct sum. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
are the entries of the matrix of the Similarity 
transformation. 

Our earlier paper contains much of the theoretical 
groundwork for the construction of the coefficients. In 
order to calculate them, we must first consider a num
ber of technical problems. This is done in the present 
paper. 

The final results, of course, are the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients. We present them in Table L However, for 
reasons of space, and to reduce the amount of compu
tation, coefficients for all the triplets of representations 
are not listed, but only those for the "working triplet. " 
We give simple instructions for finding the others. 

Each representation, and each tableau within a rep
resentation, is assigned an ordinal. In Sec. II, the or
dering schemes are discussed. Algorithms for generat
ing the numbers describing the tableaux for the sym
metric group Sn are given. In Sec. III, we treat the 
operation of "starring" tableaux for Sn to produce the 
Sn_1 tableaux which are needed in the iterative formula, 
and we relate this operation to the ordering schemes. 
We also indicate a way of specifying pairs of tableaux 
that are needed in the iterative formula. Conjugation 
and its relationship to the ordering schemes are dis
cussed in Sec. IV. In addition, a formula is derived 
for the sign function (on tableaux); this is needed for 
conjugation. In Sec. V, we describe how the working 
triplet may be found, and we give specific instructions 
for finding the coefficients of any triplet from those 
of the working triplet. 

We conclude with the tables. Table I lists the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. They are given as deci
mals. In theory, at least, these coefficients are alge
braic functions of integers, that is, they may be ob
tained from integers by taking roots, sums, differences, 
products and quotients. However, such expressions 
become increasingly complicated as we proceed from 
Sn_1 to Sn by iteration. Thus, it is more practical to 
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work with, and express the coefficients, as decimals. 

Finally, Table II gives the dimension of each repre
sentation, the ordinal of its conjugate, and the sign 
and psi functions for the tableaux. 

The tables are for n = 2, ... , 6, with the coefficients 
for n = 6 relegated to PAPS. 2 

II. ORDERING AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Frames are described by their row lengths and 

tableaux by the sets of numbers giving the rows in which 
each of the numerals 1, . .. ,11 appear. We give, in this 
section, ordering schemes for the frames and tableaux 
(last letter ordering) and describe algorithms for gen
erating the row lengths and the sets of numbers specify
ing the tableaux, in order. 

We recall that a frame for Sn is an array of 11 boxes, 
in rows, each beginning in the same initial column, and 
whose lengths form a nonincreasing sequence. If QI de
notes a frame, we let 111 i{ Q) equal the length of its ith 
row. Then, 

t1l1 i {Q)=n, {II. 1) 
i=l 

and 

(11.2) 

We will identify QI by the sequence of its row lengths, 
that is, 

{II. 3) 

The set of frames for Sn may be ordered in the fol
lowing way. If QI and (3 label frames and 

I1lk {QI) = 11lk (f3) , k > ko, nlkO{QI) '. 1I1
kO

{(3) {II. 4) 

for some ko with 1 .; k o'; 11, we say QI < {3. Then Q < {3 
and {3 < y imply Q < Y, and for any two frames, Q and {3, 
either QI < {3 or {3 < QI or QI = (3. That is, "<" totally or
ders the frames for Sn. 

To each frame corresponds a set of standard tableaux. 
A standard tableau, we recall, is obtained from a frame 
for Sn by inserting each of the numbers 1, ... , n into 
a box of the frame so that the numbers in each row and 
in each column increase. If r is a standard tableau 
we identify it with a sequence, that is, ' 

r; (h{r),jz{r), .•. ,jn{r», 

Copyright © 1977 American Institute of Physics 1697 
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TABLE 1. (Continued). 

7 6 

1 1 1 C.28~675 1 1 2 0.372678 I I 3 0.527046 1 2 4 -0.527046 I 3 4 0.372678 
1 4 4 -0.288675 2 1 4 -0.527046 2 2 I 0.288675 2 ~ 2 0.H2678 2 2 j -0.527046 
2 3 3 -0.372678 2 4 3 0.288675 3 I 4 0.372678 3 3 -O.37267A 3 1 I 0.288675 
3 3 2 -0.745356 3 4 2 -0.288675 4 1 4 -0.288675 4 2 1 0.28A675 4 3 2 -0.288675 
4 4 1 -0.8t6lJ25 

2 

1 1 3 0.223607 1 2 4 -0.223607 1 5 -0.31622A I 3 1 -0.223607 I 4 2 0.273607 
1 4 5 -0.547723 1 5 2 0.316228 I 4 0.547723 2 I 4 -0.223607 2 1 5 0.316228 
2 2 3 -0.223607 2 3 2 0.273607 2 5 0.547723 2 4 I n.223607 2 5 I -0.316228 
2 5 3 -0.547723 1 1 4 0.316228 3 1 -1).316~2~ 3 1 2 0.316228 3 3 4 -0.547723 
3 4 1 -O.31t223 3 4 3 0.547723 4 2 -0.707107 4 2 1 ~.707107 

2 3 4 

1 1 1 0.129099 I 1 2 -0.091287 1 I 4 -0.153~<;3 t /; 3 ~.~91287 1 2 5 0.353553 
1 2 6 0.500000 1 1 1 0.22 36C7 1 3 2 0.316228 1 -0.116228 I 4 6 -0.288675 
1 5 3 0.223607 1 5 5 0.2R8675 2 1 1 0.091787 2 I 5 0.353553 2 1 6 -0.500000 
2 2 1 0.12q09~ 2 2 2 O.0912A7 2 7 4 0.353553 2 3 3 -0.3167?R 7 3 b O.2R8675 
2 4 1 0.223607 2 4 2 -0.316228 2 5 2 -0.223607 2 5 4 -0.288675 3 I 3 0.129099 
3 1 5 -0.5eoooo 3 2 2 -0.1~9C99 3 2 4 0.500000 3 3 3 0.223607 3 3 5 -0.288675 
3 4 2 -0.223607 3 4 4 0.288675 3 5 1 -0.447214 4 3 3 -0.,773'>0 4 4 2 0.577350 
4 5 1 -0.577350 

2 3 

1 1 1 0.408248 I 1 2 -0.288675 I 2 3 0.288675 1 3 1 -0.235702 1 3 2 -0.333333 
I 3 4 0.268675 I 4 3 0.333333 1 4 <; -0.288675 1 5 3 -0.235702 1 5 5 -0.408248 
2 1 3 0.288675 2 2 J 0.408248 2 2 2 0.288675 2 3 3 0.333333 2 3 , -0.288675 
2 4 I -0.235702 2 4 2 0.333333 2 4 4 -0. 2AA6 75 2 5 2 0.235702 7 5 4 0.408248 
3 1 3 0.408248 3 2 2 -0.',08248 1 1 3 -0.235702 3 3 5 -0.408248 3 4 2 0.235702 
3 4 4 0.408248 3 5 1 0.471405 4 1 5 -0. <;47723 4 2 4 0.')47723 4 3 j -0.3651',8 
4 4 2 0.365148 4 5 I -0.36514A 

4 4 

1 1 2 0.2C4174 1 1 4 0.263523 I 2 1 -u.20 .. 124 1 2 4 0.171(,78 I 1 5 -0.372678 
I 3 6 0.263523 1 4 1 -0.263523 l 4 2 -0.37.'678 I <; 3 0.172678 I 5 6 -0.204124 
1 6 3 -0.263523 I 6 5 0.204124 2 1 3 0.204124 2 1 5 0.26lsn 2 2 5 -0.372678 
2 2 6 -0.263523 2 1 1 -0.204124 2 3 4 -0.172678 2 4 ] 0.372678 2 4 6 0.204124 
2 5 1 -0.263523 2 5 2 0.372678 2 6 2 0.263521 2 6 4 -0.204124 3 1 6 -0.527046 
3 2 3 0.204124 3 2 5 -0.263523 3 3 2 -0.204124 3 3 4 0.263523 3 4 3 -0.263521 
3 4 5 -0.204124 3 5 2 0.261523 3 5 4 0.204124 3 6 1 0.527046 " l b 0.408248 
4 2 5 -0.408248 4 3 4 0.408248 4 4 3 -u .. 40Q2't8 4 5 2 0.40B24~ 4 6 1 -0.408248 

I 1 1 0.353553 1 2 2 -0.353553 I 3 j -0.153553 I 4 4 0.353553 I 4 5 -0.500000 
1 5 4 -0.500000 2 1 2 -0.35155~ 2 2 I -0. 3~ 3553 2 l 4 0.351553 2 3 5 0.500000 
2 4 3 0.353553 2 5 3 0.5ceoco ~ 1 ~ -0.353553 3 2 4 0.353551 3 2 5 0.500000 
3 3 1 -0.353553 3 4 2 0.353553 3 5 2 0.,00000 4 1 4 0.353553 4 I 5 -0.500000 
4 2 3 C.353553 4 3 2 0.353553 4 " I 0.353553 4 5 1 -0.500000 5 I 4 -0.5000UO , 2 1 0.500000 5 3 2 0.50'10"0 5 4 l -0.500000 

4 

1 3 1 0.456435 1 3 2 -0.322 749 I 3 4 0.250000 1 4 3 0.322749 I 4 5 -0.250000 
1 4 6 0.353553 I 5 3 0.456415 1 5 5 0.353553 2 3 1 0.322149 2 3 5 -0.250000 
2 1 6 -0.353553 2 4 1 0.456435 2 4 2 0.322749 2 4 4 -0.250000 2 5 2 -0.456435 
2 5 4 -0.353553 ) 1 1 -0.456435 3 1 2 0.322749 3 I 4 -0.250000 3 2 3 -0.322749 
3 2 5 0.25COOO 3 2 6 0.353553 3 4 6 0.408248 3 5 5 -O.40A?48 4 1 3 -0.322749 
4 1 5 0.250000 4 1 6 -0.353553 4 2 1 -0.456435 4 2 2 -0.322749 4 2 4 0.250000 
4 3 6 -0.408248 4 5 4 0.408248 5 1 .1 -0.456435 5 1 5 -0.353553 5 2 2 0.456435 
5 2 4 0.353553 5 3 5 0.408248 5 4 4 -0.408248 

3 3 

1 1 4 0.612372 1 2 5 -0.6123?? I 3 I 0.288675 1 1 2 -0.204124 1 4 3 0.204124 
I 5 3 0.286675 2 I 5 -0.612372 2 2 4 -0.612172 2 3 3 0.204124 2 4 1 0.288675 
2 4 2 0.204124 2 5 2 -0.288675 3 1 I 0.288675 3 1 2 -0.204124 3 2 3 0.20412" 
3 3 1 0.333333 3 3 2 0.471405 3 3 4 0.204124 3 " 3 -0.471405 3 4 5 -0.204124 
3 5 3 0.)33333 3 5 5 -0.288675 4 1 3 0.704174 4 7 1 0.288675 4 2 2 0.204124 
4 3 3 -0.471405 4 3 5 -0.204124 4 4 1 0.333333 4 4 2 -0.471405 4 4 4 -0.204124 
4 5 2 -0.333333 4 5 4 0.288675 5 1 3 0.288675 5 2 2 -0.288675 5 3 3 0.333333 
5 3 5 -0.288675 5 4 2 -0. ~3B33 , 4 4 n. 2386 75 , 5 1 -0.666667 

4 4 

1 I 2 1 0.322749 1 1 4 1 0.250000 1 I 4 2 0.408748 1 2 1 1 O.~22749 I 2 2 I 0.228218 
1 2 4 I -0.176777 1 2 4 "- -0.288675 I 3 3 I -0.228218 1 3 5 1 0.176777 1 3 5 2 0.288675 
1 3 I> 1 0.250000 1 3 6 2 0.408248 1 4 1 1 0.250000 1 4 1 2 -0.408748 1 4 2 1 -0.176711 
1 4 2 2 0.288675 I 4 4 1 -0.228218 1 5 3 I 0.176177 I 5 3 2 -0.288675 I 5 5 1 0.228218 
1 5 6 1 -0.32274Q 1 6 3 1 0.250000 1 6 3 2 -0.408248 1 6 5 1 -0.322749 2 1 3 I 0.322749 
2 1 5 1 0.250000 2 1 5 2 0.',09243 2 > 3 1 -0.228218 2 2 5 1 0.176777 2 2 5 2 0.288675 
2 2 I> 1 -0.250000 2 2 6 2 -0.408248 2 j 1 1 0.322749 ~ 3 2 1 -0.228218 2 3 4 1 0.176777 
2 3 4 2 0.288675 2 4 3 1 0.176777 2 4 3 2 -0.288675 2 4 5 1 0.228218 2 4 6 1 0.322749 
2 5 1 1 0.250000 2 5 1 2 -0.408248 2 5 2 I 0.116777 2 5 2 2 -0.288675 2 5 4 1 0.228218 
2 6 2 1 -0.250000 2 6 2 2 0.408248 2 6 4 I 0.:122 749 3 1 2 2 -0.456435 3 1 4 I -0.288675 
J 1 4 2 0.117851 3 2 1 2 0.456435 3 l 4 1 -0.408248 , 2 4 2 0.166667 3 3 5 1 0.408248 
3 3 5 2 -0.16Mb7 3 3 6 1 -0.288675 1 3 6 2 0.117851 3 4 1 I -0.288675 3 4 1 2 -0.117851 
3 4 2 1 -0.408248 3 4 2 2 -0.166667 3 5 3 1 0.408248 1 5 3 2 0.166667 3 5 6 2 0.456435 
3 6 3 1 -C.288615 3 6 3 2 -0.117B51 3 6 5 2 -0.456435 4 I 3 2 -0.456435 4 1 5 1 -0.288675 4 I 5 2 0.117851 4 2 5 I 0.408248 4 2 5 2 -0.166667 4 2 6 1 0.288675 4 2 6 2 -0.117851 4 , 1 2 0.456435 4 3 4 1 0.408248 4 3 4 2 -1)0166667 4 4 3 1 0.408l48 4 4 3 2 0.166667 4 4 6 2 -0.45643~ 4 5 1 1 -0.288675 4 5 1 2 -00117851 4 5 2 I 0.408248 4 5 2 2 0.166667 4 6 2 1 0.18e67~ 4 6 2 2 0.1l7~51 4 6 4 2 0.4~6435 ~ 1 6 1 0.517350 ~ I 6 2 -0.235702 
5 2 3 2 -0.456435 5 2 5 1 0.288675 5 2 5 2 -00117851 5 3 2 2 0.456435 5 3 4 I -0.288675 
5 3 4 2 0.117851 5 4 3 1 -0.288675 5 4 3 2 -0.117851 5 4 5 2 0.456435 5 5 2 1 0.288675 
5 5 2 2 C.117851 5 5 4 2 -0.456435 5 ~ I 1 0.577350 5 6 1 2 0.235702 

4 4 4 

1 2 4 0.5COOOO 1 3 5 0.500000 I 4 2 -0.500000 1 5 3 -0.500000 2 1 4 -0.500000 
2 3 6 0.5eoooo 2 4 1 0.5000CO 2 6 3 -0.500000 3 1 5 -0.500000 3 2 6 -0.500000 
3 5 1 0.500000 3 6 2 0.500000 4 1 2 0.500000 4 2 I -().500()00 4 5 6 0.500000 4 6 5 -0.5CCOOO 5 1 3 0.500000 5 3 1 -0.50COOO 5 4 6 -0.500000 5 6 4 0.500000 
6 2 1 0.5eocoo 6 3 2 -0.50COCO 6 4 5 0.500000 I> 5 4 -0.500000 
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TABLE II. Functions on the representations. For n = 2 through n = 6 this table lists the dimensions, ordinals and row lengths of 
the representations. In addition, it gives the psi and sign functions and the ordinal and j-values of the tableaux. For each value of 
n. two numbers are listed on the first line: the number n and the number of frames (representations) for that n. Below we list. 
for each representation, its ordinal, its dimension, the ordinal of its conjugate, and, slightly separated from these, its row 
lengths. Then, for each tableau, there is a line containing its ordinal, the fs, and the psi function multiplied by the sign function. 
(Since the Iji's are intrinsically positive, this product gives the sign function.) 

2 2 

1 2 
1 2 2.000000000 

2 2 U 
1 1.000000000 

1 .3 1 
1 2 .3 6.000000000 

2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 2 1.500000000 
2 1 2 1 -2.000000000 

.3 3 
1 1 1.000000000 

1 5 1 1 
2 4 .000000000 1 .3 4 

3 4 2 1 2 
1 1 1 2 .3 -~:gg~g~gggg 
2 1 2 1 .3 
.3 1 2 .3 1 6.000000000 

.3 2 .3 2 2 0 
1 1 2 2 3.000000000 
2 2 1 2 _~.OOOOOOOOO 

4 3 2 .3 1 
1 1 1 1 2 1.333333333 

-1.500000000 2 1 1 2 1 
3 1 2 1 1 2.000000000 

~ 4 0 
1 1 1 1.00000000P 

~ 7 

1 7 1 1 1 
1 2 3 .. 5 l?O.OOOOOOOOO 

2 4 6 ? 1 1 0 
1 1 1 2 .3 .. 15.000000000 
2 1 2 1 3 4 -20.000000000 
3 1 2 3 1 4 22.500~00OOO 
4 1 2 3 4 1 -24.000000000 

3 5 5 2 2 1 
1 1 ~ 2 2 3 6.000000000 
2 1 1 2 3 -8.000000000 
3 1 1 " 3 2 -8.000000000 
4 1 2 1 3 2 10.666&66<>67 
~ 1 2 3 1 2 -12.000000000 

.. (, 4 3 1 1 0 U 
1 1 1 2 3 3.333333.i3.3 
2 1 2 1 .3 -3.750000000 
3 2 1 1 3 5.000000000 .. 1 2 3 1 '+.000000000 
5 2 1 3 1 -5.333333333 
6 2 3 1 1 6.000000000 

~ 5 3 3 2 0 n 0 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2.000000000 
2 1 1 2 1 2 -2.250000000 
3 1 2 1 1 2 3.000000000 
4 1 1 2 2 1 3.000000000 
~ 1 2 1 2 1 -'1.000000000 

Eo .. 2 4 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1.250000000 
2 1 1 1 <! 1 -1.333333333 
.3 1 1 2 1 1 1.500000000 
4 1 2 1 1 1 -2.000000000 

7 ') a 0 
1 1 1 1 1.000000000 

where jk(r) gives the row of r containing k (k = 1,2, ... , 
n). 

We may totally order the tableaux corresponding to a 
particular frame. We define" <" for tableaux by saying 
r< s if 
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& 11 

1 11 1 1 
1 2 .3 " 2 5 10 2 1 
1 1 2 .3 

" 2 1 .3 
.3 2 3 1 
4 2 .3 '+ 
5 2 .3 " 

.3 9 9 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 
2 1 2 1 2 
.3 1 1 2 3 .. 1 2 1 .3 
5 1 2 .3 1 
(, 1 1 2 3 
7 1 2 1 .3 
8 1 2 .3 1 
9 1 2 .3 .. 
" 10 7 .3 1 

1 1 1 1 2 
2 1 1 2 1 
.3 1 ;; 1 1 

" 1 1 2 3 
5 1 2 1 .3 
6 1 2 .3 1 
7 1 1 2 .3 
8 1 2 1 .3 

" 1 2 .3 1 
10 1 2 .3 4 

5 5 8 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 
2 1 2 1 2 
.3 1 1 2 .3 
4 1 2 1 .3 
5 1 2 3 1 

6 16 6 3 2 
1 1 1 1 2 
2 1 1 2 1 
3 1 2 1 1 
4 1 1 2 2 
5 1 2 1 2 
6 1 1 1 2 
7 1 1 2 1 
B 1 2 1 1 
9 1 1 2 3 

10 1 2 1 3 
11 1 2 3 1 
12 1 1 2 2 
13 1 2 1 2 
14 1 1 ~ 3 
15 1 2 1 .3 
16 1 2 3 1 

7 10 4 .. 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 2 
3 1 1 2 1 
4 1 2 1 1 
5 1 1 1 2 
b 1 1 " 1 
7 1 2 1 1 
e 1 1 2 3 
9 1 2 1 3 

10 1 2 3 1 

8 5 5 3 .3 
1 1 1 1 2 
2 1 1 2 1 
3 1 2 1 1 
~ 1 1 2 2 
~ 1 2 1 2 

9 9 3 .. 2 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 2 
3 1 1 2 1 
4 1 2 1 1 
5 1 1 1 2 
6 1 1 2 1 
7 1 2 1 1 
e 1 1 2 2 
9 1 2 1 2 

10 5 2 !\ 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
~ 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 2 
4 1 1 2 1 
5 1 2 1 1 

11 6 0 
1 1 1 

for some ko with 1 "" ko "" n. 

1 1 1 
5 6 720.000000000 

1 1 0 

" 5 72.000000000 

" 5 -96.000000000 

" 5 108.000000000 
1 5 -115.200000000 
5 1 120.000000000 

1 1 0 
3 4 20.000000000 
.3 .. -26.666666667 
2 4 -26.6&6&66007 
2 4 35.555555556 
2 4 -40.000000000 
4 2 30.000000000 
4 2 -40.000000000 
4 2 45.000000000 
1 2 -48.000000000 

1 1 0 0 
.3 4 12.000000000 
.3 4 -13.500000000 
.3 4 18.000000000 
1 " 14.'+00000000 
1 .. -19.200000000 
1 " 21.600000000 
4 1 -15.000000000 

" 1 20.000000000 

" I -22.500000000 
1 1 2'+.000000000 

2 0 0 
.3 .3 18.000000000 
3 .3 -24.000000000 
2 .3 -24.000000000 
2 3 32.000000000 
2 .3 -36.000000000 

1 0 0 
2 3 3.750000000 
2 3 -~.218750000 
2 3 5.625000000 
1 3 5.625000000 
1 3 -7.500000000 
3 2 -5.000000000 
3 2 J:~Sggg88gg 3 2 
1 2 -'.000000000 
1 2 6.000000000 
1 2 -9.000000000 
3 1 -'.000000000 
3 1 6.000000000 
2 1 8.000000000 
2 1 -10.66'&&6'67 
2 1 12.000000000 

1 0 0 
2 3 3.000000000 
1 3 -3.200000000 
1 3 3.600000000 
1 3 -~:~gggggggg 3 1 
3 1 -~:~~gg888g8 3 1 
1 1 4.000000000 
1 1 -5.333333333 
1 1 &.000000000 

0 0 0 
2 2 ~.ooooooooo 
2 2 -~.500000000 
2 2 6.000000000 
1 2 6.000000000 
1 2 -8.000000000 

0 0 0 0 
2 2 1.666&&6&67 
1 2 -1.777777778 
1 2 2.000000000 
1 2 -2.6666&&667 
2 1 2.000000000 
Z 1 -2.250000000 
2 I 3.000000000 
1 1 3.000000000 
1 1 -".000000000 

0 0 0 
1 2 1.200000000 
2 1 -l:~!ggggggg 1 1 
1 1 _1.500000000 
1 1 2.000000000 

0 0 0 
l?OOOOOOOOO 1 1 

(n.5) 
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Visually, this scheme means that if n lies in a lower 
row of r than of s, then r < s. If n lies in the same row 
of rand s then the relative order of rand s is deter
mined by the relative position of n - 1, and so on. Our 
scheme is that of last letter ordering. 

For example, the frame (2, 1, 1) of S4 gives three 
tableaux, listed in order, identified with ordinals: 

Ordinal 

1 

2 

3 

Tableau 

~ 
[-IF 
fir 

Tableau labels 01> j2' j3) 

(1,1,2,3) 

(1,2,1,3) 

(1, 2, 3, 1) 

Note that the position of the numeral 1 in a tableau is 
listed first and of n, last. This scheme is in contrast 
to others which do the listing in the reverse order. 

The first tableau of any frame is ordered lexico
graphically. That is, if we read across the rows, in 
turn, we get the numbers 1,2, ... , n in order. 

The frames are specified by their row lengths; next 
we give a method of producing them in the proper or
der. We construct the frames in stages, according to 
the number of rows they are to have. Since, if a has 
more rows than {3, 0'< {3, we start with the single frame 
with n rows, and at each stage we decrease the number 
of rows by one. Then, to generate the totality of frames 
in order, it suffices to generate them in order at each 
stage. The following iterative procedure gives the re
quired construction at each stage. 

To obtain the frames with k rows, we use the follow
ing fact: For any frame of k rows the last row has at 
most [n/k 1 boxes where [n/k 1 is the largest integer less 
than or equal to n/k, because all rows of a frame are 
at least as long as the last one. For each i = [n/k], 
[n/kl- 1, ... ,1, we adjoin a row of length i to the bot
tom of each frame of Sn_;' These frames are taken in 
order, skipping only those whose last row has length 
smaller than i. We obtain frames for Sn, whose last 
row, that is, the kth row, has length i. 

Clearly, if two frames with the same number of rows 
correspond to different values of i, the last row length, 
then the one with the larger value of i comes first in 
the ordering scheme, and is also generated first in our 
construction (since the i's are used in decreasing order). 
Two frames with the same number, k, of rows, and the 
same last row length, i, are ordered according to the 
order of the frames given by their first k - 1 rows, 
which is the order for the Sn_i frames. 

This construction produces every frame for Sn ex
actly once, and in the correct order. 

Finally, we note that the lengths, m;(a), of the col
umns of a frame a are given by 

(II. 6) 
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they also form a nonincreasing sequence. 

Technically, frames and tableaux are labels. For 
simplicity we use the terms "frame" and" equivalence 
class, " "tableau, " and "basis vector" interchangeably. 

III. STARRING 

Our method of determining the Clebsch-Gordan co
efficients uses an iterative procedure, based on the de
vice of "starring. " If r is a standard tableau correspond
ing to a frame a, for Sn, then deleting from a the box 
in which the number n appears in r, gives a frame 
a*(r), for Sn_l' We let r* be the tableau, corresponding 
to 0'* (r), obtained by deleting this box from r. Then 

i *- jn(r), 

i =jn(r). 
(III. 1) 

We must show that this does give a frame for Sn_l' If 
mn(a) *-0, then a: (1,1, ... , 1) and so mn(a*)=O. Thus 
L:7:t mi(a*(r» =n-1. If mn(a) =0, it is clear that 
L: 7:t m 1 (a*(r» = n - 1. The rows of any frame must be 
nonincreasing in length. We thus show that i =jn(r) *-n 
implies mi(a*(r» "" m i+l(a*(r». (This inequality is ob
vious for other values of i.) Since the numbers in the 
rows and columns of r increase, the number n must 
appear at the end of its row and of its column, so that 
we must have mi+l(a) < 1111(0') and so m;+l(O') < mi(O')-1 
as required. 

We note that 

(III. 2) 

for k = i, ... ,n - 1. 

We have another means of labeling tableaux, and so 
the coefficients, which is based on starring. Each Sn 
tableau, r, is labeled by a pair of indices: the frame 
(for Sn_l) to which r* corresponds (given by the row of 
r in which n appears), and the ordinal of r*. Running 
through the tableaux, in order, for a particular frame 
of Sn, we obtain a set of Sn_l representations, not in 
order (which does not matter) and the tableaux of these 
representations, in correct order, for each starred 
representation. 

Selection of tableaux satisfying the conditions in the 
iterative formula is facilitated by this labeling scheme. 
The conditions are stated in terms of certain pairs of 
indices (both of which give a tableau, for the same 
frame.) The condition jn(r) =jn(s) amounts to the re
quirement that the first indices of rand s, in this label
ing scheme, be the same. 

IV. CONJUGATION 

To use the operation of conjugation requires some 
facts about the effect of conjugation on the ordering 
schemes. We must also describe the sign function in 
terms of the tableau labels. We consider these questions 
here. 

The conjugate, 0', of 0', is defined by 

(IV. 1) 

For a tableau, r, corresponding to 0', we let j~(r) ~e 
the column containing k = 1, ... ,n. The conjugate, r, 
of r is then given by 
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r: jk(r) =j:(r). (IV. 2) 

Then r is a standard tableau corresponding to Q. 

We observe that the operations of conjugation and 
starring commute, in the sense that 

(IV. 3) 

The effect of conjugation on the ordering scheme for 
tableaux is to reverse it. 

Theorem: If rand s correspond to O! and r<s, then 
s < r. 

Proof: We proceed by induction. For 51 the result is 
trivial. We take, as our hypotheses: 

r < 8 implies 8 c V 

whenever rand s correspond to the same frame for 
5n_1 • We must prove the hypothesis holds for 5n • 

Let rand s correspond to u, with r < s. First sup
pose jn(r) , jn(8). Now 11 can only occupy the last position 
in its row, so that j~(r) = III jn (r)(Q) and j~(s) =1I1 jn (S)(a). 

The row lengths of O! are nonincreasing so, by (IV. 2), 
jn(r) c,j/s) and S <' r. 

For the general situation we have 

(IV. 4) 

for k' "0' some ko ~ 11 - 1. Starring rand s gives tab
leaux, corresponding to O!* (r) = O!* (8) for 5n _b and from 
(III. 2) and (IV. 4), we see that~* <~*. We apply the in
ductive hypothesis and obtain 8* < r*. That is, 

jk(r*) = jk(S*), jkl (v*) < ikl (s*) 

for'" "1, some "l s 11 - 1. Now, from (IV. 3) and (IV. 2), 
jk(r*) =jk«r)*) =.ik(r) , and .ik(S*) =.ik(S) for "~n -1, and 
.i~(r) =lII jn (r)(O!) =.i~(s) by (IV. 4). Then (IV. 2) gives 

.ik(r) =ik(S), ikl (r) <ik/S), 

for'" 1?1, so that 8 < r, as required. 

For frames, one can show, by inspecting all cases, 
that, for 11 ~ 5, Q c. (j implies 73 < a. However, no such 
relationship holds beyond 5. For 56' we have, for 
example, 

(2,2,1,1,0,0) < (3, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) < (2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0), 

(IV. 5) 

but 

(3,1,1,1,0,0) < (2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0) < (2,2,1,1,0,0). 
(IV. 6) 

In order to use conjugation we need the sign function 
on tableaux_ For any frame O! there is one tableau, ro, 
whose entries are in lexicographic order, that is, 

(IV. 7) 

k = 1, ... , 11 - 1. Then ro occurs first in the ordering 
scheme for the tableaux corresponding to a. If r is any 
other tableau of this frame, there is a unique permu
tation ar iCC 5n transforming r into ro. That is iar(k)(r) 
=jk(rO) and j~r(k)(r) =j:(ro), k = 1, ... ,11, which we ab
breviate as 

(IV. 8) 
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We define 

(IV. 9) 

Clearly, A(ro) = 1. We find A(r), for any r, in stages. 

Lemma: If r corresponds to a and r* is lexicographic, 
that is, r* is the first tableau corresponding to a* (r), 
then 

A(r) = (_ l)n-i(r), (IV. 10) 

where 

i(r) =,0 111j(Q) (IV. 11) 
j~jn(r) 

Proof: Reading across the rows of r, in turn, gives 
the sequence 

1, ... , i(r) - 1,11, i(r), •.. , 11 - 1, 

since n lies at the end of its row, in r. Then, multi
plying from right to left, the product of transpositions 

(17,17- 1)' .... (11, i(r) + 1)(11, i(r)) (IV. 12) 

transforms the sequence into 1, 2, ... ,n, and thus ar is 
the product (IV. 12). Then ar is a product of 17 - i(r) 
transpositions so that A (r) = (_ l)n-i (r). 

We move on the general case. 

Theorem: For any tableau, r, for 5n, and k = 2, ... , 11, 
let 

(IV. 13) 

and 
n 

v(r) =.0 vk(r). (IV. 14) 
k=2 

Then A(r) = (_ 1)"(T). (IV. 15) 

Proof: First suppose r* is lexicographic. Then k 
~ 11- 1 implies vk(r) = O. Thus v(r) = vn(r). Below the 
row in(r) are 17 - i(r) boxes and so v n(r) = n - i(r). USing 
the lemma gives the desired result in this case. 

The theorem is obviously true for 51; we assume, as 
an inductive hypothesis, 

A(r) = (_ l)v(r), 

for 5n_1 • To prove this for 5n , we first suppose that 
jn(r) > jk(r) for each " ~ 11. Then vn(r) = 0 so v(r) = 
Z:;:~vk(r) = v(r*). Moreover, ar* E. 5n_1 c 5n and since in(r) 
=in(ro), ar*(r)=ro• Thus, A(r)=sgn(ar*)=(-l)V(r*) 
= (- l)"(r); the second equality follows from the induc
tive hypothesis. 

In the general situation, we have r corresponding to 
a and jn(r) < jk(r), for some k < 11. Letting (r*)o be the 
lexicographic tableau for a*(r), we have 

(IVo 16) 

where ar* iCC 5n _i c 5n • We define r', corresponding to a, 
by 

(IV. 17) 

for k ~ n - 1. Then (r')* is lexicographic, and, from 
the first paragraph of the proof, 
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A(r') = (- l)"(r·). 

Also 
ar*(r) = r' = a;~(ro), 

and so 

ar.ar*(r) =ro' 

Therefore, 

A(r) = sgn(ar.ar*) 

=A(r')A(r*) 

= (_ 1)"(r')+"(r*), 

by (IV, 18) and the inductive hypothesis. But 
n_1 n-1 

v(r*) =~ vk(r*) =~ vk(r) 
k=2 k =2 

and 
v(r') =n - i(r~ =n - i(r) = vn(r). 

(IV. 18) 

(IV. 19) 

Thus (IV. 19) becomes A(r) = (- 1)"(T), and the proof is 
complete, 

V. THE WORKING TRIPLET AND ITS USE 

Each triplet belongs to an equivalence class and the 
coefficients of only one member of this class (the work
ing triplet) are calculated and listed. The definition of 
the classes and the operations for obtaining the other 
members are given in Ref. 1 (Sec. VIII). In practice, 
these operations need not be carried out as explicitly 
as stated there. Instead, we give a procedure for ob
taining the working triplet, given any other member 
of its class, as well as a procedure for construction of 
the coefficients of a required triplet from the (listed) 
coefficients of the working triplet. 

Given a triplet, to find the working triplet of its class, 
do the following: 

Make a list of six representations, the first three 
those of the required triplet listed in the order in which 
they appear in the triplet, the last three, the conjugates 
of the first three, in the same order. Representations 
are referred to by their positions in the table, It is con
venient to write the table in the form 

count the number of self-conjugate representations in 
the given triplet. 

Now pick out the smallest of the six representations. 
This is the first representation of the working triplet 
(first "working representation"). Strike out this one and 
the one which appears in the same column of the table; 
if there are repetitions, it does not matter which, if 
any, of the relevant columns is deleted. Of the remain
ing four representations, pick out the smallest. This 
is the second working representation, Strike out its 
column. This leaves one of the original three represen
tations and its conjugate. 

Suppose the original triplet contains no self-conjugate 
representations, If the first two working representations 
were picked from the same row of the table (that is, if 
they were both conjugates of the original representations, 
or neither were), then the third working representation 
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is the remaining representation of the original triplet. 
Otherwise, it is the conjugate of the remaining one, If 
there are three self-conjugate representations in the 
original triplet, the third working representation is the 
only one remaining. For the case of one or two self
conjugate representations, the third working represen
tation is the minimum of the pair remaining in the 
table. 

These selections determine the working triplet; how
ever, we must also specify a chain of operations to con
struct the required coefficienL We need an additional 
specification in the cases of one or two self-conjugate 
representations when exactly one of the non-self-con
jugate representations has been conjugated in arriving 
at the working triplet. 

For the case of one self-conjugate representation, 
we must conjugate its tableaux to construct the required 
coefficients. For two self-conjugate representations, 
the rule we use is to conjugate the tableaux of the first 
one appearing in the working triplet, reading from the 
left. 

These are the only cases in which we conjugate the 
tableaux of a self-conjugate representation, 

How do we find the coefficients for an arbitrary 
triplet? The first step is to find the working triplet for 
its equivalence class. The construction of the coeffi
cients proceeds, according to the following rules, from 
the listed coefficients. We emphasize that conjugation 
refers to tableaux as well as to representations. Thus, 
we must keep track of conjugation, even for self
conjugate representations, 

1. Write down, in a row, the ordinals of the frames 
of the given triplet. Below each put the ordinal of its 
conjugate. The result is a two-row, three-column 
table. 

2. Determine the ordinals of the frames of the work
ing triplet in accordance with the rules of the previous 
discussion. For each frame chosen note whether the 
choice came from the first or second row of this table. 

3, From each column of the table exactly one entry 
has been chosen for the working triplet. Determine 
the position of this entry in the working triplet, 

4, Write down, in order, the ordinals of the tableaux 
labeling the desired coefficienL If a frame ordinal was 
chosen from the second row of the table (that is, the 
representation was conjugated), replace the correspond
ing tableau ordinal by the ordinal of the conjugate. This 
latter number is obtained by subtracting the original 
ordinal from the dimension of the frame, and adding one. 

5. Arrange these three resulting numbers. The final 
order must be the same as that in which their corre
sponding frames appear in the working triplet. 

6, Look up that coefficient of the working triplet 
labeled by the resulting triplet of tableau ordinals, 

7, For any frame of the working triplet which was 
selected from the second row of the table, write down 
the sign function of the corresponding working tableau. 
Multiply the coefficient by the product of all of these. 
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80 Multiply the number obtained by the square root 
of the quotient of the dimension of the first of the three 
given frames divided by the dimension of the first frame 
of the working triplet. The result is the required 
coefficient. 

The coefficients obtained here may not be the same as 
the coefficients obtained by using the table in ReL 1, 
Sec. VIII. 

We list, for S3' the working triplets together with the 
members of corresponding equivalence classes. First, 
we give the frames for S3' specifying, for each, the 
frame ordinal, the corresponding tableaux, and the or
dinal of the conjugate frame. 

Frame ordinal Corresponding tableaux 

2 

3 

Conjugate 
frame 

ordinal 

3 

2 

1 

The working triplets, equivalence classes and instruc
tions for obtaining a member of a class from its work
ing triplet are as follows (frames are labeled by 
ordinals) : 

Working triplet Equivalent triplets Representations in 
equivalent triplet 
whose tableaux are 
conjugated 

1,1, 1 

1,1,2 

1,1,2 

1,1,3 

1,2,2 

2,2,2 

1, 1, 1 
1,3,3 
3,1,3 
3,3,1 

1,1,2 
1, 2, 1 
1,2,3 
1,3,2 
2,1,1 
2,1,3 
2,3,1 
2,3,3 
3,1,2 
3,2,1 
3,2,3 
3,3,2 

1, 1,3 
1,3,1 
3,1,1 

second and third 
first and third 
first and second 

second and third 
second and third 

first and third 
first and second 
second and third 
first and third 
first and second 
first and third 
first and second 

3, 3, 3 first and second 

1,2,2 
2,1,2 
2,2,1 
2,2,3 
2,3,2 
3,2,2 

2, 2, 2 

first and third 
first and second 
first and second 

We give a specific example of the way in which the 
coefficients for a given triplet are found from those of 
the working triplet, for the 2, 3, 2 triplet. The working 
triplet is the 1,2,2 triplet; the multiplicity, m(1, 2, 2) 
is one. 
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To find the required coefficients, we first note that 

(f2l/f1l)1/2 =.f2. 

The sign function, A, on the (only) tableau of the rep
resentation of the representation of the representation 
a = 3 is 1 and the sign function on the tableaux of Q = 2 
becomes A(1) = + 1 and A(2) = - 10 

The chain of operations used in arriving at the cor
responding tableaux for the working triplet may be de
scribed schematically as 

f 
2, 3, 2 

t • (conjugate) 

(conjugate) 

We thus obtain the following: 

Ordinals, r,p,p', 
of tableaux of 
2,3,2 

Ordinals, p, r,p', 
of corresponding 
tableaux of 1, 2, 2 

Multiply working 
coefficient by 

1, 1, 1 
1,1,2 
2,1,1 
2,1,2 

1,2,1 
1,2,2 
1, 1, 1 
1,1,2 

I2A(2) =-12 
I2A(2) =-12 
12 A(1) ={2 
vlzA(1) = viz 

The required coefficients are 

C2'i,2(1, 1) = - viz C1 'f,2(2, 1) = 1, 

C2'i,2(1, 2) = -12 C1 'f,2(2, 2) = 0, 

C2,~,2(1, 1) = viz C1 'f,2(1, 1) =0, 

C2,~,2(1, 2) = 12 C1 'f,2(1, 2) = 1, 

where we have used the values of the working coeffi
cients obtained from Table I, expressed in radical 
form, which are 

C1 'f;2(1, 2) =12/2, C1+2(2, 1) =-12/2, and 

C1 'r,2(1, 1) = C1 'r,2(2, 2) = 0. 
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We show that a class of diffusion equations. related to superradiant emission. forms a subset of a wider 
class of equations which are invariant with respect to some one parameter group of transformations. This 
property gives rise to solutions which are invariant with respect to the aforementioned group. In particular 
we show that a solution found by L. H. Narducci et at. [Phys. Rev. A 11. 1354 (1975)] for one of these 
equations is an invariant solution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently Narducci et al. showed1,2 that some super
radiant emission processes can be described by a single 
Fokker-Planck equation of the form 

[x(1+x)u]xx+[(1+Nx)u1=u t , x,t>O, (1. 1) 

where N is a constant and subscripts indicate differen
tiation with respect to the indicated variables. In the 
lowest order approximation Eq. (1. 1) reduces to 

(1. 2) 

and it was demonstrated in Ref. 2 that this last equation 
admits a solution of the form 

(1. 3) 

where 

(1. 4) 

This solution of Eq. (1.2) is interesting from a physical 
point of view as it represents a conservative diffusion 
process with a delta function initial conditions. 

Lately3 this result was generalized to a wider class of 
equations in the form 

A (x)uxx + B(x)u .. + C(x)u =ut , 

where the coefficients A,B,C are given by 

A (x) = axA+2, B(x) = i31XA+1 + i32x, a> ° 
C(x) = ;\[131 - a(2 + ;\)]xA + 132, 

and where ;\,131,132 are arbitrary constants. 

(1. 5) 

(1. 6) 

We note, however, that these results were derived in 
Refs. 2 and 3 through analytic techniques. In this paper 
we approach this same problem from a group theoreti
cal point of view and demonstrate that this approach 
can contribute a new inSight into some of the equations 
mentioned above and their solutions. At the same time, I 

nevertheless, this new approach can be used to solve 
other classes of equations of the form (1. 5) which might 
be relevant to the description of other super radiant 
processes under current research. 

In Sec. II we consider the general set of equations of 
the form (1. 5) and find the constraints that the coeffi
cientsA,B,C have to satisfy for such an equation to be 
invariant with respect to a one-parameter group of 
transformations. We then exhibit explicitly in Sec. III 
some of these classes of invariant equations and show 
that Eq. (10 2) as well as Eqs. (1. 5)- (1. 6) for 132 = ° 
belong to this class of equations. 

Invariant equations of the form (1. 5) are reducible to 
an oridnary differential equation in the invariants oj the 
groups (other reduction techniques are of no relevance 
in our context). The solutions of the reduced equations 
provide, then, invariant solutions for the respective 
original equations. This program is carried out expli
citly in Sec. IV for those classes of invariant equations 
discussed in Sec. III. In particular we show that (1. 3) 
is an invariant solution of (1.2) and construct a second 
one in the same similarity variable. 

II. CONDITIONS FOR INVARIANCE 

To find out those equations of the form (1. 5) which 
admit a one-parameter group of transformations we 
subject them to a general infinitesimal transformation 
of the form 

x =X +€X(x, t, u) +O(€2), 

t =t +€T(x, t,u) +O(€2), (2.1) 

u =u +€U(x,t,u) +O(€2), 

and require that the original equation remain invariant 
to first order for a proper choice of X, T and U. After 
a lengthy calculation4 we thus obtain; 

A (X)uxx + B(x)iix + C(x)u - Ut = [A (x)uxx + B(x)ux + C(x)u - Ut] +d[A(x)U .... + B(x)Ux + C(x)U - Ut ] +ux[A(x)(2Uxu -Xxx) 

+ (Uu -Xx)B(x) +XBx +Xt ] +ut [ -A(x)T xx - B(x)Tx - (Uu - T t)] + u;[A (x)(Uuu - 2Xxu) - B(x)Xu] 

+uxut [ -A(x)Txu +Xu - B(x)T uJ - u;A(x)Xuu - u~utA(x)Tuu + ux .. [A(x)(Uu - 2Xxx) +XA .. ] - 2uxt A(x)Tx - 3u .... uxA(x)Xu 

- UxxutA(x)T u - 2u .. tu .. A(x)T u +u~T u +uXCx} +O(€2). 

To achieve invariance we must nullify the first order 
terms. The classical method to achieve this is to re
quire that after substituting for u t in terms of Eq. (1. 5) 
each separate coefficient of u and its derivatives be 
zero. 
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This leads, after obvious Simplifications, to the 
following system of equations: 

(2.2) 

AUxx+BUx+CU-Ut=O, (2.3) 

XA .. +A(T t -2X .. )=O, (2.4) 
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A (2Uxu -Xxx) +B(x)(Tt -Xx) +XBx +Xt =0, 

XCx - C(Uu- T t ) =0, 

Tx =T u=Xu = Uuu = O. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

We stress at this point that the classical method pro
vides only sufficient conditions for invariance of Eq. 
(1. 5). In fact we could choose to nullify the first order 
terms in (2.2) in any appropriate combination, e. g. , 
replacing Eqs. (2.3), (2.6) by a single equation 

AUxx +BUx + CU - Ut + [XCx - C(Uu - T t)]u =0. (2.8) 

We shall see later on that while there exist no solution 
of the classical system which yield Eq. (1. 2) we can 
recover it (and a whole family of related equations) by 
using the nonclassical system. 

In the following we do not attempt to solve the classi
calor nonclassical system in all generality. In fact we 
shall concentrate our attention to some particular fam
ilies of invariant equation and thus show that Eqs. 
(1. 2), (1. 5)-(1. 6) form a subset of this wider class. 

III. INVARIANT EQUATIONS 

We start with some general remarks regarding the 
analysis of the classical system (2.3)-(2.7). 

If we are given an equation of the form (1. 5) then 
from (2. 7) we infer that X, T, and U are of the form. 

T=T(f), X=X(x,f), U=F(x,f)u+G(x,f). (3.1) 

To proceed, we assume, X =a(x)g(t) and use (2.4) to 
obtain after separation of variables 

a(x)(Ax/A) - 2ax = - v, 

T/g(t) = v, 

where v is a cons tant. This yields 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

a(x)=A 1 / 2[(v/2)J A-1 / 2 dx+k], (3.4) 

where k is a constant. Equation (2.6) then leads to 

U =g(f)[v + (Cx/C) a(x)]u + G(x, f). (3.5) 

Equations (2.3), (2.5) can now be used to determine 
G(x,f) and to check whether the system (2.3)-(2.7) is 
consistent with the given functional values of Band 
F(x, f). 

In this section, however, our approach is different. 
We usually choose an appropriate value for U and use 
A (or C) as a parameter to determine the possible val
ues of Band C (or A). 

We point out nevertheless that the preceding analysis 
will serve for guidance in the following: 

Case 1: We assume U=O and Cx*O and use the classi
cal system. 

As a result of (3.1) we can put Tt=f(t). Equation 
(2.6) then implies 

X = - f(f)(C/Cx)' (3.6) 

Substitution of (3.6) in (2.4) and integration yields 

(3.7) 

where 7/ is a constant. From (2.5) we then obtain after 
separation of variables 
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f'(tl/f(f) = (3, (3.8) 

(3.9) 

Thus f(t) =k exp({3f) and Eq. (3.9) is a linear ordinary 
differential equation for B in terms of C and its 
derivatives. 

Example 1: If C = )J.xA A * 0 then A = 7/0+2 and B = oxA+1 

+ ({3/A)X, where /l, 7/, 0 and (3 are arbitrary constants. 
Thus we find that the family of differential equations 
of the form 

(3.10) 

admits a one-parameter group of transformations in the 
form 

U = 0, X = - kx exp ({3tl/A, T = ~lk(exp({3t) - 1) + ')I, 

HO, {3,')IER. (3.11) 

Remarks: 1. We note that the form of the infinitesi
mal generator T has been chosen so that the limit (3 - 0 
is meaningful. 

2. The same set of invariant equations can be obtained 
by using the nonclassical system viz. Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), 
(2.7), and (2.8). In this case, however, U can take a 
more general form U = au, where a is an arbitrary con
stant while X, T remain the same. 

3. When (3 = 0 Eqs. (3.10) coincide with Eqs. (1. 5)
(1. 6) with (32 = o. 

Case 2: We assume Cx=O, U=F(x,f}u, and use the 
classical system. 

From (2.6) it follows that 

Uu=T t =f(f) 

and Eq. (2.3), then yields f = k exp(Cf). Assuming X 
=a(x)g(f) we can use Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) to determine 
a(x) and g(f) while (2.5) is a linear differential equation 
for B in terms of A, X, andf. 

Example 2: If A =x then 

a(x) = vx + kX 1
/ 2 , (3.12) 

where k is a constant. If we put k = ° in (3.12) then we 
obtain for B 

B(x)=-Cx+p, (3.13) 

where p is a constant. Thus the family of invariant 
equations obtained in this manner is 

(3.14) 

Although (3.14) resembles Eq. (1. 2) there is still a 
sign discrepancy in the coefficient of B(x). 

We remark that we could have had adopted a different 
approach to this problem with Cx = 0 by assuming U 
= 0. From (2.6) we then obtain T = const and from Eq. 
(2.4) that X =A 1 / 2f(t). Equation (2.5) then yields after 
separation of variables 
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For A =x we obtain 

(3017) 

Once again we do not recover Eq. (1. 2). This and sim
ilar deliberations lead us to conclude that the classical 
system cannot generate a one-parameter group with 
respect to which Eq. (1. 2) is invariant. 

Case 3: We assume that C =const., U =F(t)u and use 
the nonclassical system. 

By our assumptions Eq. (2.8) reduces to 

(3.18) 

Assuming X =a(x)g(t), Eq. (2.4) yields Eqs. (3.3), 
(3.4), and Eq. (2.5) reduces after separation of vari
ables to 

g'(t)/g(t) =(3 (3.19) 

-A a"" +B v-a" +B,,=-(3. 
a a 

(3.20) 

Thus g(t) =k exp(Bt) and hence F(t) = (l/{3)[KCv exp({3t) 
+ y], where (3, yare arbitrary constants. 

Example 3: If A =X we still obtain Eq. (3.12) but if 
we now put k = 0 and use Eqo (3. 20) we obtain 

(3.21 ) 

Thus the family of equations obtained in this manner is 

xu"" + (I) - (3x)u" + Cu =u t • 

Equation (1. 2) obviously belongs to this family of 
equations. 

IV. INVARIANTS AND SOLUTIONS 

(3.22) 

An equation of the form (1. 5) which admits a one
parameter group of transformations characterized by 
X, T, and U can be reduced to an ordinary differential 
equation through the invariants of this group. 

These invariants can be obtained as solutions of the 
linear equation4 

X~ Tal u a1 =0 ax + at + au . (4.1) 

This equation has two independent solutions. The first 
has to be used as the independence variable in the re
duced equation while the second serves as the dependent 
variable. The solutions of the reduced equation then 
furnishes invariant solutions for the original equation. 

In the following we compute explicitly the invariants 
and the reduced equations for the families found in 
examples 1-3 and thus show the origin of the similarity 
variables found in Refs. 2 and 3. Moreover we show 
that the solution of (1. 2) given by (1. 3) is invariant 
solution. 

Example 1 (continuation): For equations of the form 
(3.10) and X, T, and U given by Eq. (3.11) the invari
ants are 

(4.2) 
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Thus to reduce these equations we have to choose z =11 
as the independent variable and q(z) =12 as the depen
dent one. The reduced equations are then in the form 

TjX2 i q" + {(M + TjX(X - 1)]z + J..I.i3'Y - J..I.k}q' + JJ.q = 0, 

(4.3) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to z. 

These reduced equations can be easily solved by a 
power series or in an integral form through Euler 
transformation. 5 We note however that the parameter 
y in (4.3) is arbitrary and this gives rise to a family 
of invariant solutions for the original equation. This is 
a result of the translational invariance in time of Eq. 
(1. 5). 

Remarks: 1. The subclass of Eqs. (1. 5)- (1. 6) which 
are in the form (3.10) is characterized by (3 =~ = O. 
Equation (4.3) is then an Euler equation. 5 

2. If instead of using the infinitesimals given by Eq. 
(3.11) we used those obtained from the nonclassical 
system 12 will change to 

where a is an arbitrary constant. However the reduced 
equations are still similar to Eq. (4.3). 

Example 2 (continuation): For equations in the form 
(3.14) X, T, and U are given by 

X == Kx exp(Ct), T = C- 1[K exp(Ct) + y], 

U ==K exp(Ct)u. (4.4) 

The invariants are 

It ==x[Kexp(Ct) +y]-t, 12 =u/x. (4.5) 

The reduced equations are then in the form 

(4.6) 

Example 3 (continuation): For Eq. (3.19) the infinitesi
mal transformations are 

X ==Kvx exp(!3t), 

T = ~t[Kv exp(!3t) + y], 

U = [([(Cv exp(!3t)/ (3) +p] u. 

(In the following we put p =0.) 

The invariants are 

I t ==x[Kvexp«(3t)+y]-t 12 =x-c /{Ju, 

and the reduced equation is 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Z2q " +[(1) +2O')z - (3yz 2]q' +[1)0' + 0'(0' -l)]q=O, (4.9) 

where O'=C/(3. In Eq. (1.2) i3=N, C=-N, and 1)=1. 
If we substitute these values in Eq. (4.9) and choose 
i3'Y = - 1 we obtain 

Z2q" + (z2 -z)q' +q =0. (4.10) 
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A fundamental system of solutions for this equation is 
given by 

ql=zexp(-z), Q2=zexp(-z)jz-l exp(z)dz. (4.11) 

Thus two invariant solutions of (1. 2) are ul =X-1Ql and 
1(2 =X-1Q2' The solution given by 1(1 coincide with the one 
given by Eq. (1. 3), while 1(2 is a new solution whose 
physical significance has to be explored. 
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In this article, a proof was claimed for the proposi
tion that sufficient conditions for finite polynomials of 
grand canonical partition function form, Q(M) 
= L: nQn(M)zn to have all zeros on the unit circle I z I = 1 
are: 

(1) symmetry, Qn(M) = Q M-n(M), 

(2) boundedness by the binomial series, Qn(M) ~ (:). 

The proof given is incorrect. The error is in the 
assertion IQ(k)I~INkl IR(k;k+1)1 following Eq, (10); 
the stated conditions are not suffiCiently strong to 
guarantee validity of this inequality 0 

It is instructive to consider the character of counter
examples. Those which we have been able to construct 

either have oscillating coefficients Qn(M) (as in Z4 

+..!fz2 +1) or sharp jumps in magnitude of some Qn(M) 
(as in Z4 + Z3 + 6z2 + z + 1), Such properties do not violate 
conditions (1) or (2) above, but are inconsistent with the 
criteria for thermodynamic stability. 1 A plausible con
jecture is that the additional conditions required to 
guarantee that all zeros lie on the unit circle in the z 
plane amount to a certain smooth convexity in the Qn(M), 
perhaps no more restrictive than that necessary for 
thermodynamic stability. 
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Chap. 8. 
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the electromagnetic field [J. Math. Phys. 18, 629 (1977)] 
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is incorrect as A(N) '" Ac(N) 
(cf. Ref. 1). A correct proof is obtained by observing 
that 11 is continuous provided its restriction t, say, to 
A(T) is continuous. Now the Schrodinger representa
tion, p, of Ac(M) provides a faithful representation of 
Ac(T). The direct integral decomposition of p restricted 
to Ac(N) described in Sec. 3, is a direct integral over 
the spectrum ~ of Ac(T), As p is faithful, we have Ac(T) 
isomorphic to the C*-algebra of continuous functions, 
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C(~) on ~, The map t is an evaluation map on C(~) and 
so is continuous in the sup norm on C(6) and hence is 
continuous on Ac(T). Thus 11 is continuous. We would 
like to thank the referee for pointing out this method of 
proof. 

lJ. Manuceau, M. Sirigue, D. Testard, and A. Verbeure, 
Commun. Math. Phys. 32, 231-43 (1973). 
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